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INTRODUCTION. 

I. The DInA-E Ma!n6g-I Khirab. 

The Pahlavi phrase Dmi-l MatnGg“t Khira^f, ‘ Opinions 

of the Spirit of Wisdom,^ is a name applied to sixty-two 

enquiries, or series of enquiries, on subjects connected with 

tlie religion of the MaEda-worahipperSi^ made by an anony¬ 

mous wise man and answered by the Spirit of Wisdom. 

But, as this name is only found prefixed to a manuscript, 
written in a. d. in which the first part of the work is 

missing^ it is doubtful whether it be tlie original name of 

the book, or not, although it is very suitable to the general 
character of the work, 

Regarding the reading of this name, here adopted, it must 

be observed, that the correct pronunciation of the Pahlavi 
word mailing, ^spiritj^ is unccrUin; the traditional reading 

is madbnadj which is a possible pronundation of its letters, 
hut is otherwise inexplicable j Haug proposed to read 

mainivad or mlnavad, but, in that case^ the word ought 
to end with or with nd ; some of the present DastOrs 

read rnlnd^, but this would be written minfi^k in Pahlavi; 

the Paeand writers have mainy6, but this is evidently an 

imitation of Av. mainyavd, and does not correspond with 

the Pahlavi letters. As the word is manu or mind in the 

Sasanian inscriptions, and mtnCl in Persian, to which words 
a final k would be added in Pahlavi, it seems probable that 

the final letter of the Pahlavi word is not d or £, but g, 
a corruption of k, and that wc ought to read mindg or 
maTndg. At the same time it should be noticed that a 

very old copy of the Pahlavi Farhang, in the library of 
Dastfir JimSspji Minochiharji in Bombay, has the word 

written with an extra medial stroke, so that it might be 

^ See p. i note j. 
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read mtnavand, as required by Haug’s hypothesis, although 

this copy of the Farhang gives madone»das the traditional 

reading. 

The subjects discussed by the Spirit of Wisdom are of a 

very miscellaneous character, and their discussion is evi¬ 

dently intended to furnish an outline of the tenets, legends, 

• and morality of the religion with which they deal; but it 

forms by no means a complete, or systematic, treatise on 

these subjects, and it is remarkably silent with regard to all 

details of religious rites and ceremonies, whicli arc only 

occasionally mentioned. This silence may, perhaps, be due 

to the fact that the author was a layman, as seems clear 

from the account he gives of his doubts and enquiries in 

Chap. I, 14-56. Any incompleteness of the treatise may 

also be explained by the apparent loss of the latter end of 

the work, as tlie sixty-second reply (Chap. LXIII) termi¬ 
nates the extant text of the treatise abruptly, and without 
any trace of peroration. 

By the Spirit of Wisdom the author means the innate 

wisdom of AQharmar^ (Chap. LVII, 4), the 4sna khratu 

of Yas. XXII, 29, XXV, 18, through which the spiritual and 

worldly creations were produced (Chaps. 1,49,51, LVII, 5), 

It was originally created by AOharmar^/ (Chap. VIII, 3, 8), 

and is superior to the archangels (Chap. 1,53); it can appear 

ill a personal form, and undertake to be an instructor (Chap. 

I, 57, 60, 61); and it can likewise be used as a defence 

(Chap. XLIII, 6). 
With regard to the author of this treatise, and the age in 

which he lived, wc have no further information than can be 

gathered from the contents of the book itself. The author 

was evidently a devoted Maada-worshipper, and probably a 

layman, as has been already remarked, but he has given us 

no further hints about himself. Whether he wrote before 

or after the Arab conquest of Persia is doubtful. There are 

only two passages that might be strained into allusions to 

Muhammadanism; one in Chap. I, 18, which alludes to 

some heterodox religion injuring the property of the 

orthodox faith, but the author has just been talking of 

many sects, and the grievance here mentioned is much too 
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common to be considered as applicable only to the Ara.b$ j 
the other passage is Chap. XVIj 37-4.Bj vi'hich describes the 

advantages of 'the moderate dniiking of ivine/ and might 

be supposed to be v/ritten in indirect opposition to the 

Muhammadan prohibition of such indulgence. In either 

case the allusion is certainly far too obscure to form a fair 

basis for argument. On the other hand, Chap. XllI, 14, 

speaks of the sovereignty of Virt^sp cx:isting in connection 

with the most powerful sect or foim of devotion, which 

statement might be strained to imply that the government 

was still orthodox; and tlic definitions of good and bad 

government in Chap. XV, 13-39 hardly have been 

written after the Arab conquest. The allusion to the con¬ 

tinued conflict of the Arflmaiis and TflrcliilaiiE with the 

Ir^nUhns, in Chap. XXI, 33-36^ may possibly refer to some 

troublesome wars carded on by the Greeks and Turks 

against the Persians in the time of the author^ and the late 

Dr. A. D. Mordtmann has suggested a. d. 5Bo-590 as a 
probable period for such remarks, but, here again, the 

allusion is too obscure to be relied on. 
Very few of the author’s quotations can be identiftedj but 

this is no argument for a greater age than eight or ten 
centuricSj as we know, from passages quoted in the Sh§.yast 

Li-shiyast, D^istAii-t D?n1k, and other works, that some 

of the lost Nasks must have been still extant as recently as 

that. The Avesta is quoted only twice by name, in Chaps. 

I, 27, XVI, 15 j the former passage has not been identified, 

but the latter may perhaps be from the F^aag Nask. 
Several quotations, however, are made from the din A or 

'revelation,^ a term which, when it refers to writings^ is 
often applied by Pahlavi writci's to the Avesta only. Of 

these passages Chap. XL IV, iS-33 is from the Vendidiii^, 
Chap. XXI, 24-26 may be from the Nask, and six 
other quotations have not been identified. In other cases 

the quotations are merely prefaced by the phrase ‘j/ iV 

declared/ And of these the passage in Chap. LVll, 24-28 
appears to be derived from the Vendid^, and that in Chap. 

155j 3^5^ from the so-called H^dkht Nask, while eight 
other passages arc unidentified. In this last class the quota- 

[24] b 
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tions seem to be rather paraphrases than accurate transla¬ 

tions of the original texts* 

Of the original Palilavi text of the Din^-t Maindg4 Khita^f 

only two manuscripts are yet known to exist; one of tliese 

(K43) Ts contained in No, 43 of the Iranian manuscripts in 
the University Library at Kopenhagenj and the other 

(TD3.) belongs to Mr Tehmuras Dinshawji Anklesaria of 

Bombay, 

The manuscript K4g is a small quarto volume of 178 

folioSj of which the Din^ occupies foJs. 2-37^ written fifteen 

lines to the page. Ti^e first and second folios also contain 

the conclusion of the larger Bundahij, of which the first 129 

folios arc missing from this codex^ as described In SBE^ 

vol* Vj introd. pp. xxxix-xJi. And the latter part of the 

codex contains about one-fifth of the Dlnka?'^fj in several 

detached fi^agments^ and four-fifths of the Bahmau Ya^t* 
Tills manuscript was brought from Persia by the late 

Professor Westergaard in 1^43^, and the Palilavi text of 

the Dina, which it contains, was published in facsimile by 

Andreas in 

In this codex the text of the Dinit-l Mafn6g-! Khlrarf 

b^lns in the middle of Chap. sS; but, as the copyist 

has prefixed an introductory heading to this imperfect textj 

it is evident that he, or some predecessor of his, must have 

copied the work, in this imperfect state^ from some manu¬ 

script whose first folio had been lost. Besides this deficiency^ 

ten folios of the text have been lost from this particular 

codex; nine of these were occupied by Chaps. XIV, 1- 

XXVn, 49, and the tenth contained Chaps, XXXIX, 31- 

XL, 17. At the end of tlie worlc. Chap. LX 111 is followed 

by a colophon to the following effect —‘ Completed in 

peace and pleasure and joy on the day Shatvaird of the 
month Ac4n of tlic year 938 of Yaa;/aka/'^f, king of kings, 

[s6th May Mitrd-Apiln Anosliak-rhbfiii Rfistim 

Shab'd-iyfir, wi»tc rV for my own possession. From the copy 

^ Set Zisnd-AvcElii, or ihc RcUfpous ef the Ztiro»5tifiaiis, edited by 
l^r L, WwlcrearLptl (;KofK!nhnf;en^ iB53-S4lr '"yt h introd. p. S, ei&Ic 3, 

* Tli^ Bouk of the M ainyi^bKJiiiTd ^ also AH aid fm^inenl of dic l^ondehesh, 

edited ly F. C, AndrenB. (Ksch iSfii). 
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of DgiWt AspendiyS^r Gadnian-p1rC(^, and 
that from the copy of Dast^lt Shats^o-aTyySrf KhfisrdT“ 

shahj and that^ as regards these several sayings^ was written 

from tJie copy of the heavenly-destined M^h-vindS^ Nare- 

niih^n wif/i the righteous soul^ and comes unto us from the 

realm of the H indils* M ay even our writing be in accordance 

with the will of the sacred beings.' In addition to the date^the 

chief matter of interest in tliis colophon is its acknowledg¬ 

ment of tine fact that the work had come from India^ where 

the original Pahlavi text appears to have since become 

extinct. We have, therefore, in this text, merely so much 

of the work as had reached India^ on which the PAaand- 

Sanskrit version of Ntry^sang, described below, was un¬ 

doubtedly based ; and the possibility of hereafter finding 

the latter part of the work in Persia should not be over¬ 

looked. It ia^ however, upon the text contained in K43t so 
far as it is preserved, that the translation of the Dlnl-i 

Maindg-i Khira^ in this volume is founded^ 
Of the other Pahiavi manuscript, TDa, notliiiig further 

is known to the translator than a copy of the passages cor^ 

responding to those contained in the ten folios lost from 
K43, upon which copy the translation of those passages has 

been based. 

Besides these manuscripts of the original Pahiavi text, 
there exist other copies, in which the text has been merely 

reproduced from the PS^zand version desciibed below; and, 

of these copies, Kaa (No. a a in the University Library at 
Kopenhagen) may be cited as a typical example* This 

manuscript is a large octavo volnme of 36 folios of glazed 
Indian paper, probably about a century old, but without a 

date* The first 48 folios contain a corrupt Pahiavi text of 

the Din^-1 Main6g-i Khiraf^, alternating with the usual 

Sanskrit version described below, written nineteen lines to 

the page, and extending as far as Chap. XXVII, 41* The 
corruptions in the text consist of misuse of HuavSrij equiva¬ 

lents, and errors in orthography which no old writer of 

Pahiavi would be likely to commit, such as writing ko v ist 

for harvist, nafjmanidArik for khvdjinljfcLrih, ba?'^- 

ghm^n for a gum in, hamS for hamigat^ar for aftbaj, 
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li and md for a/j denman in&tnad of kanSl for P4z. f, 

the constant use of the adjective snihx -Sk for the abstract 

suffix -Ihj and the frequent omission of the final k in such 

words as ddnik^ a^^ist^k. It can be seen at once, by any 

one really acquainted with Pahlavi^ that a text of this de¬ 

scription is merely a modem transliteration of the Fiaand 

version by some one whose knowledge of Pahlavl w’as rather 

limited and artificial 
Most of the Indian manuscripts of this work contain only 

the Pizand version written in short sentences^ alternating 

with a word-for^^word Sanskrit translation of each sentence j 

the Sanskrit being written upside down, for the sake of 

forming a continuous line with the reversely-written A vesta 

characters of the Pizand* This PSlzand-Sanskrit version of 

the Malny6-i Khard (as it is called in FijEand) was compiled 

by N6t>'6sang, son of Chaval^a Farsi priest who is supposed 
to have lived some time in the fifteenth ceiituryj and 

(Evidently possessed a very good knowledge of PahJavi, 

though not sufficient to avoid some few mistakes, especially 

in reading foreign names, His authorship is attested by a 

Sanskrit introduction, prefixed to most manuscripts of this 

version, to the following effect i—* Through the name and 

almighty power and assistance of the lord Ahura-mazdat 

the greatly w'ise, may the achievement be auspicious, 

h$ the progress and success of the good Mazda-worsivipping 

religion, and energy in body and long life for all the good 

and right-minded. This Fahlavi heavenly wisdom, called 

the Mauiy6-i Khard, is translated by me, Ncrybsang son of 

Dhaval, from the Pahlavi language into the Sanskrit 

language^ and written from the difficult Farsi letters^ with 

the Avesta letters^ for the joyful understanding of the good 

listeners to instruction, the true-minded. Salutation to the 

good, the pure-thinking, the true-speaking, the just-acting/ 

Of this P^zand-Sanskrit version the oldest manuscript 
that haa been examined is Ljp, No. 19 of the Aveeta and 

Palikvi manuscripts in the India Office Library in London, 

one of the manuscripts brought from India by Dr. Samuel 

' Thai [s, from Uie junblfnous PihlaTi chAractws, used In ojl Peisiati 
vrritidgs bcfapc tbe Arab eonqiiLest. 
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Guise who was head surgeon of the general hospital at 

Surat from 17SB to 1795) obtained several manuscripts 
from the wido'Vv of Dasthr D^r^bjii the instructor of An- 

qiietil Du perron. It is a small octavo volume, containing 

148 folios of old Indian paper* of which the first 13^ are 

occupied by the P^zand-Sanskrit Mamyfl-i Khard, written 

fifteen lines to the page. At the beginning of tho te>:t the 

folio containing Ndiybsang's Sanskrit introduction (de¬ 

scribed above) has been lost* but the test itself is complete. 

At the end of the work is a P^zand-Sanskrit postscript 

which may be reasonably attributed to Nfiry6sang him¬ 

self, and can be translated as follows :—^ Completed for the 

peace and pleasure, happiness and dominio n of all the good 

who are virtuous. To him for whom is written may it 

be well-resulting and well-omened, a^id, after a hundred and 

fifty yearn, may he be a transmitter 0/ if to his own religious 

children’s children, through the will of the sacred beings. 

Of whomsoever the best ability is not wisdom, that best 

ability of his is then owing to it. Wisdom which is 

without learnuig is poor, and learning which is without 
wisdom is helpless.’ After this postscript a Pahlavl colophon 

has been copied from some older manuscript to the folio wing 

effect j—* Completed in peace, pleasure, and joy, and ended j 

written by me, a servant of the religion, the priest Shatr6- 

aiyyir, contemporary (?) of N^rydsang/ And this is fol¬ 

lowed by a colophon in very cormpt Sanskrit, which states 

that this manuscript was completed, in the district of N^ga- 
ma7^^fala', at a date corresponding to Friday, the 19th 

October 15^0, by the teacher Mibrv^n, son of MaliyAr and 

grandson of Padama, for the priest BahrSrm, son of P^lhan. 

This manuscript of the P^zand text is, therefore, nearly 49 

years older than that of the original Pahlavl text (K43) 

upon which the present translation is based. It corresponds 
very closely with that Pahlavi text, and where it differs the 

variation is nearly always due to some mistake, or attempt 

at improvement, on the part of Ntlryfisang. It must, how¬ 
ever, be acknowledged that very few translators adhere so 

^ Probably an old munt of Naiisdift. 
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closely to tlieir original texts as this learned Pars! priest 
has done to hia. 

Other manuscripts of the Pdzand-Sanskrit version are 

PA to and PB5. The former is No* xo of the Anquetil 

Collection in the National Library at Paris, and was brought 

from Surat by Anquetil Du perron in ijSi. It is an octavo 

volume, in which the Mainyfl-i Khard occupies the first iii 

folios, and commences with NSrydsang^s Sanskrit introduc- 

tioiif translated above, but does not contain the postscript. 
The date of its colophon appears to correspond to the Jth 

December J649, new style. The latter manuscript, PBd, is 

NOh 6 of the Burnouf Collection in the same library, and is 
probably about a century old. 

The P^zand versJon also occurs alternating with a 

riti translation in K33, No* 33 of the Iranian manuscripts 
in the University Library at Kopenhagen, It is an octavo 

volume of id3 folios of glazed Indian paper, of which the 
first l6z contain the P^zand-Gu^rSti text, written fifteen 

lines to the page, and the remaining six folios contain an 
index stating the contents of each chapter. A colophon, at 

the end of the text, has a date corresponding to the 

August new style j and another, at the end of the 

index, states that the manuscript was written by the priest 

Yazad-yilT, son of Vikaj i, of Saq^n, and finish ed at a date 

corresponding to the 17th October of the same year. 

In another class of Fizand manuscripts of the Mainydd 

Khard the Pdzand text is written in the Perso-Arabic cha¬ 

racter, and accompanied by a Persian translation, forming 

what may be conveniently termed a P^rsi^Persian version* 

One example of this version is contained in MH7, No* 7 of 
the Hang Collection in the State Library at Munich, of 

which it occupies the first 70 folios, written fifteen lines to 

the page* Most of the Persian translation is written in 

sentences alternating with those of the Pdrst text, in which 

case the translation is merely a paraphrase of the P4rsl 5 but 

some of the translation is interlined, and this is much more 

literal, each P4rsi word having its Persian equivalent written 
below it. This manuscript contains several other texts, and 

from two colophons, one near the middle, and the other near 
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the end of the volume, it appears that it was written by 
DArlshihj son of MihrbSnjij and the first half of the 
volume was completed at a date corresponding to Wednes^ 
day the 9th August iSop* 

Another example of the Pirsi^Persian version is found in 
No, 2769 of the Persian manuscripts in the India Office 
Library in London, in which manuscript it occupies 75 
folios^ written eleven lines to the page, and is not dated, 
though probably written early this century. In this copy 
the Pdrsl text is tolerably complete^, but long passages of 
the Persian translation are omitted; when given, the Persian 
is usually identical with that in though some in¬ 
stances of independent translation occur. 

In addition to the Pahlavi, Pitiandj Sanskrit, Git^rati, 
P^rsij and Persian texts of the prose Din^-i Maindg-i 
KhiiW, the popularity of the work is further evinced by the 
existence of two versions in Persian verse. One of these 
was described by Professor Sachau in the Journal of the 
Royal Asiatic Society, new series, vol. iv, pp. 229^85, from 
a manuscript in the library of that Society in London, 
written probably near the end of last century* The author 
of this metrical Persian paraphrase appears to have been a 
native of R^var in Sindh, named MarKub^n, who composed 
it from a PSirsT version of the original text, bequeathed to 
him by his teacher while he was studying the old traditions 
at Yazd; and the date of his composition seems to have 
been a*D* i6is. His verses contain only fifty-four ques¬ 
tions and answ^ers, but these contain the substance of the 
greater part of the Min6khirad, as the work is called in 
Persian, with some few additions from otiier sources. 

A copy of the other metrical Persian Mtndkliirad occupied 
fols. 527-550 in the second volume of B29, a two-volume 
quarto Riviyat, No. 29 in the Bombay University Library'. 
It is doubtful whether the original number of fotios were 
twenty-four of twenty-six, but only twenty-two now remain. 
These contain 497 couplets of introductory matter* 1060 

representing the text of the work, and 190 of epilogue ; 
and from 160 to 330 further couplets of the text arc 
missing. According to statements in the introduction and 
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epilogue the verses appear to have been composed^ from 

N<£ry6sang’^s Pdzand-Sanskrit text, by the priest Hormazy^r 

and his son DirSib, the latter being the actual writer, and 

the former being a son of son of QavAmu-d- 

din, son of Kai-QubSd, son of Ham/'Arapadam' of Sai^n, 

of the family of the priest N^ry6sang DhavaL The work 

was commenced on the 7th November 1676, new style, 

and completed in thirty-five days] and the copy in B29 

was finished on the ai$t November 1579, new style. The 

order of the subjects discussed in this metrical version 

differs, in some respects, from that followed in the prose 

texts, and the jo6o couplets of extant text represent only 

forty chapters of the work, though several of the others 

were, no doubt, represented in the missing couplets. 

Another copy of this later metrical version appears to 

exist in pp, 231-248 of No. iz of Anquetil’s Collection in 

the National Library at Paris. 

Of the PEizaitd text of the Mainyd-iKhard, Chaps. LVII, 
XXVIl, LXir, I, 5i-5r, Vll, 9^12 have been published, 

with German translations, by Professor Spiegel, in his 

‘Grammatik der p^rsi Sprache,’ pp. 128-155,"161-173, 

186, 188, 1S9, He has also published German translations 

of Giaps. ir, 110-393, VIII, XXXVIl, XLU in his ^Tra- 

ditionelle Llteratur der Parsen,* pp, 138-144, 147-150, 

And the complete Fkaand-Sanskrit texts, widi an English 

translation, Pdzand glossary and grammar, were published 

by the present translator in 1871. Since that date the 

original Pahlavi text of the Din^-t Maindg-i Khirarf has 

been discovered, from which the present tmnslation has 
been made. 

In connection T.vith this account of tlie various versions of 

the ‘Opinions of the Spirit of Wisdom,it should be noticed 

that an abridgement of the work also exists in Persian prose, 

and is called the ‘Other Minftkhirad,’ A copy of thjg 

abridgement is contained in fols. 71-78 of MH7 (described 

above), and consists of a very free Persian translation of the 

Pazand texts of Chaps, I, J4-II, 64 III-VII, XlV, XV, 

^ A Variation of Ehi* pedigree quoted in p, itlii. 
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XXIj XXV, followed by a. variety of short statements 
about thankfulness towards the sacred beings, the supreme 

heaven, male and female angels and demon$^ wealth and 

poverty, &c., and concluding with the names of the first 

sovereigns of the world, the descent of mankind from 
Gaydmardj and of the ^ species of animals from the 

primeval ox. Another copy of this abridgement appears 

to be contained in foU. So-U4of No. 35 Aiiquetirs Collec¬ 

tion in the National Library at Paris. 

2. The ^iKANi>o^iiANiK Visar. 

The term .S’ikand-gflin^Lntk V^r,‘ doubt-dispeHing expla¬ 

nation,’ is the Pablavi name applied to a controversia! 

work by its author. The chief object of the work is to 

prove the correctness of the fundamental doctrine of the 
Mazda-worshipping religion, that good and evil do not 

proceed from the same source, and to show that other 

religions, while professing to believe in the unity of crea¬ 
tion, can only account for the origin of evil, either by 
degrading the character of the sacred being, or by attri- 

bating evil to a corrupting influence which is really a 

second being. In other words, the author’s object is to 

show that all people, who. believe in an all-good and 

omnipotent creator, must logically admit the existence of 

an independent origin of evil, whatever they may say 

to the contrary. In the Course of his arguments, he 

naturally finds it easier to attack the inconsistencies of 

other beliefs than to defend his own, and nauch of his 

attention is, therefore, given to pointing out apparent 

inconsistencies and seemingly delusive statements in the 

scriptures of the Muhammadans, Jews, Cliristians, and 

MAnichaeans» 
The author's name was MardfAn-farukh, son of Auhar- 

m^d-d^d (Chap* I, 35), and his account of his enquiries 
(§§36, 37) bears much resemblance to what is said of the 

wise man’s proceedings in Mkh. 1,34-3^' determines to 

* Ed. X, 3, XIV, J3 mciitlon iBl [pr 3^3 m some copies). 
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write a treatise for removing religions doubt, and calls it 

the ^ikand-gOmlLnik Vi^r (Chap^ 1,3^^). He is also careful 

in stating that he has selected man^ of his facts and argu¬ 
ments from older writings, such as those of Atfl^'-pidfiyi- 

vand^, which he had found in the Dinka?'^^® compiled by 

At0r-fr6bagj son of Farukh-z3U^. In this statement he 

must be referring to the first two books of the Dtnkar<^3 

which have not yet been discovered, as the other seven 

books^ which are extantj do not contain the matters to which 

he alludes. He also mentions the Rdshan manuscript com¬ 

piled by R6shan son of At&r-frdbag,, a writer who is often 

quoted in the Pahlavi commentaries on the Avesta*. And 

he begins his religious discussion by replying to some 

difficulties that had been suggested to him, in a friendly 

manner^ for solution by Mitr^-alyy^r, son of Mahn^l4^f, 
of Ispahan^. 

His allusions to Muhammadanism are of a very guarded 

character^ though sufficiently clear to leave no doubt as to 

the religion he means. Like ail Pahlavi writers, he never 

mentions that religion by name, but when, in the position 

of a Zoroastrian in Persia, he states that he did not admire 

the religion that was then in supremacy there can bo 

little doubt that he refers to Muhammadanism. And auy 

such doubt would be dispelled^ not only by such vague 

references to passages in the Qur^Sln as occur in Chap, XI» 

4i 5) ^^5-271, but also by the distinct quotation of a striking 
legendj from the same source, regarding the fallen angel in 

348 of the same chapter, and by the use of the 

term Miitazallk(Ar. mu^htaiil) with reference to a certain 
sect in ^ aSo. 

With regard, therefore, to the age of the .Stkand-ghmAnik 

Vifir, wa may be quite certain that it was written long after 

the Arab conquest of Persia; and from the names men¬ 

tioned by the author, as stated above, it is evident that he 

lived after the time of Rdshan, son of Atflr-frdbag, son of 

* Se* Chaps. T, 3S, IV, It>£, IX, X, £?. 
“ Sec Ctiaps, XV. 107, XX, I, ^ X, 57. 
* See Chap. X, .53, 54. ' Sec Sis. I, 4n. 
* See Chap, n, i, 3. * S« Chap. X, 45. 
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Faru kh-zdif. Now, according to a Pab lavi talethe accursed 

Ab^lij the Zandik, bad a religious disputation with AtOr- 

frdbagj SOU of Farukh-zldf, in the presence of the Khalirab 

Al-MAmQn who reigned a,d. Si3-^33; it is, therefore^ 

hardly possible that Rfishauj son of AtQf'-frdbag, could 
have written his commcntaiy before the middle of the 

ninth century* We also know, from the last chapter of 
the third book of the Dlnka^'aT, that Atflf'-frbbag was 

not the last editor of that work, but was succeeded by 

his son ZaratOjt, and, later still, by AtfirpcU!?^ son of 

who appears to have given the book its final 
revision* Of AtCl^'pa^s work the author of the .Sikand- 

gflm3,nlk Vi^r does not speak, and it is, therefore, 

reasonable to suppose that it had not been completed 

in his time. But, according to Bd. XXXIII, 10, ir, this 
Atflrplff was a contemporary of Zd(^-sparam who was living 

in a.D, 8S1 and his revision of the D!nkarif w^as, therefore, 

probably in progress by the end of the ninth century* 
From these facts we may conclude that the 5ikand-gflmlnik 
V^r was written after the middle, but before the end, of 

the ninth century j unless we were to suppose that, although 

its author consulted only the first two books of the Dlnkar^ 
(ae mentioned above), the remaining seven books may have 

existed as a separate work unknown to him, Consideriiig, 
however, that Atflrpdrtf, son of Hfimti!/, was so important a 

personage as ‘ the leader of those of the good religion ^ of his 

time, this supposition w^ould not be very probable. 
There is probably nothing new^to defend ers of Chrbitianity 

in Marfifiin-rarukh’s attacks upon the apparent inconsistencies 

of their scriptures, with regard to the origin of evil and the 

existence of unity in trinity, subjects diat are more usually 
admitted without investigation than seriously discussed. 

This is not, however, the mode. in which such subjects arc 
likely to be treated by outsiders, and missionarEes will no 
doubt hnd among Mar^ffin-farukh^s arguments many that 

they must become accustomed to hear from educated 

* A copy of whid) b cioFitauied in the very olU codex No. ao itt lie Uaivenaty 

Library at Kopaihugen, fok. 14S-1S3. 
* The reading of ibt* Dame il uncertain, hal tJlis i& the l^^nTtd form* 

* iJee Ep- Ilfji 3, Ji. 
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men of other faiths* Andj if they engage m controversy^ as 

they ought to do, they mwst expect to hear them stated in 

less considerate language than this author uses* 

An interesting question, for any one who possesses special 

information on the subject, would be to ascertain from what 

version of the Old and New Testaments Mar^/ln-farukh 

drew his quotations. There seems every probability that 

his translation of the passages^ though it may not be alto* 

gether literal, is yet sufSciently so to admit of the par¬ 

ticular version being identlhedj if its peculiarities of wording 

were carefully considered. The pecnliar Pablavi spelling of 

the name Isaac in Chap, XIV, as deduced from its cor¬ 

ruption in Poland, points to a Syriac version of one of the 
legendary worlcs consulted by the author. 

In his discussion of the tenets of the MSLnichaeans Mari/4n- 

larukh is dealing with a subject that is far less known than 

the other faiths he attacks, and the information he gives 

may be valuable. Unfortunately the latter part of this dis¬ 
cussion is missingj a] though the loss of text is probably not 

very extensive. 

The original Pahlavi text of the Sikand-gOm^nlk Vj^r 

has not yet been discovered, although there are several 
existing copies of a Pahlavi version of the earlier part of 

the work, which are evidently reproductions from the 

Pdzand text. These pseudo-Pahlavi manuscripts usually 

end with the fifth chapter, and are certainly superior to the 

similiar reproductions of the Dinii-i MaJnfig-J Khira^f, repre¬ 

sented by (see p. xlx). Yet they generally use the 

adjective suffix -Ih for the abstract suffix -ih, because both 

these suffixes become -i in Pdzand; they often have kabed, 

‘much,’ for afaj, ^and by him/ when tJie Piaand has vas 

by mistake for vaj; they also substitute the P^zand mis¬ 

reading a i 11 i for the true Pahlavi ad f naj; besides adopting 

other occasional mis writings for which tlie Pizand version 

alone is responsible. Such manuscripts could be of no 

critical value, unless they had descended from some family 

of P^zand manuscripts ivhich had left no surviving represen¬ 
tatives in Pazand, and this docs not appear to be the case* 

A specimen of these Pahlavi reproductions is contained 
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in the last 36 folios of L15, Noh 15 of the Avesta and 

Pahlavi manuscripts in the India Office Library in London. 
It commences with the words 'ail the angels' in Chap. I> 4, 

and ends ’vvith Cliap. V, 71; the handwriting being tlie same 
as that in L.26^ a maimscript that contains a date corre^ 
spending to A.D, J737. 

In fols. 9-16 of EM* No. 5^,378 of the Additional Oriental 

manuscripts in the British Museum I^ibrary^ there is a 

modem fragment of this reproduced Pahlavi text^ interlined 
with a transliteration in the Persian character, and alternat¬ 

ing with a Persian paraphmse. This fragment contains 
only Chap. I, i'-3r. 

The reproduced Pahlavi text also occurs^ in parallel 

columns with the usual P^zand and Sanskrit versions and a 

Persian paraphrase, in R, an imperfect polyglot manuscript 

given to the late Mr. J* Romer by a DastOr in Surat. Of 
this foolscap'folio manuscript Mr, Komer sent pp* i6'-'3i 

(with the first fifteen pages of a Pahlavi-Persian Bundahij) 
to the late Professor M. J. Muller, through Mr. Poley; he 

also sent pp. 32^3, to tlie late Professor H. H. Wilson 

on 3rd December tS3d, who afteiwards transferred them 
to Professor Max Mxillcr j and he gave pp. 64-Si, 99-143 

to the late Mr. Norris. The first of these fragments, 
together with that of the BundaliL now constitute No. 10 

of the Muller Collection in the State Library at Munich; 
the next two fragments were presented to tlie India Office 

Library, and the two last mentioned were acquired by 

it, in 38y6. It is most probable that the first fifteen 

pages of this polyglot manuscript were not given to Mr. 

Romer, but the first fifteen pages of the Bnndahk ■were 

substituted for them. The portion extant (pp* 16-143) 
contains all four versions of Chaps. I, 38-V, 57, with the 

Sanskrit and Persian versions of Chap* I, 25-27, and the 
Pahlavi and Pdjiand versions of Chap. V, 58-63] and the 
latter two versions are everywhere interlined with a trans-^ 

literatiou in Persian character^* This manuscript is modern 
and of no particular critical value ; but, as the combination 

of the four versions is rare, if not unique, it would be very 

desirable to discover the rest of the mai^uscript. 
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In another man^scriptj NOh iE of the AnquetU Collection 

in the National Library at Paris^ the reproduced PahJavi 

text has the usual PSzand version written above it. This 

manuscript, which Is in the form of a roll, begins at the 

same point as Lj5 (see xxixj and ends with Chap. V, 95, 
which is said to be the usual extent of other manuscripts 

of this class in India. A copy of this manuscript is No. ^3 

of the Muller Collection in the State Library at Munich. 

An extension of the same reproduced Pahlavi text^ Vltb 

the Pizand version written above it, and alternating with 

the Sanskrit version, is contained in JKzE, No. aS of the 

Iranian manuscripts in the University Library at Kopen- 

hagen. It is an imperfect octavo manuscript, of which only 

66 fglios remain, written eleven lines to the page, and, in its 

present state, it is undated, but seems to be fully 15° years 
old. The portions of the text that it still contains are only 
Chaps. I, i-II, E; III, 1-351 III, 36^IV, 106; VIII, 103- 

IX, 16] IX, 3C-X, 13 ; X, 71^X1, zfj; XI, 5^1; so that 

more than half the text that ought to be included within its 

extrenv! limits is missing; but its original extent, within the 
same limits, was more than double the usual length of the 

reproduced Pahlavi text, as stated above. In this par¬ 
ticular, of unusual length, only one other manuscript of 

that text seems to be known in India that resembles it, in 

addition to the imperfect copy next described. Kz8 con- 
tainsN^ryfisang’s usual Sanskrit introduction (see p. xxxiii), 

and differs from the oldest P^zand manuscript AK in 

only two or three instances, and these variations can be 

explained as corrections made on the authority of the 
Sanskrit version. 

An imperfect and modem copy of the Pahlavi-Pdzand- 
Sanskrlt texts ia also contained in twenty-two folios prefixed 

to AK (described below). This copy commences with 

ybsang’s Sanskrit introduction, and includes only Chaps. I, 
i-IV, 100 and X, 71-Xr, 47. Its writer has intended to 

give the three versions in successive sentences, but, after 

Chap. I, ^3, the FiLzand and Sanskrit sentences are less and 

less frequently written, till they cease altogether after I, 43, 

with the exception of one or two isolated sections. In 
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several cases he has also substituted the correct abstract 
suffix -Ih for the usual incorrect but this correction h 

generally confined to abstract nouns in common usCh 

As none of these Pahlavi manuscripts can be considered 
otherwise than as reproductions from the Pizand^ it is to 

the Poland-Sanskrit version of N€ry6sang that we must still 

look for the nearest approach to the original text of the 

work* It is in this version, too, that we find the greatest 

extent of text still extant, although the ^ikand-gOmAnik 
Vl^r seems to possess the peculiarity of wearying out all 

its copyists at some point or other, so that not only is there 

no complete copy of the work known, but also nearly every 

copyist has stopped his work at a different place. 

The oldest known manuscript of the PcL?.and-Sanskrit 
version belongs to DastClr HSshangji Jim^pji of Poona, 

and 13 called AK, because it is supposed to have been 
written by Asadln, son of K^kSr In its present state this 
manuscript consists of seventy-seven small quarto folios of 

very old, discoloured, Indian paper, written sixteen lines to 
the page, and containing the Pdzand version in short sen- 

tencesj alternating with a word-for-w^ord Sanskrit transla¬ 
tion of each sentence ; the Sanskrit being written upside 
clown, for the sake of forming a continuous line with the 

reversely-written A vesta characters of the Pdzand* From 

other manuscripts it is known that this PAzand-Sanshrit 

version was compiled by N^ry^sang, son of Dhaval, but in 
this manuscript his usual Sanskrit introduction is lost with 

the first three folios of the text, and the existing seventy- 

seven folios contain only Chaps, I, i5-XI, 145. As this 

extends only one folio beyond the middle of the whole of 

the text that is extant, it is supposed that this old manusenpt 

was divided into two nearly equal moieties on the occasion 
of some division of property, of which the earlier moiety has 

been preserved, and the later one either lost, or destroyed, 

or buried in some inaccessible library. 
In consequence of the imperfect state of this manuscript 

it bears no date, but an old Sanskrit colophon has been 

copied by the writer of JE (one of the more modem manu¬ 
scripts that are evidently derived from AK through one or 
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more intermediate copies), and this may be fairly assumed 

to be the colophon of AK* This colophon may be trans¬ 

lated as follows:—* In the Samvat year current 

54ka y^ar ^490: on the present day (?}> the fourth day 
Shabrlvar of the eleven tit month Bahman, in the district 

of N4ga-maw^ala^, in the royal reign of king; Snl/^n Mu//;- 

affar-sh^h, the book named sSikand-ghm^nik is 

written, for the uge of Amabb^Lh A^angash^h®, by the 
priest Asadtn^, son of the priest KAki. May it become 

auspicious E may it be beneficial 1 * 

The date indicated by tills colophon seems to correspond 

to the 23rd September but it may^ of coursej be 

doubted whethef it origiaially belonged to AK, because the 

text to which it is appended In JE is incomplete. If it 

were attached to AK, the text in that manuscript must 

cither have been originally incomplete, or some of the later 

folios must have been lost, while the last one, containing the 
colophon, was at ill preserved* If it did not belong to AS, 

it must have belonged to some later manuscript, because 
there is no doubt that JE has descended from AK, and 

could not, therefore, contain the colophon of an older 

manuscript than AK, unless it had been written in AK 

itself, or obtained in an irregular manner from some un¬ 

recorded source. For these reasons there seems little 

doubt that AK was written either in 1568, or earlier; and 

the general appearance of its folios favours this assumption* 

So far as it extends this is the best manuscript of the 

Sihand-gOmAnJk Vi^r that is known to exist, and the 
present translation has, therefore, been based upon its texts, 

^ Probably wi old numjc of Naasfiit. 

* Ttlis wa^ piobably a (jrand&on of the A^mgasllali at who£t in- 
Etigntloti the Taisis la India carried on a fiOirefipniadenot infitli thoM in Persia in 
A.D. 14^8-Sl, which is stif] ^pcesftn'fid Ln [h.c PtraEan RivSyntS, And hts ffttJlcr 
may have been the A^gashih who was the Eicacl of (he Parsl Iny- 
Hien ID NauaSjt In 1551, wtijcji he was 70 years old, m apjMyus from the Ilidc^ 
NSme ^Bombay, iS^l). 

* Id a Gn^arfiti noemoraJiduia, rweatly appcndctl to JE, It IS Stilted that the 
colophon of 0. Yassa Sfidali, writCcD in A.D. 1572 or 1576, filecs the pedigree of 
this copyi^ aa followa;—Asadin, son of Xftk^ son of UharpSl, son of Lfthhini- 
dar, son of K^dtu, son of ZaiatUrB, son of M&bad Honoaiidydt, son of 

* Or it may bc f aa the hJit:!!. dale lias i^Sn altered from into *45*. 
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which arc, ng doubt, very nearly in the same state as when 

edited by Nfirydsang j the Sanskrit version^ especiaHy^ is 

far more correct than in the later copies. Many of the 

PAzand sections m Chaps. V-YI11 are written in Pahiavi 

only, or in Pahlavi with the Pctzaiid written above it j but> iJi 

all cases, this Pahlavi is as corrupt as that of the reproduced 
Pahlavi manuscripts* 

The most complete manuscripts of tlT.e Pdzand-Sanskrit 
version are }J and JE, of which JJ is the oldest and best, 

but it has not yet been thoroughly eicamined* It is a small 

quarto volume of I^j2 folios of Indian paper, written fifteen 

to seventeen lines to the page, and belongs to Dastllr 

KhurshSdji Jamsh^dji of Naus^ri. From certain blunders 

and peculiarities, which its writer has copied, ,It is certain 

that this manuscript has descended from AK, and, also, that 

it has derived a few variations from some other source. Its 

Sanskrit teict is not written inverted, as it is in AK, and it 

commences with N^rydsang's usual Sanskrit introduction, 
as translated in p. xx, but with the clause containing the 

names altered to the following effect‘ This book, named 

iSikand-gilmliiik V|^r, is translated by me, N^rydsang son 

of Dhaval, from the Pahlavi language into the Sanskrit 

language, and written from the difficult Parsi letters with 

the Avesta letters, for the joyful understanding of the good 

listeners to instruction, the true-minded*’ The texts in Jj 
are of the same extent as the translation in this volume, 

and are followed by a colophon in Persian, Sanskrit, and 

imperfect Pahlavi, which states that the manuscript Avas 
written by Dastfir Jamsh^d, son of Jimdsp, son of As^, son 

of Fr&ffdn, inhabitants of Nausetri, and completed on the 
day Srflsh of the month Vohfiman, a.y. 1137 (correspond¬ 

ing to the aSth August J76S)* 

The other manuscript, JE, which is as complete as the 

translation in this volume, is a foolscap-folio volume of 
folios, written eighteen lines to the page, and belongs to 

Dast6r Hdshangji JSm^spji of Poona. It corresponds very 

closely with JJ, but its Sanskrit (which i$ not written in¬ 

verted) is rather more corrupt; and it contains the same 

indications of descent from AK as that manuscript does, 

t^4] 
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with the same variations derived from some other source- 
Itcomrnences with Nery6sang*s usual Sanskrit introductioiij 

and at the end of the text it has the old Sanskrit colophon 

translated abovOj and supposed to belong to AK. And 

this is followed by a Persian colophon^ written on the day 
Hfirniaad of the month Bahmanj A. Y. 1211 (corresponding 

to the afith July 1840)^ and stating that this manuscript 

was copied from that of Asadin, son of K^ki, in Bombay, by 

Jamsh^d^ son of Edalji, son of Babmanjl, son of the writer 

of J J* prom this it might be too hastily assumed that the 

old manuscript AK was stiU complete as recently aa i S4a j 

butj if such were the case, it would be difficult to under¬ 

stand why Dastilr H^shangjJ could learn nothing about its 

missing moiety some twenty-five years afterwards, when he 
made searching enquiries on the subject; and it would be 

still more difficult to explain the variations in JE, already 
mentioned as derived from some other source than AK. Tt 

is more probable that the writer of JE found the old colo¬ 

phon of AK copied at the end of a more recent manuscript, 

which led him to believe that the latter was written by 

Asadin, son of K^kA. 

That the first folio of AK had already been lost^ con- 

siderably more than a century ago, appears from PB3, 

No. 3 of the Bumouf Collection in the National Library at 

Paris, which was evidently copied from a copy of AK, and 

is certainly more than a century old, judging from the 

general appearance of the paper on which it Is written. 

This manuscript, which was given to Bumouf by Mr. 

Mdwekji Khursh^dji of Bombay, is a small octavo volume 

of 3:25 folios of Indian paper, written twelve to sixteen lines 

to the page, and contains the PAzand-Sanskrit text of 
Chaps. I, 5-^33, and II, 5" X, 661 the Sanskrit being written 

upside down, as in AK. I’he loss of Ndrydsang^s Sanskrit 
introduction and Chap. I, 1-4 of the text indicates that 

the first folio of AK Avas already missing when the original 

of PB3 was copied, and several lacunae in the earlier folios, 
which have been filled up in red ink from some other 

source, indicate the tom condition of the earlier folios of 

AK, The loss of Chaps. I, 54“!^ 4 Is due to two folios 
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beiDg absent between folios i r and i a of PE3 ; and after 

Chap, X* 66 aU further folios have been lost. In some 

sections m Chaps. VI and V11 Tj where the Pilzand text is 
written above its Pahiavi equivalent in AK, much confusion 

has been occasioned in PB3 by reading the P^zand and 

Pahiavi versions as two successive lines of text j and it is 

evident that this confusion originated in some manuscript 
intermediate between AK and PB3, though it has been in^ 

creased by further blundering on the part of the writer of 

PB3 itself. 

The Pizand version of N^rydsang also occurs in short 

sentences alternating with a Guj^rAti translation in MH19, 

No, 19 of the Haug Collection in the State Library at 

Munich. This manuscript^ which was given to Haug by 

Dasttlr Ka^-KhusrG at Surat in iS54^ is a small quarto of 

134 folios of old Indian paper, of which the first no folios 
contain the FAzand-GqgarSti version of Chaps. 1^ l-XI, 20T, 

writteir thirteen to nineteen lines to the page. Towards the 
latter end of the manuscript blank spaces are left for the 

Gv^riti version of many of the sections j and several of 
the passages that are written only in Pahiavi in AK are 

similarly written in MH19. From this and other peculi¬ 

arities it is evident that MH19 has xlescended from 

AK, but probably through soroo intermediate manuscript 
that must have been written vrhen AK was more com¬ 

plete than it is now. Judging from the appearance 
of the paper of MH19 it can hardly be less than 150 

years old^ but it contains no date or colophon of any 
description. 

Another manuscript, which contains a large portion of 

the P^^^a^ld version of Nfirydsangj without his Sanskrit 
translation, is L33, No. 33 in the.Ij^dla Office Library in 

London. It is an octavo volume of eighty folios of Indian 
paperjWritten ten to twelve lines to the page, in the same hand¬ 

writing as Li^ Sind Lsd (see p, xxix), which last manuscript 
contains a date corresponding to A. E. 1737. L23 contains 

the Pftzand text of Chaps. I, 34-Vni, ^nd many of the 
passages written in Pahiavi in AK arc similarly written in 

L23, which indicates the descent of the latter manuscript 
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from the former; an indication which is confirmed by the 

repetition of other peculiarities. 
From this account of all the manuscripts of the 5ikand- 

gOmdnik V(|^r, that have been examined by the translator, 

it appears probable that no manuscript independent of 

AK has yet been discovered. The few variations which 

indicate another source can easily be explained as emenda¬ 

tions by some later copyist, who had noticed, or imagined, 

some deficiencies in the text of that manuscript. 

The 5ikand-gfimAntk has not been hitherto trans¬ 

lated into any European language, but an edition of its 

P^zand and Pahlavi texts was prepared by Dastfir H6- 

shangji about fifteen years ago, and arrangements have 

been made for the publication of these texts, with the 

Sanskrit version, at an early date. 

3. The Sad Dar. 

As its name implies the Sad Dar is a treatise on *a 

hundred subjects ’ connected with the Zoroastrian religion. 

The word dar, literally ‘door, or g^te/ being also applied 

to the ‘ chapters ’ of a book, and to the ‘ matters, or sub¬ 

jects,’ of which it treats. This work is not a Pahlavi text, 

being written in Persian with an admixture of about four 

per cent, of Arabic words; it is, however, more quoted 

than any other work by the Parsi compilers of the Persian 

RivAyats, or religious ‘traditions,’in the seventeenth century. 

In one of its recensions it is also found written in Avesta 

characters, and the Avesta-Persian sentences alternate with 

an old Gif^rdti translation, in imitation of the Pdzand- 

Sanskrit versions of Pahlavi texts compiled by Nfirydsang. 

In consideration of the existence of this pseudo-P4zand 

recension, together with the general acceptance of the work 

as an important authority, and its being a convenient sum¬ 

mary of many of the religious customs handed down by 

Pahlavi writers, this work may be offered as a suitable 

appendix to the true Pahlavi texts, connecting them with 
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the Persian writings that are too modern to be accepted as 
authorities in religious mattens. 

The Sad Dar NaTHr^ or prose Sad Dar^ which is here 

translated, appears to be first mentioned in the introduction 

to the Sad Dar-i Ba^hr-i Tavil^, or long-metre Sad Dar, in 

■which the versifier states that the prose Sad Dar was com¬ 

piled by three celebrated high-priests, named MSdy&mihi 
Vardastj and SiyAvakhsh, near the time of the Arab con^ 

quest of Persia► This, however, really means little more 

than that the prose Sad Dar -was considered a very old 

work at the time when the long-metre Sad Dar was com¬ 

posed from it. It appears, from Dast^r jS.mlspji’E preface 

' to his translation of the Long-metre Sad Dar, that 

this metrical version was composed in A.D. 1531 by Mnlli 

Rnstam IsfendiyAr of Khur^sdnand Mull4 Behz^d Rustam®* 

It. may, therefore^ be concluded that the prose Sad Dar had 
the reputation of being a veiy old work in the early part of 

the sixteenth century. 

Another version of the work, called the Sad Dar 

or metrical Sad Dar, had already been composed in KirmSln 

by lr^n-sha.h^, son of Malik-sh^h, as early as the 14th 

October, A". D. 1495. In his introduction he does not 

mention the source whence he drew his information^ though 

he speaks of * renovating the old mysteries,’ but whether 

this phrase refers to the old prose Sad Dar, which he 

must undoubtedly have used, or to the original Pahiavi 

sources of that work, is uncertain. A Latin translation of 

this metrical Sad Dar was published by Hyde, in his 

History of the Religion of the Ancient Persians *, 

The contents of the Sad Dar are of a very miscellaneous 

character, and are not very systematically arranged. They 

treat of a great variety of duties and customs, but aU from 

a strictly religious point of view, though the work is evidently 

^ See iSad'^ore Bebere Tavll, translatfid into by Dastdr JSialjpji 
MbpcMhAtji Jllm£sp-Asi-nl^ and editionj Bojnbay, ifiSi. 

* Fcwsibly a. son of the preceding Mnlti. -In the preface to tis sccotid edUion 

Da^tiir JSiodS'Pji calls, him Eeiufid. 
* So stated in hiu introdnetion, bnt in his postscript (as printed hy Hyde) b? 

calls himself aid-fihah. 
‘ Historia religioois veterain Tersaram (Ojton, P‘ 453 ■ 
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intended rather for the guidance of the laity than for the 

information of the priesthood. .The almost total absence 

of any reference to government or national life, other than 

complete submission to priestly control, seems to indicate 

a period of subjection to men of another faith, too dan¬ 

gerous, or too odious, to be mentioned, unless it were to 

forbid all voluntary social intercourse with them, as in 

Chap. XXXVIII. The allusions to the existing scarcity of 

priests in Chap. LVIII, 12, and to a rigorous levying of 

poll-tax in Chap. LX, 7, might also give some clue to the 

period when the work was compiled, if we were better 

acquainted with the minute details of Parsi history. Where 

temporal penalties for crimes are prescribed (as in Chaps. 

IX, LXIV) they were, no doubt, such as were recognised 

by the government of the time; and, in such matters, 

change of government has altered the law. Some other 

customs have also probably changed to some extent, but 

by far the greater part of the rules and duties prescribed in 

this work are still in force, though they may not be always 

very strictly attended to. 
Of the numerous quotations from the sacred books, 

which the Sad Dar contains, only a few can be identified, 

and nearly all of these are in the form of translations 

which are merely paraphrases of the original texts. Avesta 

passages are quoted from the Vendid^ and Yasna in Chap. 

XIV, 3, and from an unknown section of the HiUfdkht 

Nask in XL, 4. The commentary of the Vendid^/Z is six 

times quoted by name, but only four of the passages ^ have 

been identified; and an unknown passage is quoted from 

the commentary of the HfU/6kht in Chap. XXII, 3, 4, and 

three others* from the commentary of the Avesta. Four 

statements are said to be ‘ declared in the good religion,’ 

but have not been identified; and out of thirty quotations 

from ‘revelation’ only five have been identified, of which 

those in Chaps. LXXII, a, 3, LXXXII, a belong to the 
Vendida^, and those in IV, 3-11, XVI, 3, XVIII, 3 belong 

to the Spend Nask, which is no longer extant. The large 

1 Chaps. XII, 3-5, LXVII, 3-4, LXXI, a, 3, LXXXVI, a. 
* Chaps. XXVIII, 4, XCIV, 3, 4. XCVII, 3. 
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proportion of quotations that cannot be no^ identified, or 

are no long^er extant, is a strong argument in favour of the 

work being several centuries older than the oldest manu¬ 
scripts in which it ia now found* 

The translation of the prose Sad Dar^ published in this 

volume, IS based upon the text of La, the oldest manuscript 

of the work with which the translator is acquainted. This 
is No* 3043 of the Persian manuscripts in the India Office 
Library in London, which was presented to the East India 

Company's Library, on the 31st August 1837, by Mr* J, 

Romer, who had brought it from India, most probably 

from Surat* This manuscript is an octavo volume, con¬ 

taining 144 folios of Jight-brown Indian paper which may 

be as much as three centuries old. Tbe volume was last 

bound and repaired some time subsequent to iSiS, as 
several English foolscap fly-leaves bear that date as a 

water-mark. Its Persian text has the peculiarity of being 
written in Avesta characters, in short sentences alternating 

with an old Gu^rStf translation in DevanSgarl characters 

which, for the sake of running in a continuous line with the 
reversely-vrritten Avesta-Persian, is written upside down; 
each page containing generally thirteen lines. This Avesta- 

Persian is not PSjandi. either in verbal forms or syntactical 
arrangement, but its orthography is as irregular and uncer¬ 

tain as in most Pdsand texts w'ritteri-iii Avesta characters* 
The text commences with a Sanskrit introduction, copied 

verbatim from that used by Nfirydsang as a preface to all 

his PS^zand-Sanskrit texts (see p. xx), widi the clause con¬ 
taining the names altered as follows This book, named 

Sad Dar, is brought together by me, the priest R§:mEi, son 

of Kanhaksha, afid translated from the Pars! language into 

the Gu^r language, and written from the difficult Pars! 

letters with the Avesta letters by his son, the priest Padama.’ 
And this preface is followed by the Pdzaud invocation that 
commences the Persian introduction, as translated on p, 255^ 

which introduction contains a passage (§ b).probably inter¬ 
polated in the prose Sad Dar after the composition of the 

metrical version* 
The last chapter of the text in La is followed by two 
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Persian couplets in Avesta characters, with their translation 

in Gi\far4ti; and, after a few more verses in Sanskrit, the 

colophon concludes with Sanskrit to the following effect:— 

‘ In the Sawrvat year 1631, the ninth day in the light half of 
the month ^yaish/4a, on Wednesday, the Uttari [AshA/ZM ?] 

lunar mansion; in the Parsi Sawvat year 944, the a7th 

day Asm4n, the sixth month Shahrivar [i8th May i575]^» 
the Uzaydirina period (the afternoon), the book Sad Dar 

is completely written by an inhabitant of Bhrfgu-kaj^^Aa 

Brought together by the priest Rima, son of Kanhaksha, 

and written in the handwriting of the priest Padama, his 

son, the book Sad Dar is completed. Written, by another, 

for the purpose' of reading and for the purpose of reciting 

by Htrika of the good religion, son of . . of the good 

religion, and also by Adaraka of the -good religion, son of 

Gkyk of the good religion ; may it become auspicious and 
beneficial 1 * Followed by ‘ may it be healthful! may it 

be excellent! so may it be! and more so may it bel* in 

Pizand. 

It is possible that this colophon may have been copied 

from an older manuscript, but there are certainly some 

reasons for supposing that La is the original manuscript 

completed in 1575. In the first place, the appearance of 
the paper, on which it is written, favours such a supposition, 

and enquiries, made*in Bombay, have not succeeded in 

discovering the existence of any other copy of this recen¬ 

sion. Again, there are a few defects and inconsistencies in 

the Gqgardti translation which are best explained by sup¬ 

posing that the translation Avas made at the time this 

manuscript was written. Thus, the greater part of Chap. 

LXXIII, after having been written on one side of a folio, is 

repeated by mistake on the other side of the same folio with 

several variations, most of which are altetations in the 

Gqfaiiti translation, as if the writer were making the trans- 

* As the QiftDQScript was writtea in India, the calendar used would be the 
Rasmt one. 

* The old name of BhrA(, 

* This name, with one or two epithets, has to be extracted from the corrupt 
Sanskrit compound ^ittvyaTyagihildi. 
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]a.tioii at th e time wh en he wrote it. Also, in Chap. LXX VI Ij 

a blank having been left for some illegible word in the 

Avesta-Persian text, a similar blank has been left in 

the Gi^ra,ti translation, although it i$ hardly possible 

that any mere copyist would have found fhe same word 
illegible in both versiona. 

With regard to the source whence the Avesta-Persian 

text of La was derived► there can be little doubt that it 
was originally transliterated from a manuscript written in 

the Perso-Arabic character, as there are several blunders 
in La which can be best explained as owing to the mutual 

resemblance of certain letters in that character. Thus, the 

fact that the modern Persian letters b, n, y differ only in 

the number and position of certain dots, which are some¬ 

times omitted or misplaced, accounts for such blunders as 

and yk for tk, kh^na for '^^yah. While, owing to 
similar resemblances, the transliterator has written kuati 

for g§tJ, muluk for balkih, guza for gfiah, and having 
been doubtful, in one place, whether to read rO^ or zbr, he 

has written both words, one above the other. 
Somewhat more recent than this Avesta-Persian manu¬ 

script is Lp, No. ^506 of the Persian manuscripts in the 

India Office Library in London, which was presented to 
the Library by Mr. J. Romer at the same time as La. 

This manuscript is a small octavo volume, in which the 

prose Sad Dar occupies the first forty-six folios of Indian 

paper, written generally fifteen lines to the page in the 

Perso-Ai-abic character. In its preseuLt state it contains 

no date, the last folio of the colophon being lost, but the 

paper is not much newer than that of La. The colophon 

is written in the Avesta character, and is to the following 

effect‘ This book is the book Sad Dar, a Nask of the 

religion of Zarathujtra, the good religion of the Maada- 
worshippers. hundred questions of the proper and 

improper are extracted from this good of the 
Mazda^-worshippers, rt?i(ilr4n-shahj son of Yasad-yfir, , . - j’ 

the rest being lost. 
Another Important copy of the Peraiati text of the prose 

Sad Dar is cofitained in £^9, a two-volume, quarto RivSyat, 
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No. 29 in the Bombay University Library. In this RivAyat, 

or miscellany of traditional lore, the prose Sad Dar occupies 

fourteen folios (17-30) in the first volume, each page con¬ 

taining twenty-one closely-written lines. The Persian 

colophon at the end of the laist chapter is to the following 

effect:—‘ This book of the prose Sad* Dar is completed on 

the day A-rtid of the auspicious month Da! of-the year 

1048 of Yazd^^rd, the king of kingrs of happy Ir^n, of the 

race of SAsAn. And the writer of the lines am I, the servant 

of the good religion of the Mazda-worshippers, the priestly- 

bom priest DArAb, son of the priest HormazyAr, son of 

QavAmu-d-d!n, son of Ka!-QubAd, son of HormazyAr' of 

the surname Sai\fAnA, of the family of the priest NAry6sang 

Dhaval.’ The date mentioned in this colophon corresponds 

to the 28th September 1679, new style. 

A third copy of the Persian text is contained in J15* a 
small quarto volume, No. 15 in tlie library of Dastfir 

JAmAspji Minochiharji in Bombay. In this volume the 

prose Sad Dar occupies the last thirty-six folios, and is 

written thirteen lines to the page, but ^ not dated. This 

manuscript has been consulted in only a few passages, and 

usually where the other copies differ considerably. 

Regarding the variations in the text of these manuscripts 

it will be noticed, on reference to the foot-notes to the trans¬ 

lation, that there is usually considerable agreement among 

the three Persian manuscripts (Lp, B29, J15*) when they 

differ from the Avesta-Persian text of La. In a few cases 

the text of La is undoubtedly defective, and then Lp or 

B29 may perhaps supply the original reading which has 

come down to them through some collateral line of descent. 

But, in the great majority of instances, their variations 

(especially those of B29) seem to be intended either to 

make the text more intelligible, or to correct some state¬ 

ment that the copyist thought doubtful. That none of 

these three manuscripts is derived from La is proved by the 

fact that they all contain a passage (Chap. XIX, 4-6) which 

* A varuttioD of this pedigree has already been quoted In p. xxiv. 
* Allowing for the &ct that this last has been only occasionally osed. 
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the writer of La has omitted by mistalce. There is, how¬ 

ever, more agreement with La to be found in Lp than in 
the other two manuscripts. 

The arrangement of the chapters in La is confused by the 
accidental combination of a portion of Chap* XLVIII with 

a portion of Chap, h, while Chap. XLIX, omitted in its 

proper place, has been subsequently added at the end of 
the work. In Lp Chap. XLIX follows Chap* LIII, and, 

Cliaps* L and LV being omitted, the full number of a 
hundred chapters is obtained by repeating Chaps. XLIX 

and C at the end of tire work. As this confusion in Lp 

occurs in the same portion of the work as that in La, 

though it differs somewhat in its details, and as it has been 

shown above that Lp cannot have been derived from La, it 

is reasonable to suppose that La and Lp were both derived 
from some older manuscript, in whfdi some portion of the 

middle of the work had been omitted or lost, and that the 

writers of La and Lp adopted different modes of suppljnng 
the deficiency from other tnanuscripts. This confusion does 

not occur in E29 and J15, which two manuscripts agree in 
arranging the chapters as they are placed ia this volume; 

they must, therefore, be derived from the original prose 

Sad Dar through some collateral line of descent, indepen¬ 
dent of the manuscript in which the confusion originated. 

In the metrical Sad Dar nine of the later chapters are 

scattered about among the earlier ones, thus the Sand 

chapter occurs uejct after the idth, the S3Td after the i^rd, 
the 84th after the ^i4th, the after the 27 th, the Sdth 

after the 57th, the 87 th after the ^Bth, the S8th after the 

70th, the 89th after the 7^jnd, and the 90th after the 73rd. 

And, besides this variation, a chapter about the advantage 

of daily ceremonies in honour of the guardian spirits follows 

the 65th chapter, a very long chapter about the season 

festivals ia substituted for the 93rd chapter, and the lootb 

chapter is omitted. 
So far as five of the scattered chapters (^5“®^) 

cerned, the reason for their change of position was probably 

to bring them into closer connection with other chapters 

treating of simUar subjects; but this ejcplanation will not 
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apply to the remaining four chapters (82-84,90). It might 

be argued that the more methodical arrangement of the five 

chapters (85-89) favours the supposition that the metrical 

Sad Dar may be older than the prose one, but, independent 

of the fact that this argument docs not apply to the four 

other chapters, it is quite as reasonable to suppose that the 

later editor would endeavour to improve the arrangement 

of his text, and to remedy whatever he thought defective. 

The pre-existcnce of the prose Sad Dar may be fairly 

assumed on the positive evidence afforded by the statement 

of the long-metre Sad Dar, mentioned in p. xxxvii, in default 

of any clear statement by the author of the metrical Sad 

Dar as to the originality of his work. 

Since the above ^vas written, the translator has had an ' 

opportunity of examining a Persian text of the prose Sad 

Dar, written in Persia by Rustam Gartisp Ardashir, and 

completed on the 19th July 1706. In this manuspript, the 

introductory chapter is practically the same as in La, with 

a few variations. Thus, the invocation in § 1 is as follows:— 

‘ In the name of the sacred being, administering justice. 

The beginning of the book Sad Dar; may it be a good 

gift!’ And § 6 runs as follows:—‘On this occasion I, 
Bahman, a servant of the religion, am confirmed by the 

book of the m6bad of m6bads Irdn-shih, son of Yaaad-y4r, 

son of Tlrtar-y4r, son of Adar-bid, so that every one who 

reads ti and orders duty to be done brings a reward to the 

souls of those persons* The arrangement of the chapters is 

the same as in the metrical Sad Dar^, and the text differs 

from La in many more small details than in B29; it often 

inserts additional sentences, and is generally more diffuse, 
without giving more information to the reader. The Avesta 

of the passage quoted in Chapter XL, 4 is omitted, and 

only the first three words of that quoted in Chapter XIV, 

3 are given. Notwithstanding their numerous variations, 

the resemblance of Bahman’s text to that of La is too great 

* As &r as the long chapter aboat the season festivals (see p. xliii), but this 
is subdivided into six chapters (one for each festival) which conclude the work. 
The same arrangement also occurs in the Gttpar&ti translation of the long- 
metre Sad Dar. 
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to permit the assumption that they are two different prose 

versions of tr&n-sh^ib*s metrical Sad Dar* It seems more 
probable that Bahman merely collated the prose Sad Dar 

with the metrical version, and made many alteratiotts in the 

former to bring it into doser correspondence with the latter 

This manuscript, therefore, throws no fresh light upon the 

origin of the prose version in La, but, as it confirms the fact 
that the Irin-shah whose name occurs in the introductory 

chapter was a son of Yaiad-ySlr, it raises a doubt whether 
this was the same person as the Ir^-sh^h, son of Malik- 

shSlh (or Mard’^shahJ, who composed the metrical version. 

In conclusion, it is desirable to notice that another Persian 

work exists, similar in form and character to the Sad Dar, 
but entirely distinct in its details, which i$ usually called the 

Sad Dar Bundahir* A complete copy of it is contained in 
Anquetil’s Old Riviyat in the National Library in Paris, 

and it is frequently quoted in the Bombay RivSyat (Bap) 
mentioned in p* xli. In this latter manuscript its name 

is written jjo jj 3^ twenty-five times, ^ 

eighteen times, and ,jtA thrice. And the only 

plausible reading applicable to all these three forms is Sad 
Darband-i Hush (or HOsh), *the hundred door-bolts of the 
understanding/ a very possible name for a book. The Sad 

Dar Bundahjj is, therefore, most probably a misnomer. 

April, 18^5' 

E. W, WEST. 
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OBSERVATIONS. 

1. The division into chapters corresponds with the beginnings 
of the questions, and the sections are divided according to the 
alternating P^and-Sanskrit text of N6ry6sang. 

2. Italics are used for any English words that are not expressed, 
or fully understood, in the original text, but are added to complete 
the sense of the translation. 

3. Italics occurring in Oriental words, or names, represent 
certain peculiar Oriental letters (see the‘Transliteration of Oriental 
Alphabets * at the end of this volume). The italic d, l^n^r^v may 
be pronounced as in English; but g should be sounded like j, hv 

like wh, k like ch in * church,’ s like sh, and « like French j. 
4. In Pahlavi words the only vowels expressed in the original 

text are those circumflexed, initial a, and the letter 0; italic d is 
written like t, r and / like n or the Avesta o, v and z like g^ and 
zd like i in the Pahlavi character. 

5. In the translation, words in parentheses are merely explanatory 
of those which precede them. 

6. For the meanings of the abbreviations used in the notes, see 
the end of the Introduction. 

7. The manuscripts mentioned are:— 
K43 (written a.d. 1569) Pahlavi, No. 43 in the University 

Library at Kopenhagen; upon the text of which, so far as it 
extends, this translation is based. 

L19 (written a.d. 1520) Pdz.-Sans., No. 19 in the India Office 
Library at London. 

MH7 (written a. d. 1809) Pdrsl-Pers., No. 7 of the Haug Collec¬ 
tion in the State Library at Munich. 

MHio, a Persian Riv^yat, No. 10 of the same Collection. 
PAio (written A.D. 1649) Pdz.-Sans., No. 10 of the Anquetil 

Collection in the National Library at Paris. 
PB6, Pdz.-Sans., No. 6 of the Burnouf Collection in the same 

library. 
TDa, Pahlavi, belonging to Mobad Tehmuras Dinshawji Ankle- 

saria at Bombay; upon a copy of which this translation chiefly 
relies in the passages (XIV, i-XXVII, 49 and XXXIX, 3t-XL, 
17) missing from K43. 
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Through tlie name and powei* and assistance of 

the creator A^iharma^i]?^ the archangels iibho ar& 

good rulers and good performers, and all the angels 

of the spiritual and the angels of the worldly exist¬ 

ences ^ by a happy dispensation (dahi^n) and well- 

omened we write the Opinions of the Spirit of 

Wisdom through the will of the sacred beings^- 

Chapter Ih 

[i. In the name and for the propitiation of the alt- 
benefiting creator Ahba^'inas^i/j (a) of all the angels 

of the spiritual and worldly creations, (3) a7id of 

the learning of learnings^ the MasrtJa-worshipping 

^ This heading is prefixed to the originELl Pahlavi text in K43,. 

a. facsimile of Avhich was published by Andreas in iSSs; 

hOweverj the text which follows itj in that codex^ begins in the 

middle of Chap. I, 283 this heading must have been composed by 

some copyist, after the first folio of the text had been lost from 

some previous copy. It is, therefore, doubtful whether tlie name 

he gives to the work, ‘'Opinions (or decisions) of the Spirit of 

Wisdom^^ be the original title, or notj but it is^ at any rate^ 

preferable to the modern appellation, ‘the Spirit of’Wisdom/ fn 
PSzand this title is Mainyfl-i Khard; but regarditJg the Fahlavi word 

matnflg, see the Introduction. 
® The beginning of this chapter, enclosed in brackets^ as far as 

§ 2$ (being lost from the Pahlavi text of K43, and no copy of it 

from TDa being available) is here taken from the Pdzand version 

contained in Lip. The division into sections, adopted throughout^ 

is that of the alternating Pfii.-Sans. text of N^rydsang. 

E 2 
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religion, (4) forth from which this, which is such 

a source of wisdom, is a selector*. 5. Through the 

glory and will of the creator Adharma^^/—who is 

promoting the prosperity of the two existences*— 

(6) and of all the greatly powerful angels, (7) and 

through the completely calm repose of the sacred 

beings, the princely*, purpose-fulfilling sages, (8) pre¬ 

sentations of various novelties for the appropriation 

of wisdom, (9) through largely acquiring reasoning 

thought^, are most wholesome for the body and soul 

in the two existences. 
10. As in the pure marvel of marvels, the unques¬ 

tionable and well-betokened good religion of the 

Ma?^a-worshippers, by the words of the creator, 

Adharma?^, and Zaratfijt the SpltamAn*, it is in 

* That is, this work is a selection of wisdom from the religion. 
The Pftz. vaj is a misreading of Pahl. a^ar, * from it,' which is 
identical in form with Pahl. afar, the correct equivalent of PS2. 
vax. 

* This world and the next. 
* The angels are here compared to the vispftharakSn, the 

highest class of Sasanian nobles, called barb6tdn, 'sons of the 
house,' in Huzvirir (see Nbldeke’s Gesch. Pers. Sas. pp. 71, 501), 
As these nobles ranked next to the royal house, so do the 
archangels and angels rank next to Adharmas^f. The title 
vdspdhar is evidently connected with the ancient Pers. equiva¬ 
lent of Av. visd puthra, ‘son of the village or town,’ which, as 
Darmestetcr points out (£tudes Iraniennes, II, p. 140), is used in 
Vend. VII, 114 as the title of a person who has to pay the same 
medical fees as the zantu-paiti, ‘tribe-ruler,’ mentioned in the 
earlier § 108, and who must, therefore, have been a man of equal 
rank. 

* Reading vtrmat, both here and in § 13, instead of the Pdz. 
nirmadf, which is a misreading of the same letters. 

' Av. Zarathurtra Spitama, the great apostle of the Mas^a- 
worshippers, whose conversations with Ahura Mazda (Pahl. 
Adharmasef) constitute a considerable portion of the Avesta, or 
scripture of the Mas<fe-worshippers. 
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many places decided, (i i) that he, who is the all-good 

creator, created these creatures through wisdom, 

(12) and his maintenance of the invisible revolu¬ 

tions’^ is through wisdom; (13) and the imperish¬ 

able and undisturbed in that which is im^ 

mortality /br ever and everlasting, he reserves for 

himself by means of die most deliberative “ means 

of wisdom* 14. For the same reason js declared, 

(15) that was a sage who said, (r6) that ‘if 

this be known, that the religion of the sacred beings 

(yaa^i^dn) is trutli, and jVr law is virtue, and {£ is 

desirous of w^elfare and compassionate as regards 

the creatures, (i 7) wherefore are mostly many 

sects, many beliefs, and many orl^nal evolutions® 

of mankind? iS, And, especially, that w'hich is 

a sect, law, and belief, causing harm to the property 

(kh^l) of the sacred beings*, and is not good? 

19, 20^, And this, too, AaJ to consider, that, in 

order to become a chooser in this matter, trouble 

is to be undergone; (21) and it is necessary to 

become acquainted with this matter, (22) because, 

in the end, tlie body is mingled with the dust, and 

reliance is on the souL 23- And every one is to 

undergo trouble for the soul, (24) and is to become 

acquainted with duty and good works; (25) because 

that good work which a man does unwittingly is 

little of a good work, (26) and that sin which a man 

^ Of thfi spheres, or firinamentSj which are supposed to cany 

the heavenlj bodies. 

^ Reading v!rmat-h6mandtflrEih 

* Reading bftn gaf I (see- Sg. IV, 73 n). 
* It may be questioned whether this allusion tg a heterodox 

religion injuring the property of the orthodox faith is suffiddut 

to idemtfy the former vvith Muharntnadanistn, 

* These two sections are iniproperly separated by Jsi^tySsang, 
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commits unwittingly amounts to a sin in its origin'. 

27. And it is declared by the Avesta* (28) thus:] 

Nothing was taken by him by whom the soul 

was not taken (29) hitherto, and he takes nothing 

who does not take the soul (30) henceforward 

likewise^; (31) because the spiritual and worldly 

existences are such-like as* two strongholds, (32) one 

it is declared certain that they shall capture, and 

one it is not possible to capture.” ’ 

33. After being replete with those good actions 

of^ which it is declared certain that it is not pos¬ 

sible to capture, (34) and when he' surveyed the 

incitement for this, (35) he started forth (fravaftS), 

in search of wisdom, into the various countries and 

various districts of this world; (36) and of the 

many* religions and beliefs of those people who 

are superior in their wisdom he thought and en¬ 

quired, and he investigated and came upon thdr 

origin®. 37. And when he saw that they are so 

mutually afflicting (hanb^shin) and inimical among 

' The original text was, no doubt, vin&s pavan bOn va/ yehe- 
vQnii, which would be gun&h pa bun 6 bahd<f in P&zand; but 
Li9 has omitted the p in pa, and N6r. has mistaken the preposi¬ 
tion va/ for the pronoun valman, which blunders have misled the 
writers of later MSS. into a variety of inconsistent readings. 

* The sacred literature of the Parsis in its original language. 
* The extant Pahlavi text of K43 commences at this point. 
* By this division of §§ 28-30 Nfir. found himself compelled to 

add another Sanskrit clause in explanation, which would have been 
unnecessary if he had separated them as here pointed. 

" K43 omits ‘as.’ 
* Li9 has ‘after those good actions of a store.' 
’ The sage mentioned in § 15. 
* Li9 has‘every.* 
* L19 omits ‘origin,’ having merely va^6st, ‘investigated,’ 

instead of bun ^Ctstb, ‘investigated the origin.' 
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one another, (38) he then knew that these relh 

gions and beliefs and diverse customs, which are so 

mutually afflicting among one another in this world, 

are not worthy to be from the appointment of the 

sacred beings; (39) because the religion of the 

sacred beings is truth, and ih law is virtue. 40. And 

through this he became without doubt that, as to 

whatever^ is not in this pure religion, tk^re is then 

doubtfulness for them in everyffllng, (41) and in 

every cause they See distraction. 

42. After that he became more diligent in the 

enquiry and practice of religion ; (43) and he enquired 

of the high-priests who have become wiser in^ this 

religion and more acquainted with the religion^ {44) 

thus: ' For the maintenance of the body and pre¬ 
servation of the soul what things is good and more 

perfect ? ' 

f 45. And they [spoke through tlie statement 

[from revelation, (46) thus : ' Of the “ benefit which 

happens to men] wisdom is good; (47) because it 

is possible to manage the worldly existence through 

wisdom®, (48) and it is possible to provide also the 

spiritual exisisnce for oneself through the power of 

wisdom. 49. And this, too^ Is declared, that Aiha?"’ 

msusd has produced these creatures and creation, 

which are in the worldly through innate 

^ Li9 has ‘every one ’who/ having read ko^a mlin instead 

of ko/fi maman. The meanbg, however, ia that all details of 

foreigir faiths' that are not found rn the Mas^-'Wcrshipping religion 

are doubifuU 
^ K43 has by omitting pavan,' in,' 

’ 1.19 has ‘ what one thing/ 

* K43 omits the words in brackets, by mistake, 

^ Sans, has * this/ 
* L19 has ‘ through the power of wisdom.’ 
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wisdom'; (50) and the management of the worldly 

and spiritual existences is also through wisdom/ 

51. And when, in that manner, he saw the great 

advantage and preciousness of wisdom, he became 

more thankful unto AdharmaLJflf, the lord, and the 

archangels of* the spirit of wisdom; (52) and he 

took* the spirit of wisdom as a protection. 53. For 

the spirit of wisdom one is to perform more homage 

and service thanyi?r the remaining archangels. 54. 

And this, too, he knew, that it is possible to do for 

oneself every duty and good work and proper action 

through the power of wisdom; (55) and it is neces¬ 

sary to be diligent for the satisfaction of the spirit 

of wisdom. 56. And, thenceforward, he became 

more diligent in performing* the ceremonial of the 

spirit of wisdom. 

57. After that the spirit of wisdom, on account 

of the thoughts and wishes of that sage, displayed 

his person unto him. 58. And he spoke to him 

(59) thus: ‘ O friend and glorifier I good from per¬ 

fect righteousness! (60) seek advancement from me, 

the spirit of wisdom, (61) that I may become thy 

guide to the satisfaction of the sacred beings and 

• The Ssnd khira<f6 (Av. dsnd khratuj) is *the durable or 
innate wisdom' supposed to be implanted in one’s nature, as 
distinguished from the Av.gaoshd-srtttd khratux, ‘the ear-heard 
or acquired wisdom,’ obtained by experience. 

• That is, ‘produced by’ this spirit, as mentioned in § 49 re¬ 
garding the world, and here extended to the archangels. L19 
omits the particle f, so as to convert this spirit into the wisdom 
of AClharmaa^f and the archangels. It is vciy probable, however, 
that we ought to read ‘and the spirit of wisdom.’ 

• L19 has ‘made;’ these two verbs being written alike in 
Huxv&ru. 

^ Li 9 has ‘ to perform,’ by omitting ‘ in.’ 
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the and io the maintenance of the body in 

the worldly exUtmcg and the preservation of the 
soul in the spiritual om' 

Chapter 11* 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

^^How is It possible to seek the maintenance and 

prosperity of the body [without injury of the soiil^ 

and the preservation of the soul without injury of 

the body^jr 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus : ' Him 

who is less than thee consider as an equal, and an 

equal as a superior^ (5) and a greater than him as 

a chieftain® and a chieftain as a ruler* 6. And 

among rulers one is to be acquiescent, obedient, 

and true-speaking ; (7) and among accusers* be sub’ 

missive, mild, and kindly regardfuL 

S. ‘Commit no slander; (9) so that infamy and 

vrickedness may not happen unto thee. 10. For 

it is said (li) that slander is more grievous than 

witchcraft; (12) and in hell the rush of every fiend® 

IS to the front, but the rush of the fiend of slander^ 

on account of the grievous sinfulness^ is to the rear* 

13, ‘Form no covetous desire; (14) so that the 

^ Meaning;^ specially, ihe priests. 
^ The passagfe in brackets is omitted by K43, and is here sup¬ 

plied from Lrp. 
® In Lip the text is corrupt, but has nearly the same meaning^, 

* L19 has ‘associates/which seems equally appropriate; the 

two words are much alike in Pahlavi writings. 

® The word drO^, * fiend/ is usually supposed to mean a female 

demon, and is often understood so in the Aveata, perhaps because 

it is a reminine noun. It is usually an impersonation of some 

evil passion (see Chap. XLI, ii). 
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demon of greediness may not deceive thee, (15) and 

the treasure of the world may not be tasteless to 

thee, and that of the spirit unperceived. 

16. ‘Indulge in no wrathfulness; (17) for a man, 

when he indulges in wrath, becomes then forgetful 

of his duty and good works, of prayer and the ser¬ 

vice of the sacred beings, (18) and sin and crime 

of every kind occur unto his mind, and^ until the 

subsiding of the wrath (19) he* is said to be just 

like Aharman*. 

20. ‘Suffer no anxiety; (21) for he who is a 

sufferer of anxiety becomes regardless of enjoyment 

of the world and the spirit, (22) and contraction 

happens to his body and soul. 

23. ‘Commit no lustfulness; (24) so that harm 

and regret may not reach thee from thine own 

actions. 

25. ‘ Bear no improper envy; (26) so that thy life 

may not become tasteless. 

27. ‘Commit no sin on account of [disgrace]*; 

(28) because happiness and adornment*, celebrity 

(khanlflfth) and dominion, skill and suitability are 

not through the will and action of men, but through 

the appointment, destiny, and will of the sacred 
beings. 

29. ‘ Practise no sloth; (30) so that the duty and 

good work, which it is necessary for thee to do, may 
not remain undone. 

31. ‘Choose a wife who is of character; (32) 

• L19 omits ‘and* 
• Li9 has ‘wrath;* making § 19 a separate sentence. 
• The evil spirit, Av. angra mainyu. 
• K43 omits ‘ disgrace/ by mistake. 
• L19 omits ‘adornment’ 
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because that om is good who iq the end is more 
respected, 

33, ‘ Commit no unseasonable chatter^; (34) so that 

grievous distress may not happen unto Horv^d^d and 

A me^^odaiS?, the arcliangels', through thee. 

35, ‘ Commit no running about uncovered^; (36) 

so that harm may not come upon thy bipeds and 

quadrupeds, and ruin upon children. 

37* 'Walk not with one boot*; (38) so that 

grievous distress may not happen to thy soul. 

^ A free [.nnslation of the name of the sin which is usuaily 

called drdyin-^flyjjnfh, 'eagerness torch altering y here, however, 

K43 omits the latter 7* so that the name may be read driLy^n- 

^a/ijnihj' chaEteringly devouring/ and a similar phrase is used in 

AV, XXIII^ 6r The am consists in talking while eatings praying, 

or at an/ other time when a minmured pra/er (vi^) has been 

taken inwardly and is not yet spoken out; the proteelfve spell of 

the prayer being broken by such talking. If the prayer be not 

taken inwardly when it ought to be, the same sin 13 incuited (see 

Sls,V, a, Dd. LXXIX, S). 

^ Instead of amabraspend, 'the archangel/ Ltp has MSr- 

spead, the angel of the ‘righteous liturgy;' but this is probably 

a misreadings due to the fact that, when the chattering interrupts 

prayer, the angel of the liturgy would be as much distressed as 

tbe archangels Horvadaif and Amenodatf^ who protect water and 

vegetation (see' Sis, XV, 35-29), would be when it interrupts eating 

and drinking. These archangels are personificatcons of Av. 

haurvat^if, 'completeness or health,^ and amereti^^ ‘immor¬ 

tality/ 

* That is, moving about without being girded with the Kustt 

or sacred thread-girdle^ which must not be separated from the 

skin by more than one thin garment^ the sacred shirt (see Sis. 

IV, 7, 8). 
* We should probably read ‘ without a boot,^ as u^-mfik5 and 

atnhkS are much alike in Pahkvi; otherwise we must suppose 

that walking with only a single covering for tbe feet, and without 

outer boots, is meanb At any rate, walking or standing on un¬ 

consecrated ground with bare feet is a serious sin for a I^arsi, 

on account of the risk of pollution (see Sis, IV, 12, X, is). 
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39. ‘ Perform no discharge of urine (p^5S,r-vir) 

standing on foot^; (40) so that thou mayst not 

become a captive by a habit of the demons, (41) 

and the demons may not drag thee to hell on 

account of that sin. 

42. ‘Thou shouldst be (yehevdne^) diligent and 

moderate, (43) and eat of thine own regular industry, 

(44) and provide the share of the sacred beings 

and the good; (45) and, thus, the practice of this, 

in thy occupation, is the greatest good work. 

46. ‘ Do not extort from the wealth of others; 

(47) so that thine own regular industry may not 

become unheeded. 48. For it is said (49) that: 

“He who eats anything, not from his own regular 

industry, but from another, is such-like as one who 

holds a human head in his hand, and eats human 

brains.” 

50. ‘Thou shouldst be an abstainer from the 

wives of others; (51) because all these three would 

become disregarded by thee, alike wealth, alike* 

body, and alike* soul. 

52. ‘With enemies fight with equity. 53. With 

a friend proceed with the approval of friends. 54. 

With a malicious* man carry on no conflict, (55) and 

do not molest him in any way whatever. 56. With 

a greedy man thou shouldst not be a partner, (57) 

and do not trust him with the leadership. 58. With 

* Whereby an unnecessary space of ground is polluted; hence 
the sin. 

* K43 has hdmanam, ‘I am,' the HuzvSrir of am, used by 
mistake for ham, ‘alike,' which is written exactly like am in 
Pahlavi. 

* K43 has ktkvar, instead of kfinvar, but this is doubtless a 
miswriting. 
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a slanderous man do not go to the door of kings* 59* 

Witli an ill-famed man form no connection, 60* With 

an Ignorant man thou shouldst not become a confede' 

rate and associate. 61, With a foolish man make no 

dispute* 62. With a drunken man do not walk on die 

road* 63. From an ill-natured man take no loan* 

64, * In thanksgiving unto the sacred beings, and 

worship, praise, ceremonies, invocation, and per¬ 

forming the learning of knowledge thou shouidst 

be energetic and life-expending* 65* For it is 

said (66) that: “In aid of the contingencies 

(^ahijnS)' among men wisdom is good; (67) in. 

seeking renown and preserving the soul liberality 

is good; (68) in the advancement of business and 

Justice complete mindfulness is good; (69) and in 

the statements of those who confess (khtistlv^n)^, 
with a hearing on the custom of the law®, truth is 

good. 70* In the progress of business energy is good, 
(7t) for'^ every one to become confident therein 

steadfastness is good, (72) and for the coming of 

benefit thereto thankfulness is good. 73, In keep¬ 

ing oneself untroubled (analrang)^ the discreet 

speaking which is in the path of* truth is good; (74) 

and in keeping away the disturbance of the de¬ 

stroyer from oneself employment is good* 75, 

^ Li 5 has zahijn, * issue, proceedings*' 
’ L19 ha$ rejid a4stlk^ri/the zteadfasl,' by mistake* 
* Reading d^j/o-khilk-barijn6ihl Lij> has "conveying in- 

tercessicin(fidaNga=darf6-g&k)f this small difference in reading 

may be a clerical error in K43. The Sans, version omits the 

phrase altogether. 
* Le9 O’Cnits pa van, ‘for/ ® has ‘unblemished.' 

* Lig omits ‘path ofj' and it may possibly he superfluous. 
Or it may be ‘ tbe destroyer and adversaiy,' as inLic^; the last 

word being defective in K4.3* 
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Before rulers and kings discreet speaking is good, 

and in^ an assembly good recital; (76) among 

friends repose and rational friends* are good; (77) 

and with an associate to one's own deeds the giving 

of advantage (s0k6) is good. 78. Among those 

greater than one (a^ar masin) mildness and humi¬ 

lity are good, (79) and among those less than one 

flattery* and civility are good. 80. Among doers 

of deeds speaking of thanks and performance of 

generosity are good; (81) and among those of the 

same race the formation of friendship (hdmAndlh)* 

is good. 82. For bodily health moderate eating 

and keeping the body in action are good; (83) and 

among the skilled in thanksgiving performance is 

good. 84. Among chieftains unanimity and seek-^ 

ing advantage are good; (85) among those in unison 

and servants good behaviour and an exhibition of 

awe are good; (86) and for having little trouble in 

oneself contentment is good. 87. In chieftainship to 

understand thoroughly the good in their goodness 

and the vile in their vileness is good; and to make 

the vile unseen, through retribution®, is good. 88. 

In every place and time to restrain oneself from sin 

and to be diligent in meritorious work are good; 

(89) and every day to consider and keep in remem¬ 

brance Aflharma^d^, as regards creativeness, and 

Aharman, as regards destructiveness, is good. 90. 

A fid for dishonour not to come unto one a know¬ 

ledge of oneself is good.” 91. All these are proper 

* L19 omits pavan, *in.' * L19 has ‘friendship.’ 
• Or * adaptatioiL' 
♦ L19 has humatl, ‘good intention.’ 
• Li9 has ‘ to cause the reward of the good and the punishment 

of the vile.’ 
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and true and of the same description^ (92) but occu¬ 

pation. and guarding the tongue (pa^^-hfi^vinlh)* 
above everything. 

93. ‘ Abstain far from the service of idols ^ and 

demon-worship* 94. Because is declared {95) that: 

If Kai-Khtisr61 ® should not have extirpated the 

idobtemples (afi^d^s-^dr) which on the lake of 

A"6^st\then in these three millenniums i7/^HClsh^a?ar, 

H Cish^<afar-indh, and S6shans ^—of whom one of them 

comes separately at the end of each millenniura, 

who arranges again all “ the affairs of the world, 

and utterly destroys the breakers of promises and 

servers of idols who are in the realm—the adversary^ 

would have become so much more violent, that it 

would not have been possible to produce the resur¬ 

rection and future existence." 

96. * In forming a store ® of good works thou 

* Lr^ hag ^pregerving pure language.' 

* More correctly ^temple-worships^ as allzd^s mcarLS ‘an erec- 

tiem.' 
^ Av. Kavi Husravanghj the third of the KaySn kings, who 

reigried sixty yea^s^ and was the grandson of his predece&sorj KSi- 

tls, and son of Siy4vakhsh (see Bd. XXXI, 35, XXXJV, 7). 

* The present Lake Unimiyah according to Bd. XXIL 2- This 

feat of Kat-Kbfisrfit is also tnentioned in Bd. XVlI, 7, and his 

exploits in the game neighbourhood arc stated in Ahin Yt. 49, 50, 

G&s Yt. jS, 2T, Ashi Yt. 38, 4^4^; byt it ig po&giblc that 

the Avesta namej A!al^nsta, may have been transferred to Lake 

Umnniyali in later times. 
® The three future apostles who are supposed to be sons of 

Zaratflft, whose births have been deferred till later times (see 

Bd* XXXIL S). Their Avesta narqes art UkhshyaLf-ereta, 

Ukhshya^memangh, and SaoshySs. 
" Li 9 ornits ‘ alL ^ The evil spirit. 

“Lip has ‘ in always doing;' having read hamvar, ‘ always,' 

instead of ambdr, ‘a store.' 
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shouldst be diligent, (97) so that it may come to 

thy'^ assistance among the spirits. 

98. ‘Thou shouldst not become presumptuous 

through any happiness of the world; (99) for the 

happiness of the world is such-like as a cloud that 

comes on a rainy day, which one does not ward off 

by any hill. 

100. ‘Thou shouldst not be too much arranging 

the world; (101) for the world-arranging man be¬ 

comes spirit-destroying. 

102. ‘Thou shouldst not become presumptuous 

through much treasure and wealth ; (103) for in the 

end it is necessary for thee to leave all. • 

104. ‘Thou shouldst not become presumptuous 

through predominance; (105) for in the end it is 

necessary for thee to become non-predominant 

106. ‘Thou shouldst not become presumptuous 

through respect and reverence; (107) for respectful¬ 

ness does not assist in the spiritual existence. 

108. ‘Thou shouldst not become presumptuous 

through great connections and race; (109) for in the 

end thy * trust is on thine own deeds. 

no. ‘Thou shouldst not become presumptuous 

through life; (iii)for death comes upon thee^^z/ 

last, (112) the dog and the bird lacerate the corpse *, 

(113) and the perishable part (segiw2ik6)^ falls to 

the ground. 114, During three days® and nights 

' K43 omits ‘thy.* * L19 omits ‘thy.’ 
• Lip omits ‘thee.’ 
* Referring to the mode of disposing of the dead adopted by 

the Parsis (sec Sis. II, 6n, Dd. XV, 5, XVII, 17, XVIU, 2-4). 
* Lip has ast, ‘bone.’ 
• Including the day of death. The fate of the soul after death, 

as detailed in §§ 114-194, is also described in Vend. XIX, go- 
112, Hn. II, III, Aog. 8-19, AV. IV-XI, XVU. 
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the soul sits at the crown of the head of the body \ 

115, And the fourth day, in the light of dawn—with 

tl:ie co’operation of Srdsh the righteous, the 

good, and V4hrS.m the strong®, the opposition of 

Astd-vldid^Vik. the had* Fra^Utd the demon, and 

the demon and the evil-designing action 

of Aeshm the evil-doer, the impetuous assailant— 

’ Reciting a passage from the Gdthas or sacred hymns (see 

Hn, 11 4. S. Uh 3, 4, AY. IV, 5-11, XVII, 6, 7). 
“ These three angels are personifications of Av. sransha, ^listen¬ 

ing, obedience,' vaya or vayUf'^the upper air (uncontaminated 

by the evil spirit),' and verethragbna, ‘vicLorious, triuinphant ;* 

the last is more literally 'demon-smiting,^ that is, ‘ smiting Verethra 

(the demon),’ Sans* vri'trahaii* 

* Av. A3 tS-vtdh6tu/tbe bone-disiocator,’or demon of death 

who binds the parting soul (see Vend. V, 25, 31); in Jater ^Tilings, 

such the Book of D^dir bln Dad-dukht, he is said to thron.' a 

noose over the neck of the soul to drag ii to hell, but if its good 

works have exceeded its sins, it throws oS the noose and goes 

to heaven; and this noose is also mentioned in Bd. Ill, 22, Dd. 

XXill, 3. In Bd. XXV111, 35 this demon Is said to be the same 

as the bad but all other authorities conBider them aa distinct 

beings^ It may be noted that a different detnon of death is usually 

mctitioned when the soul is wicked (see § 16 it), 

* Av, vaya or vayu, ‘ the lower air (vitiated by the evil spirit).’ 

Just aG the wind (v4rf) may be either an angel or a demon, accord¬ 

ing as its strength makes it a refreshing breeze or a violent hurri¬ 

cane, so may the air be a good or evil being, according as it retains 

its original purity or has been vitiated by the evil spirits That the 

angel V4S is the upper air appears from its epithet upard-kairya, 

' working aloft,^ in the Rim Yt.; and that it is only the lower air 

that is vitiated by the evil spirit is in accordance with t!te division 

of the sky into three thirds, of which the uppermost is inaccessible 

to the evil spirit (see Dd. XXXVll, 24“3i). But this distinction 

between a good and bad V44 is not made in Vend.V, a3,3where 

we are told that Vayd conveys the sou] when bound by Asto- 

Vidhdtu. 
^ These two demons have not been recognised elsewhere. 

* The demon of wrath, Av. A^shmG dafiva, appears to be the 

Asmodeus of the Book of Tobit. 

[^4] C 
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[it goes]' up to the awful, lofty Aindvar * bridge, to 

which every one, righteous and wicked, is coming*. 

116. And many opponents have watched there, (i 17) 

with the desire of evil of Aeshm, the impetuous 

assailant, and of Ast6-v!d^^ who devours creatures 

of every kind and knows no satiety, (118) and the 

mediation of Mitr6* and Sr6sh and Rashnfl, (119) 

and the weighing of Rashnd, the just, (120) with the 

balance* of the spirits, which renders no favour 

(hft-girdl) on any side*, neither for the righteous 

nor yet the wicked, neither for the lords nor yet 

the monarchs. 121. As much as a hairs breadth 

it will not turn, and has no partiality; (122) and he 

who is a lord and monarch ’ it considers equally, in 

Us decision, with him who is the least of mankind. 

123. ‘And when a soul of the righteous passes 

upon that bridge, the width of the bridge becomes 

as it were a league (parasang)*, (124) and the 

* K43 omits this verb. 
* Or, perhaps, JTingvar, a partial translation of Av. AT’inva^/ (gv 

being a mispronunciation of v or w, as in gvS</ for vd/f, ‘ wind;’ 
and Pers. var translating Av. va</). The Pdzand writers have 
A’a«d6r. It is the bridge of ever-varying breadth which leads to 
heaven (see Vend. XIX, 100, loi, AV. Ill, i, IV, 7, V, i, 2, 
XVII, I, Bd. XII, 7, Dd. XX, XXI), but it is not mentioned 
in Hn. 

* Literally, ‘ is a comer.’ 
* The angel of the sun’s light; being a personification of friend¬ 

ship and good faith he is specially concerned in calling the soul to 
account (see Dd. XIV, 3). 

‘ In which the actions of men are weighed by RashnQ, the angel 
of justice, to ascertain whether the good or the evil preponderate. 

* L19 has ‘who makes no unjust balance of the spirits on either 
side.’ 

^ K43 adds ra</, ‘master,’ but this is evidently an abortive begin¬ 
ning of the next word, levatman, which has been left unerased. 

* Nine spears (about 126 English feet) in AV. V, i, Dd. XXI, 5. 
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righteous soul passes over with the co-operatioa 

of Sr6sh the righteous. 125. And his own deeds of 

a virtuous kind ^ come to meet him In the form of 

a maiden^ (126) who is handsomer and better than 
every maiden in the world. 

127. "And die righteous s^ul speaks (128) thus: 

Who mayst thou be ® that a maiden who is 

handsomer and better than thee never seen 

by me in the worldly 

129, ^n reply that maiden form responds {130) 

thus: “ I am no maiden^ but I am thy virtuous deeds^ 

thou youth who art well-thinking, well-speaking, well¬ 

doing, of good religion f 131* For when thou 

sawest in the world Aim who performed demon¬ 

worship, then thou hast sat down, and thy perform¬ 

ance the worship of the sacred beings* 132. 

And when it was seen by thee that iltere was any 

one who caused oppression and plunder, and dis¬ 
tressed or scorned a good person, and acquired 

wealth by crime, then thou keptest back from the 

creatures their own risk of oppression and plunder; 

(133) the good person was also thought of by thee, 

and lodging and entertainment provided; and alms 

were given by thee to him {134) who came forth 

from near and him, too, who was from afar; and 

wealth which was due to honesty was acquired by 

thee, 135. And when thou sawes t Mm who practised 

The par^eang 15 prdfbably used here as an equivalent for At. 

h4thra, 'a mile/ 

^ Lj9 has ' his own virtuous deeds.^ The coosoience of the soul 

meets it in the form of a damsel, beautiftil in proportion to the 

goodness of its deeds. In AV. IV, 18-^6, Dd, XXIV, g, XXV, 5 

the cODSCLence meets the soul before it attempts the bridge, 

“ More literally,' what may be thou?’ as the verb is in the third 

person here, though not so In the similar phrase in ^ idgi. 

C 2 
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false justice and taking of bribes, and false evidence 

was given by him, then thou hast sat down, and 

the recitation of truth and virtue' was uttered by 

thee. 136. I am this of thine, the good thoughts, 

the good words, and the good deeds which were 

thought and spoken %nd done by thee. 137. For 

when I have become commendable, I am then made 

altogether more commendable by thee; (138) when 

I have become precious, I am then made altogether 

still more precious by thee; (139) and when I have 

become glorious, I am then made altogether* still 

more glorious by thee.” 

140. ‘ And when he walks onwards from there, a 

sweet-scented breeze comes then to meet him, which 

is more fragrant than all perfume. 141. The soul 

of the righteous enquires of Sr6sh (142) thus: “ What 

breeze is this, that never in the world so fragrant 

a breeze came into contact with me ?** 

143. ‘Then Sr6sh, the righteous, replies to that 

righteous soul (144) thus: "This breeze is from 

heaven, which is so fragrant” 

145. ‘Afterwards, on Ats march,.the first step is 

set* on //le place of good tlioughts,''the second on 

t/iatof good words, the third on that'of good deeds*, 

(146) and the fourth step reaches up unto the 

endless light • which is all-radiant 147. And angels 

> Meaning probably the recitation of the Avesta texts. 
* K43 omits bard, 'quite, altogether,’in this third clause. 
* Lig has ‘afterwards, he rests the first step;’ but awar drd-.. 

med^’he rests,’is a misreading of madam khdrdm ddei;‘on the 
march is set.’ 

* These are the three lowermost grades of heaven, hfimat, 
hdkht, and hfivarrt (see Chap. VII, 12). 

* The highest grade of heaven, where Afiharmas<f and the angels 
are supposed to dwell (see Chap. VII, 11). 
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and ardiangeU of every description cotne to meet 

him, (148) and ask tidings from him (149) thus : 

"How hast thou come, from that which is a perish¬ 

able, fearful, and very miserable existence, to this 

which is an imperishable existence that is undis¬ 

turbed, ihou youth who art welhthinking, well-speak¬ 

ing, well-doing, and of good religion ?” 

150. 'Then AOharma^f/, the lord, speaks (151) 

thus: '^Ask ye from him no tidings,^ for he has 

parted from that whidi was a precious body, and 

has come by that which is a fearful road. 152. And 

bring ye unto him tlie most agreeable of eatables, 

that which is the midspring butter \ (^53) that 

he rest his soul from tliat bridge of the three 

nights, unto which he came from Astfi-vld^if and the 

remaining demons^; (154) and seat him upon an 

alhembeUishecl throne/^ 

155. 'As ii zs declared {156) that: "Unto^ the 

righteous man* and woman, after passing away®, 

they bring food ° of the most agreeable of eatables'— 

^ The M ai dl b 7 d-z a r m rfi g b a n, ’which is explained! in I>d. XXJt I, 

14 aa the spiritual representative of butter made during the Mai- 

dhyd-zaremarya, ‘ mid-^verdure,' festival, which’was considered the 

best of the year. This festival is held on the forty-fifth day of 

the Farsi year, which was about 4th May ’when the year was fixed 

to begin at the vernal equinox as described in Bd. XXV, 3-^, io. 

The heavenly food which goes by this name is not to be con¬ 

founded with the Kfish which is expected to be prepared at the 

resurrection, from the fat of the ox Kadhaydf and the white Hflra, 

for the purpose of nfiahing" mankind immortal (see Bd, XXX, 25); 

- although some such confusion appears to exist in AV, X, 5, K43 

has rObAn, 'soul/ instead 0/ rBghan, 'butter/ 
* See §5 114-123. ® K43 omits 'unto.^ 

* Literally, ‘ male.' 
“ adds Trom the body and consciousness/ 
‘ Reading kazag, instead of kazad, both here and in the next 

clause of the sentence. L19 has 'the angels of the spiritual ixisi- 
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the food of the angels of the spiritual existences— that 

which is the midspring butter'; and they seat them 

down on an all-embellished throne. 157. Forever 

and everlasting they remain in all glory with the 

angels of the spiritual existences everlastingly.” 

158. ‘ And when he who is wicked dies, his soul 

then rushes about for three days and nights in the 

vicinity of the head of tliat wicked one^ and sobs * 

(159) thus: Whither do I go, and now what do 

I make* as a refuge?” 160. And the sin and 

crime of every kind, that were committed by him 

in the worldly existence, he sees with his eyes in those 

three days and nights. 161. The fourth day Vlza- 

resh the demon, comes and binds the soul of the 

wicked with the very evil noose*; (162) and with 

the opposition of Sr6sh, the righteous, he leads it 

up to the iji^ndvar bridge*. 163. Then RashnO^, 

the just, detects that soul of the wicked through its 

wickedness. 

164. ‘ Afterwards, Vizaresh, the demon, takes that 

ences bring the most agreeable of eatables,' by omitting the first 
kazag, and misreading the second one. 

* K43 has rfibSn again, as in § 152, for rdghan. Although 
this sentence resembles Hn. II, 38, 39, it is evidently quoted from 
some other source, as its difference is more striking than its re¬ 
semblance. 

* This verb is Huz. bekhfin8</=Pdz. giryfid^ but N6r. has read 
bSngtn8</,‘laments,’ and has written vSgine^. 

* Or it may be * take,’ as these two verbs are written alike in 
HuzvSiir. This exclamation is a quotation from the Gfithas or 
sacred hymns, being the first line of Yas. XLV, i. 

* The Av, Vtzaresha of Vend. XIX, 94, who carries oflf the 
souls of the wicked; he is also mentioned in Bd. XXVIII, 18, 
Dd. XXXII, 4, 7, XXXVII, 44. 

‘ Reading sary&tar xfi/an. L19 has va</ba/id,‘an evil tie.’ 
* Sec § 115. ' See §§ 119,120, 
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soul of the wicked, and mercilessly and maliciously 

beats and maltreats iL 165. And that soul of the 

wicked weeps with a loud voice, is fundamentally 

horrifiedh implores with many supplicating* en¬ 

treaties, and makes many struggles for life discon¬ 

nectedly ^ 166. Whom ‘—when bis struggling and 

supplication are of no avail whatever, and no one 

comes to his assistance from the divinities (bagS.n)h 

nor yet from the demons—moreover, Vizaresh, the 

demon, drags miserably ® to the inevitable ^ helL 

167. ‘And then a maiden who is not like unto 

maidens comes to meet him. 168. And that soul 

of the wicked speaks to that evil maiden (169) thus: 

'‘ Who mayst thou be, that never in the worldly 
existence was an evil maiden seen by me, who was 

viler and more hideous than thee?^^ 

170. ‘And she * speaks in reply to him (i 71) thus: 

1 amr not a maiden^ but I am thy deeds thoii 

monster who art evil-thinking, evil-speaking, evil- 

doing, of evil religion! 372* For even when 

thou sawest twn who performed the worship of the 

sacred beiugSj still then tliou hast sat down, and 

demon-worship was performed by thee, (173) a-ud 

the demons and fiends were served. 174* And also 

wrhen thou sawest him who provided lodging and 

^ Instead of bura^-vadgihd bekhftnlrf, bun Lijj hsi; 
bura^vafldihi vSgfnejJ u virkm^d, ‘loudly shrieks and weeps,' 

^ Reading ISpako'karihi. 
“ Instead of apiifvandthS, Li^has apatOihl/fruidesgly/ 
^ L19 has ‘ and.' “ Lip has vehS>^ the good.' 
^ Instead of Ik-hdinandtha, Lipi has anaomedihl, ‘hope¬ 

lessly.' 
^ Reading naglrs, but this is uneertain; L19 has aEfr, 'lover/ 
“ L19 has ‘ that evil maiden.' * Lig has ' evU deeds.’ 

L19 adds ‘ in the world/ 
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entertainment, and gave alms, for a good person 

who came forth from near and him, too, who was 

from afar ^ (175) then thou actedst scornfully and 

disrespectfully to the good person, and gave no alms, 

and even shut up the door. 176. And when thou 

sawest him who practised true justice, took no bribe, 

gave true evidence, and uttered virtuous recitation, 

(177) even then thou hast sat down, and false justice 

was practised by thee, evidence was given by thee 

with falsehood, and vicious recitation was uttered 

by thee. 178. I am this of thine, the evil thoughts, 

the evil words, and die evil deeds which were thought 

and spoken and done by thee. 179. For when I 

have become uncommendable, I am then made 

altogether still more uncommendable by thee; (180) 

when I have become unrespected, I am then made 

altogether still more unrespected by thee; (181) and 

when I have sat in an eye-offending * position, I am 

then made altogedier still more really eye-offending 

(/^ashm-kah-l/^tar-ii^) by thee.” 

182.' ‘Afterwards he enters®, the first step on Ute 

place of evil thoughts, the second on that of evil 

words, the third step on that evil deeds ^ (183) 

and the fourth step rushes into the presence of the 

* In L19 the words ^near’ and ‘afar’ change places. 
* Literally, * eye-consuming,’ the reading adopted by N6r., but, 

though it gives a satisfactory meaning, it is not quite certain that it 
represents the Pahlavi text correctly. 

* For dfin vazIdnS^, ‘he goes in,’ L19 has a»dar zrdve^f, in¬ 
dicating that the first letter, va, of vazI0nd</ had been omitted in 
the Pahl. MS. used by N6r., which misled him into reading the 
remaining letters as a new Plz. verb zrdverf, as already remarked 
by NOldeke in Gdt. gel. Anz. 1882, p. 975. 

* These arc the three uppermost grades of hell, dfir-hfimat, 
dfir-hiikht, and d(i.r-hfivar.rt (see Chap. VII, 20). 



CHAPTER 175-197. 
^5 

wicked evil spirit and the other demons V 184. And 
the demons make ridicule and mockery of him (185) 
thus: “What was thy trouble and complaintj as 
regards the lord, and the archangels, 
and the fragrant and joyful heaven, when thou 
approachedst for a sight of Aharman and the 
demons and gloorny hell, (186) although we cause 
thee misery tlierein and do not pity, and thou shalt 
see misery of long duration?” 

187* 'And the evil spirit shouts to the demons 
(18S) thus Ask ye no tidings from him (^89) who 
is parted from ^ that which a precious body, and 
has come on by that which is a very bad road. 190, 
But bring ye unto him the foulest and vilest of 
eatables, the food which is nurtured in helf" 

191. 'They bring the poison and venom of“ the 
snake and scorpion and other noxious creatures that 
are in hell, (192) give him to eat. 193, And 
until the resurrection and future existence he must 
be in hell, in much misery and punishment of various 
kinds*, 194. Especially that it is possible to eat 
food there only as though by similitude 

195, The spirit of innate wisdom spoke to the 
sage (196) thus: 'This which mas asked by thee, 
as to the maintenance of the body and concerning 
the preservation of the soul, is also spoken about 
hy me, and thou art admonished, 197. Be virtuously 

^ In the lowermost grade of heU (see Chap.VIIj zi). 
“ L19 has ' for has parted from/ as in ^ 151. 
* Lrg- has ' and.' 
* has 'he is in much misery and punighment of kinds 

worthy of hell.' 
^ So that starvalson is one of the punishmenls of helL Lrg 

has ‘and espeoially that the food there can be oniy ^'ke putrid 

blood? 
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assiduous about it, and keep it in practice; (198) for 
this is thy chief way for the maintenance of the body 
and preservation of the soul.’ 

Chapter III. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2).thus : 
‘Is liberality good, or truth*, (3) or gratitudeor 
wisdom, (4) or complete mindfulness *, or content¬ 
ment ?’ 

5. The spirit of wisdom. answered (6) thus : ‘As 
to the soul it is liberality, as to all the world it is 
truth, (7) unto the sacred beings it is gratitude, as 
to a man’s self* it is wisdom, (8) as to all business 
it is complete mindfulness, and as to the comfort 
of the body and the vanquishing of Aharnian and 
the demons contentment is good.’ 

Chapter IV. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 
‘Which is a good work that is great and good 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘ The 
greatest good work is liberality, and the. second is 
trutli and next-of-kin marriage*. 5. The third is 

* K43 has ‘or thy truth.' • L19 has ‘or is gratitude good’ 

* Lx9 has ‘or is complete mindfulness good.’ 

* Literally, ‘ the body of a man.' 

* This was the meaning of the term khvStftk-das when this 

work was written, but some centuries ago such marriages were dis¬ 

continued, and the term was then confined to marriages between 

first cousins, as at present (see Sacred Books of the East, vol. xviii, 

app. 111). 
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keeping the season festivals ^ and fourth is ceie- 

braiing' all the religious rites 6* The fifth is the 

ceremonial of the sacred beings, and the providing 

of lodging for traders 7. The siscth is the wishing 

of happiness for ever^i- one- 8. And the seventh 

is a kind regard for the good 

Chapter V. 

I* The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

‘Which land is the happier* ?' 

3, The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus : ^That 

land is the happier, in which a righteous man, who 

is true-speaking, makes his abode, 5, The second, 

^ Of Tvhtch there are six, each held for fits dajs. These G^in- 

bS,rs or G^hamb^ra end, respectively, on the 45Lh, lo^Lh, rSotti, 

f loth] ?f)ath3 and $65th days of theParsi year; and when that year 

was fixed to begin at the vernal equinox, they celebrated the periods 

of midspring;, miclsumTiter, the beginning: of autumn, the beginning 
of wintei', midwinter, and the beginning of spring (see Sis. XVIH, 

In modem times they have been supposed to commemorate 

the several creations of the sky, water, earth, vegetation, animals, 

and man; but this idea must have been boirrowed from a foreign 

source. 

* The periodical ceremonies which are obligatory for all Parsis 

(see Dd: XLIV, a n). 

“ Literally, ‘ for the prodooers of business.’ 

* That is, for the priests. The Parsi-Persian version divides 

these good works into nine items, by counting ■ neKt-of-kin mar¬ 

riage* as the third, and ' providing of lodging’ as the seventh. For 

a fuller detail of good works, see Chap. XXXVll. 

* This chapter is an Imitation of Vend. Ill, 1-20, where it is 

stated that the five most pleasing spots on the earth are, first, where 

a lighteons man performs ceremonies; second, where he has built 

his bouse and keeps his fire, cattle, family, and retainers; third, 

where the land is best cultivated; fourth, where most oxen and 

sheep are produced; and fifth, that which is most manured by 

oxen and sbeep^ 
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in which they make the abode of fires. 6. The 

third, when oxen and sheep repose upon it. 7. The 

fourth is uncultivated and uninhabited land when 

they bring it back to cultivation and habitableness. 

8. The fifth, from which they extirpate the burrows 

of noxious creatures. 9. The sixth, on which exist 

the ceremonies and coming of the sacred beings, 

and the sitting of the good*. 10. The seventh, 

when they make populous that which was desolate. 

II. The eighth, when from the possession of the 

bad it comes into the possession of the good. X2. 

The ninth, when of the produce and yield 

which arise from it they provide the share of the 

sacred beings, the good, and the worthy. 13. A nd 

tlie tenth, in which they provide holy-water and 

ceremonies.’ 

Chapter VI. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘Which land is the unhappier*?’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘ That 

land is the more afflicted, in which hell is formed 

5. The second, when they slay in it a righteous 

man who is Innocent. 6. The third, for whose sake^ 

* That is, the ceremonial precinct where the priests sit to con¬ 
duct the ceremonies. 

* This chapter is an imitation of Vend. Ill, 21-37, where it is 
stated that the five most unpleasing spots on the earth are, first, the 
ridge of Arezilra, on which the demons congregate from the pit of 
the fiend; second, where most dead dogs and men lie buried; 
third, where most depositories for the dead are constructed; fourth, 
where there are most burrows of the creatures of the evil spirit; and 
fifth, where the family of a righteous man is driven into captivity. 

* Bd. Ill, 27 states that * hell is in the middle of the earth.' 
* Reading mOn ... rfinb-t pa<fax. Instead of drfi^fin rfind, 
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the demons and fiends work. 7* The fourth, in 

which they construct an idoI-temple. S. The fifth, 

when a wicked man, who Is an evil-doer, makes ^n 

abode in it. 9. The sixth, when the interment of 

a corpse is performed below'. 10. The seventh, in 

which a noxious creature has a burrow* 11. The 

eighth, when from the possession of the good it 

comes into the possession of the bad* 12, The 

ninth, when they make desolate that which was 

populous. 13. the tenth, in which they make 

lamentation and weeping®.^ 

Chapter VIL 

I* The sage asked the spirit of wisdom {2) thus: 

' How is heaven, and how many ? 3* How are the 

ever-statlonary (hamSstin), and how many? 4. 

And how is hell, and how many ? 5. What is the 

decision a3oui the righteous in heaven, and from 

what is ikeir happiness ? 6, What are tlie misery 

and affliction of the wicked in hell ? 7* And what 

and how is the decision aboui those who are among 

the ever-stationary 

S. The spirit of wisdom answered (9) thus: 

* Heaven is, first, from the star station unto the 

KSr* has read drli^ ha nr fin 5, and assumed the last word to be 
equivalent to Av. hawdvarena," concoursef so as to obiain the 
meaning, * in which the demons and the fiend form a congress.' 
But Av. liaradvarena is Pahl. ham-dllb^rirnfh (sfle PahlrVend. 

Vir,i37). 
^ Or ^wben much interment of corpses is performed,^ as it is 

donbtfuli whether we ought to read apir, ‘ mneb,* or aztr, ‘below*^ 
^ That is, for the dead. Such outward mamfescaLiqn& of mourn¬ 

ing being considered sinful by the Parsis, as they ought to be liy 
all unselfish people who believe in a future existence of bappinesSh 
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moon station; (lo) second, from the moon station 

unto the sun; (ii) and, third, from the sun station 

unto the supreme heaven (gardfl^mAnd), whereon 

the creator AOharmaa^f is seated. 12. Of heaven 

the first part is that of good thoughts (hiimatd), 

the second is thai of gooA words (h(ikht6), and the 

third is that of good deeds (hAvarj^td). 

13. ‘The righteous in heaven are undecaying and 

immortal, unalarmed, undistressed, and undisturbed. 

14. And, everywhere they are full of glory, fragrant, 

and joyful, full of delight and full of happiness. 15. 

And, at all times, a fragrant breeze and a scent 

which is like sweet basil come to meet them, which 

are more pleasant than. every pleasure, and more 

fragrant than every fragrance. 16. For them, also, 

there is no satiety owing to the existence in heaven. 

17. And their sitting and walking, perception and 

enjoyment are with the angels and archangels and 

the righteous for ever and everlasting. 

18. ‘ Regarding the ever-stationary it is declared, 

that they are from the earth unto the star station; 

(19) and its affliction for them is then* nothing 

whatever except cold and heat. 

20. ‘ Of hell the first part is that of evil thoughts 

(ddj-hdmatd), the second is that of evil words 

(dAj-h<lkht6), and the third is that of evil deeds 

* N@r. has ‘at all times,’ which may be correct, as gis means 
both ‘ time ’ and ‘ place.' It should be noticed, however, that the 
word used in § 15 is damdn, which means ‘lime’ only. 

• N6r. has ‘their alBiction is otherwise,* by mistaking Huz. 
adtnar-rin, ‘then its ... for them,’ for a-supposed Piz. aindrS, 
‘otherwise their,’ which seems to have no real existence, as 
wherever he reads ainS, ‘otherwise,' the Pahl. text has adtnax, 
‘ then its.’ 
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(dfij-hfivarjtfi) \ ar. Wi/A the fourth step the 

wicked person arrives at that which is the darkest 

hell; (22) and they lead him forwards to the vicinity 

of A barman, the wicked, 2^. And Aharman and 

the demons, thereupon, make ridicule and mockery 

of him (24) thus® : “ Wliat was thy trouble and com- 

plaintj as regards Ahha?^ma^i^ and the archangels^ 

and the fragrant and joyful heaven^ when thou 

approachedst for a sight of us and gloomy hell* (25) 

although we cause thee misery therein and do not 

pity, and thou shalt see misery of long duration 

26. And, afterwards* they execute punishment and 

torment of various kinds upon him. 

2j, ‘ There is a place ® where* as to cold* is such 

as that of the coldest frozen * snow* 28* There is 

a place where, as to heat, ti is such as that of the 

hottest and most blazing fire* 29. There is a place 

where noxious creatures are gnawing them, just as 

a dog iioes the bones, 30* There is a place where, 

as to stench, is such that tliey stagger about 

(bara lar^^nd)^ fall down* 31* And the dark- 

* These names, as here mitcen, mean literally *' evil good thoughts, 

evil good words, and evil good deeds/ as if they implied that these 

places are for those whose best thoughts, words, and deeds are 

evil; but it is not quite certain that the Pahlavi n antes are spelt 

correctly. 

^ As already stated In Chap. II, 183-18^. 
^ Lic) has ' be is experienced/ in §§ 27-30, owing to N'k. having 

read d^n^k, ‘knowing, experienced,' instead of dtvAk, place/ 
‘ Literally*' stone-possessing, stony ^ if we read sang-dir* as 

seems most plausible; but .we might read s6khir and consider 

Pers. khas^r orkhasar, * ice,' as a corruption of it* by transposi¬ 

tion. Li9 has ‘ ice (yah) and snow/ 
^ L19 has b^ rjsend, ‘ they vomit up,' which is evidently a 

misreading. 
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ness is always such-like as though it is possible for 

them to seize upon it with the hand 

Chapter VIII. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

* How and in w'hat manner has A0harma?^j^ created 

these creatures and creation ? 3. And how and in 

what manner were the archangels and the spirit of 

wisdom formed and created by him ? 4. And how 

are the demons and fiends [and also the remaining 

corrupted of Aharman, the wicked, miscreated? 

[5. How do every good and evil happen which occur 

to mankind and also the remaining creatures ?] 

6. And is it possible to alter anything which is 

destined, or not?’ 

7. The spirit of wisdom answered (8) thus; ‘The 

creator, Afiharma^flf, produced these creatures and 

creation, the archangels and the spirit of wisdom 

from that which is his owm splendour, and with the 

blessing of unlimited time (z6rvAn). 9. For this 

reason, because unlimited time is undecaying and 

immortal, painless and hungerless, thirstless and 

undisturbed; and for ever and everlasting no one is 

able to seize upon it, or to make it non-predominant 

as regards his own affairs. 

10. ‘And Aharman, the wicked, miscreated the 

demons and fiends, and also the remaining corrupted 

' ‘Even darkness which may be felt' (Ex. x. 21). 
* K43 omits the phrase in brackets, as well as § 5; but these 

passages are supplied from L19, merely substitating yahitfakdn, 
‘corrupted ones,’ as in § 10, for the vashOdagS, ‘miscreations,' 
of L19. 
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oftes^j by his own unnatural intercourse, li» A treaty 

of nine thousand winters® in unlimited time (damS^n) 

was also made by him with Afikarma^af; (i^z) and^ 

until it has become fully completed, no one Is able 

to alter it and to act otherwise. 13. And when die 

nine thousand years become completed, Ahar- 

man is quite impotent; (14) and S^6sh^ the righteous, 

will smite Aeshm^, (15) and Mitr6* and unlimited 

time and the spirit of justice*, who deceives no one 

in anything, and destiny and divine providence*^ will 

smite the creatures and creation of Aliarman of every 

kind, and, in the end, even the demon, 16. And 

every creature and creation of ACiharma^iof becomes 

again as undisturbed as those which were produced 

and created by him in the beginning* 

^ Reading ya,hii/ak^a, but it may be y3tukS.n, ‘wizards,' 

tbougb tbe word requires an additional long vowel to represent 
either term correctly L19 has vashfidagEl, ‘ miscreations/ 

^ According to the Bundabif, time consists of twelve thousand 

years (see Ed. XXXIV, j). In tlie beginning A^iharmaaf created 

the spiritual prototypes (Bd. 1, S) who remained undiaturbcd for 

the first three thousand years, when Abamran appeared and agreed 

to a conflict for the remaining nine thousand years (Bd. 1, iS), 

during the first three of wIiLcIi A&harmasu^’s will was undisputed, 

while during the nest three Ahaman is active in interference, and 

during the last three his influence will diminiab till, in the end, it 

will disappear (Bd. I, ao). The nine tbonsand years of the 

conflict were supposed to extend from about u.c* S400 to A.n. 

3600 (see Byt HI, ii n, 44 u)* 

* See Chap. II, irg* * See Chap. If, iiS. 

® Probably the angel Rasbnh (see Chap. II, ri8, up). 

* Assuming that the v4gd-bakht6 of X43 is equivalent to the 

bagh6-baliht,' divine appointment,' of 

" Av. dai of Yas. XV11, 46, LXVII, ss, Vend. XVID, 4$, 50, 

Ajtdd Yt. 1, dsu of Yas. LII, 7, and the demon of ^greediness' 

in Chap* II, 13, 14, XVIIl, 5, &c., Ed* XXVIII, 27, and modem 

Persian, who seems to be a being distinct from Av* a si, ‘ serpent*^ 

[*4] L> 
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17. ‘ Every good and the reverse * which happen 

to mankind, and also the other creatures, happen 

through the seven planets and the twelve constella- 

tiansK 18. And those twelve constellations are such 

as in revelation are* the twelve chieftains who are on 

the side of AOharma^flf, (19) and those seven planets 

are called the seven chieftains who are on the side 

of Ahar'man. 20. Those seven planets pervert every 

creature and creation, and deliver them up to death 

and every evil. 21. And, as it were, those twelve 

constellations and seven planets* are organizing and 

managing the world. 

22. ‘ Adharma.?^ is wishing good, and never 

approves nor contemplates evil. 23. Aharman is 

wishing evil, and does not meditate nor approve 

anything good whatever. 24. Aftharmaz^, when he 

wishes it, is able to alter as regards the creatures of 

Aharman; and Aharman, too, it is, who, when [he 

wishes]* it, can do so as regards the creatures of 

Aflharmazflf, (25) but he is only able to alter so that 

in the final effect there may be no injury of Aiiha^- 

m^zd, (26) because the final victory is Adharmaz^^’s 

own. 27. For it is declared, that “the Yim* and 

* Li9 has ‘evil.’ • The zodiacal signs. 
* Lip has ‘are called in revelation.’ The authority, here quoted, 

was not the Bundahix, because that book speaks of seven chieftains 
of the constellations opposed to the seven planets (see Bd. V, i). 

* L19 omits ‘and seven planets,' but luis a blank space at this 
place in both texts, P&z^d and Sanskrit 

* K43 omits the words in brackets, which may, perhaps, be 
superfluous in the Pahlavi text 

* Av. Yima or Yima khsha6ta of Vend. II, the JamshM of 
the Shihn&mah, some of whose deeds are mentioned in Chap. 
XXVII, 24-33, Yas. IX, 13-20. He was the third of the P4rdS// 
dynasty, and is said to have been perverted by Aharman in his old 
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and K^i-Os® of Atiharma^tj? are created 

immorml, (28) and Aharman so altered as is 

known. 29. And Aharman so contemplated that 

B^varisp® and Frisly^k^ and Alexander" be 

immortalj (30) di^i Atlharmaao^, for great advantage, 

so altered i/iem as that which is declared/' ^ 

Chapter IX. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus ; 

"Is it possible to go from region to region®, or not? 

age, when he Jogt the royal gflory (see Del, XXXIX^ iG, 17), and 
was oveithrown by the foreign dynasty of As-S DabSk. 

* Av. Th^aS£aoDa^ who conquered Aj-f DahfiJt (gee Chap, 
XXVITj 3S-+0, Yas. IX, 24—27). He was misled by Aharmaa 
into dividing his empine between his threft sons, two of whom 
revolted and slew the third (see Chaps. XXb ifi,. XXVII^ 42), 

® Av, Kava Us an or Kavi Usadhan, the Kat-XavGs of the 
ShShnSmah, misread Kahds in P£aand. He was the second 
monarch of the Kayiln dynasty, and made an unsuccessful attempt 
to reach heaven, mentioned in Bd. XXXLY, 7, to which he may be 
supposed to have been iogtigated by Aharman, but he was also 
unfortunate in many other enterprises. 

* A llile of A,s-t Dah^k in the Shahnamah, literally, * with a 
myriad horses/ This king, or dynasty, is said to have conquered 
Yim and reigned for a thousand years, but was overthrown by 
Fr£d?hn. In the Avesta (Yas. IX, AbSin Yt. 34, Af. 2arat. 3) 
A£-i Dahdk, ‘ the destructive serpent/ is described as hazangra* 
yaokhfti, ^ with a thousand perceptions/ a term analogous to 
batvare-spasana, 'with a myriad glances/ which is usually 
applied to Mithra, the angel of the $nn. From this latter, if used 
for the former, bSvarisp might easily be corrupted. 

* Av, Frangrasyan, the Afrisiyib of the ShShn&mah, a Tliri- 
nian Jung who conquered the Iranians for twelve years during the 
reign of MSnhj^thar (see: Bd. XXXIV, 6). 

® Aleitander the Great, mEsread Arasawgar by N£r. 
* The earth is supposed to be divided into seven regions, of 

which the central one is as large as the other six united; two of 

D 2 
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3. From what substance is the sky made ? 4. And 

how and in what manner is the mingling of the 

water in the earth ?’ 

5. The spirit of wisdom answered (6) thus: 

‘Without the permission of the sacred beings, or 

the permission of the demons, it is then * not possible 

for one to go from region to region*. 

7. ‘The sky is made from the substance of the 

blood-stone* such as they also call diamond (al¬ 

most). 

8. ‘ And the mingling of the water in the earth is 

just like the blood in the body of man.’ 

Chapter X. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

' Can there be any peace and affection whatever of 

Aharman, the wicked, and his demons and miscre- 

ations, with AOharma^r^ and the archangels, one 

with the other, or not ? ’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ' There 

cannot be, on any account whatever; (5) because 

Aharman meditates evil falsehood and its deeds, 

wrath and malice and discord, (6) and AClharma^rtf 

meditates righteousness and its deeds, good works 

the six lie to the north, two to the south, one to the cast, and one 
to the west; and thej arc said to be separated by seas or moun¬ 
tains, difficult to cross (see Bd. XI). For their names, see Chaps. 
XVI, 10, XXVII, 40. 

' Instead of adtnar, ‘tlien for one,’ N6r. has manufactured a 
word aint, ‘otherwise* (see also Chap. VII, 19 n). 

* This information is derived from Pahl. Vend. I, 4 a. 
* Or * ruby/ referring to the rosy tints of dawn and sunset. The 

same statement is made in Bd. XII, 6. N6r. has ‘ steel,* and the 
word can be translated ‘ blood-metal.* 
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and goodness and truth* 7- And everything can 

change, except good and bad nature, 8* A good 

nature cannot change to evil by any means what¬ 

ever, and a bad nature to goodness in any manner, 

9. Afiharmairi^, on account of a good nature, approves 

no evil and falsehood ; (lo) and A harm an, on account 

of a bad nature, accepts no goodness and truth; 

(ri) and, on this account, there cannot be for them 

any peace and affection whatever, oije with the 

other,' 

Chapter XL 

T. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus* 

* Is wisdom good, or skill, or goodness^?' 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: 

" Wisdom with which there is no goodness, is not to 

be considered as wisdom; (5) and skill with which 

there is no wisdom, 13 not to be considered as skill.' 

Chapter XIL 

I* The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

' Wherefore is it when the treasure of the spiritual 

e^dste^ice is allotted so truly, and that of the worldly 

cxideme so falsely ?' 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus : " The 

treasure of the worldly existenceallotted as truly, 
in the original creation, as that of the spiritual exist¬ 

ence, 5* And the creator, Aiihas^'ma^cj^, provided the 

* Licj omits the last two words, but they are evidently referred 

to irt the reply* 

^ Literally, * is*' 
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happiness of every kind, that is in these creatures 

and creation, for the use (b6n) of the sun^ and moon 

and those twelve constellations which are called the 

twelve chieftains* by revelation; (6) and they, too, 

accepted it in order to allot it truly and deservedly. 

7. ‘And, afterwards, Aharman produced those 

seven planets, such as are called the seven chief¬ 

tains of Aharman, for dissipating* a7td carrying off 

that happiness from the creatures of Adharmaar^, in 

opposition to the sun and moon and those twelve 

constellations. 8. And as to every happiness which 

those constellations bestow on the creatures of Ati- 

harmardf, (9) those planets take away as much of it 

as it is possible for them (the constellations) to give *, 

(to) and give it up to the power of the demons* and 

fiends and the bad. 

II. ‘And the treasure of the spiritual existence is 

so true on this account, because Atiharma.?flf, the 

lord, with all the angels and archangels, is* undis¬ 

turbed, (12) and they make the struggle with Ahar¬ 

man and the demons, and also the account of the 

souls of men, with justice. 13. And the place of 

him whose good work is more is in heaven, (14) the 

place of him whose good work and sin are equal is 

among the ever-stationary^, (15) and when the crime 

is more, his path is then to hell.’ 

* Literally, ‘ Mitr6,’ the angel of the sun. 
• See Chap. VIII, 17-21. 
* By omitting one letter K43 has * miscrealing.’ 
♦ By omitting this verb L19 has ‘possible for them (the planets).’ 
* So understood by N6r., but all the best MSS. omit the relative 

particle, as if ‘ the powerful demons ’ were meant. 
• Literally, ‘ are.’ ’ See Chap. VII, 18. 
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Chapter XIII. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘Wherefore is it when oxen and sheep, birds, flying 

creatures, and fish are, each one, properly learned 

in that which is their own knowledge, (3) and men, 

so long as they bring no instruction unto them, and 

they do not perform much toil and trouble (an^ln5)^ 

about it, are not able to obtain and know die learning 

of the human race 

■4. The spirit of wisdom answered (5) thus : "Men 

have been so wise, in the original creation, that, as to 

the good works and crime which were performed by 

them, the recompense of the good works and the 

punishment of the crime were then seen by them 

with their own eyes, (6) and no crime whatever pro¬ 

ceeded from men* 7. But, afterwards, Aharman, 

the wicked, concealed the recompense of good works 

and the punishment of sin* S* And on this account, 

moreover, It is said in revelation (g) that: [Thesep 

four [things are worse and more grievous] than every 

evil which the accursed evil one^ the wicked, com¬ 

mitted upon the creatures of Afiha^'ma^if, (rq) [that 

is, when the reward of good works and] punishment 

[of sin], the thoughts of men, and the consequence 

of actions were quite concealed [by him]^/^ 

^ has read khvastnak, and tak^n it as equivalent to Pera, 

kha^fuah,"treasury," in the sens* of "expenditure;' but this is 

very doubtful. 
® The words in brackets, in §§ g, la, are taken from the Pftzand 

version, as the passage containing them has been omitted by 

mistake in K 4.3. 
* The Pandnlmah of Buzurg-Mihir states ' this, too, is declared, 

that the evil spirit committed even this very grievous thing upon 
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II. ‘And, for the same reason, he made many 

devotions and improper creeds current in the world. 

12. And, on account of mens not knowing of duty 

and good works, every one believes that most, and 

considers it as good, which his teaching in devotion 

has included. 13. And that devotion, in particular, 

is more powerful*, with which sovereignty exists. 

14. But that one is the lordship and sovereignty of 

Virt^p*, the king of kings, (15) by whom, on account 

of knowing it unquestionably and certainly (afiva- 

rlhi), the perfect and true religion, which is in the 

word of the creator Adharma^fl^ was received from 

the unique ZaratClJt, the Spltam5.n^ (16) who has 

manifested clearly, explicitly, and unquestionably 

the treasure of the worldly and spiritual existences, of 

every kind, from the good religion of the Masz/a- 

worshippers. 17. There is then* no other creed, 

through which it is possible for one to obtain and 

know the treasure of the worldly and spiritual exists 

cnees so explicitly and clearly, (18) but, on account 

of much controversy®, they are so cut up (dglitako) 

the creatures of Aflhanna«</, when the reward of good works and 
punishment of sin wtre quite concealed by him, in the thoughts of 
men, as the consequence of actions.* 

' Nfir. has ‘purer,’ by connectingpiS</?ydvandtarwith p&dtyhv, 

‘ablution;’ but this is hardly possible, whereas the former word 
can be readily traced to Av. paiti + y&+va»t, with the meaning 
‘resistant, stubborn, strong;’ compare Pers. pSy&b,‘power.’ 

* Av. Virtftspa, Pers. Gurt^sp, the fifth king of the Kay/in 
dynasty, who adopted the religion of Zar&iurt in the thirtieth year 
of his reign, and is said to have reigned 120 years (see Bd. 
XXXIV, 7). 

' See Chap. 1,10 n. 
* Instead of ‘ then for one,’ N6r. has ‘ otherwise,’ as in Chap. 

IX, 6. 
* Reading vigftftakih. Nfir. has ‘by much contemplation,' 
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and entangled, that the statements of their beginning 

are much unlike to the middle, and the middle to 
the end/ 

Chapter XIV* 

1* The sage asked the spirit of^ [wisdom (2) thus : 

‘ Which protection is the more defensive ? 3. Which, 

friend'^ (4) and which supporter of fame are good? 

5. Which helper of enjoyment is good ? 6. Which 

wealth is the pleasanter? 7, And which is the 

supremest pleasure of all pleasures®?^ 

S. The spirit of wisdom answered (9) thus : * The 

sacred being is the more defensive protection, 10. 

A virtuous brother is a good friend, n* A child, 

who is virtuous and an upholder of religion, is 

a good supporter of fame* 12. A virtuous wife, 

who is well-disposed. Is a good helper of enjoy- 

ment. 13. That wealth is better and pleasanter 
which is collected by honesty, and one consumes 

a7id maintains with duties and good works. 14. 

And the pleasures which are superior to all plea¬ 

sures are health of body, freedom from fear, good 

repute, and righteousness*.' 

having read v^naftstkih. Both words are very uncoTiQTnoTi, and it 

is doubtful which of them is the more appropriate to the conte^ct. 

* From this poiiit to Chap. XXVH, 4p the Pahlavi test of K43 

is missing, owing to the loss of nine folios in that MS., but a copy 

of the mming passage, made by Dastur Hoshangji Janiaspji from 

I’Ds, has been consulted for the purpose of coutiotlmg the PSz. 

verson of 1*19. 

^ L19 inserts Hg good?’ 

^ TDa has * which is the friend who is the supremest of friends / 

but this does not correspond well with the reply in § 14. 

* TD2 adds ‘ a7id are good,’ 
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Chapter XV. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ Is poverty good, or opulence' ?’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: 

* Poverty which is through honesty is better than 

opulence which is from the treasure of others. 5. 

For it is stated (6) thus: *'As to him who is the 

poorest and most secluded (arm^jttClm)* person, 

whenever he keeps his thoughts, words, a)td deeds 

honest, and in duty to the sacred beings, for him 

even t/iere is lawfully a share of all the duties and 

good works which mankind shall do in the world®. 

T. As to him, too, who is opulent, who is a man of 

much wealth, when the wealdi is not produced by 

honesty, though he takes trouble (an^lnakd) in* 

duties and good works and righteous gifts, his good 

work is then not his own, (8) because the good work 
is his from whom the wealth is abstracted*.” 

* L19 adds *or sovereignty,’ to account for §§ 12-39. 
* Av. armadrta, applied to water, means ‘most stationary, 

stagnant;’ Pahl. arm^xt (Av. airima)is applied to the place of 
‘seclusion* for impure men and women, and in Sis.VI, i it seems 
to refer to ‘helpless’ idiots or lunatics; N6r. explains it in Sanskrit 
as ‘ lame, crippled, immobility,’ but ‘ secluded, immured, helpless ’ 
are terms better adapted to the context, whether the word be 
applied to persons, as it is here and in Chaps. XXXVII, 36, 
XXXIX, 40, or to learning and character, as in Chap. LI, 7. 

* Persons who are wholly unable to perform good works are 
supposed to be entitled to a share of any supererogatory good 
works performed by others (see Sis. VI, i, 2), but the allotment 
of such imputed good works seems to be at the discretion of the 
angels who keep them in store (see Sis. VIII, 4). 

* N6r. has ‘makes expenditure on,' by reading khvazinak, as 
in Chap. XIII, 3. 

® § 8 does not occur in L19, but is found in TDa, PA 10, and 
MH7. 
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9. * And /f? that much ^vealth which is collected 

by proper exertion, and consumes and maintains 

with duties and good works and pleasure, even that 

Is no better thereby, (ro) because It is necessary to 

consider that as perfect, ir. But h him who 

is a man of much wealth, whose wealth is collected 

by proper exertion, and he consumes and maintains 

zV with duties and good works and pleasure, he is 

great and good and more perfects 

12. ^ And regarding even that which Is sovereignty 

they state (13) thus: ‘'What is® good government in 

a village is better than what Is® bad government in a 

realm. 14* Because the creator Aflha?'maaif 

dnced good government for effecting the protection 

of the creatures, (15) and Aharman, the wicked, has 

produced bad government as the adversary of good 

government.” 

16, ‘ Good government is that which maintains 

aful directs a province flourishing, the poor un¬ 

troubled, and the law and custom true, (17) 

sets aside improper laws and customs. It well 

mahiiains water and hre by law^, (19) and keeps 

in progress the ceremonial of the sacred beings, 

duties, and good works, so. It causes friendliness 

^ That is, the proper use wealth does not make the wealth 

iiscir any better, but only the rightful possessor of it. Tliis is, 

however, probably only an, emendation of Nfir., as the copy of 

TD2 gives rnerely the foUoivlng, for §§ 3-1 i 1 ‘ But aj him 

who is a man of much wealth, by who^ proper enertion it is 

collected, n-nd he consumes awi maintains it with duties, good 

works, and pleasure, he is no belter thereby, because it is necessary 

to consider him a.s perfect.’ 

“ L19 Omits ‘ what is' in both places. 
’ TD2 omits ' maintains,’ as it is sufliciently expressed by the 

same Fahh verb ^ keeps' in ^ 19; and L19 omits ^by law.’ 
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and pleading' for the poor, (21) and delivers up 

itself, and even that which is its own life, for the 

sake of the good religion of the Mas^-worshippers. 

22. And if there be any one who desists from the 

way of the sacred beings, then it orders some one to 

effect his restoration thereto; (23) it also makes 

him a prisoner, atid brings him back to the way of 

the sacred beings; (24) it allots, out of the wealth 

that is his, the share of the sacred beings and the 

worthy, of good works and the poor; (25) and deli¬ 

vers up the body for the sake of the soul’'. 26. A 

good king, who* is of that kind, is called equal to 

the angels and archangels. 

27. ‘ Bad government is that (28) which destroys 

the true and proper law and custom, (29) and brings* 

oppression, plunder, and injudiciousness into prac¬ 

tice. 30. It dissipates the treasure of the spiritual 

existence, (31) a^id considers duty and good works a 

vexation, through greediness*. 32. It keeps back 

a person performing good works from doing good 

works, (33) and he thereby becomes a doer of harm. 

(34) Its disbursement®, too, of every kind is for its 

own self, (35) the administration of' the treasure 

* Reading di</5-g6btb, ‘pronouncing the law,' or ‘speaking 
of gifts,' instead of P.1z. ^Sdawgdi, a misreading of NSr. for PahL 
y6datd-gdbth, ‘speaking of the sacred being.' 

’ The usual way of treating nonconformists in all ages and all 
sects, when party spirit is strong. TDz has ‘ delivers him up for 
the sake of body and soul.' 

* TDa has ‘good government which.’ 
* TDa has ‘keeps;' but the two verbs arc much alike in 

Huzvirix. 
* Because nearly all such works entail expenditure. 
* NSr. has ‘accumulation,' but this is the meaning of anddsixn, 

rather than of the and£zixn in the text. 
’ So in TDa. 
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of the worldly existence, (36) the celebrity^ ex- 

altation of the vile, (37) the destruction neglect 

of the good, (38) jzuai the annihilation of the poor. 

39. A bad king, \vho^ is of that kind, is called equal 

to Aharman and the demons/ 

Chapter XVI. 

I* The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

^ Of tlie food which men eat, and the clodiing which 

men put on, which are the more valuable and good?' 

3, The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ^ Of 

the food which men eat, the milk of goats is pro¬ 

duced good* 5. Because, as to nien and quadrupeds, 

who are born from a mother, until the Hms when 

food is eaten by them, their growth and nourish¬ 

ment are then from milk, (6) and on milk they can 

well live. 7* And if men, when they withdraw from 

the milk of the mother, make thorough experience 

of the milk of goats, (8) then bread is not necessary 

for use among them. 9. Since it is declared, (10) 

that "the food of mankind, who are in Arzah and 

Savah, FradatJ^afsh and VJda^^afsh, V6rfibarjt and 

V6rC\farrth is the milk of goats and cows; (it) 

other food they do not eat.” 12. And he who is 

a milk-consuming man is healthier and stronger, 

and even the procreation of children becomes more 

harmless* 

^ Reading khai^t^Jh as in Tl>2 and Cb&p, II, 2S. 

“ TDs- has ^bad government which*' 
^ The BiK outennogt regiong of the earth, of which Arzah lies to 

the west, Sa-vab to the east, Fradaf&fsh and Vlda^fsh to the aonth, 

and VSjfibarjC and Vflrfl^rjt to the north of the central region 

(geeBd.V,S, XI, 3). 
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13. ‘Of grains wheat is called great and good, 

(14) because it is the chief of grains', (15) and 

even by the Avesta its name is then specified in 

the chieftainship of grains*. 

16. ‘And of fruit the date.am/ grape are called 

great and good. 17. When bread has not come, 

it is necessary to consecrate the sacred cake by 

means of fruit*; (18) when the fruit to consecrate 

is the date or grape, it is allowable to eat every 

fruit; (19) and when those have not come, it is 

necessary to eat that fruit which is consecrated*. 

20. ‘ Regarding wine it is evident, that it is pos¬ 

sible for good and bad temper to come to manifesta¬ 

tion through wine®. 21. The goodness of a man is 

manifested in anger, the wisdom of a man in irregular 

desire®. 22. For ^ whom anger hurries on (a^ii*- 

' It is called ‘ the chief of large-seeded grains' in Bd. XXIV, 19. 
* Possibly in the Pisag Nask, part of which was ‘about the 

thirty-three first chieftainships of the existences around, that is, 
how many of which are spiritual and how many worldly exisi- 

encts, and which is the second, and which the third of the 
spiritual and worldly existences;’ as stated in the eighth book of 
the Dinkar</. 

* That is, when a cake cannot be made, fruit can be substituted 
for it in the ceremony of consecrating the sacred cakes. The sacred 
cake, or dr6n, is a small, round, flexible pancake of unleavened 
wheaten bread, about the size of the palm of the hand, which, after 
consecration, is tasted by all those present at the ceremony (see 
Sis. Ill, 32 n). 

* Fruit and wine are usually consecrated and eaten, in the 
Afringin ceremony, after the completion of the Dr6n ceremony, 
but sometimes the Afrfngdn is celebrated alone. Both ceremonies 
are performed in honour of some angel, or the guardian spirit 
of some deceased person (see Haug’s Essays, pp. 407-409). 

‘ TDz has ‘ through the nature of winebut &s, * wine,' is 
written mas. 

* TDi has ‘ the good of a man is in anger, and the wisdom of 
a man in lust, exciting viciousness.’ 
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tkvtd) is able to recover himself from through 

goodness, (23) whom lust hurries on is able to 

recover himself from it through wisdom, {24) and 

he whom wine hurries on is able to recover himself 

from it through temper. 

25, * It is not requisite for investigation, (26) be¬ 

cause he who is a good-tempered man, when he 

drinks wine, is such-Uke as a gold 1??^ silver cup 

which, however much more they burn becomes 

purer and brighter. 27. It also keeps his thoughts, 

words, and deeds more virtuous; (2S) and he be¬ 

comes gentler and pleasanter unto wife and child, 

companions and friends®, (29) and is more diligent 

in every duty and good work. 

30. ^And he who is a bad-tempered man, when 

he drinks wine, thinks mtd considers himself more 

than ohdinaryH 31. He carries on a quarrel ivith 

companions, displays insolence, makes ridicule and 

mockery, {32) and acts arrogantly to a good person, 

33. He distresses Ills own wife and childslave and 

servant; (34) and dissipates the joy of the good, 

(35) carries off peace, mid brings in discord. 

36. * But every one must be cautious as to* the 

moderate drinking of wine. 37* Because, from 

the moderate drinking of wine, thus much benefit 

happens to him: (38) since it digests the food, (39) 

kindles the mtal fire®, (40) increases the under¬ 

standing and intellect, serrten and blood, (41) re- 

moves vexation, (42) and inflames the complexion. 

* Reading Srgs.s, instead of afai (Faz. va.j); these two word^ 

being svriLteii alike in FahlavL 
** TDe has ‘he becomes more friendly, gentler, and pkasauler 

unto v/ife and child and companions/ It also omsts § 59. 

^ TDs inserts 'hireling.^ 

* Or ‘ must become intelligent through/ 
* The animal heat, called the Vohu-frj'iln fine in Bd. XVII, i. 
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43, It causes recollection of things forgotten^ (44) 

and goodness takes a place in the mind, (45) It 

likewise increases the sight of the eye, the hearing 

of tile ear^ and the speaking of tlie tongue; (46) 

and work, wliich it is necessary to do and expe¬ 

dite, becomes more progressive. 47. He also sleeps 

pleasantly in the sleeping placeand rises light. 

48. And, on account of these contingencies, good 

repute for the body, righteousness for the soul, and 

also the approbation of the good^ come upon him, 

49» ^And in him who drinks wine more, than 

moderately, thus much defect becomes manifestj 

(50) since it diminishes his wisdom, understanding 

and intellect, semen and blood; (5 j) It injures the 

liver ^ and accumulates disease, (52) it alters the 

complexion, (53) and diminishes tlie strength and 

vigour. 54. The homage and glorification of the 

sacred beings become forgotten, 55, The sight of 

the eye, the hearing of the ear, and the speaking 

of the tongue become less. 56. He distresses Hor- 

vadai/ and Ame^'oda^^'^ (57) and entertains a desire 

of lethargy* 58. That, also, which it is necessary 

for him to say and do, remains undone; (59) aytd 

he sleeps in uneasiness, mui rises uncomfortably. 

60. on account of these contingencies, himself*. 

^ NSr. has 'at sleeping tiirie/ and the word g^ls meting, either 
ot 'place,' but usually the iaUcr. TDa has g:fis, 

probably for bilijn g^is, ‘ bed p3a.ee.' 
® N5r. inserts the words ' greatly increase’' in the Sanskrit version, 

but they do not occur in TDs. 
* These four words occur only in TDa, 
' The two archangels who are supposed to be injured by 

improper eating and drinking (see Chap, II, 34 

® HOshdsp (Av. BQshyasta), the fientj of slothful sleep. 
* Or it can be translated 'bis own body/ 
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wifej and child^ friend and kindred are distressed 

and unhappy, (6i) and the superintendent of troubles^ 

and the enemy are glad* 62. The sacred beings, 

also, are not pleased with him; (63).and infamy comes 

to his body, and even wickedness to his soul* 

64, ‘Of the dress which people possess and put 

on silk is good for the body* and cotton for the 

soul. 65. For this reason, because silk arises from 

a noxious creature \ (66) and the nourishment of 

cotton is from water, and iis growth from earth/; 

and as a treasure of the soul it is called great and 

good and more valuable/ 

Chapter XVII. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

' Which is that pleasure which is worse than un¬ 

happiness ? * 
3* The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus : ^Who¬ 

ever has acquired wealth by crime, and he becomes 

glad of it thereby ^ then that pleasure is worse for 

him than unhappiness.' 

Chapter XVI IT 

I* The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (a) thus: 

^ Wherefore do people consider these very little, 

^ Meantng probably the evil spirit. 
^ The Sanskrit version omits the foimer verb, and TD» the latter. 

* Caterpihars are creatures of Aharraan, because they eat and 

injure vegetation which is under the special protection of the arch¬ 

angel Amerodaif. 
* Water and earth, being both personified as augels, would impart 

somewhat of their sacred character to the cotton arising from them* 

* * Glad of the crime on acconnt of the vrealth * is probably meant* 

[a4] ' S 
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these four things which it is necessary for them to 

consider more, as warnings (dakhshak), (3) the 

changeableness of the things of the worldly existence, 

the death of the body, the account of the soul ^ and 

the fear of hell ?’ 

4. The spirit of wisdom answered (5) thus: ‘On 

account of the delusiveness (nlyiiAnlh) of the 

demon of greediness *, and of discontent/ 

Chapter XIX. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ Is living in fear aiid falsehood worse, or death ?’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘To 

live in fear and falsehood is worse than death. 5. 

Because every one's life is necessary for the enjoy¬ 

ment and pleasure of the worldly existence, (6) and 

when the enjoyment and pleasure of the worldly 

existence are not his, and fear and even falsehood* 

are with him, it is called worse than death.’ 

Chapter XX. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

* For kings which is the one thing more advanta¬ 

geous, and which the more injurious ?’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus : ‘For 

kings conversation with the wise and good is the 

* That is, the account to be rendered by the soul after death. 

* See Chap. VIII, 15 n. 

* These being considered as fiends; the latter, mltdkht, being 

the first denion produced by the evil spirit (see Bd. I, 24, XXVIII, 

14,16). 
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one thing more advantageous, (5) and speaking and 
conversation with slanderers a?id double-dealers are 
the more injurious for them/ 

Chapter XXl/ 

1- The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 
* What is the end of the world-arranging and spirit- 
destroying man ? What is the end of him who 
is a scoffing man ? 4-6. What is .the end of the 
idle, the malicious, and the la^y man ? 7. What is 
the end of a false-hearted one, (S) and the end of an 
arrogant 

9, The spirit of wisdom answered (10) thus : ^He 
who is a world-arranging and spirit-destroying man 
is as injured, In the punishment of the three nights^^ 
as a raging fire when water comes upon it, 

11 ' Of him who is a scoffing man ih^re^. is no 
glory in body and soul; (12) and every time when 
he opens his mouth his wickedness then increases. 
13* All the fiends, too, become so lodged In his 
body, that they leave no goodness whatever for his 
body; (14) and he makes mockery of the good, aud 
glorification of the vile. 15. Also In the worldly 
existence his body Is infamous, and in the spiritual 
existence his soul is wicked, 16* And, for .effecting 
his punishment in hell, they deliver him over to 

’ L rp has * What is the end of him who is an idle man f * in 
§ 4, and repeat$.the same fonmila ia each of the §§ 5-8. 

^ Referring to the three days and nights of final punishment, 
reserved for those specially wicked, at the time of the resurrection 
{see Bd. XXX, r3-j6). 

* In TUi the remaining sections are arranged in the following 

order;—i8, 27-33> 34^44: ir-i7- 
E ^ 
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the scoffing fiend; (17) and that fiend • inflicts a 

ridicule and a mockery upon him with every single 

punishment. • ■ 
18. * As to him who is an idle man, yet devoid 

of wickedness, mostly when' death comes on in 

the worldly existence, he thereupon (a/a.f) begets 

pleasantly for the sake of another. 

19. ‘The bridge* which is for the soul of him 

who is a malicious man is more difficult than for 

the other wicked who are in hell. 20. For this 

reason, because malice proceeds by lineage; (21) 

and it is possible to manage every sin better than 

malice, (22) because malice will abide in a lineage. 

23. There are instances when it adheres* until the 

renovation 'of Uie universe; (24) for it is clearly 

declared by the pure revelation, (2 5) that the origin 

of the estrangement (anlrinlh) of the AHimans, 

and even the Tfirinians, from the Iranians, was 

owing to that malice which was generated by them 

through the slaughter of Alrl^ *; (26) a7id it always 

adheres until the renovation. 

‘ L19 inserts ‘misery and.' 
* The Alndvar bridge (see Chap. H, 115,162), which is supposed 

to resemble a beam with many unequal sides, the side turned 
uppermost being narrower in proportion as the soul, intending to 
pass along it, is more wicked; so that the difficulty of the transit 
increases with the sin of the soul (see Dd. XXI, 3-5). 

* Or ‘ continues.* 
* PSz. one of the three sons of Fr6</&n, the 

sovereign, who divided his empire among them, giving the Ard- 
man provinces to Salm, the TQr&nian to Td^, and the Iranian to 
A!rt^. The last was slain by his two brothers, and his death was 
subsequently avenged by his descendant M^dr/h'har (see Chap. 
XXVn, 41-431 Bd. XXXI, 9-12). Though these sons are not 
mentioned in the Avesta now extant, their history appears to have 
been related in the Aufrast Nask (see Sis. X, 28 n). 
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27. ' He who is a lazy man is said be the most 

unworthy of men* 28. Because ii is declared by 

revelation, (29) that the creator Atihama^if/ produced 

no corn for him who is a lazy man ; (30) for him who 

is a lazy man there is then no giving of anything in 

gifts and chanty*; (31) and lodging and entertain¬ 

ment are not to be provided for him. 32. For this 

reason, because that food which a lazy man eats, he 

eats through impropriety and injustice; (33) and, on 

account of his laziness and unjust eating, his body 

then becomes infamous and the soul wicked. 

34. ‘ He who is a false-hearted man is as dubious 
in good things as in bad; (35) he is dubious as to 

the treasure of tlie spiritual and worldly exisienceSi 

and also as to the ceremonial, invocation, and service 

of the sacred beings* 36. And^ on. account of these 

circumstances, the angels and archangels shall accept 

little of the ceremonial and invocations which he 

performs, (37) and give unto him little of the gain, 

too, which he seeks. 38. And in the mouth of the 

good man he is always infamous^ (39) and his soul 

becomes wicked. 

40, The friends of him who is an arrogant man 

are few, and his enemies many. 41, And even of 

the. gifts which he gives to any one^ and the cere¬ 

monial, too, which he performs for the sacred beings, 

they shall accept little, on account of kh arrogance, 

(42) and'give little of the gain, too, which he seeks* 

43. And in hell they deliver him to the fiend of 

arrogance, in order to inflict punishment upon Ms 

soul; (44) and the fiend of arrogance inflicts punish¬ 

ment of various kinds upon it, and is not pacified,' 

^ Lr^ hag ^he then gives nothing his living, ivhich is ihrough 

gifts and charity*' 
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. Chapter XXII. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

* Is it possible to provide, for one’s own hand, the 

treasure and wealth of the worldly existence through 

exertion, or not ?’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus : ‘ It is 

not possible to provide for one’s self, through exer¬ 

tion, that benefit which is not ordained; (5) but a 

morsel (kazd) of that which is ordained comes on 

by means of exertion. 6. Yet the exertion, when 

it is fruitless in the worldly existerue, through the 

sacred beings not deingvfith it\ still comes, after¬ 

wards, to (mes assistance in tlie spiritual existence^ 

and outweighs in the balance 

Chapter XXIII. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘Is it possible to contend with destiny through 

wisdom a7td knowledge, or not ?’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘ Even 

with the might and pow'erfulness of wisdom and 

knowledge, even then it is not possible to contend 

with destiny. 5. Because, when predestination as to 

virtue, or as to the reverse *, comes forth, the wise 

becomes, wan ting (nlyd-^An) in duty, and the astute 

in evil becomes intelligent; (6) the faint-hearted be¬ 

comes braver, and the braver becomes faint-hearted; 

* TD2 has ‘ time not being with it,’ 
* The balance in which men’s actions are weighed by the angel 

Rashnd (see Chap. II, 119-122). 
* L19 has ‘vUeness.* 
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{7) the diligent becomes la^y, and the lazy acts dili’- 

gently K (S) J us t as is predestined as to the matter, 

the cause enters into it, (9) and thrusts out every¬ 

thing else/ 

Chapter XXIV. 

I. The sage ashed the spirit of 'wrisdom (2) thus : 
^ On account of the begging of favours, and the 

practice and worthiness of good works, do the 

sacred beings also grant anything to men other¬ 

wise or not 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: 'They 

grant i (5) for b^ere are such as they call thus: 

" Destiny and divine providence/' 6, Destiny is 

that which is ordained from the beginning, (7) and 

divine providence is that which they also grant 

otherwise. 8, But the sacred beings provide and 

manifest In the spiritual exisUnce little of that grant, 

on this account, because Aharman, the wicked^, 

through the power of the seven planets extorts 

wealth, and also eveiy' other benefit of the worldly 

exhtencCi from the good and worthy, and grants 

them more fully to the bad aTid unworthy/ 

Chapter XXV. 

H The sage asked the spirit of w'isdom (2) thus; 

‘ Of the rich who Is the poorer, and of the poor who 

Is the richer?’ 

^ Lig. has 'becomes diligent' 
^ That is, otherwise than by destiny, as mentioned in the previous 

chapter, and in consequence of prayer and merit. 

* TDi inserlls ‘ through that cadse/ 
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3. The spirit of *msdom answered (4) thus : ‘ Of 

the rich he is the poorer who is not content with 

that which is his, (5) and suffers anxiety for the 

increase of anything. 

6. 'And of the poor he is the richer who is con¬ 

tent with that which has come, (7) and cares not for 

the increase of anything.’ 

Chapter XXVI. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

* Is a blind eye worse, or a blind mind (dll)? 3. Is 

the ill-informed worse, or the bad-tempered?’ 

4, The spirit of wisdom answered (5) thus: ‘He 

who is blind-eyed, when he has understanding in 

anything, and accomplishes learning, is to be con¬ 

sidered as soundTcyed. 6. And who is sound*- 

eyed, when he has no knowledge and understandings 

and even that which they teach him he does not 

accept, then that is worse than even a blind eye. 

7. ‘ The ill-tempered is less evil * than the ill- 

informed ; (8) because the ill-tempered, except by a 

decree, is not able to seize anything away from any 

one; (9) and as to the ill-informed man, his desire 

of every kind is then * for oppression and plunder. 

10. Concerning him who is ill-informed it is declared 

that, apart from predestination, he is born free from 

fresh understanding^ 

* Li9 has *when he has no knowledge of anything.’ 
* L19 has ‘is better.’ 
* That is, when he has a decree in his favour. 
* § 10 is found only in TDa. It probably means that an ill- 

informed man is not likely to acquire any knowledge beyond that 
which is unavoidable. 
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Chapter XXV11* 

I- The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ Wherefore have the people who from Giyfi- 

and those, too, who ti^ere lords and monarchs, 

from Hashing* the Pd^diof, even nntoVht^sp^ the 
king of kings, been such doers of iJieir own wills ? 

3. Much benefit was also obtained by them from the 

sacred beings, (4) and they have been mostly those 

who were ungrateful unto the sacred beings, (5) and 

there are some even who have been very ungrateful, 

promise-breaking, and sinful 6, For what benefit 

then have they Seen severally created, (7) and what 

result and advantage proceeded from them ?' 

8, The spirit of wisdom answered (9) thus : ' That 

which thou askest concerning them, itj to benefit, or 

as to the reverse*, thou shouldst become aware of 

and fully understand. 10. Because the affairs of the 

world of every kind proceed through destiny and 

time and the supreme decree of the self-existent 

eternity (zdrvdn), the king and long-continuing 

lord, 11, Since, at various periods, it happens unto 
every one, for whom it is allotted, just as that which 

is necessary to happen, la. As even from the 

mutual connection of those ancients, who are passed 

^ Av. Gaya-maretan, the primei^l man frcun ivhotn ike whole 

human race is supposed to have sprung, and who lived for thirly 

years after the advent of the evil spirit (see Bd. Ill, sa, XXXIV, 2). 

“ Av, Haoshyanghaj the first monarch of the Mnian world, 

and founder of the Plrdii/ (Av. paradh^ta, ^ early law') dynasty. 

He was the great-grandson of MSsh>'a, the first earthly man that 

sprang from G^Sinar^f, and is said to have reigned for forty years 

(see Bd. XV, XXXI, r, XXXIV, 4), 

9 See Chap, XIII, 14 n. * Lip has ' evil.’ 
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away» it is manifest (13) that, ultimately, that benefit 

arose which was necessary to come from them to 
the creatures of Afiharma^d^. 

14. * Because the advantage from Gdydmari/ was 

(15) first, the slaying of Arzdr^ and making 

delivery of his own body, with g^eat judiciousness, 

to Aharman *, 16, A ttd the second advantage was 

this, (17) that mankind and all the guardian spirits 

of the producers of the renovation of the universe^ 

males * and females \ were produced from his body. 

18. And^ thirdly, this®, that even the metals were 

produced and formed^ from his body’. 

19. ‘And the advantage from Hdshing, the P6r- 

dd//, was this, (20) that, of three parts, he slew two 

parts of the • demons of MAzendar who were 
destroyers of the world. 

21. ‘The advantage from TAkhmdrup*, the well- 

‘ Written Alrzftr in TDa. It has been suggested by Windisch- 
mann (Zor. Stud. p. 5) that this was the name of a demon, after¬ 
wards applied to the Aresftr ridge at the gate of hell (see Bd. 
XII, 8), but this requires conftrmation. Regarding this ridge 
the following-explanation occurs in the Pahlavi RivSyat which 
precedes Dd. in many MSS.:—‘They say that hell is the ridge 
(pdst&) of Arekzilr; and hell is not the ridge of Arekzdr, but that 
place where the gate of hell exists is a ridge (grtvako) such as the 
ridge named Arekzftr, and owing to that they assert that it is the 
ridge (pdstd) of Arekzftr.' The explainer appears to mean that 
the ridge at the gate of hell was named after the other Mount 
Arezllr, in Arflm (see Bd. XII, 16). 

* Compare Bd. Ill, 21-23. 
* L19 has ‘righteous males.* 
* Fifteen of each, as stated in Bd. XXX, 17. 

Li9 has ‘this advantage.* • L19 omits the former verb, 
’ Sec Zs. X, 2, Dd. LXIV, 7. 

Sec Dd. LXV, 5, referring probably to the demon-worshippers 
of M4zendarln, south of the Caspian. 

* Av. Takhmd-urupa, the Tahmiiras of the ShahnSmah; he 
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grown, was this, (22) that the accursed evil one, the 

wicked, kept by him thirty years as a charger ^ 

23. And the writing of penmanship of seven kinds, 

which that wicked one kept in concealment, he 

brought out to publicity* 

24* *The ad\^ntage from the well-flocked Yim- 

sh6£^“, son ofVivangha, was this, (25) that an im¬ 

mortality of six hundred years, six months, and 

sixteen days® is provided by him for the creatures 

and creation, of every kind, of the creator Adha^- 

m^d; (26) e^nd they are made unsiifTcring, unde¬ 

caying, and undisturbed *. (27) Secondly, this 

that the enclosure formed by Yim^ made by 

him; (28) and when that rain of Malkds ^ occurs— 

since f/ is declared in revelation that mankind and 

is said to have been a great-grandson of H&shang, whom he suc¬ 

ceeded on the throne, and to have reigned thirty years (see Bd. 

XXXI, 3, XXXIV, 4), Written TathBi5rt<i& in TDi. 

* Seo Rim Vf. 12, Xamyl^ Yt. 2^, 
* Av. Yima IchabaSta, ‘Yim the spendid/ he was a brother 

of his predecessor, TlkhDiomp, and the Bundahif states that he 

reigned six hundred and sixteen years and six months in glory, 

and one hundred years in concealment (see Chap. VIII, 27, Bd. 

XXXI, 3, XXXIV, 4)- 

^ TDa has only ^ three hundred years by the accidental omission 

of a cipher; it also omits the months and days, 

* See Vend. II, 16, Rdm Yt* 16, Zs^myid Yt. 33, 

* L19 hasthis advantage,’ 
* See Chap. LXII, The formation of this enclosure is 

ordered by Ahharmaf^ in Vend, U, 61-92* for the preaervatjon 

of manhind, animals, and plants from the effects of a glacial 

epoch which he foretells, and which is here represented as the 

rain of Malk6s. 
^ This term for ^ deluging rain * may be traced either lo Cbald. 

tylpSo * autumnal rain,' or to Av. mahrkiird, the “title of a demon 

regarding whom nothing is yet known (see Dd. XXXVIl, 94 n 

and SBE, vol xviii, p. 479). 
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the Other creatures and creations of AClharmax^af, the 

lord, are mostly those which shall perish'—(29) one 

shall afterwards open the gate of that enclosure 

formed by Yim, (30) and the people and cattle, and 

other creatures and creations of the creator Adhar- 

msizd, shall come out from that enclosure, (31) and 

arrange the world ag^in. 32. Thirdly, (33) when* 

he brought back the proportion of the worldly 

existences^ which that evil-producing wicked one^ had 

swallowed, from his belly Fourthly, when a goat 

(g6^end) was not given by him to the demons in 

the character of an old man 

34. ‘And the advantage from A^-l Dahik, the 

* L19 has merely ' shall mostly perish,' in place of these last six 
words. 

* Li9 has ‘thirdly, this advantage, that.' 
* Li9 adds * who is Aharman.' 
* According to a legend preserved in the Persian Riviyats (see 

MHio, fol. 53) Aharman, while kept as a charger by Tikhmorup, 
induced the wife of the latter to ascertain from her husband 
whether he ever felt fear while riding the fiend, and, acting upon 
the information thus obtained, he threw the king from his back 
while descending from the ^burs mountains, and swallowed him. 
Information of this event was conveyed to Yim by the angel Srdsh, 
who adxised him to seek the fiend and propitiate him. Yim, 
accordingly, went into the wilderness singing, to attract Aharman, 
and, when the fiend appeared, Yim ingratiated himself into his 
favour and, taking advantage of an unguarded moment, he dragged 
Tikhmorup out of the fiend’s entrails, and placed the corpse in 
a depository for the dead. In consequence of this feat his hand 
was attacked with leprosy, from which he suflfered greatly until it 
was accidentally washed in bull’s urine, which healed it. This 
legend is related for the purpose of recommending the use of bull’s 
urine for purification of the body. 

* Or, perhaps, ‘as a substitute for an old man.’ This fourth 
advantage is found only in TDa, where the text is as follows:— 
‘AahArfim, amatar gdspend pavan g6harik-t plr va/ rSdSn li 
yehabfintd.* 
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and the accursed Fr^sly^k of T{ir^ vvas 
thiSj (35) that, if the dominion should not have come 

to B^var^sp itnd Fr^siy^k, the accursed evil spirit 

would then have given that dominion unto Aeshm“; 

{36) and when it would have come unto Aeshm, it 

would not have been possible to take away from 

him till the resurrection and future existence, (37) for 

this reason, because he has no bodily existence^* 

38, *And the advantage from was this. 

(39) such as the vanquishing and binding of 

Dah4k, the B^varAsp*, who was so grievously sinful 

40* Andi again too, many demons of MS^endar* 

were smitten by him, and expelled from the region 

of Khvanlras^* 

41, ‘And the advantage from M^nilfiJhar* was 

this^ (42^43) that, in-revenge for Alrl^, who was his 

grandfather, Salni and w^e kept back by him 

from disturbing the world ^ 44. From the land of 

\See Chap. VIII, 2g. 

“ The demon of wratli (see Chap. II, 115). 

’ And would, therefore, have continued to live and reign till the 

resurrection. 

* See Chap, VIII, 37. He is said to have reigned for five 

hundred years (see Bd* XXKIV, but this period includes the 

lives of ten generations of his descendants who did not rei^n (see 

Bd. XXXI 14)^ 
* He is said to have been confined in Mount DimSv^nnd (see 

Ed. XXIX, p). 

* See § 20* 
^ The central region O'f the earth, oontainbg all the connlnes 

best known to the Iranians, and supposed to be as large as the 

six outer regions united (see Bd. XI, £-6). 
* The successor of F^S^^flll, who reigned one hundred and twenty 

years (see Bd. XXXIV, 6). He was a descendant, in the tenth 

generation, from AtriA, one of the sons of who had been 

slain by his brothers Salm and (see Ed. XXXI, 9-14)’ 
’ Lrp has ‘ that he slew Salm and T£^, who were his great- 
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Pa/Zashkhvdrgar' unto the beginning of D6^k6*, 

such as Fr^LsIy^k* had taken, by treaty (pa^m^LnS)* 

he seized back from Fr&slydk, and brought it into 

the possession of the countries of Irdn. And as to 

the enlargement of the sea of KAnsii*, such as Fr4- 

styik supplied, he also expelled the water from it. 

45. ‘And the advantage from Kat-KavA^/® was 

uncles, in revenge for Atrii, and kept ih^m back from disturbing 
. the world/ 

* The mountainous region in Taparistin and Glldn, south of 
the Caspian (see Bd. XII, 17). 

* L19 has ‘ hell/ This DQ^akS may possibly be meant for the 
Duaakd of. Vend. I, 34, of which Vafikereta was the chief settle¬ 
ment, and this latter is identified with Kfivfil (Kfibul) by the Pahla^i 
translators. The name can also be read Gan^kb, which might be 
identified with Canzaca, but this would npt correspond so well with 
the legend, alluded to in the text, which relates how Mfinfijiihar, 
having shut himself up in the impregnable fortress of Amul 
in Taparistin, could not be conquered by Frislyik, who was 
compelled to come to terms, whereby all the country within an 
arrow-shot east of Mount Dimivand should remain subject to 
Minfij^har. The arrow was shot and kept on its flight from 
dawn till noon, when it fell on the bank of the Oxus, which river 
was thenceforward considered the frontier of the Irinians. This 
frontier would fully include all the territory between Taparistin 
and Kibul mentioned in the text- In Bd. XXXI, 21 the success 
of Minfir^'har is attributed to some dispute between Frislyik and 
his brother, Aghrira</. 

» See Chap.Vni, 29 n. 
* L19 has ‘such as was made the portion (pa^min5) of 

Frislyik/ 

* Called Kyinslh in Bd. XIII, 16, XX, 34, where it is stated 
that it was formerly fresh, but latterly salt, and that .Frislyik 
diverted many rivers and streams into it. It is the brackish lake 
and swamp now called HimOn, ‘ the desert,’ or Zarah, ‘ the sea,’ 
in Slstin. In the Avesta it is called Kisu, and the future apostles 
of the MaA/a-worshipping faith are expected to be bom on its 
shores. 

* Av.Kavi Kavita, the Kal-Qubid of the Shihnimah. He 
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this, (46) that he became a. thanksgiver unto the 

sacred beings* 47* Dominion, also, zvas well exer¬ 

cised by him, (48) the family and race of the 

Kaydns proceeded again from him. 

49. ‘And the advantage from Sihm]^ was [this], ■ 
(50) that the serpent Sr6var^ and the wolf KapfiiS?^, 

which they also call P^ino *, the watery demon 

Gandarep^, the bird Kamak®, and the deluding 

demon zvere slain by him* 51. And he also per¬ 

formed many other great and valuable actions, (52) 

and kept back much disturbance from the world, 

(53) ^ which, when one of those disturbances, in 

particular, should have remained behind. It would 

not been possible to produce the resurrection 
and future existence. 

54* ^And the advantage from K^i-Os^ was this, 

’\vas the founder of the KiySn dynasty, and reigned fifteen years 

(see Ed. XXXT, 24, XXXIV, ^), 

^ The bracheta indicate the end of the passage token from TDi 

and the P^^and version, in consequence of the nine folios con¬ 

taining Chaps. XlVj T-XXVII, 4$'being lost from K43, From 

this point the translation follows the text of K43* S^hm [Av. 

Sflma) was the family name of the hero Kereslsp (see Fravar^in 

Vt, 6if 13^), who was a son of Thrita the Siman (see Yag. IX, 30, 
31). For the legends relating to him, see SBE, vol. xviii, pp. 

362. His name is written Sdm in Pizmd. 

^ Av. a^i srvara (see Yas. IX, ZamyM Yt 40). 

* Or ^the blue wolf;^ not yet idcntiiied in Che Avesta. 
* Dannesteter (SEE, vol. xxiii, p. 29$, note 4) identifies this 

name with Fathana of ZamySJ Yt 41, which seems to mean 

' highwayman;' but this idencification appears to depend merely on 

similarity of sound, 
^ Av. Gandare wa of Abin Yt. 38, Ram Yt, aS, ZamyS^ Yt. 41. 

“ A gigantic bird naentioned .in the Persian Eiv^yats as over¬ 

shadowing the earth and keeping off the rain, while it ate up men 

and animals like giains of com, until Xeres4sp killed it w'ith arrows 

shot continuously for seven days and nights. 

^ See Chap. YITI, n. He wa$ a grandson of Kat-KavSe/, 
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(55) as Sty^vakhsh^ was produced from his body. 

56. Many other actions also proceeded from him. 

57. * And the advantage from Slydvakhsh was this, 

(58) such as the begetting of Kal-KhAsr61*, and the 

formation of Kangde^*. 

59. ‘ And the advantage from Kal-Kh{lsr61 was 

this, (6o) such as the slaying of Frdstyik* (61) the 

extirpation of the idol-temples which were on the 

lake of A’^ifcist®, (62) and the management of Kang- 

de2r. 63..And he is able to do good through his 

assistance of the raising of the dead® by the restorer 

of the dead, the triumphant S6sh4ns’, which is in 

the future existence. 

64. ‘And the advantage from Kal-L6hardsp* was 

whom he succeeded, and is said to have reigned a hundred and 
fifty years (see Bd. XXXI, 25, XXXIV, 7), but perhaps thb period 
may have included the reign of his father, whom tradition has 
nearly forgotten. 

* Av. Syfivarshin, the Siydvush of the ShShndmah, Though 
both his father and son were kings, he did not reign himself. 
Lx 9 has Ral-Sydvash. 

■ See Chap. II, 95. 
• Av. Kangha. A fortified settlement said to have been ‘ in the 

direction of the east, at many leagues from the bed of the wide- 
formed ocean towards that side,* and on the frontier of Atrdn-v^ 
(see Chap. LXII, 13, Bd. XXIX, 10). 

* See Chap. VIII, 29. This name must have been applied rather 
to a dynasty than to a single individual, as he reigned in Ir&n in 
the time of Minftr^ihar, nearly two hundred years earlier. 

• See Chap. II, 95. 
* He is expected to assist in the renovation of the universe at 

the resurrection, together with Keresfisp and other heroes (see 
Chap. LVn, 7, Dd. XXXVI, 3). 

’ See Chap. II, 95. 
• Av. Kavi and Aurva^faspa. He was a descendant of Kat- 

Kavi^ in the fifth generation, being a second cousin once removed 
of his predecessor, Kat-Kbfisrdl, and reigned a hundred and tw'enty 
years (see Bd. XXXI, 25, 28, XXXIV, 7). 
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this, (65) that dominion was well exercised by him, 

(66) and he became a thanksgiver unto the sacred 

beings. 67, He demolished the Jerusalem of the 

Jewsk and maide the Jews dispersed and scattered; 

and the accepter of the religion, Kai-VljtS.sp^ was 

produced from his body. 

68. ‘And the advantage from Vijt4sp was this, (69} 

such as the acceptance and solemnization of the good 
religion of the Ma^f/a-worshippers, (70) through the 

divine voice (bak^n a6va.sf) c^the Ahunavar®, the 

word of tlie creator ACiha^'ma^i/; (71) tlie annihilation 

and destruction of the bodies of the demons and 

fiends; (72) and the pleasure and comfort of water 

and fire and all the angels and spirits of the worldly 

existences\ 73* And was full of the hope of the 

good and worthy, (74) through a virtuous desire 

for his own determination, (75) the compensation 

(n6j daj^nd)'' and gratification of Atiharma^flf, with 

the archangels, {76) and the affliction and destruc¬ 

tion of Aharman and the* miscreations.' 

^ Yah ft (fan 6. The fust fourteen words of § ^7 

do not occur in the Pda.-Saas. versioHj but a corresponding state- 

ment is found in a Persian meirtcal version, described by Sachau in 

his Contributions to the Knov'i^kdge of Parsee Literature y.R.A.S., 

New Series, vol. iv, pp. 22^28^)1 in the works of several Arah- 

writers of the tenth cenLurj'(see N5ldekje, Gat. geJ. Ana, 1882, p. 964)- 

® See Chap, XIII, 14 n* 
^ The most sacred formula of the Ma^tfa^worshippers, consisting 

of twenty-one words, forming three metrical lines of sixteen syllables 

each, beginning with yathS: ahft vairy6, * as a patron spirit is do- ' 

sirable.^ It is supposed to have been uttered by AOharmaai/, for 

the discornfiture of Aharman, on the £rst appearance of that evil 

spirit in the universe (^e Bd. I, z i). 
* Lip has ‘all the angels of the spiritual and worldly fXisiiTtas' 

“Lip has u shnS^iJu, ‘and the propitiation/ 

* Lip has ‘his.' 

[34] F 
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Chapter XXVIII. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

*Who is the more forgiving (vakhshayAnlktar) ? 

3. Wliat is the more in strength ? 4. What is the 

swifter^? 5. What is the happier? 6. .What is 

the more miserable* ?' 

7. The spirit of wisdom answered (8) thus: * AA- 

harma^ff, the lord, is the more forgiving. 9. He 

saw* the nine thousand years’ mischief* among his 

own creatures, owing to Aharman, yet afterwards, 

through justice and forgiveness, he does not then 

smite him for it*. 

10. *And the celestial sphere is the more in 

strength, ii. The intellect® of mankind is the. 

swifter. 12. The souls of the righteous are the 

happier. 13. And those of the wicked are the more 

penitent’.’ 

Chapter XXIX. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

* What is it necessary to keep with more regard and 

more protection ?’ 

‘ Or * sharper.’ 

* L19 adds * what is the more hopeless?* 
• * Li 9 has *who sees.’ 

* The period appointed for the conflict between the good and 
evil spirits (sec Chap. VIII, ii). 

“ Reading 4dInarax, which N^r. has misread aindx,'otherwise 
him.’ Li9 has ' yet then, except with justice and patience, he does 
not smite him otherwise.’ It is also possible to read ' he does not 
smite him without listening (agflshax).’ 

* L19 has ‘the thought.’ 
L19 has ‘the more miserable and more hopeless.’ 
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3- The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: 'It 

is necessary to keep a young serving-'boy (rasik)^, 

a wife, a beast of bii-rdeti^ and a fire with more pro¬ 
tection and more regard/ 

Chapter XXX, 

I* The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (a) thus i 

^ Which of any living exhUitce (^Iv6;ndag-J() is the 

worse ? 3* And in wisdom who is tlie more mifore- 
seeing ^ ? ’ 

4. The spirit of wdsdom answered (5) thus; ‘A 

life of him is the worse, who lives in fear and false¬ 

hood®. 6. And in wisdom he is the more on' 

foreseeing, who does not provide for* the spiritual 

existence, and attends to the worldly one! 

Chapter XXXI. 

I, The sage asked the spirit of wisdom. (2) thus: 

‘ What is the business of the priests, warriors, and 

husbandmen'^, each separately 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered {4} thus : ^ The 

business of the priests is to maintain the religion 

properly j (5) and to perform the ceremonial and 

invocation of the sacred beings well and with atten- 

_ ^ Lip has 'a young boy (r^dak)/ 
^ Literally, ^ more uDforeknouring (^paJ'd^nlktar).’ Lip has 

' more unapprovable (ipisaKidiJiittar).' 

« See Ch?Lp XIX, 6* 

* Lip has Moes not believe in.' 
* The three classes which are often meotioned in the Avesta 

constituting the Masi/a-w'orshipping community. For their vices, 
see Chap. LIX, 

F 2 
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tion, (6) and' the decrees, decisions*, custom, and 

control®, as revealed by the pure, good religion of 

the Ma^</a-wbrshippers. 7. To make people aware 

of the goodness of good works (8) and to show 

the way to heaven, and the danger and avoidance 

of hell. 

9. * The business of the warriors is to defeat the 

enemy; (10) and to keep their own country and land 

(bdm)® unalarraed and tranquil. 

II. ‘And the business of the husbandmen is to 

perform tillage and cultivation; (12) and, to the 

extent of their ability, to keep the world invigor¬ 

ated and populous/ 

Chapter XXXII. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus 

‘What is the business of the well-endeavouring®, the 

artizans 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘ The 

business of the artizans is this, (5) that as to that 
work which they do not understand, they do not 

bring a hand to it; (6).and that which they well^ 

* L19 inserts * to keep true.' 
* K43 has A&d d5</istfin, ‘decisions of the law;’ but the repe¬ 

tition of the syllable dS</is probably a clerical blunder. 
* L19 omits va band,‘and control’ 
* L19 has ‘aware of]g;ood works and sin.’ 
® L19 has vlmand, ‘frontier.’ 
* The hdtQkhsh&n (Av.hfliti) are the fourth class of the com¬ 

munity, and are very rarely mentioned in the Avesta, possibly 
because they were originally enslaved outcasts or aborigines, as in 
other ancient communities. The passage where they are specially 
mentioned (Yas. XIX, 46) is probably taken from the Bagh Nask 
(see Sis. X, 26 n; XIII, i n, 9 n). 

’ Li 9 omits ‘ well* 
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understand (htl-d^nend), they perform well and 

with attention; (^) and they demand wages law¬ 

fully. (S). For as to him who persists in doing 

that work which ^ he does not understand^ it is he 

by whom that work is spoiled and becomes useless ; 

and when, moreover, he is a man whose work 

makes himself satisfied, it then becomes even an 

origin of sin for him,^ 

Chapter XXXIII. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

*As to a ruler^, (3) a chieftain, (4) a friend, (5) a 

kinsman, (6) a wife, (7) a child, (8) and a country, 

which is the worse 

9, The’ spirit of wisdom answered (10) thus: 

‘That ruler is the worse, that is not able to keep 

the country unalarmed, and the people untroubled, 

II- That diieftain is the worse, who Is defective 
in ability, unthankful unto agents (kaj^iifarin), and 

no helper and interceder for a servant (arik)^^ 

12. That friend is the vrorse, who is not fit to be 

relied upon, 13. That kinsman is the worse, who 

is no helper in illness (khastinak)^ ^4, That 

wife is the worse, with whom it is not possible to 

live with pleasure. 15. That child is the worse, 

who is no bringer of renown* 16.^ And that ^country 

is the worse, in which it is not possible to live in 

happiness, fearlessness, and permanence.^ 

' L19 omits ‘ work,* and K43 omits ‘which/ 
’ L19 makes §§ 2“7 each a separate question, hy adding ^ which 

is the worse^ to each, as in § fi. 
® t.19 has afligardSn, ‘ disciples.' 

* Or, ‘ in accident (hastSnak),^ 
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Chapter XXXIV. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

* Has the creator AHhaf'maar^ produced the creation 

of anything whatever for the worldly existence^^ unto 

which Aharman is not able to bring disturbance ?’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: *To 

him who is a wise and c’ontented man it is but little 

possible to bring disturbance.’ 

Chapter XXXV. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

‘ How many are those people whom it is necessary 

to consider as rich, and how many are those who are 

poor ?' 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘ These 

are the people it is necessary to consider as rich:— 

(5) one is he who is perfect in wisdom; (6) the second, 

whose body is healthy, and he lives fearlessly; (7). 

the third, who is content with that which has come; 

(8) the fourth, he whose destiny is a helper in virtue ; 

(9) the fifth, who is. well-famed in the eyes of the 

sacred beings, and by the tongues of the good; (10) 

the sixth, whose trust is on this one, pure, good 

religion of the Maz/fa-worshippers; (ii) and the 

seventh, whose wealth is from honesty. 

12. *And these are the people to be considered 

as poor-—(13) one is he with whom there is no 

wisdom; {14) the second, whose body is not healthy; 

{15) the third, who lives in his fear, terror*, and 

falsehood; (16) the fourth, who is not ruling in his 

* L19 omits tlKse four words. * L19 omits * terror.* 
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own body; (i 7) the fifth, whose destiny is no helper ; 
(iS) the sixth, who is infamous in the eyes of the 
sacred beings, and on the tongues of the good ; (19) 
and the seventh, who is old, and no child and kindred 

exist/ 

Chapter XXKVL 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 
‘Which sin is the more heinous?^ 

3, The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus; "Of 
the sin which people commit, unnatural intercourse 
is the more heinous. s» The second is who ^as 
suffered or performed intercourse with men. 6* The 
third, who slays a righteous man. 7, The fourth, 
who breaks off a next-of-kin marriage^. S, The 
fifth, who destroys the arrangement of an adopted 
son (sat6r)“. 9, The sixth, who smites the fire of 
Varahrim^ 10, The seventh, who kills a water- 
beaver^. ir. The eighth, who worships an Idol. 

' See Chap. IV, 4 it. 
® If 3i mam has not appointed art adopted son diur'ing his. lifetime, 

and leaves property producing an income of eighty-four riip!s or 

more, but no privileged ’wife, or child, or dcmesticaied broker, fit 

for the duty of guardianship, then an adopted son must be appointed 

by Lis nearest relations after his death (see Dd. LVl-LX). 
“ The sacred fire, named after the angel Varahram or Vihram 

(see Chap. 11,115). 
* The baprakfi-f is the Av. bawrij upapfl, with vfhose 

skins ArdvtsOra, the angel of vater. Is said to be clothed (Ab^n Yt. 

129) It is said to have been 'created in opposition to the demon 

which is in the water* (see Ed. XIX, 29). Wliethsr it is the same 

as the Av. udra upfipa,'v/ater-otter/ is not quite certain; but 

killing the latter vras considered (for some reason not dearly ascer¬ 

tained) a very heinous sin, for ^hkh the proper atonement is My 

detailed in Vend. XIV. 
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12. The ninth, who believes and wishes to wor¬ 

ship in every religion. 13. The tenth, who con¬ 

sumes anything which is received into his custody, 

and becomes an embezzler. 14. The eleventh is 

he who, through sinfulness, provides support for 

wickedness'. 15. The twelfth, who does no work, 

buf eats unthankfully and unlawfully. 16. The 

thirteenth, who commits heresy (zandlklh)*. 17. 

The fourteenth, who commits witchcraft 18. The 

fifteenth, who commits apostasy (aharm6kth) \ 19. 

The sixteenth, who commits^ demon-worship. 20. 

The seventeenth, who comnuts theft, or abetting 

(az/dgl^/lh) of thieves. 21. The eighteenth, who 

commits promise-breaking*. .22. The nineteenth, 

who commits maliciousness. 23. The twentieth, 

who commits oppression to make the things of 

others his own. 24. The twenty-first, who dis- 

' L19 has ‘falsehood.’ 
* The term zandtk, according to Mas’aQdt (chap, xxiv), was first 

applied to the Manicheans, and afterwards to all others who fol¬ 
lowed the commentary (zand) in preference to the Avesta; finally, 
however, the Arabs applied the term to the Persians, probably with 
its acquired meaning of ‘ heretic' or * infidel.’ A different explana¬ 
tion of the term is given in Pahl. Yas. LX, 11, where it is stated that 
‘ Zand is the apostle of the wizards, and through Zand it is possible 
to perform witchcraft.’ The Sanskrit version here adds,' that is, 
he thinks well of Aharman and the demons;’ and in PA 10 it con¬ 
tinues thus: ‘ the atheist's religion, the wicked way that there is no 
creator, there is no heaven, there is no hell, there is no resurrection, 
and so on; such is the meaning.’ 

* From Av. ashemaogha,‘ disturbing righteousness.' N4r. adds 
in Sanskrit, ‘that is, having thoroughly known the meaning of the 
Avesta, he becomes deceived.’ 

* As the verb in § 23 can apply, in Pahlavi, to any number of 
preceding sections, it is omitted by K43 in §4 19-22. The verb is 
also omitted by K43 in § 25 for a similar reason. 

* Or ‘breach of contract.’ 
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tresses a righteous man. 25. The twenty-second, 

who commits slander, a6. The twenty-third, who 

commits arrogance, 27, The twenty-fourth, who 

goes to a professional courtezan ^ 2S. The twenty- 

fifth, who commits ingratitude, 29, The twenty- 

sixth ^ who speahs false and untrue \ 30. The 

twenty-seventh, who causes discontent as to the 

affairs of those who are departed^ 31. The twenty- 

eighth, whose pleasure is from viciousness and 

harassing the good, 33. The twenty-ninth, who 

considers sin as to be urged on, and a good work 

as a day’s delay*, 33, And the thirtieth, who 

becomes grieved by that happiness which is pro¬ 

vided by him for any one.' 

Chapter XXXVIL 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 
^Through how many wrays and motives of good, 

works do people arrive most at heaven ?' 

3, The spirit of wdsdom answered (4) thus ; *The 

first good work is liberality 5. d'he second, truth. 

6. Tlie third, thankfulness. 7. The fourth, content¬ 

ment, 8, The fifth, wanting to produce welfare for 

the good, and becoming a friend to every one. 9, 

The sixth, being without doubt as to this, that the 

^ Such appears to be the mesniTi^ of zan6-i k^rfin, Lig has 

^an-I kasAn, 'the wives of others/ 

' Or ‘irreverent/ according: ^ we read a^-Sstd or andstS, 

" Lighaa ‘secluded and departed/ siicxlar to Chap. XXliVII, i j. 

* It 15 doubtful whether sfpan^, ‘ a halting-place/ or stp6^. 

‘setting aside/ should be read; but the meaning is practically the 

same. 
® Compare Chap. IV, which divides good works into Beven 

classes. 
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sky and earth and every benefit of the worldly and 

spiritual existences are owing to the creator Afihar- 

mAzd. lo. The seventh, being so as to the unques¬ 

tionableness of this \ that all misery and affliction 

are owing to Aharman the wicked, who is accursed. 

11. The eighth, freedom from doubt as to the resur¬ 

rection and future existence, 12. The ninth, who 

for love of the soul effects* a next-of-kin mar¬ 

riage, 13. The tenth, who arranges adoption 14. 

The eleventh, who practises regular industry. 15. 

The twelfth, who is without doubt in this pure, good 

religion of the Marrth-worshippers. 16. The tliir- 

teenth, who is kindly regardful as to the ability and 

means of every one. 17. The fourteenth, who per¬ 

ceives* the kind regard of the good, and becomes 

himself, also, kindly regardful as to the goodness 

w^hich one wants among the good. 18. The fifteenth, 

who seeks the affection of the good. 19. The six¬ 

teenth, who keeps malice and uncharitableness far 

from his mind. 20. The seventeenth, who bears no 

improper envy. 21. The eighteenth, w'ho forms no 

desire of lust. 22. The nineteenth, who produces 

no discord with any one. 23. The twentieth, who 

brings no distress into the affairs of a departed and 

unassisted one (avi^l^®. 24. The twenty-first, who 

* By the transposition of two words L19 has ‘freedom from 
doubt as to this.' 

* Whether for himself, or for another, is uncertain (see Chap. 
IV. 4 n). 

* N6r. explains in Sanskrit, thus; ‘ that is, whoever becomes a 
spirit childless, maintains any man, with his wealth, for his fame 
and his lineage, then thus the soul, too, is for an increase of good 
works.’ 

* Li9 transposes the two verbs, ‘perceives’ and ‘wants.’ 
® Nfir. reads Avzztd, which he identifies with Pers. *Aaztd, ‘con- 
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lets * no wrath into Ms body. 25. The twenty- 
second, who commits no sin on account of disgrace 
26, The twenty-third, who forms no desire of lethargy 
on account of la2iness. 27. The twenty-fourth^ who 
is without doubt as to the sacred beings. 2S. The 
twenty-fifth, who is without doubt as to the existence 
of heaven and hellj and the account which is to be 
rendued by the soul, the glory which is in heaven, 
and the misery which is in helh 29. The twenty- 
sixth, who abstains ® from slander and envious looks. 
30. The twenty-seventh, who causes the happiness 
of himself, and gives happy advancement also to 
others, 31. The twenty-eighth, who becomes the 
help * of the good, and accuser of the bad* 32* The 
twenty-ninth, who restrains himself from deceit and 
evil (d firih)33. The thirtieth, who does not speak 
false and untrue 34. The th irty-firs t, who res trains 
himself firmly from promise-breaking. 35* The 
thirty-second, who, for the sake of seeking his own 
benefit and happiness, causes tbe abstinence of others 
from evil. 36. And the thirty-third, who provides 
lodging accommodation for the sick and secluded^ 
and traders/ 

Chapter XXXVIIT. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 
‘Wherefore is it when they do. not allot the happiness 

cealed, secluded ;* and ’which might alw be tafcen in the sense of 
one who has ^crawled,' meanirig a. young child 1 but the identilica- 
xiorris doublfuL 

^ Li 9 has ' keeps/ * That is/for fear of disgrace/ 
' L19 has ^restrains himself.* ^ L19 has ^helper,' 
^ Lig baa At?arf-d6sht/Self-conceit,* 
» See Chap. XXX 71, 29 n. "See Chap, XV, C n. 
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of the worldly existence according to worthiness, and 
they make the soul a seizer upon the spiritual exist¬ 
ences by worthiness of action ?* 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘On 
account of the compassion of Adharma^df, the lord, 
as regards the creatures, he allots all happiness alike 
among the good and alike among the bad. 5. But 
when it does not always come upon them, it is on 
account of the oppression of Aharman and the 
demons, and the extortion of those seven planets ^ 

6. ‘ And they make one * a seizer upon the spiritual 
existences^ by worthiness of action, on this. account, 
because the wickedness of any® one arises through 
the performance of his own actions.* 

Chapter XXXIX. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 
‘Which power is the more seemly? 3. In wisdom 
who is the more complete? 4. And in disposition 
who is the more faithful ? 5. Whose speech is the 
more proper ? 6. In whose mind is the goodness 
little * ? 7. And as a friend who is the worse ? 
8. In whose mind is the pleasure little ? 9. In 
heart who is the more seemly ? 10. In endurance 
who is the more approvable? ii. Who is not to 
be considered as faithful ? 12. What is that which 
is worth keeping with every one? 13. And what 

* Which are supposed to be agents of Aharman for causing 4nis- 
fortune to the creatures (see Chaps. VIII, 19, ao; XII, 7-10). 

* Lip has ‘ the soul/ • Lip has ‘every/ 
* Lip has ‘much the more,’ to correspond with a different reply 

in § 26. 
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IS that whicH is not to be kept with any one ? 14. 

What is to be preserved in conversation ? 15. Who 

is he that Is not to be accepted as a witness ? 16. 

And nnto whom Is It necessary to be obedient ? 

1 y. What is it more necessary to mind and to keep 

praising? rS* What is that which is not to be made 

unrespected in any way P ig. What is he who, in 

his own degree, Is said he such as Afiharma^^/ and 

the archangels ? 20- And what is he who, in his 

own degree, is ^ such as Aharman and the demons ?’ 

21, The spirit of wisdom answered (22) thus : ‘In 

power he is the more seemly who, when he indulges 

his wTath, is able to allay the vrrath, and not commit 

sin and gratify him'selh 23. And in wisdom he is 

the more complete who is able to preserve his own 

soul 24. In disposition he is the more faithful, in 

whom there is nothing whatever of deceit and pre¬ 

tence, 25. The speech of him is the more proper 

who speaks more true, 26, Goodness is little in the 

mind of a man of wrath*. 27, As a friend, a 

malicious man who is a fighter is worse, 2S, And 

pleasure is little in the mind of him who is an 

envious man. 29. In heart he is the more seemly 

whd abandons the worldly Exigence and seizes llie 

spiritual omy (30) and by his own will accepts 

righteousness as a yoke (va/ ^&avarman)^ 3T» 

And in endurance he is the more approvable who *, 

^ Li 9 has *is said /? 
* L19 has 'gMdness is more in an hutuble-minded man/ so as 

to correspond with the difference in its question in § fl. 

® Literally, ‘ for the nect.^ N^r, has misread vaZ-i-S valman 

(FSz, dnia 6i), and has 'by his own will for it, also accepts 

righteousncaa.’ 
* From this point to Chap. XL, 17, the Pahlavi test of IC43 is 

jnissmg, owing to the loss of one folio in that MS, The copy of 
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[contentedly and with a will, accepts, as a yx)ke *,] 

the misery and affliction which [come upon] him 

[from Aharman and the- demons and the vile; (32) 

and it, in no way, harasses his own soul. 33. He 

is not to be considered as faithful who has no fear 

of the sacred beings, nor shame as to mankind. 34. 

Those which are worth keeping with every one are 

peace and affection. 35. And those which are not 

to be kept with any one whatever are malice and 

discord. 36. All * these three are to be preserved 

in conversation: good thoughts, good words, and 

good deeds in one’s own thinking, speaking, and 

doing. 3 7. These three are not to be accepted as 

a witness: a woman a young serving-boy and 

a man-slave. 38. These are such as must be 

personally obedient and do service: (39) the wife 

unto the husband, (40) and the child unto the father 

and mother, the chieftain® and high-priest, the 

teacher ®, the adopted son and secluded * kindred. 

41. And unto rulers, chieftains, and teachers o?ie is 

also to be obedient. ' 42. The sacred beings it is 

more necessary to mind and to keep praising. 

43. And one’s own soul is not to be made® unre¬ 

spected in any mode, (44) afid is always to be kept 

TD2 is, therefore, followed, and its translation is enclosed in 
brackets. 

* See § 30 n. “Lip omits * all.' 
* Or * a wife,* as both meanings are expressed by the same word, 

and, in fact, every woman is expected to become a wife. 
* L19 has * a young boy,* as in Chap. XXIX, 4. 
* The word sard^r (P4z. sdl&r) also means ‘guardian.* ' 
* L19 inserts ‘ and fire.* 
’ See Chap. XXXVI, 8 n. As the adopted son takes the place 

of the deceased father, he must be obeyed accordingly by the 
whole family. 

• • See Chap. XV, 6 n. 'Lip has ‘considered.* 
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In remembrance. 45. The judge who exercises tme 

justice, ixnd takes no bribe, is \ in his own degree, 

such as Ahharmajfijf'and the archangels. 46. And 

he \vho exercises false justice is said in his own 

degree, such as Aharman and the demons.^ 

Chapter XL. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

' What is the colder and what is the warmer ? 3. 

What is the brighter and what is the darker ? 

4, What is the (filler and what is the emptier ’® ? 

5. What end Is the more fruitless^ ? 6. What is that 

thing of which no superfluity arises /hr any one ? 

7. WTat is that which no one is able to deprive &7ie 

off 8* What IS that thing which it is not possible 

to buy at a price? 9* What is that thing with 

which every one is always * satisfied ? 10. What 

is that with ^vhich no one ® whatever is sadsfied ? 

T l. What is that one wish that Afiharmaa^^, the lord, 

cont^piaies^ as regards men? 12. What is that 

one wish that Aharman, the wicked, contemplates 

as regards men? 13, What is the end of the 

worldly existence and what is the end of^ the 

spiritual one f ^ 

14. The spirit of wisdom answered (15) thus: 

^ The heart of the righteOiUS is the warmer, and that 

* Lrg has * is said to hit 

^ Reading tdhiktsir, both here and in § 17; Lig^ has tapgttar, 

as if for taugtar/ narrower,' in both places. 
* TDa has ^ fearless/ bet this does not correspond with § iB, 

* L19 omits * always/ “ Li^ has ‘nothing/ 

* The verb in g 12 is sufficient in Fahlavi for this section also. 

^ Li^ Omits thi^sc £vc words. 
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of the wicked the colder. i6. Righteousness is the 

brighter, and wickedness the darker. 17. The hope 

and protection which pertain to the sacred beings] * 

are the fuller, and those which pertain to the de¬ 

mons are the emptier*. 18. The end of the world- 

arranging and spirit-destroying man is the more fruit¬ 

less. 19. It is knowledge of which no one knows 

a superfluity. 20. It is learning and skill which no 

one is able to deprive one of. 21. It is understanding 

and intellect which it is not possible to buy at a 

price. 22. It is wisdom with which every one and 

one’s own self are untroubled and satisfied. 23. It 

is stupidity and ignorance with which every one and 

even one's own self are troubled and not satisfied. 

24. ‘ That one wish which Aflharma^^a^, the lord, 

contemplates as regards men is this,(25) that "ye shall 

fully understand me; for every one who fully under¬ 

stands me, comes after me and strives for my satis¬ 

faction." 26. And that one wish which Aharman 

contemplates as regards men is this, (27) that “ye 

shall not understand mefor he knows that whoever 

fhlly understands that wicked one, does not go after 

his evil deeds *, (28) and nothing whatever of power 

and help for him arises * from that man. 

29. ‘ And as to that which is asked by thee con¬ 

cerning the spiritual and worldly existences, the 

worldly existence is, in the end, death and disappear¬ 

ance, (30) and of the spiritual existence, in the end. 

* From this point the translation again follows the Pahlavi text 
of K43. 

* See § 4 n. 
* Li9 has *for whoever fully understands me <u wicked, his 

deeds do not go after me.* 
* Li 9 has * nothing whatever of advantage and help comes to me,* 
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that of a soul of the righteous is undecaying, im¬ 

mortal, and undisturbed, full of glory and full of 

enjoyment, for ever and everlasting, with the angels 

and archangels and the guardian spirits^ of the 

righteous, 31. And the bridge^ and destruction^ 

and punishment of the wicked in hell are for ever 

and everlasting 1 32, And tlie wicked soul, apart 

from the punishment, contemplates the existence, 

and even the appearance^, with the demons and 

fiends just as, in tlie worldly ex£s£e?i^ej a healthy 

man does that with him who is very grievously sick/ 

Chapter XLL 

1, The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus ; 

^ Which man is the mightier ? 3. Which road is 

the more dreadful ? 4. Which account is the more 

'■ The guardian spirita are the spiritual representatives cf each 

individual bcin^ and thing of the good creation, ’ivhich are supposed 

to have been all created by Atlbarmascf in the beginning (see Chap. 

XLIX, 33, Bd 1, S). 

^ That is the bivesLigation into the character of the soul at the 

^ndvar bridge (see Chap. II, iifi, id?). LE9 omits this mention 

of the bridge. 
' Reading drfij* as in L19, but this is doubtful. 

* This phrase can be used either with reference to time or to 

eternity. Time which lasts for ever must end at the resurrection, 

as in this case (sec Chap. II, 193)1 because time then ceases to 

esist. But eternity which lasts for ever can never end. If this 

phrase had the same meaning here as in § 30, it would contradict 

a.11 the other statements regarding the fate of the wicked, which are 

to be found in Pahlavi literature, bduding those of the author 

himself. 
® B19 has ‘ the wicked soul contemplates being apart from the 

punishment, and also apart from appearance/ 

[34] & 
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perplexing ? 5. Which tie * is the pleasanter ? 6. 

Which work is the more regretable ? 7. And which 

gift is the more unprofitable ?’ 

8. The spirit of wisdom answered (9) thus: ‘ That 

man is the mightier who is able to struggle with his 

own fiends*; (10) and, in particular, he who keeps 

these five fiends far from his person, (ii) which are 

such as greediness, wrath, lust, disgrace, and dis¬ 

content. 12. The road in passing over the Alndvar 

bridge’ is the more dreadful. 13. The account for 

a soul of the wicked is tlie more perplexing. 14. 

The tie of children is the pleasanter and more 

desirable. 15. That work is the more regretable 

which they do for the ungrateful. 16. And that 

gift is the. more unprofitable which they give to tlie 

unworthy 

Chapter XLII. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ How many kinds of man are there f 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus : ‘ There 

are three kinds of man, (5) one is man, one is demi- 

man, and one is demi-demon. 

6. *A man is he who is without doubt as to the 

creativeness of AClhar'ma?^/, the destructiveness of 

Aharman, and the existence of the resurrection and 

future existence; and also as regards, every other 

happiness and misery, in the worldly and spiritual 

' K4 3 has bdf, * scent,’which is distinguished from band,‘tie,’ 
only by diacritical marks in Pahlavi. 

* His own passions and failings personified as fiends. 
* See Chap. II, 115,162. 
* L19 has ‘ to the ungrateful and unworthy.* 
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existencesy (7) that its origin is from both of those 
beings, from Aftha^ma^r^ and Aharman. 8. And his 

belief is in this one pure, good religion of the Ma^^a- 

worshippers; (9) and he does not believe in, and 

does not hearken unto, any heterodoxy. 

10. ‘A demi-man is he who performs the affairs 

of the worldly and spiritual existences according to 

his own opinion, self-conceitedly and obstinately; 

(ii) be they duties and good works by the will of 

Aflharmasrcf, or be they by the will of Aharman, they 

proceed from him. 

12. ‘A demi-demon is he in whom there only 

as it were the name of man * and the human race, 

but in his doing of every action he is then like unto 

a two-legged demon. 13. He understands no worldly 

and no spiritual existence, (14) he understands no 

good work and no sin, (15) he understands no heaven 

and no hell, (16) and even the account which is to 

be rendered by the soul he does not think of’ 

Chapter XLI 11. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ How is it possible to make Adharmar^f, the arch¬ 

angels, and the fragrant, well-pleasing heaven more 

fully for oneself ? 3. And how is it possible to make 

Aharman, the wicked, and the demons confounded, 

and to escape from hell, the depreciated * and dark?* 

4. The spirit of wisdom answered (5) thus: ‘ To 

make ACiharma.5^f, the lord, and the archangels, and 

* L19 has ‘humanity.’ 
* Reading dfix-vahSk. N6r. has misread the word dur-ga»d, 

‘evil-smelling,’ both here and in §§ 5,14. 

G 2 
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the fragrant, well-pleasing heaven for oneself, and' 

Aharman, the wicked, and the demons confounded, 

and to escape from hell, the dark and depreciated, 

are possible thus: (6) that is, when they make the 

spirit of wisdom a protection for the back (pCiJtlk- 

pdnaklh), (7) and wear the spirit of contentment 

on the body, like arms and armour and valour, (8) 

and make the spirit of truth * a shield, (9) the spirit 

of thankfulness a club, (10) the spirit of complete 

mindfulness a bow, (11) and the spirit of liberality 

an arrow; (i 2) and they make the spirit of moderation 

like a spear, (13) the spirit of perseverance a gauntlet, 

and they put forth the spirit of destiny as a pro¬ 

tection*. 14. In this manner it is possible to come 

to heaven and the sight of the sacred beings, and to 

escape from Aharman, the wicked, and hell, the 

depreciated.’ 

Chapter XLIV. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

* How are the sky and earth arranged ? 3. How are 

the flow and arrangement of the water in the world ? 

4. Whereon do the clouds rest? 5. Where is the 

demon of winter more predominant ? 6. And which 

country is the more undisturbed ?’ 

7. The spirit of wisdom answered (8) thus: ‘ The 

sky and earth and water, and whatever else is within 

* Li 9 repeats 'to make,' but this is no more necessary in Pahlavi 
than in English. 

* L19 inserts ‘like’ in §§ 8-11, and omits the verb ‘make’ in 
§f 8, 12. 

* §§ 6-13 bear some resemblance to Isaiah lix. 17 and Ephesians 
vi. 14-17, so far as mode of expression is concerned. 
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are egg-like (khdiyak-dl^), just as it were^ 

like the egg of a bird. 9. The sky is arranged above 

the earth* like an egg, by the handiwork of the 

creator ACiharmas^; (10) and the semblance of the 

earth, in the midst of the sky \ is just like as it were 

the yolk amid the egg; [(ii) and the water within 

the earth and sky is such as the water within the 

egg-]“ 
12. ‘And the flow of the water of every kind 

which is in the world is from the region of Arzah ® 

(13) there where the sun comes up^; and its down¬ 

ward surge (nigun bdli^nd)® is towards the region 

of Savah (14) where® the sun goes down; and the 

* Li 9 has * within the sky.* 
* Li9 has ‘arc so arranged as.* The reading of dtx, ‘like,* is 

rather uncertain. 
* Li9 adds ‘and below the earth.’ 
* Li9 has ‘and the earth within the sky.’ 
* § 11 is taken from PB6, but is not found in any other PSaand 

or P&rsi MS. consulted, nor in the Pahlavi text of K43; it is, there¬ 
fore, probably an interpolation. 

® ^e Chap. XVI, ion. 
’ This clause and the corresponding one in § 14 seem to be at 

variance with the statements of Bd. V, 8, XI, 3, that Arzah is in the 
west, and Savah in the east; N8ry6sang has, therefore, transferred 
the conjunction ‘and* to the beginning of the section in both 
cases, so as to make the eastern waters flow towards Savah, and 
the western waters into the sea. If, however, we understand ‘there’ 
to mean ‘in those places,* and not to refer to the region whose 
name it follows, we may conclude that the statement here is to the 
effect that in the east the water flows from Arzah (the w'estern 
region), and in the west towards Savah (the eastern region), which 
might be true if we place the east in China or Bengal, and the 
west in Armenia or Mesopotamia, but it is more probably meant 
merely to imply that the whole of the water flows through the 
centr^ region of Khvaniras. 

" Li9 has anbirirno, ‘ accumulation,* both here and in § 14. 
* Li 9 has ‘there where;’ and we must understand * in Ihose 

places where,* as in § 13. 
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surging on (ib^lijnS) of the water is into the sea 

PCitik\(i5) and from the sea Pdtlk it goes back to 

the sea Varkash *. 

16. ‘The abode and scat of the clouds are on 

Alblir^: \ 

17. ‘ The demon of winter is more predominant 

in Alrin-v^6*. 18. And iV is declared by revela¬ 

tion ®, (19) that in Airdn-v6^6 ^/lere are “ ten months 

winter and two months summer,” (20) and “even 

those ” two months of warm weather “ are cold as 

to water, cold as to earth, and cold as to plants.” 21. 

And their adversity® is the winter, (22) and the 

snakes therein are many, (23) while their other 

adversity is little. 

24. ‘// is declared that Aftharmaea^ created 

Alrin-v6^d better than other places and districts 

* Av. Pftitika, which Bd. XIII, 8-1 r appears to identify with 
the Persian Gulf, but in early times, if not altogether mythic, it 
was probably some inlet of the Caspian or Aral 

• Av. Vouru-kasha; in Pahlavi it is usually called ‘the wide- 
formed,* and in Bd. XIII, i, 8-10 it is identified with the ocean; 
but in early times it was probably a term for the Caspian and Aral, 
when not applied to the mythic sea of the sky. 

* Av. hara berezaiti,‘a lofty mountain-range,' which is said, 
in Chap. LVII, 13 and in the Bundahir, to surround the world and 
to be the origin of all mountains (see Bd.V, 3-5, XII, 1-4). In 
early times it appears to have been the name of mountains to the 
east of the first Mnian settlements, before it was transferred to 
the mountain range south of the Caspian (see Geiger’s Ost. Kul. 

PP- 42745)- 
* Av. Airyanem va6g6, the first settlement of the Irdnians, 

which Geiger (Qst. Kul. pp. 30-33) places on the upper waters of the 
Zarafrfin river, and which Bd. XXIX, 12 describes, in accordance 
with late tradition, as ‘in the direction of Atfir-pfitakfin (Adar- 
bigfin).* 

• Vend. I, 9,10. 
• Produced by the evil spirit (see Vend. I, 7, 8). 
’ This is inferred from Vend. I, 2-4. 
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25. And its goodness is this, that the life of the 

people is three hundred years ^ (26) and of the oxen 

and sheep one hundred and fifty years. 27. Their 

pain and sickness, also, are little; (28) they fabricate 

(drfi^find)* no lies, (29) they make no lamentation 

and weeping, (30) and the domination of the demon 

of greediness {^2) in their bodies is little. 31. When 

they eat one loaf among ten men, they are satisfied. 

32. And in every forty years one child is born 

from one woman and one man^ 33. Their law, 

also, is goodness, and tJieir religion the primitive 

faith ^; (34) and when they die they are righteous *. 

35. Their spiritual chief (ratfi), likewise, is Gdpaltd®, 

and tlieir lord and king is Sr6sh^.’ 

Chapter XLV. 

1. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

* By what does Aharman most deceive and lead 

people to hell ? 3. And from what is his pleasure 

most ? 4. W^ere is the place he has a foundation ? 

' Compare Chap. LXII, 18. 
* L19 has dre«aine«d, ‘they cause to repeat.* 
* Compare Chap. LXII, 17. 
* Av. paoiryd-rfkafisha, a term applied to the true Ma5<&- 

worshipping religion of all ages, both before and after the time of 
Zaratftft. 

‘ That is, they go at once to heaven, as the righteous soul docs 

(see Chap. II, i*3-i57)« 
* L19 has Gdpatshih, ‘the king of Gdpat’ (as in Chap. LXII, 

8, 31), which land is described in Dd. XC, 4 as ‘coterminous with 
Airdn-v^.’ AghrdraJ and his son are called kings of G6pat in 
Bd. XXIX, 5, XXXI, 23; and Gdk-pat6 is said to be ‘ in the non- 
Aryan countries,* in the Sftrfkar Nask (see Dd. XC, 8 n). 

’ Apparently the angel Srdsh (see Chap. II, 115). 
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5. Where, also, is his coming, togeiJur with the 

demons, most ? 6. And from what is his food ?’ 

7. The spirit of wisdom answered (8) thus: ‘ Ahar- 

man deceives people most by prosperity and adver¬ 

sity *, the fiend of apostasy, scepticism, and covetous¬ 

ness. 9. His pleasure, also, is most from the discord 

of men. 10. And his food is from the impenitence ^ 

and reticence of men. ii. He has a foundation in 

the malicious*. 12. And his coming and going are 

most with the wrathful.’ 

Chapter XLVI. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

‘Which is the one* oppression, as regards men, 

that Aharman considers as the more injurious and 

great ?’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘Ahar¬ 

man, when he wrings life and wife and child and 

worldly happiness of every kind away from men, 

does not consider, as to this, that any injury whatever 

is inflicted by him upon that person; (5) but when 

he wrings away the soul of a single individual, and 

makes it utterly depraved, he then considers, as to 

this, that “ an injury which is complete would thereby 

be inflicted by me,” because this is done by him 

through his own depravity of wish and action*.’ 

^ Or ‘ superfluity and scarcity.* 
* Assuming that apatdtaklh stands for apatltakfh, ‘non- 

renunciation of sin' Li 9 has ‘ immoderate eating.* 
* Li9 has ‘in the slanderous and malicious.’ 
* Li9 omits ‘one.* 
* The last fourteen words occur only in the Pahlavi text of K43. 
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Chapter XLVII. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ What is that thing which is the most perfect of all 

wealth ? 3. What is that which is predominant over 

everything whatever ? 4. And what is that from 

which no one is able to escape ?’ 

5. The spirit of wisdom answered (6) thus: ‘It 

is wisdom which is better than the wealth of every 

kind which is in the world. 7. It is destiny which 

is predominant over every one and everything. 8. 

And it is Vd6 the bad^ from whom no one is able 

to escape.' 

Chapter XLV III. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus; 

* How is the dwelling of the understanding and 

intellect and seed of men in the body ?' 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘ The 

place of the understanding and intellect and seed of 

men is in the brain of the head. 5. And when the 

brain of the head is sound, the understanding and 

intellect and seed are on the increase; (6) but when 

a person attains unto old age, the brain of the head 

remains only at a diminution. 7. And he who is 

an aged man, on account of the diminution of under¬ 

standing and intellect, sees less and knows less of 

that which it is necessary to do with wisdom. 8. 

Wisdom, in the beginning, mingles with the marrow 

of the fingers of men’s hands; (9) and, afterwards, 

* The demon which conveys the soul to its account (sec Chap. 

II, 115). 
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its seat and abode and place' are in the heart lo. 

And its dwelling* in the whole body becomes such 

as the shape of the foot in various shoes (mdg- 

y6ak6).*’ 

Chapter XLIX. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

^ As to these stars which are apparent in the sky, 

and their number is so great, what is then their duty 

and influence? 3. And how is tlie motion of the 

sun and moon and stars?* 

4. The spirit of wisdom answered (5) thus: * Of 

the stars which are in the sky the first star is Tl^tar"*, 

which is said to be great and good, more valuable 

and more glorious®. 6. And prosperity of every 

kind and the fertility of the world are in the path 

of Tf^tar. 

7, 8. ‘ And the star of water germs is for the in¬ 

crease of the star of plant germs ®. 9,10. And the star 

of plant germs is for the increase of cattle germs ^ 

* Li9 has ‘its seat and abiding place.’ 
* Li9 has ‘and the dwelling of the soul.’ 
* L19 has ‘in the shoe.’ 
* Av. Tixtrya,' the eastern leader of the stars and special op¬ 

ponent of the planet TJr (Mercury), which can be identified only 
with Sirius. It is personified as an angel who contends with the 
demon of drought and produces rain (see Bd. II, 7, V, i,VlI, 1-13). 

* The usual Avesta epithets of Ttrtar are ‘ the radiant and 
glorious.’ 

* Li9 has ‘for the increase of water. And the star of earth 
germs is for the increase of earth.’ 

’ Li9 has ‘for the increase of plants. And the star of cattle 
germs is for the increase of cattle.’ The stars of water, earth, and plant 
germs are mentioned in the formula of dedication to Tirtar (Sir. 13), 
and the moon is said to possess the germs of cattle (Sir. 12)^ 
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II. And water, fire*, plant, and cattle germs are 

created for the increase of man germs *. 

12. ‘And the star Vanand* is intrusted with the 

passes and gates of Albdrsr ^; (13) so that the demons 

and witches and fiends may turn from those gates 

and passes, (14) that it may not be possible for them 

to cut off and break up the road and passage of the 
sun and moon and stars 

15. ‘And the star Hapt6k-ring®, with 99,999 

guardian spirits of the righteous is intrusted with 

the gate and passage of hell®, (16) for the keeping 

Reference is also made to all of them in Rashnu Yl 29-31, 33, 
and to those of water germs in Vend. XXI, 33, Tfrtar Yt 39, 45, 46. 

' L19 has * earth.* 
• Li9 has ‘for the increase of men.' As both the Fahlavi and 

Pdzand versions of §§ 7-11 are complete and consistent in them¬ 
selves, it is uncertain which of them gives the original text. The 
P&zand corresponds more closely to certain passages in the Avesta, 
but a wish to produce such a correspondence may have led N4r- 
ydsang to alter the text. That the Pahlavi writer was thinking of 
some other passage, as yet unidentified, is evident from the omission 
of the star Satav^s (which follows Ttrtar in Sir. 13) and from the 
details he gives concerning the others. 

• The southern leader of the stars and special opponent of the 
planet Ahharmas^/ (Jupiter), which is perhaps best identified with 
Fomalhaut (see Bd. II, 7, V, i). The Avesta mentions it in con¬ 
nection with Tlrtar (Sfr. 13). 

• See Chap. XLIV, 16 n. 
‘ Which are supposed to rise and set through openings or passes 

in the mountain range of Albfirs, which encircles the world (see 

Bd.V,s). 
• Av. Haptdiriffga, the northern leader of the stars and special 

opponent of the planet Vihrfim (Mars), which corresponds to Ursa 
Major (see Bd. 11, 7, V, i). The Avesta mentions it, in connec¬ 
tion with the other stars named in the text, in Sir. 13. 

’ See Fravar<fm Yt. 60. The number here mentioned is that 
generally used in the Avesta to express an indefinitely large 

number. 
• Which is supposed to be in the north, so that the circumpolar 
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back of those 99,999 demons and fiends, witches 

and wizards, who are in opposition to the celestial 

sphere and constellations of the zodiac, 17. Its 

motion, also, is round about hell; (18) and its special 

business is this, as it were it holds the twelve signs 

of the zodiac by the hand, in their proper going and 

coming. 19. And those twelve constellations also 

proceed in like manner by the power and help of 

Hapt6k-ring'; (20) and every single constellation, 

when it comes in at Albflr^, provides support for 

Hapt6k-ring ^ (21) and begs protection from Hapt6k- 

ring. 

22. ‘ The remaining unnumbered and innumerable 

constellations ^ which are apparent are said to be the 

guardian Spirits of the worldly existences, 23. Be¬ 

cause, as to the creatures and creations of every 

kind, that the creator Adharmasrof created for the 

worldly existence, which are procreative and also 

which are developable (drddii'nik)*, for every 

single body there is apparent its own single guardian 

spirit of a like nature. 

24. ‘ And the motion of tlie sun and moon is the 

special illumination of the world, (25) and the 

maturing of procreations and growths of all kinds. 

26. And the correct keeping of the day, month, and 

year, summer and winter, spring and autumn, and 

other calculations and accounts of all kinds which 

men ought to obtain, perceive, and understand, (2 7) 

constellation of Ursa Major seems to revolve around it, and to 
remain on the watch. 

* Written Hapddrig in §§ 19-21 in K43. 
* L19 has ‘holds to Haptdk-ring by the hand.’ 
’ L19 has ‘stars.’ 
* L19 has azSirn!, ‘unprocrealive.’ 
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are more fully defined by means of tlie setting 

(ni^lz;ak6)' of the sun and moon/ 

Chapter L. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

‘ Which is that opulent person who is to be con¬ 

sidered as fortunate, and which is that one who is 

to be considered as evil-conditioned 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: * That 

one who has produced opulence by proper exertion 

is to be considered as fortunate; and that o?te who 

has produced it by dishonesty, as evil-conditioned/ 

Chapter LI. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

‘Wherefore is it when there are insimues when a 

lazy, ignorant, and bad man attains to eminence and 

great welfare, (3) and there are instances when a 

worthy, wise, and good man attains to grievous 

misery, perplexity, and indigence ?’ 

4. The spirit of wisdom answered (5) thus: ‘ As 

to him who is a lazy, ignorant, and bad man, when 

his destiny becomes a helper, that laziness of his 

then becomes like unto diligence, that ignorance 

unto * knowledge, and that vileness unto * goodness. 

6. And as to him who is a wise, worthy, and good 

man, when his destiny is an opponent, that \visdom 

of his then turns to stupidity and foolishness (ala- 

klh), and that worthiness to ignorance; {7) and hts 

* N^r. reads vah««a and translates ‘ new year’s day.’ 
• L19 has ‘like imlo’ in all three clauses. 
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knowledge, skill, and worthiness become manifestly 

secluded 

Chapter LI I. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘How is it necessary to perform the ceremonial of 

the sacred beings and the thanksgiving for the 

welfare which is owing to the sacred beings ? 3. 

And how is the renunciation of sin to be performed 

for the preservation of the soul ?’ 

4. The spirit of wisdom answered (5) thus: ‘ That 

ceremonial of the sacred beings is good which they 

perform in this pure, good religion of the Ma^//a- 

worshippers. 6. Its origin, also, is goodness and 

truth, and freedom from doubt in the sacred beings. 

7. And for the little and the much that has come 

there htas arisen thanksgiving unto the sacred beings; 

and one is to meditate upon the gratifications (shnfi- 

makdn) and prosperity which are owing to the sacred 

beings and to keep grateful®. 8. And even when 

perplexity and misery come on from Aharman and 

the demons, /le is not to become doubtful as to the 

treasure of the sacred beings, (9) and not to diminish 

the thanksgiving unto the sacred beings. 10. And 

every disaster which springs up he is to give back ® 

to the violence of Aharman and the demons, ii. 

He is not to seek his own welfare and advantage 

through the injury of any. one else; (12) and he 

* See Chap. XV, 6n. Ndr. has in Sans, ‘are manifest in im- 
niobiliiy.’ 

* The P&zand version omits the latter half of this section, and 
also uses the present tense instead of the infinitive in several of the 
following sections. 

* Perhaps ‘ trace back' may be meant, but this is imcerlain. 
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becomes compassionate as regards the creatures of 

13. In duty and good works he is 

diligent and striving^; (14) especially in the care 

of water and fire* he is to persevere much. 15. 

And ^ is to be without doubt as to this, that, except 

happiness, the sacred beings do not then * give any¬ 

thing whatever, as a modification * of it, unto men; 

and Aharman and the demons, except misery, do 

not then * give them any happiness. 

16. ‘For the existence of renunciation cfstn tho, 

special thing is this, that one commits no sin volun¬ 

tarily; (17) and if, through folly, or weakness and 

ignorance, a sin occurs, he is then in renunciation 

of sin before the high-priests and the good. 18. 

And after that, when * he does not commit it, then 

that sin which is committed by him becomes thus 

a sweeping (6svirak6)® from his body; (19) just as 

the wind which is hasty and mighty, when it comes 

swift and strong, sweeps so over the plain that it 

carries away every single blade of grass (glyy^kl^a- 

k6-i) and anything which is broken in that place.* 

Chapter LI 11. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ How are the homage and glorifying of the sacred 

beings to be performed V 
3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: 

* Li9 has ‘he acts diligently and sirivingly.* 
• Li9 adds ‘and plants.' 
• Reading 6dtnaj; N6r. has misread ainS,* otherwise.' 
* Reading gvtrfarih; Nfir. has misread vatarf,‘an evil.' 
* Lr9 has ‘too,’ and K43 omits the word. 
• Misread acds, ‘ avi'ay,* by NSrydsang. 
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‘Every day three times, standing opposite the sun 

and Mitr6 *, as they proceed together *, (5) and * the 

moon and fire of Vdhrto*, or the fire of fires®, in 

like manner, morning, noon, and evening, homage 

and glorifying are performed, (6) and one has become 

grateful®. 7. And if a sin, or a deficiency 

m&nd-i)^ has occurred, especially* as regards the 

angels of the spiritual and worldly existences, men 

and beasts of burden'*, oxen and sheep, dogs and 

the dog species, and other creatures and creations 

of Afiharma0flf the lord, (8) ofu is to become sorrow¬ 

ful, penitent, and in renunciation of sin before the 

sun and Mitr6, the moon and the fire of AQhar- 

masi/*®; (9) and, for the sake of atonement for the 

sin, good works are to be practised as much as is 

well possible.' 

Chapter LIV. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

‘Wherefore is it when an ignorant man—when they 

bring advancement to him—considers the learning 

' The angel of the sun’s light (see Chap. II, 118 n). 
• Li9 adds ‘homage and glorifying are to be performed;’ but 

this is unnecessary. 
’ Li9 inserts ‘opposite.’ 
^ The sacred fire (see Chap. XXXVI, 9 n). 
• A fire in which the remnants of all other fires are deposited 

from time to time. 
• We ought probably to read ‘ is to perform homage and 

glorifying, and to be grateful.’ 
’ L19 omits ‘or a deficiency.’ 
• Reading fra6std; N6r. reads pargast and translates ‘some¬ 

what.’ 
• L19 omits the * beasts of bur dent 

These are four out of the five existences to which the daily 
NySyires or supplications are addressed. 
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and advancement of the wise and good mostly 

so through greediness, that to teach it to him is 
difficult ? ’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: *For 

this reason, because the ignorant man considers, in 

thought, his own ignorance as good as the sage 

does^ in thought, his own knowledge.’ 

CirAFTER LV. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘Wherefore is’ he who is an ill-natured man no 

friend of the good, nor an untalented man of a 

talented one?' 

. 3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘ For 

this reason, because he who is an ill-talented * man 

is at [all]® times in fear of the talented, (5) lest 

“ they should trouble * us by their skill and talent, 

and, owing to that circumstance, shame 'may come 

upon us before the good and our opponents.” 

6. ‘And the ill-natured are no friends of the good 

for this reason, because there is a time for their 

annihilation and destruction by the hands of the 

good.’ 

*** 1,19 has *such vexation/ by reading bfish instead of vfif. 
* L19 has ‘untalented.’ 
® K43 omits * all/ and its text may be translated thus:—‘ because 

the position of him vrho is an ill-talented man is in danger from 
the talented.* 

® Reading a6 ran^Snd. Ndr. has the doubtful reading airdsi- 
nend, ‘ they enlighten/ and also several other variations, so as to 
produce the following meaning:—‘ lest “ these enlighten oilurs by 
the skill and talent which are not mine,” and shame come upon 
him before the good and hU helpmates.* 

Cm] h 
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Chapter LVI. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ Wherefore are these mountains and rivers ^ made, 

which are in the world ?* 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ‘ Of 

these mountains, which are in the' world, there are 

some which are moderators of tlie wind, and there 

are some which are * warders off; (5) there are some 

which are the place and vent, the resting-place and 

support of the rainy cloud; (6) and there are so^ne 

which are smiters of Aharman.and tlie demons, 

and maintainers and vivifiers of the creatures and 

creation of Aflharma?^, the lord. 

7. ‘ And tliese rivers, which are in the world, the 

creator Adharmasrfl^ has formed, from the borders 

of Albfirir for providing the protection and for the 

vivification of his own creatures and creation.’ 

Chapter LVI I. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ Wherefore is it when the knowledge and sagacity 

of the spiritual and worldly existences, both united, 

are connected .with thee ?’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus : * For 

this reason, because, fro;n the first, I, who am tlie 

innate wisdom, apart from tlie spiritual and worldly 

existences, have been with Aftha^a^^/. 5. And 

^ Or it may be ‘ seas,’ as the Sanskrit version translates the word, 
both here and in § 7, but this hardly agrees with the context. 

* Li 9 omits these five words. 

.* See Chap. XLIV, i6n. 
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the creator AClharma^ created (ifrlaf6) the angels 

of the spiritual- and worldly creations, and all the 

other creatures and creations through the power and 

mightiness, the wisdom and sagacity of innate wis¬ 

dom ; and I produce ^ and he maintains and stimulates 

them. 6. And at the end of the renovation of tfie 

universe it is possible to cause the annihilation and 

destruction of Aharman and his miscreations more 

fully by the power of wisdom; (7) and S6sh4ns*, 

with Ka!-Kh(lsr6! and those who cause the resur¬ 

rection and future existence are able to act more 

fully, by means of the power and help of wisdom. 

8. ‘ The knowledge and sagacity of the worldly 

existence, the learning and teaching in ® every pro¬ 

fession, and all advancement of temporal beings^ 

are through wisdom. 9,. The souls of the righteous, 

in escaping from hell® and coming® to heaven and 

the supreme heaven (gar6^m4n), arrive much better 

by means of the power and protection of wisdom. 

JO. And it is possible to seek the good living, 

pleasure, good repute, and every happiness of people 

in the worldly existefue, through the power of wisdom. 

II. ‘And the maintenance of the seeds of men 

* So in K43, but N6r. has taken this verb in the third person, 
in place of the nearly sjmonymous &frf</6, so as to state that the 
creator * created, maintains, abd stimulates the angels' and all 
other existences through the power of innate wisdom. The object 
of the Pahlavi text, however, seems to be to emphasize the fact 
that the creation was specially due to the innate wisdom of the 
creator, while its maintenance .is dependent on all his powers and 
attributes. 

« See Chaps. II, 95, XXVII, 63. » Liq has *of.' 
* L19 has ‘ times.’ 
* That is, in escaping from the risk of being sent to hell. 
* Li9 omits ‘and coming.’ 

H 2 
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and beasts of burden, oxen and sheep, and also every 
other creature and creation of ACdiarma^^?, the lord, 
the seating' of them in the womb, and making 
manifest what is their food in the womb, so. that 
they shall not die from hunger and thirst, and the 
allotfhent and maturing of the limbs are effected* 
more fully by means of the dxirability (ddrAngarih) 
.and great potency which are in the force* of 
wisdom. 

12. ‘The arrangement of the earth and the min¬ 
gling of the water in the earth, the growth and 
increase of plants, colour of various kinds, and the 
scent, taste, and pleasantness of various things are 
allotted and produced more fully through wisdom. 
13. And the arrangement of A\htr2* around the 
world, the manifestation of the earth of the seven 
regions * and the sky above the mountain of Albto, 
the motion of the sun and moon and twelve con¬ 
stellations*, the six times of the season festivals 
(gAsinb&r)’', the five times devoted to the guardian 
spirits (fravarfl^lkAn)®, the heaven which is in the 
place of good thoughts, the place of good words, 
the place of good deeds, and the perfect supreme 

^ N€r. has read shSyastan,‘possibility,'instead of nishSstand, 
* seating.’ 

. • Reading v/ldQnt-hfind. L19 has *are possible to effect.* 

• Li9 has * by means of the great potency and force.’ 

• Sec Chap. XLIV, i6n. * See Chap. IX, an. 

• The signs of the zodiac, whose apparent movement, due to 

the motion of the earth, is here alluded to. 
^ See Chap. IV, 5n. 

• The five supplementary days, named after the five Gfithas or 

sacred hymns, which follow the twelfth month in order to complete 

the Parsi year of 365 days. Together with the five preceding days 

they are specially devoted to the homage of the guardian spirits or 
Fravashis. 
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heaven (gar6^m4n) of all gloriousness ^ the path 

of the spirits and worldly existences, and the ^indvar 

bridge® are produced and allotted through the power 
of wisdom. 

14- ‘The watery-looking® cloud’s seizing water 

from the sea, advancing in the atmosphere, and 

gradually breaking away*, drop by drop, to the 

earth, and AClharmasflf’s * creatures’ thoroughly un¬ 

derstanding the nature of heaven and hell, the com¬ 

passion of AClharmaz^/, the archangels, and other 

angels as regards their own creatures, and the 

devastation and, destructiveness of Aharman and 

the demons as regards the creatures of Adharmaz^ 

it is possible to comprehend through the more com¬ 

plete power* of wisdom. 15. And the good religion 

of the Masrdfa-worshippers, the sayings and teaching 

of the spirits^, and the demons’ demolishing the 

worldly body and making it imperceptible by the 

sight of men are apprehended * more fully by means 

of the most perfect means of wisdom. 16. And 

even the struggle and warfare of Ir&n with foreigners 

(an-alrdn), and the smiting of Aharman and the 

demons it is possible to effect tlirough the power of 

wisdom. 

* The four grades of heaven (see Chap, VII, 9-12). 
* See Chap. II, 1150. By omitting ‘and’ N6r. identifies this 

bridge with the path mentioned before it, but it forms only one 
portion of the path to the other world. 

* Assuming that mi-vfinak6 stands for mayS-v6nak6. 
* Pahl. vlkhtapb is more probably connected with Pcrs. kJkh- 

tan,‘to break,’ than with Pcrs. ptkhtan,‘to sift.* 
® The Sanskrit version adds ‘ and Aharman’s.’ 
* Li9 has ‘ more fully through the power.’ 
’ L19 has ‘ worldly existences* 
* Reading giri-hasi6. L19 has ‘are effected.* 
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17. ‘To occasion the sun’s inspection of the 

hidden water also, below the earth, it is expedient 

to convey it for tillage and cultivation, and the ad¬ 

vantage, comfort, and enjoyment of men and beasts 

of burden, oxen and sheep, through the power of 

wisdom. 18. The thorough understanding of the 

pain and sickness of men and beasts of burden, 

oxeti, sheep, and other animals, and the bringing of 

medicine and remedies, health of body and comfort 

unto them are much more possible to effect' by 

means of the power of wisdom. 

19. ‘And as to every man whose participation in 

wisdom is much, his share of heaven is then much 

more. 20. Even as to Vi^tdsp*, Zaratdxt^ Gdy6- 

mzrd*, and those others whose share of heaven was 

much the more ®, it was on account • of the much 

coming of wisdom unto them. 21. And as to Yim, 

Fr^fl^Cln, K4i-t)s®, and those other rulers who ob¬ 

tained splendour (var^6) and mightiness (tagaklh) 

from the sacred beings—just as the participation of 

Vi^tisp and other rulers in the religion occurred •— 

and their not attaining to the religion, and also as 

to the times when they have become ungrateful unto 

their own lord ®, it was on account of the little coming 

of wisdom unto them. 

22. ‘ And Aharman, also, and the demons deceive 

that man more, and lead him to hell, who is poorer 

* L19 omits *to effect.’ * See Chap. XIII, 14 n, 
" See Chap. I, ion. ‘ « See Chap. XXVII, an. 
® Lip has ‘who more fully obtained a share of heaven.’ 
® See Chap. VIII, 27, where all tliree are mentioned. 
^ Lip has ‘opulence.* * This clause occurs only in K43. 
• They all three suffered misfortunes in their old age, attributed 

by the priesthood to neglect of religion, which is here traced to 
diminution of intellect 
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of wisdom and unsteadier in disposition. 23. And 

tt is manifest, that, unto him who is virtuous in 

disposition, habit, and demeanour \ praise is then 

due, owing to his maintenance of wisdom. 24. For 

it is declared, that Aharman shouted to ZaratOjt 

thus®: “If thou desist from this good religion of 

the Ma^j^/a-worshippers, then I will give thee a 

thousand years’ dominion of the worldly existence, 

(25) as was given to the Va//akAn» monarch Da- 

hdk*.” 26. On account of complete wisdom, the 

virtuous disposition and demeanour of Zarat{Lyt not 

having hearkened and not being deluded, he did 

not become deceived and longing through that" 

temptation of the accursed evil one, the wicked *. 

27. And he spoke to Aharman (28) thus: “I will 

shatter and cause to run (dClkdnam)*, and will 

make downcast (nigdlsdr) for thee^ the bodies of 

your demons and fiends, wizards and witches, through 

the H6m® and sacred twigs®, and the good, true 

^ L19 has 'virtuous in disposition and virtuous of demeanour.* 
* This is stated, in other words, in Vend. XIX, 23-32. 

’ • As Vau/ak is said (Dd. LXXII, 5) to have been the mother of 
Dahdk, this term may be a matronymic implying ' son of Vadkk.’ 

* See Chap. VIII, 29 n. 
* This section is a good deal altered in the P&zand version, but 

the'general meaning is the same. 
• Li 9 has va vinom,*and I will smite.* 
^ Li9 has ‘and will make withered (nizAr).’ 
• A plant growing in Persia, small twigs of which are pounded 

in water, and the resulting juice is tasted by the priest during the 
ceremonial. It is a symbol.of the mythic H6m, the producer of 
immortality (see Chap. LXII, 28). Originally, no doubt, the Hdm 
(Av. haoma) and the Sans, soma were the same plant (see Dd. 
XLVIII, i6n). 

• The baresdm (Av. baresma)‘is a bundle of slender twigs or 
wires, prepared in a particular manner, to be held in the left hand 
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religion which the creator AOharma^aT Jias taught 

to me.” 29. Aharman, when those words were 

heard by him, became confounded and stupefied, 

and rushed to hell, and remained confounded a long 

time. 

30. * This, too, is declared, that Adharmaeaf, when 

Aharman, by agreement^, had further’operated* 

with his (Adharma?a^’s) creatures and creation of 

every kind, afterwards formed an assembly with the 

angels and archangels of every kind®, and the 

welfare {kvtdiYi) due to his own wisdom was men¬ 

tioned and recounted by him. 

31. ‘This, too, is declared, that for the nine 

thousand years of renovation ^ until the resurrec¬ 

tion and future existence, wisdom maintains and 

stimulates the creatures and creation of every kind. 

32. ‘And this, too, is declared, that, as to him 

who is an ignorant and bad-tempered man, when 

he attains even to much eminence, opulence, and 

authority, even then he is not fit to elevate into that 

welfare and authority.’ 

of the priest while reciting certain ports of the liturgy (see Dd, 
XLIII, 5 n). 

^ The covenant between the good and evil spirits, bywliich their 
conflict was limited to nine thousand years (see Bd. 1,18,19). 

* That is, transformed and vitiated them. The Av. frdkerewta^/ 
(Vend. I, 7), describing the modifying work of the evil spirit upon 
the creation, is here expressed by \righ vddfin</. 

* Such an assembly is mentioned in Vend. II, 42, but its pro¬ 
ceedings are not stated. 

* So in all versions, but, as the renovation is generally considered 
as confined to the end of the nine thousand years, we ought per¬ 
haps to transpose the words and read */or the nine thousand years, 
until the renovation, resurrection, and future existence.* 
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Chapter LVII I. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

* Wherefore is it when one turns the ignorance and 

foolishness of* an ignorant king back to knowledge 

and cleverness, on account of the sovereignty which 

is his ; (3) and, as to a poor man, who is wiseone 

turns the knowledge and sagacity, which are his, 

back to foolishness and uselessness, on account of 

the poverty ?’. 

4. The spirit of wisdom answered (5) thus: ' On 

account of the deceit and violence of the fiend * of 

greediness (6) men utter more words as to the 

manliness of every one whose wealth and power are 

more, and recount his deeds and actions more fully ; 

(7) but, in the eyes of the angels and archangels, a 

poor man who is innocent arid wise is better and 

more precious than a king or opulent man * who is 

ignorant/ 

Chapter LIX. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

‘ What are the vices of priests ? 3. What are the 

vices of warriors ? 4. What are the vices of hus¬ 

bandmen ? 5. And what are the vices of artizans* ? ’ 

6. The spirit of wisdom answered (7) thus: ‘ The 

vices of priests are heresy, covetousness, negligence, 

* Li9 adds‘and innocent/ 
* Li9 has ‘demon/ 
’ L19 has ‘than an opulent king/ 
* Literally ‘ the well-endeavouring,’ the lowest of the four classes 

of the community here mentioned (see also Chaps. XXXI, XXXII). 
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•trafficking (sdl^akih) ^ attention to trifles, and un¬ 

belief in the religion. 

8. ‘ The vices of warriors are oppression, violence, 

promise-breaking, unmercifulness (an-az/6khshdg&- 

vandlh), ostentation (dakhshlh)*, haughtiness, and 

girrogance. 

9. * The vices of husbandmen are ignorance, en¬ 

viousness, ill-will, and maliciousness. 

10. 'And the vices of artizans are unbelief, want 

of thanksgiving, improper muttering of prayers, 

moroseness, and abusiveness.’ 

Chapter LX. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ Of mankind which are more conversant with good 

.and evil V 
3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus: ' Of 

mankind Jie whose sojourn® and business are with 

the bad*, and they provide him a name for good 

repute and goodness, is the man more conversant 

with good. 5. And he whose sojourn and business 

are with the good *, and they provide him a name 

for disrepute, is the man more conversant with 
evil. 

6. ‘Because it is said, (7, 8) that whoever joins 

with the good brings good with him, and whoever 

* Or, perhaps, *nsuriousncss.’ The Sanskrit version has ‘lazi¬ 
ness,’ as if N6r. had read Ss(l</akth. 

* N6r. has read^aht, and translated ‘incontinence.’ 
* Reading nirastd. L19 has ‘ whose business is most (vfir-ast), 

both here and in § 5. 
* Li 9 has ‘ the good.’ “Lip has ‘the bad.* 
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joins with the bad evil—(9) just like the- 

wind which, when it inipinges on stench, is * stench, 

(10) and when it impinges on perfume, is perfume,— 

(11) ?V is, therefore, notorious*, (12) that he whose 

business is with the good receives good, (13) and 

whose business is with the bad receives^ evil; 

(14) but, even then, both are to be considered as an 

experiment (aflzm5.yijn6) 

Chapter LX I. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

‘ Which is the chief of men ? Which is the chief of 

women ? 3. Which is the chief of horses ? Which 

is the chief of flying creatures ? 4. [Which is the 

chief of oxen?]* Which is the chief of wild animals ? 

Which is the chief of grains ?’ 

5. The spirit of wisdom answered (6) thus: ‘ The 

man who is wise, who is steadfast in the religion, 

who is well-praising, who is true-speaking is chief 

over his associates. 

* Li9 has *will bring with hitfC in both clauses, but the repeti¬ 
tion is unnecessary in Pahlavi. 

* Li9 has ‘ will bring with i/,’ both here and in § 10. 
* L19 has ‘proper to know.* 
* K43 does not repeat this verb. 
* L19 has ‘by the result (a««&mexn).' The meaning is that, 

though a man's character is generally in accordance with the com¬ 
pany he keeps, this must not be assumed without proof; and when 
the contrary is the case, as stated in §§ 4, 5, his own disposition 
must be of a very decided nature. Nftrydsang seems to have mis¬ 
understood the author’s argument, and, supposing §§ 6-13 to con¬ 
tain a mere illustration of §§ 4, 5, he considered it necessary to 
transpose ‘ the bad’ and ‘ the good’ in §§ 4,5, so as to make the 
illustration applicable. 

* K43 omits the question in brackets. 
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7. * The woman who is young \ who is properly 

disposed, who is faitliful, who is respected, who is 

good-natured, who enlivens the house, whose modesty 

and awe are virtuous, a friend of her own father and 

elders *, husband and guardian, handsome and replete 

with animation * is chief over the women who are 

her own associates. 
8. ‘ The ox which is glorious, which is tall-eared, 

which has a herd of cows is chief over oxen. 

9. ‘The JCihaLriv* is the chief of birds. 10. The 

horse which is swift* is the chief of horses, ii. The 

hare * is the chief of wild animals; a7id wheat ^ is the 

chief of grains.’ 

Chapter LX 11. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus: 

* In what place stands Kangdesf ? 3. Where is the 

enclosure formed by Yim constructed ® ? 4. /» what 

* Li9 has ‘talking, eloquent.' 
* N6r. translates ntyik by ‘father’s brother,* an elder who is 

considered as a special protector in India. 
* Reading namag-fikUn, which epithet is omitted in Lip. 
* A name of the Kardpt, who is said to be the chief of birds 

in this world (Pahl.Visp. I, i, Bd. XXIV, ii), the Vix ICarxipta who 
brought the religion to the enclosure formed by Yim (see Vend. II, 
*38,139), and which is said, in the Pahlavi version, to be ‘ a A'ahdr- 
vdk (or A'ahdrndk) who goes back into the existence of the spirits.’ 
To determine the meaning of this-name (which N6r. translates by 
San.s. ^akravdka, ‘Brahmany duck’) we have to consider not only 
the two forms ^ihar&z' and ^ahdrvik, but also the term ^ark, 
‘falcon,* used in Bd. XXIV, ii. The ^amrdx of Bd. XIX, 15, 
XXIV, 29 (the ^infimrdx of Chap. LXII, 40) is also said to be 
the chief of birds, but probably mythic birds arc meant 

* Li9 has ‘white,* as in Bd. XXW, 6. 
* See Bd. XXIV, 9. ’ Sec Bd. XXIV, 19. 
* Li9 omits‘constructed.* 
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place lies' the body of Sihm ? 5. Where is the 

abode of Srdsh ? 6. /« what place stands the three- 

legged ass ? 7. Where is the H6m grown, the pre¬ 

parer of the dead, with which they restore the dead 

and .produce the future existence? 8. In which 

place is * G6palt6shah ? 9. With what work is the 

Kar fish intrusted ? 10. Where has the griffon bird 

a nest (i^lydn) ® ? 11. In what place sits iifln&mr6^, 

and what is his work ? * 

12. The spirit of wisdom answered (13) thus: 

‘ Kangdes* is intrusted with the eastern quarter, near 

to Satav4y6s®, (14) on the frontier of AlrAn-v^i^d ®. 

15.' The enclosure formed by Yim ’ is constructed 

in Alrin-v^d, below the earth®. 16. And every 

species and seed of all the creatures and creations 

of ACdiarmajfdir, the lord, whatever is better and 

more select of man and beast of burden^ of cattle 

and flying creatures is brought thither®. 17. And 

every forty years one child is born from one woman 

and one man” who are of that place; (18) their life. 

' L19 has ^remains/ • L19 has ^remains.’ 
• Li9 has *a resting-place.* * See Chap. XXVII, 58, 6a. 
‘,Av. Satavadsa, the western leader of the stars and special 

opponent of the planet An^i<f (Venus), which may, perhaps, be 
identified with Antares (sec Bd. II, 7, V, i), though Geiger (Ost. 
Kul. p. 313) thinks Vega more probable. It also protects the 
southern seas, and its name is applied to the gulf of ’Um^ in that 
direction (see Bd. XHI, 9-13, Zs. VI, i6,18). But its connection 
with the east, as implied in our text, requires explanation, and 
throws some doubt upon the reading. 

• See Chap. XLIV, 17-23. ^ See Chap. XXVII, 27-31. 
• So stated in Bd. XXXII, 5, and probably meaning that its 

position could no longer be discovered on earth. Bd. XXIX, 14 
states that it is in the middle of Pfirs, below Mount Yimak&n. 

• See Vend. II, 106-113! 
• Perhaps we should understand ‘ from each woman and each 
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too, is three hundred years ^ (19) and their pain and 

disturbance are little 

*20. ‘ The body of SAhm ® is in the plain of P6- 

^ndas^ near to Mount DimAvand®. 21. And on 

that plain, except corn and the eatable things they 

sow and reap and live upon, there is not so much 

as a single other tree®, or shrub, or plant; (22) and 

its golden colour is mostly wormwoods 23. And 

the angels and archangels have appointed 99,999 

guardian spirits of the righteous as a protection for 

the body of Sihm *, (24) so that the demons and 

fiends may not injure it 

25. ‘The abode of Srdsh ® is mostly in Arzah and 

afterwards also in Savah and the whole world. 

man,’ that is, a couple of children from each couple, which would 
agree with Vend. II, 134. 

* Pahl. Vend. II, 136 has 150 years. ' 
* The characteristics mentioned in §§ 17-19 are ascribed to the 

whole of AlrSn-vf‘g'6 in Chap. XLIV, 25, 27, 32. 
» See Chap. XXVII, 49. 
* L19 has Puxt Guft&spS, ‘the ridge of VirUisp,’ which 

appears, from Bd. XII, 18, 34, XVTI, 8, to have been somewhere 
in the central desert of Persia. In Bd. XXIX, 7-9,11 we are told 
that Sim lies asleep in the plain of Pfiryinsal (evidently the P6rin- 
das of our text) in Kivulislin, till he is waked hereafter to slay 
Dahik, who escapes from Mount Dimivand. This legend may 
have led to the perplexing juxtaposition of Pirindas and Dimivand 
in our text, and the perplexity occasioned by this may have led 
Nir. to substitute Pfirt-t Virtispin for the former name, as being 
nearer Dimivand. 

® The highest peak of the modem Albhrs, in which Dahik is 
said to be confined (sec Bd. XII, 31). 

® Reading hino drfi-ai; L19 has han mfird,‘another myrtle- 
bash.’ 

’ With yellow blossoms. • As stated in Fravarrfln Yt 61. 
* Sec Chap. II, 115. 

The western region, as Savah is the eastern one (see Chap. 
XVI, 10). 
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26. ‘The three-legged ass* ** sits* amid the sea 

Varkash®;’ (27) and as to water of every kind that 

rains on dead matter, the menstrual discharge, and 

other bodily refuse*, when it arrives at the three- 

legged ass, he makes every kind clean and purified, 

with watchfulness. 

28. ‘The H6m*, which is the preparer of the 

dead, is grown in the sea Varkash, in that which is 

the’deepest place; (29) and 99,999 guardian spirits 

of the righteous are appointed as its protection*. 

30. The Kar fish too, ever circles around it, and 

always keeps the frog and other noxious creatures 
away from it. 

31. ‘ G6pait6shah * is in Alrdn-v^6, within the 

region of Khvantras*. 32. From foot to mid-body 

he is an ox, and from mid-body to the top ^ is a 

man. 33. And at all times he sits on the sea-shore, 

(34) and always performs the ceremonial of the 

sacred beings, and pours holy-water into the sea. 

35. On account of which*®, through the pouring of 

that holy-water, innumerable noxious creatures in 

* A prodigious monster of benevolent character, described in 
Bd. XIX, I-I2; possibly some local divinity. 

* L19 has ‘stands,* as is also stated in Yas. XLI, 28. 
• See Chap. XLIV, 15. * L19 adds ‘and pollution.’ 
* The white H6m or GAkam, the tree of immortality (see Bd. 

XVIII, I, XXVII, 4). It is ‘the preparer of the dead,’ because 
the elixir of immort^ity is expected to be prepared from it at the 
resurrection (see Bd. XXX, 25)* * 

• Those who watch over the sea Vouru-kasha (see Fravar<fth 

Yt. 59). 
’ Ten such fish, of enormous size and intense watchfulness, are 

said to be employed to protect the G6kam from a lizard or frog 
sent by Aharman to injure it (see Bd. XVIII, 2-6). 

• See Chap. XLIV, 35 n. • Sec Chap. XXVII, 40. 
** L19 omits these four words. 
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the sea will die. 36. Because, if he does not speci¬ 

ally perform that celebration of the ceremonial, and 

does not pour that holy-water into the sea—where 

those innumerable noxious creatures shall utterly 

perish*—then, whenever the rain shall rain, the 

noxious creatures have to rain just like rain. 

37. ‘The nest of the griffon bird* is on the tree 

opposed to harm, the many-seeded*. 38. Whenever 

he rises aloft a thousand twigs will shoot out from 

that tree, (39) and when he alights he breaks off 

the thousand twigs and bites the seed from them. 

40. And the bird ^Indmrd^* alights likewise ht that 

vicinity; (41) and his work is this, that he collects 

those seeds which are bitten from the tree of many 

seeds, which is opposed to harm, and he scatters 

(pargand^rt^) them there where Tlrtar* seizes the 

water; (42) so that, while Tlrtar shall seize the 

water, togetfier with tl\ose seeds of all kinds, he shall 

rain them on the world with the rain®.’ 

* Li9 has *and those innumerable noxious .creatures do not 
utterly perish.* 

• The Sfin6-mftrtlv (Av. saSnd mereghd) or Simurgh, a mythic 
flying creature said to suckle its young and to be of three natures 
like the bat (see Bd. XIV, ii, 24, XIX, i8). 

• Lip has ‘of all seeds.* This tree, from which all wild plants 
are supposed to spring, i& said to grow in the sea near the Gdkam 
tree, and also in Atrin-v^d (see Bd. IX, 5, 6, XVIII, 9, XXVII, 2, 
XXIX, 5). 

* The chief of mythic birds next to the Sdnd-mflrflv; he is said 
to defend Ir&n from invasion by occasionally picking up foreign 
districts like grains of com (see Bd. XIX, 15, XXIV, 29). 

* The angel who personifies the star Ttrtar (Sirius, see Chap. 
XLIX, 5,'6), after a conflict with the demons of drought and 
thunder (sec Bd. VII, 1-13), pours down rain from the cloud, in 
which he had brought the water from the sea. 

• Originally, the archangel Araerodarf (see Chap. II, 34) is said 
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Chapter LXII I. 

I. The sage asked the spirit of wisdom (2) thus : 

‘ Which is that good work which is greater and 

better* than [all*] good works, and no trouble 

(an^lnak6)* whatever is necessary for its perform¬ 

ance * ? ’ 

3. The spirit of wisdom answered (4) thus : ‘To 

be grateful in the world, (5) and to wish happiness 

for every one. 6. This is greater and better than 

every good work, and no commotion (ange^lnakd) 

whatever is necessary for its performance 

Peace and prosperity*. 

to have mingled the plants with the rain (see Bd. IX, 2); but after¬ 
wards this was done by the mythic bird (sec Bd. XXVII, 3). This 
legend was evidently intended to account for the rapid appearance 
of wild plants after rain in dry climates, where all traces of vegeta¬ 
tion often disappear during the summer droughts. 

^ L19 inserts ‘more valuable and more advantageous.’ 
• K43 omits ‘all.’ 
• L19 has * no trouble and expense are necessary in it.’ 
* This reply is much altered by N6r. and stands as follows, in 

Li9 :—‘ To wish happiness for every one; (5) to be grateful unto 
the sacred beings and the good; (6) in every position and time to 
consider and keep in remembrance Adhannasi/, as regards creative¬ 
ness, and Abannan, as regards destructiveness; (7) and to be with¬ 
out doubt as to the existence of the sacred beings, the religion and 
soul, heaven and the account in the three days, and the reality of 
the resurrection and future existence. 8. This, most especially, is 
the good work which is greater and better, more valuable and 
more advantageous than all good works, and no trouble and ex¬ 
pense are necessary in it.* 

The text of all versions ends abruptly at this point, without any 
peroration. 

* Only in K43. 

[24] I 





.5IKAND.-G0MANfK VIGAR, 

THE DOUBT-DISPELLING 

EXPLANATION. 



OBSERVATIONS. 

1. For the division into chapters the translator is responsible, 
but the sections are divided according to the alternating Pizand- 
Sanskrit text of K£ry6sang. 

2-6. (The same as on page a.) 
7. The manuscripts mentioned are:— 
AK (probably written a.d. 1568) P^-Sans., belonging to Dastflr 

Hdshangji JSmdspji of Poona; it is now defective, and contains 
only Chaps. 1,16-XI, 145, but this translation is based upon its text 
so far as it extends. 

BM a modern fragment, Pahl.-Pers., in the British Museum 
(additional Oriental MS. No. 22,378), containing Chap. 1,1-31. 

JE (written a.d. i842, by Jamshedji Edalji) Pfiz.-Sans., belonging 
to DastQr Hdshangji and as complete as this translation, the latter 
half of which is based upon its text. 

JJ (written a.d. 2768, by Jamshedji JamSsp Asd) Pdz.-Sans., 
belonging to Dastdr Ehurshedji Jamshedji of Ndwsdri, and as 
complete as this translation. 

K28 (about 150 years old) Pabl.-Pdz.-Sans., No. 28 in’the 
University Library at Kopenhagen; it is now defective, but con¬ 
tains Chaps. I, i-ll, 8; III, 1-25; III, 36-IV, 106; VIII, 103-, 
IX, 16; IX, 30-X, 13; X, 71-XI, 28; XI, 55-61. 

Li6 (written about a.d. 1737) Pahlavi, No. 15 in the India 
Office Library at London. It contains Chaps. I, 4-V, 71. 
. L23 (written by the same hand) Pdzand, No. 23 in the same 
library; containing Chaps. I, 34-VIII, 23. 

MH19 (about 150 years old) Piz.-Gi^if., No. 19 of the Haug 
Collection in the State Libraiy at Munich. It contains Chaps. I, 1- 
XI, 201. 

PB3 (more than a century old) Piz.-Sans., No. 3 of the Bur- 
nouf Collection in the National Library at Paris. It contains 
Chaps. I, s-X, 66. 

R (modem) Pahl.-Pdz.-Sans.-Pcrs., formerly belonging to Mr. 
Romer, and nDw partly in the India Office Library at London, 
and partly in No. 10 of the Muller Collection in the State Library 
at Munich. It contains Chaps. I, 25-V, 57. 
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Chapter I. 

I. In the name of Adharma^rfl^, the lord, the 

greatest and wise, [the all-ruling, all-knowing, and 

almighty, (2) who is a spirit even among spirits, (3) 

and from his self-existence, single in unity, was the 

creation of the faithful. 4. He also created, by his 

own unrivalled power, the seven supreme arch¬ 

angels \] all the angels of the spiritual and worldly 

cxistetueSy (5) and the seven worldly characteristics* 

which are man, animals, fire, metal, earth, water, 

and plants. 

6. And man was created by him, as a control of 

the. creatures, for the advancement of his will. 7. 

From him likewise came® at various times, through 

* The passage in brackets is omitted in several Pahl. MSS., 
many of which commence at this point, but it is found in K28, 
BM, and others, and also in the Pfiz. MSS. and Sans, version.. 
The first epithet, ‘all-ruling,* which it contains is likewise omitted 

’ in a few PAz. MSS., while others add a further laudatory passage at 
that point, which is evidently a modem interpolation. The seven 
archangels include Aflharma*^/ himself (see Bd. I, 26 n). 

■ So in the Pahl. MSS. and Sans, version, and also in MH19 and 
PB3, which latter follows the oldest PAz. MS. (AK) very closely; 
but §§ 1-16 have been lost from AK itself. Several other PAz. 
MSS. substitute ‘creations.’ 

• So understood by NAryfisang, but the original Pahlavl could 
have been translated by * he likewise sent,* because the HuzvArir 
yAtCtntf, ‘came,’ and re<frun</, ‘sent,* are written alike. 
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his own compassion, mercifulness to his own creatures, 

religion, and a natural desire of the knowledge of 

purity and contamination. 8. So, also, as to the 

intellect, understanding, wisdom, knowledge, con¬ 

sciousness, and guardian spirit—which are the appli¬ 

ances of the soul that are seeking information of 

these spiritual appliances, the five which are the sight, 

hearing, smell, taste, and touch, (9) through the five 

worldly appliances, which are the eye, the ear, the 

nose, the mouth, and the rubbing surfaces of the 

whole body—(10) he likewise created man with the 

accompaniment of these appliances, for the manage¬ 

ment of the creatures. 
II. He also created the religion of omniscience 

like an immense tree, (12) of which there are one 

stem, two branches, three boughs, four twigs, and 

‘five shoots^ 13. And its one stem is agreement. 

14. The two branches are performance and absti¬ 

nence. 15. The three boughs are Humat, Hfikht, 

and Huvarrt, which are good thoughts, good words, 

good deeds. 16. The four twigs are the four 

classes of the religion, by whom the religion and 

world are prepared, (17) which are priesthood, 

warriorship, husbandry, and artisanship. 18. The 

five shoots are the five rulers whose scriptural names 

are the house-ruler, the village-ruler, the tribe-ruler, 

the province-ruler, a7id the supreme Zaratfirt. 19. 

And the one chief of chiefs, who is the king of kings, 

is the ruler of the world. 

20. Likewise, the work manifested by him in the 

world—which is man—is in the likeness of these four 

* The last two terms were, no doubt, Pahl. rdk and barg-g&h, 
of which the PS2. d6raa and bri.raa are merely misreadings. 
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classes of the world. 21. As unto' the head is 

priesthood, (22) unto the hand is warriorship, (23) 

unto the belly is husbandry, (24) and unto the foot 
is artisanship. 

25. So, also, of the four capabilities (hunar&n) 

that are in man—which are temper, ability, wisdom, 

and diligence—(26) unto temper (khlm) is priest¬ 

hood, as the greatest duty of priests is the temper 

that they do not commit sin on account of shame and 

fear; (27) unto ability (hunar) is warriorship, that is, 

the most princely adornment of warriors is the ability 

which is expended, the manliness which is owing to 

self-possession (khva^ih); (28) unto husbandmen is 

the wisdom (khiranQ which is strenuous performance 

of the tillage of the world, and continuance unto the 

renovation of the universe; (29) and unto artisans is 

the diligence (tukhshdklh) which is the greatest 

advancement of their class. 

30. This arrangement* of every kind is upon one 

stem, truth and agreement, opposing the fiend and 

his appliances which are co-existent. 31. These®, 

which are recounted by me, are of many kinds and 

many species, as many are religious and many 

believing at a period that all are mutually afflicting^ 

^ Or ‘ over.’ This comparison of these four parts of the body to 
the four classes of men is mentioned several times in the Dtnkar</, 
especially in the latter part of the fourth book. 

• That is, the ordinances of religion (see §§ 11-13). 
’ The various heterodox religions, here assumed to be appliances 

of the fiend for misleading mankind, which the author discusses in 
the course of his arguments hereafter. 

* Assuming that P^. anbasS stands for Pahl. hanb6shin, as 
in Mkh. I, 37. It might be hfi-bfishin, * well-afflicting/ but this 
would not be so easily reconciled with the meaning * inconsistent ’ 
which the word often assumes, as in Chaps. XIII, 145,147, XV, 77, 

XVI, 42. 
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co-existent destroyers and injurers, one as regards 

the other. 32. And with the mutual afflictiveness, 

destructiveness, and combativeness which are theirs, 

one towards the other, they^ afterwards also contend 

against the one truth co-operatively and with united 

strength. 
33. The possession of truth is the one power of 

the faithful, through the singleness of truth. 34. The 

many kinds of falsehood, .must become confused 

and mutually afflicting to many, are, in the aggregate, 

from one source of deceitfulness. 

35. As io that, this composition is provided by me, 

zi'/io am Mard^ln-farukh* son of Atih^rmazd^did, as I 

saw in the age much religiousness ajid much good 

consideration of sects (k^shdn) of many species; (36) 

and I have been fervent-mindedly, at all times in my 

whole youthful career, an enquirer and investigator of 

the truth of them. 37. For the same reason I have 

wandered forth also to many realms and* the sea¬ 

shore. 38. And of these compendious statements 

V hich, owing thereto*, are an enquiry of those desiring 

the truth, and* a collection and selection (vi^l^anS) of 

^ The heterodox religions. 
. * As this name has not been found elsewhere, nothing further is 

known about the author of this work than can be gathered from the 
few statements he has made in the work itself. He lived probably 
in tlie eighth or ninth century of the Christian era, as he mentions 
the Dinkar</ edited by Atftr-frdbag in Chaps. IV, 107, V, 9a, IX, i, 
4i 57) ^^I) I) ^Iso the Rdshan commentary prepared by 
Atlir-frdbag's son (see Chaps. X, 53, 54, XI, 213); but he does not 
allude to the later edition of the Dinkar</, prepared by AlOr-pd</, 
son of HfimJ</, who was living in the latter part of the ninth century 
(see Bd. XXXIII, iin). 

• Sans, ‘on.’ This statement is very similar to that in Mkh. 1, 35. 
. ’ * Reading a^ax, instead of the similarly-written afar, ‘ and of it.' 

* Reading afar, instead of a^aV here. 
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It, for these memorandaJrom the writings and memor¬ 
anda of the ancient sages high-priests of the just 
“and especially those of the glorified Atfjr-p^rt^lyl- 
vand^-—the name ^ikand'gfimdnlkVi^r^ is appointed 
by me. 39* As it is very suitable for explaining 
away the doubts of new learners about the thorough 
understanding of the truth, the blessedness and truth 
of the good religion, and tlte inward dignity of those 
free from strife. 

40. And it is composed and arranged by nie not 
for the wise and talented, but _/br preceptors (far- 
h angJkSn)'* tliose newly qualified* 41* So that, 
while many become freer from doubt about the 
mtraculousness and blessedness of the statements of 
the good religion and primitive faith, (42) I am still 
begging of distinguished sages, (43) that whoever 
wants to look, should not look* to the religion of the 
particular speaker composer, but to the greatness 
of the truth, blessedness, and definite statements of 
the ancient sages. 44- Because I, who am the com¬ 
poser, do not hold the station of teaching, but that 
of learning* 

45. And it seemed to me, through liberal thought, 
a statement, from that knowledge of tlte religion, 
destined and important even for new learners. 46. 
Because who distributes to the worthy, out of the 
little knowledge which is his, is more acceptable than 

who knows much the worthy are without 
benefit without help from him* 

47. Since those ancient sages decided, (48) that 
liberality is of three hinds, of thought, of w'ord, 

^ Sec Chap. TV, loS. - ‘Doubt-dispelling exphnadon.'' 
* Sans, has "students.-' * Sans, has 'you should not look,' 
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of deed, 49. Liberality of thought that whose 

wishing of happiness fof any others whatever^ of a 

like disposition, is as much as for its own. 50, 

Liberality in word that which teaches to the 

worthy something out of every virtuous knowledge 

and information which have come to it; (51) just as 

that which a sage said (52) thus: * I desire 

tl\at I may understand all information which is 

advantageous, and I will teach it to friends and 

acquire the result which is obtainable/ 53- tb^ 

liberality wdiich is in deed being that which, out of 

any benefit whatever that has come to it, is a benefit 

to the worthy. 

54. Again, it is a reminding of the good as to tlie 

preservation of the soul; (55) n-itd for the same 

reason I arranged that while the wise are kindly 

observant of me, through their own compassion, they 

may remember about the immortality of the soul. 

56* Since it is said, that the eye of him who observes 

all good creatures with kind eyes is the eye of the 

sun; (57) because the sun Is, indeed, an observer and 

beautifier with kind eyes for all creatures. 

C[lArTER II. 

I. The first subject (2) is about several questions 

that the ever-successfiil Mitrd-alyydr’, son of Mah- 

’ This person, who is not mentioned elsewhere, was prohabJy a 

layman and evideiuiy a Mar^fa-worehipper, although hh father’s 

name seems to he Muhammadan, either Ma’hnif^d or Mu^hammad. 

The Farsis under a Muhammadan government often adopted Mu¬ 

hammadan names, as they also took Hindu names in India; but, in 

this case, it is perhaps more probable that the father had become 
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from Sp&h&n*, asked with good intent and not 

in search of defects, and the answer thereto. 

3. As to that which is asked thus: ‘Why did 

Aharman hurry on to the light*, and how was it 

possible to be so when he is not of a like nature with 

it, though we always see* that whatever is not of a 

like nature abstains from a different nature as much 

as water does from fire ?' 4. The answer is this, that 

the cause itself of the hurrying on of Aharman, 

which was to the light, was his different nature. 5. 

And on account of the desire of a destroyer, which 

was perpetually in his nature, he is a destroyer of 

different natures. 

6. Being injured and injuring, however they occur, 

do not take place except from difference, of nature 

and those of a different nature. 7. Because in those of 

a like nature there exist similarity of will and unani¬ 

mity, one towards the other, not injuring and being 

injured. 8. And those of a different nature, on 

account of their opposing nature, are destroyers and 

injurers, one of the other, however they come to¬ 

gether. 9. Those of a like nature, on account of 

unanimity and similarity of nature, are lively*, efficient, 

and mutually helping, when they come together. 

10. The disintegration and separation of like 

natures is the disunion of different natures, ii. Just 

a convert to Muhammadanism, and changed his name accordingly, 
after his son had grown up. 

* The Pahlavi form of Ispahan. 
* In Bd. I, 9, 10 we are told that when the evil spirit arose from 

the abyss, he rushed in to destroy the light which he then saw for 
the first lime, but was frightened away by its bravery and glory. 

* So understand by N6r., but zivihend may mean Uhey are 
graceful,’ or it may be a misreading of zfenihend, ‘they are 
armed.’ 
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as heat and cold which, on account of tkeir opposing 

nature, are destroyers and injurers, resisting a7id 

disintegrating one another^ through ifmr perpetual 

nature, 12. Because every disintegration is owing 

to the laws (rastagSn) of cold and dryness, heat and 

moisture, (13} and Ihsir destruction, injuring, and 

opposition of one another. 14. For the disintegra- 

tion of bodies is owing to the perpetual struggling 

of heat and cold, dryness and moisture; (15) and 

owing to their struggling, one with the otlier, bodies 

are disintegrated and disabled* 
16. Of water and fire, through their own nature, 

no injury whatever is manifest; (17) but the cold of 

i/idr fraternization^ is mingled witli the moisture of 

the water, and is an opponent of the heat of the fire ; 

{rt5) and the dryness of ifieir fraternization is mingled 

with the heat of the fire, and is counteractingly an 

injurer of the moisture 0/ the water. 

Chapter III* 

I, And io that which is asked (2) thus: ^Why 

does not the creator Afiharmaa,^/ keep Aharmaii back 

from evil doing and evil seeking, when he is the 

mighty maker ? , 3. As I assert that no mighty 

maker is afterwards imperfect'7Ji?J' yet unresisting.^ 

4* The answer Is this, (5) that the evil deeds of 

Aharman are owing to the evil nature and evil will 

which are always his, as a fiend. 6. The omnipo¬ 

tence of the creator ACL]la?''mai^^f is that which is over 

all that is possible to be, and is limited thsreby. 

^ When comes in contact with fir-e. 
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7. That which is not possible to be is not stirred 
up ^ a capable or an incapable being. 8. Whoever 
says it is so is not within the limits of understanding 
the words. 9. Because, though he said that it is not 
possible to be, he says again that the sacred being is 
capable of it, and that has brought it out of the limits 
of what is not possible to be. 10. For then it is 
not tbe not-possible, but the possible to be. 

II. As his capability is limited, so also is his will, 
thereby. 12. For ^ is sagacious, (13) and the will 
of a sagacious bein^ is all for that which is possible 
to be, (14) and his will does not pass on to that 
which is not possible\ (15)'because he wills all that 
which is possible and fit to be. ’ 

16. If I say that the creator Afiharm^^ is able 
to keep Aliarman back from the evil which is his 
perpetual nature, (17) it is possible to change that 
nature which is demoniacal into a divine one^ and 
that which is divine into a demoniacal(18) 
and it is possible to make the dark light, and the 
light dark. 

19. Of the changing of a nature by its own self 
those not understanding nature speak, (20) who are 
uninformed of the nature of the result® in actions 
and propensities*; {21) and they account the wolf 
and noxious creatures as a benefit. 

* Sans, adds 'to be,' and is followed by most of the modern 

MSS. • 
’ Pdz. vazlharn, probably a misreading of Pahl. uzdahirn. 

• Pdz. gadarni, both here and in Chaps. IV, 56, VIII, 122,123, 

126, XII, 64, evidently means 'disposition, peculiarity.' It is pro¬ 

bably a misreading of Pahl. gusinirn, occasioned by some writer 

connecting the two letters *n and so converting them into.a 

t(4 
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2 2* Since the harm and evil which ariss from 
mankind and cattle 'are not naturally their own^ but 
are owing" to the havoc^ deceit* solicitation* ajid de¬ 
luding^ of the hend, (23) ih^y are from the like 
vileness of other fiends who are such as the malice, 
^vrath, and lust“ "which are mingled with mankind. 
24* Just as the swallowing of bitter medicine, which 
is mingled with poison* is not the accomplishment of 
happiness* but for the renio‘\7al of the pain and sick^ 
ness which are owing to an extraneous nature (barel 
g6har). 25, As of a statement which is true or 
false—(26) tliough it may be that, connected with a 
false statement, a righteous man is preserved from 
much harm, and is mined by that which is true-^ 
(27) mostly that benefit is not from the false state¬ 
ment, but from the removal of the destruction and 
evil which are mingled with the vile* (sS) and that 
harm is not from the true statement, but from the 
evil which is mingled with the vile. 

29, Also, as regards that "which happms when 
opponents have appeared in order to remove each 
one its own competitor, (30) every one is unre¬ 
stricted* in keeping away that which is its own 
opponent, (31) such as light a?id darkness, perfume 
and stench, good works ^nd crime* erudition and 
ignorance. 32* That which is not unrestricted is the 

' KSr* reads which heundcfstands to mean 'bewilder- 
ingf/ but it is doubtful if we can derive this meaning from vy&wSn, 

*• a waterless wilderness,’ which word occurs in Chap. XLV, 30. The 

original Fahlavi "^vord can be also read either nlyisinlh, ‘cause of 

longing, temptation*’' or niha^^nih* ^intlmidatEOn.’ 

’ Evil passions which are personified as fiends (see Mkh* XLI, 

10, It). 
’ Reading a tang* instead of the similarly-written St&k which 

would be the equivalent of the P^z. a til [Sana rakta) used by IST^r* 
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light to keep away stench, nor the perfume darkness; 

(33) but they have each separately appeared in order 

to keep away their own opponent. 

.34. As io that, too, which they say*, that in the 

dark night a righteous man is preserved from the 

lion, wolves, dogs, and robbers, (35) while in the . 

light day he becomes a captive* in their hands, (36) 

it is not proper to consider that as a benefit owing 

to darkness, nor yet as an evil owing to light 37. 

Because light is created for the removal of darkness, 

not for the keeping away of the lion, wolf, and 

noxious creatures. And there are many other things 

which are of this nature. 38. On account of tedious¬ 

ness this is collected merely as a summary; th,e 

virtue and understanding of you triumphant ones 

(39) are so much, that you may obtain more from 

revelation. 

Chapter IV. 

. I. And as to that which is asked (2) thus: * When 

I always see that all things ever arise from the celes¬ 

tial sphere and stars, (3) and who created this sphere, 

then it is like that which those of the Vtrdd^ religion 

say, that he created good and evil. 4. If Aharman 

' For the purpose of arguing that evils are sometimes advan¬ 
tageous, and may, therefore, form part of the design of a beneficent 
spirit. 

• Or gr6h may mean *a hostage.' ' 
• Compare Sans, viruddha, ‘perverse, contradictory,' or Pers. 

bulfid,‘antiquity.'’ It is possible that Muhammadanism is alluded 
to, as that religion is hardly ever mentioned by name in Pahlavi 
writings, probably from motives of policy. 
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created anything^ how did he be^me able to create 

the effect of these marvellous things, (5) mid why is 

it when they are stars by which assistance of virtue 

is always bestowed ? 6. If Afiharniaai/ and Aharioan 

created in conference, then that way U is manifest 

that A{iha?"maa£Z^ is an aceornplice and confederate, 

with Ah arm an, in the harm and evil which ever arise 

from the celestial sphere,^ 7. The answer is this, (S) 

that the c^hstial sphere is the place of the divinities 

(baghdn), who are the distributers of happiness, 

from which they always justly bestow their distribu¬ 

tion of every liappiness, 9- And the forms of the 

seven planets (star) are witches who' rush below 

them, despoilers who are antagonistic distributers,, 

{(o) whose scriptural name is Gadug^. 

li. Through the creator Ailharmaa;^ 'liJOrS tlie 

arrangement of these creatures and creation, metbo^ 

dically a^id sagaciously, and for the sake of the 

continuance of the renovation of ike. universe, 12.. 

As the evil spirit ^as entangled in the sky, that 

fiend, with evil astuteness ami with lying falsehood, 

encompassed* and mingled witJi die hght, tageiher 

with the fiends of crimes of many kinds, ivho are 

those of a gloomy race, thinking dius : ‘I will make 

these creatures mid creation of AfUia/^maa^ extinct, 

or I must make them for my own/ 

13, Those luminaries, the highest of those of the 

* Av, gadba,^terin for ^a brigand' which i&uised in conjunction 
%viih \vjtd\eB and other evil beings in the Sr^i Yl Hddfikht, g, 6. 

“ Supposing that the Paz. fnawasi (fravast in § 16} stands for 

Pahl. parvast, as in Chaps. VIIT, gC, ^7, XIV, 73, XVI, 56, do, 

66-Cg, 71, 72; but as Mr, uses Sans, prasarplta, pravish/a, 

pravartita, samudgaU, and samutpatita to translate the word, 

he mnst have assumed that it stood for fra£ast (Pahl, fra^aut, 
* sprang forth 
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good beings became aware, by means of omniscience, 

of the blemishing operation and the lies aitd false¬ 

hoods of the fiend, (14) and of this too, that is, of 

what extent was this power of his, by which this 

blemishing operation and work of ruin creep on^, 

(15) so that, henceforth, iJiere exists no power what¬ 

ever for its restoration, which is free from the com¬ 

plete daubing of restraint, pain, and entanglement 
that is inside the sky. 

16. It is they* who are sagaciously mingled by 

him (the good being) with the substance of the lumi¬ 

naries, because that fiend encompassed and was 

entangled with his luminaries, therefore all his 

powers and resources are for the purpose of not 

allowing the fiends of crimes of many kinds their 

own performance of what is desirable for them each 

separately; (17) such as the fiendish venom of the 

noxious creatures which the four elements (z ah akin), 

pertaining to AOharmasr^/, [keep enveloped®. 18. For 

if this fiendish venom of tlie noxious creatures] does 

not remain entangled [with the four elements of the 

bodily formations pertaining to Aiharmafffjf]—which 

are water, fire, earth, and air—it is just as though 

they came to the sky and spiritual existence, 19. 

' Sans. * will retreat,’ as if N@r. understood the pronoun *his’ to 
refer to the good spirit, instead of the evil one; the application of 
the pronouns in §§ 14, 15 being by no means clear in the original 
text. 

* The spiritual representatives of the luminaries, who are angels. 
* The words in brackets arc omitted in AK, PB3, La3, so that 

§§ 17, 18, in those MSS., stand as follows:—* Since the fiendish 
venom of the noxious creatures, that the four elements pertaining to 
Afiharmas<f—which are water, fire, earth, and air—have not en¬ 
tangled, is just as though they (the creatures) came to the sky and 

spiritual existence! 

[»4] K 
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And if they attained to spirituality and a disem¬ 

bodied existence, it would not be possible for those 

creatures of Aflha^'maai^ to avoid and escape from 

that demoniacal venom of theirs* 20. It would be in 

the grasp (gr6hd)^ and mingled with the breath 

(vii3?) of mankind and the other creatures, and their 

restoration] support, increase, and growth would not 

be possible. 
ei. So they® also keep those planets enveloped 

in light, because the fiendish venom of the noxious 

creatures is in the substance of those luminaries* 

22. On account of that, too, the existence of some¬ 

what of advantage is manifest from tlie serpent 

species, which are dissolving venom from the mul¬ 

titudes of other wild animals and noxious creatures 

23* So also from the planets; on account of the 

commingling of the inferior splendour of those lumi¬ 

naries, benefit is manifested by them. 

24. A similitude of these planets and the benefit 

which they always bestow (25) is such as the brigands 

(gaddgS.n)* and highwaymen who interrupt the path 

of traders In. a caravan. 26. They abstract important 

things from many, (27} and do not grant and give 
them to the diligent worthy, but to sinners, idlers, 

courtezans, paramours, and the unwortliy* 

28* Observe this, too, that this performance of 

good works vrhich astrologers compute and state 

from those planets is for this reason, (29) when they 

have not preferred the method of the divinities 

* Or grfih^ may mean assembla^is.' 

* The angel? Of ihi? luminaries. 

' Which they eat, and thereby ditninish the nuinber of such 

objectionable oTeatores. 

' See § TO n. 
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(bagh^n) who are distributing welfare, and that, 

also, of the five constellations pertaining to ACihar- 

m3Lsd—which are the great that is supreme and 

measurable*, Haptdiring*, created by Mazda*, and 

the stars Vanand®, Satav^s®, andTlst^^'^—as regards 

the brigands (gadflgdn)* and distributers of evil. 

30. And those are the five planets that rush below 

them in the shape of stars, and they keep /Aem 

enveloped in light, which are Saturn, J upiter, Mars, 

Venus, and Mercury. 31. Since the supreme constella¬ 

tion, the great on^ of the north-opposing* (32) Hap- 

t6iring, is opposing Saturn, (33) Haptdiring, created 

by Mazda, is opposing Jupiter, (34) Vanand, the 

smiter of noxious creatures, is opposing Mars, (35) 

the star Satavfis is opposing Venus, (36) and the 

star Tirtar is opposing the planetary Mercury’®, (37) 

the welfare, which they say is from those brigands 

(gadfig^n), is from those five constellations per- 

* Called * the great one of the middle of the sky * in Bd. 11,8, V, i, 

which has not yet been identified, but may be Regulus or Onon. 

* Sans. * very visible.’ 

* See Mkh. XLIX, 15-21, where it is called Hapt6k-ring. 

* This epithet is often applied to Haptdiring, Vanand, and 

Satav^. 
“ See Mkh. XLIX, 12-14. ‘ See Mkh. LXU, 13. 

’ See Mkh. XLIX, 5, 6. 

* The planetary witches (sec § 10). 

* Or it may be * planetary-opposing,’ or ‘ north-accepting.* The 

dislocation, and probable corruption, of these sections is due to N6r., 

who evidently considered the epithet mazdadhfita, ‘created by 

Mazda,’ as the name of one of the constellations, and * great ’ and 

‘ supreme’ as mere epithets of Haptdiring. But he found it difficult 

to adapt the text to this opinion of his. 
These oppositions agree with those mentioned in Bd. V, i, 

except that Haptdiring is there opposed to Mars, and Vanand to 

Jupiter. 

K 2 
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tainmg to Atiharma^f/, (3S) as they obtain the 

triumph of much power and little injury. 

39* And for the sake of not leaving these five 

planets to their own wills, they are bound the 

creator, Atiharma^i^ each one by two threads (^Ik) 

to the sun (Mihir) and moon. 40. And their for¬ 

ward motion and backward motion are owing to the 

same cause- 41- There are some whose length of 

diread is longer, such as Saturn and Jupiter, (42) and 

there are sotne of which it is shorter, such as Mercury 

and Venus. 43* Every time when they go to the 

end of the threads, they draw itient back from behind, 

(44) and they do not allow them to proceed by their 

own wills, (45) so that they f^tay not injure the 

creatures. 

46. And those two fiends that are greatly powerful, 

who are opponents of the planetary sun and moon, 

move below the splendour of ihoss^ two luminaries', 

47. Another—even that which is called the brigand 

(gadfig) of the stars, as regards the welfare that 

exists^—is likewise confined below the splendour of 

the sun, 48. And when it^ gets far from control, it 

commits damage and harm on the constellation into 

which it springs, and on the quarter which is the 

particular concern of that constellation, (49) until it 

‘ Referring to the supposed cause of eciipscs, v^'btch arc said to 

be occasioned by two dark bodies revolving below the sun and 

moon, so as to pass between them and the earth whenever an 
eclipse occurs (see Dd. LXIX), 

’ Referring to the supposed injurious influence of comets which, 

as they usually appear one at a time to the unassisted eye, are here 

assumed to be a single evil being, the Mfljpar of Bd. V, i, 2. 

'We should perhaps say ' she/ as a drQ^, ' fiend,' is usually 

considered to be a female being, and the MQjpar or Mflj-pairika is 
a witch. 
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becomes again, a second 'time, bound and fettered 
to the sun. 

50. The statement which they offer about it' (51) 

is this, the conflict of the superior beings within the 

star station. 52. Out of the inferior of those are the 

conflicts of Ti^tar and the demon Spen-aragar*, (53) of 

the fire Vizirt* and the demon Az/4ush*, (54) and 

of other good spirits with gloomy ones, for the for¬ 

mation of rain and allotment of welfare to the 

creatures. 

55. Below them are mankind and cattle, noxious 

creatures and deadly ones *, and other creatures 

that are good and bad. 56. Because propensities 

(gada^ni) are mingled with mankind, (57) which 

are greed, lust, malice, wrath, and lethargy, (58) 

wisdom, temper, skill, knowledge, understanding, 

and intellect, (59) as the good influences and bad 

influences are called, which are the causes of good 

works and sin. 

60. All this welfare of the creatures • is specially 

owing to the creator of the creatures, (61) who is him¬ 

self the healer and perfect ruler, the maintainer of 

protection, nourisher, and caretaker, preserving his 

own creatures. 62. And, for his own creatures, he 

* Meaning, probably, the reason given by the astrologers for the 
good works mentioned in § 28. 

* The demon of thunder (see Bd. VII, 12). 
* The lightning (see Bd. XVII, i). 
* The demon of drought (see Bd. VII, 8, 10, 12, XXVIII, 39). 

These two conflicts represent the struggle between rain and 
drought, which culminates in the thunderstorm; Tiftar (Sirius) 
being the bringer of rain. 

® So in AK, PB3, MH19, but other MSS. have mSr, * serpent,' 
instead of mar, though NSr. uses Sans, nrrxaffisa. 

* Which is manifest in the world around us. 
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has thoroughly created and taught the means of 

preservation from evil, and the appliances for 

abstaining from crime, 
63. A semblaticci too, of him is such as a wise 

orchard-owner and gardener who wishes to diminish 

the wild animals and birds which are mischievous 

and destructive for his orchard by spoiling the fruit 

of the trees. 64. And that wise gardener, effacing 

(padas^l^) his own little trouble, for the sake of 

keeping those mischievous wild animals away from 

his own orchard^ arranges the appliances which are 

necessary for the capture of those wild animals, 

(65) such as springes, traps, and snares for birds. 

6d. So that when a wild animal sees the snare, 

and wishes to proceed with suspicion of it, through 

unconsciousness of the springe and trap he is cap¬ 

tured therein, 

67. This is certain, that, when a wild animal falls 

into a trap, is not a victory of the trap, but that of 

the arranger of the trap, (68) a^d through him the 

\vi\d animal is captured in the trap, 69, The pro¬ 

prietor and orchard-owner, who is the arranger of 

the trap, is aware through sagacity that the wild 

animal is powerful, and to what extent and how long 

a time. 70, The power and strengtii of that wild 

animal, which are in its body, are e^ihausted and 

poured otd by struggling, as much as it is able, in 

demolishing the trap and m endeavouring to destroy 

and spoil the springe, 71. And when, on account of 

imperfect strength, its power of struggling totters 

and is exhausted, that wise gardener then, by his 

own will and his own result of determinationi, wisely 

throws that wild animal out of the trap, with f/j 

existing nature and exhausted strength, 72. 
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he consigns his own trap and springe, rearranged 

and undamaged, back to the storehouse. 

73. Even like him is the creator Afiharma^t/, 

who is the preserver of creations and arranger of 

creatures*, the disabler of the evil original evolu¬ 

tion* and protector of his own orchard from the 

injurer. 74. The mischievous wild animal, which is 

the spoiler of the orchard, is that accursed Aharman 

who is the hurrier and disturber of the creatures. 

75. The good trap is the sky, in which the good 

creations are lodging, (76) and in which the evil 

spirit and his rudimentary* miscreations are captured. 

77. And pertaining to the springe and trap of the 

wild animal, who is mischievous owing to his own 

wilfulness, is the exhauster (78) time that, for the 

struggling of Aharman and his powers and resources, 

is for the long period* (79) which, through the 

struggling of die wild animal In the springe and 

trap, is an exhaustion of its strength. 80. The sole ® 

* N6r. has ‘of the trap’ in Sanskrit The P&z. dam, meaning 

both * creature' and ‘ trap.’ 
’ Reading b(in ga.rtak instead of bCn ya^tak, as the word has 

evidently no reference to any form of worship. It cannot be trans¬ 

lated * original perversion ’ (a possible meaning of the word) because 

there are two of them (see § 103 and Chap. VIII, lor), one com¬ 

peting with the other (see Chap. VIII, 1), which, as one of them is 

here said to be evil, implies that the other is good and cannot, 

therefore, be a perversion; nor would this term be applicable in 

Chap. VI, (Tor XV, 56. 
* Or it may be ‘ primitive,’ as k&dmon is the Huzviiir form of 

the Pfiz. khimast (superlative of Pers. *A&m, ‘immature’) here 

used. 
* So in all the older MSS., but in Sans, it ‘iV the long-time lord,' 

a common Avesta epithet of ‘ time,’ and this alteration has been 

introduced into JE, R, and a few other modern MSS. 

“ Assuming that Pdz. aw^a stands for eviz. The word is 

omitted by Sans., K28, L15. 
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creator of the creatures arranges a preservation 

againj which is the preparation of an eternal happy 

progress from his adversary, which that wise 

orchard-owner does with his own trap and springe h 

Si, Then ^ the scanty power and want of ability of 

that fiend for it, in his struggling for the luminaries, 

are manifest even from this. S2, When as with 

lying falsehood he thought thus ®‘ I wilt make this 

sky and earth and the creatures of 

extinct, or I will turn them- from their own’ nature 

and bring thmn to my own,* (S3) even then, with all 

the power, desire of destruction, and perpetual strug¬ 

gling of the fiend, no slaughter whatever by the 

demons is free from effectual limits' it is this earth 

and sky, and these creatures, (84) that are propa¬ 

gating from few to many, as is manifest, (85) and 

innujuerable per softs are convinced of it* 86, For, 

if in this struggling any victory should have specially 

occurred, it would have been impossible to attain 

from few to many* 

Sy* Moreover, if the births of the worldly existence 

are mostly manifest through the occurrence of death 

therein, even then it is seen that that death is not a 

complete dissolution of existence, but a necessity of 

g'oing- from place to place, from duty to duty *. 88. 

For, as the existence of all these creations is derived 

from tlie four elements, it is manifest to the sight 

t/mi those worldly bodies of theirs are to be mingled 

again with the four elements. 89, The spiritual/jasr/j', 

which are the rudimentary appliances of the life 

^ As staled in § 72. 

“ Reading adtnaf, ^ then for it,” which is the c?Tiginal Pahkvi 

indicated by the PSk. aind of Nfir. (see Mkh. IX, d n). 

^ See§ IS. * Compare Chap. XII, 79, 
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stimulating the body, are mingled with the soul— 

(90) on account of unity of nature they are not dis¬ 

persed—(91) and the soul is accountable (am^r- 

h6mand) for its own deeds. 92. Its treasurers*, 

also, unto whom its good works and offences are in¬ 

trusted, advance there for a contest. 93. When the 

treasurer of the good works is of greater strength, 

she. preserves it, by her victory, from the hands of 

the accuser and settles it for the great throne and 

the mutual delightfulness of the luminaries; (94) 

and it is assisted eternally in virtuous progress. 95. 

And when the treasurer of its offences is of greater 

strength, it is dragged, through her victory, away 

from the hands of the helper *, (96) and is delivered 

up to the place of thirst and hunger and the agoniz¬ 

ing abode of disease ^ 97. And, even there, those 

feeble good works, which were practised by it in the 

\^^ox\^\y existence, are not useless to it; (98) for, owing 

to this same reason, that hunger and thirst and 

punishment are hijlicted on it proportionately to the 

sin, a7id not lawlessly, (99) because there is a watcher* 

^ Ngr. divides the word gan^dbar, ‘treasurer,’ into the three 

words gan^ u bar, ‘treasure and produce.’ These treasurers are 

the female spirits who meet the soul after death, with its stores of 

good works and sins (see Dd. XXIV, 5, XXV, 5), and symbolize its 

good and bad conscience, represented by a beautiful maiden and 

a frightful bag, respectively. 
* The accuser is any person or thing of the good creation that 

has been injured by any sin, and who must be satisfied by atone¬ 

ment before the sin can be remitted. The question, therefore, to 

be settled, when the account of the soul is rendered, is whether its 

good works are sufficient to atone for its sins. In this case the 

treasurer of offences represents the accusers. 

* The treasurer of good works. 

* That is, to the torments of hell. 
® Either the treasurer of its good works, or the good works 

themselves. 
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of the infliction of its punishment. loo. And, ulti¬ 

mately, the compassionate creator, who is the for- 

giver of the creatures, does not leave any good 

creature captive in the hands of the enemy h loi. 

one day^ he saves even those who are sinful, and 

those of the righteous through atonement for sin, by 

the hands of the purifiers, €c-nd makes ihsTn proceed 

on the happy course whidi is eternal* 

102. The conclusion is this, that the creator is the 

healer and perfect ruler, the maintaiiier and nourisher, 

protecting and preserving the creatures ^ ,■ not a pr0“ 

ducer of the disease, a causer of the pain, and an 

inflicter of the punishment of his own creatures* 103. 

And it is more explicitly written below, with the 

arrangement of the two original evolutions *, among 

the assertors of the non-existence of a sacred being'', 

and the contemplators of unity®, 

104. As ordered and ret^uested by you it is pro¬ 

vided (padar^LSt) ; do you direct and observe iVwith 

kind regards, 105, Because, as written above ^ by 

us, T do not hold the station of teaching, but really 

that of learning. 1 od. Eve n thi s teachi ng of doetrin es 

is that which was obtained by me, through the religion 

of wisdom *, from the writing (nipik) of 

vand b and is here indicated. 107, And his teachings 

^ Compare Chap. XII, 59, 
^ Assumidg that Pa;z. is a rnisfcading of Huz. y6ai‘i. 
‘ Cojnpare § fii. 
* See § 7311, Chaps* y, 4(3-fX, 45. 
»Chap.V. ‘Chap. X, ^ Chap* 1,44^ 
® It is doubtful Tvbellier this dini-i-tfiard was the naino of 

a book now unknown, as the phrase admits of reasonable trans¬ 
lation. 

* This writer is aJso mentioned in Chaps. I, 3S, IX, 2, X, 32, 
but his name has not yet been found elsewhere. As he does not 
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are in the Dinkar^;^^ manuscript (niplk)^ whkh the 

supremely learned Attir-fr6bag \ son of Fatukh-z^^, 

who was the leader of those of the good religion, 

explained out of Ais knowledge of the religion^ and 

which consists of a thousand subjects 

io3. Of that, toQj which is asked by you about 

unlimited ness and limitation' I have written below 

through the will of the sacred beings. 

Chapter V, 

1. Another subject^ among the assertors of the 

non-existence of a sacred being, is about the exist’ 

ence of the sacred being and his competitor, 

2. Of the knowledge approvable by wisdom and 

the statements of the limits of evidence, about the 

existence of the sacred being and his competitor, (3) 

appear to he mentsoned in that portion of the BJnltartf known to 

be cxunt, his writinga were probably embodied in the first two 

books of that work, which not yet been discovered, 
^ The most extensive Pahlavi work in existence, of ivhich only 

Books III-IX are extant; they contain about 170,000 words and 

are a sumtnaTy of the religious opiuious, customs, legends, and 

literature of the Mas<ik’worshippers, compLcd probably in or before 

the eighth century of the Christian era Irom earlier records, 

“An early editor of the Dlnkar^^ * acts of the religion.' His 

selections from various religions writings form the fourth and 

fifth books of that work. He appears to have been succeeded In 

the editorship by his son ZaraiftrL And when their manuscript 

became worn ou^i it was finally re-edited by Atilrp^j son of HfitnW, 

who lived in the latter part of the ninth century. All these three 

editors were headers of the good religion/ and are mentioned in 

the last paragraphs of the third book of the Dinkartf, 

* daraa means rather ' subject' than ‘ chapter' (Paz. dar)- 

* See Chap. XVI, 53-107, 
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this is a summary —Om knows it should be enjoined, 

that the supreme first knowledge, most suttahh for 

the well-discerning, is comprehending the sacred 

being, 4, He, of whom this knowledge is not the 

leader of knowledge, is unaided by other knowledge, 

5. Comprehending the sacred being is possible 

through undecayed^ understanding, fervent intellect, 

and decisive \visdom, 

6. Since comprehending the sacred being is not, 

thus far, more than that om knows that a sacred 

being exists, (7) because whoever is acquainted with 

the existence of a certain thing, and is unaware of its 

nature, is thinking tlius, that that tiling is good or 

bad, erudite or ignorant, antidote or poison, cold a7id 

frozen or hot and scorching, dry and withering or 

damp, (8) and, when unaware of its nature, his only 

knowledge of it is then useless^(9) for it is possible 

to cause the commendation and condemnation of any 

person or thing, not through its existence but through 

its nature—(10) therefore one knows this should be 

also enjoined, that a knowledge of^ anything is 

acquired in three modes :—(ii) by knowing what is 

inevitable, or by knowing whai is analogous, or by 

luhat is possible mid fit to exist. 

r2. Inevitable knowledge is such as once one is 

one, and twice two are four. 13. For within the 

bounds of the really inevitable it is not possible to 

say, (14) that there was or will be a time, or a place, 

where twice two are said to be five or three. 

15* K now! edge by analogy is that whi eh an non n ces, 

from anything manifest, something which is not 

* Assuming that PSa. agunast (Saus. atitvila) stands for Pah I 

bpt it may stand for Pahl. ‘ unsilencedh* 
^ Sans, inserts * the nature of,' 
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manifest, (16) and brings, out of anything visible, 

something invisible, in the likeness of a hand put 

upfor the household service of the perception of 

wisdom, (17) through complete similarity, resem¬ 

blance, or partial resemblance. 

18. Complete similarity is such as that of a man 

of Pirs to a man of another district. 19. Resem¬ 

blance is such as that of cheese to the white of an 

2o.‘ And partial resemblance is such as that of 

cheese to chalk, (21) since this is about the limit of 

partial resemblance, because cheese is like unto chalk 

only in whiteness, (22) but to the white of an egg in 

whiteness and also as food. 

23. And there is also that which is called more 

resembling than resemblance, and more partially 

resembling than partial resemblance. 24. That 

which is more than complete similarity is not spoken 

about, (25) because completion does not become 

more complete. 

26. By this mode it is set forth a second time at 

more length. 27. To demonstrate an invisible from 

a visible thing is such as from a thing made and 

maintained, which is not domestically serving the 

maker and maintainer, (28) and from a thing written, 

whose writer is not declared, (29) are manifest a 

maker of that which is made, a maintainer of that 

which is maintained, and a writer of that which is 

written, who are inevitable, (30) because that which 

is not manifest and is invisible is demonstrated by 

the diing which is manifest and visible. 

31. Information of that which is within the possi¬ 

ble and fit to exist is credible, (32) such as what one 

^ As a finger-post. 
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states thus : ' 1 saw a man by whom a lion, or a lion 

by whom a man, was slain outright* 33. And this, 

ddng that which is within the limits of the possible 

and fit to exist, may be a He. 34. But when a man 

announces that intelligence^ who is renowned for 

truth and tested in judgment, it is within the limits 

of truth and reality. 35^ If a man announces it, who 

is disgraced by falsehood and tested in misjudgmentj 

it is witliin the limits of falsehood and unreality. 

36. Another mode, outside of these and within 

the limits of the inevitable, is dy knowing what has 

not occurred and is not possible ; (37) such as what 

one states thus: ‘ It is possible to bring the world, 

in secrecy, into the inside of an egg/ (3S) or "it is 

possible for an elephant to pass into an eye of a 

needle,' (39) in such a manner as though one ikem 

really becomes no greater and no less, (40) or its 

substance is something w^hich is not a rudiment. 

41, A struggle which should not be limited, (42) 

an existing thing which is not temporary and local- 

ised, (43) or is localised and not limited, (44) the 

working of a vain miracle, (45) and other things of 

this description of speaking a7id imagining are faulty 

and false and not possible. 

46. Then^ the knowledge of the existence of him 

who is the exalted sacred being, apart from tangibi- 

Jity of nature and other evidence, is through the 

inevitable and analogy, (47) as much visible before 

the sight of wisdom as from the prosperity^, forma¬ 

tion, and organization which are, according to dif- 

^ Reading adtnaj, ' then of him/ for PSe, aind, a$ in Chap. IV, 

Si. Having explained the modes of arguing', in §§12-45, *he 

author now retum^ to the argument itself, 

^ So b Sans., but hihar-h^maodlh also means * divisibility.’ 
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ferent statements of many kinds, the formation of 

the things of the world and mankind whose particles, 

and the appliances which are owing thereto, are such 

as the elements of the hody and life, from which* 

they are prepared and formed, (48) which are fire, 

water, air, and earth, (49) that are, each separately, 

a stimulus so qualified and ennobled for their own 

operations, (50) that the operation of fire, through 

its own quality (y^lharih) and nobility (vdspfihara- 

k^rilh), is such that the operations of water, air, and 

earth are not to stimulate unrestricted (atang)* by 

it. 51. Thus, also, the operation of water, through 

its own quality, is such that the operations of air, 

fire, and earth are not unrestricted by it. 52. So, 

also, of air, the operations of fire, water, and earth 

are not unrestricted by it. 53. So, also, of earth, the 

operations of these others are to stimulate not unre¬ 

stricted by it. 54. But each separately is for its own 

operation, just as they are ennobled and qualified 

(55) sagaciously a'nd methodically, a 

qualifier, a constructor, and an ennobler. 56. And 

the organization is constructed, prepared, qualified, 

ajid ennobled as is suitable for those operations. 

57. So, also, as to mankind and the other creatures, 

who arethe germinating of these elements, (58) whose 

organization of bone, fat, sinew, veins, and skin, each 

separately (59) without sympathy, one for the other, 

is visible altogether. 60. Thus, too, are the nobility 

and qualification of the internal organs, (61) such as 

the liver, heart®, lungs, kidneys, gall-bladder, and 

* Reading mftn asax for PSz. ke vax. 

* See Chap. Ill, 30 n. 

* Assuming that P&z. dawur is a misreading of Pahl. dtl. 
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Other appliances, for every one of which a function 

of its own is manifest 62. They are qualified mui 

ennobled for their defence by those functions which 

are their own, 

63. So, also^ is the qualification of the eye^ ear, 

nose, tongue, moutlij teeth^ hand, foot, and other 

external appliances, whose own functions are each 

separate- 64, And it is visibly manifest therein; 

inasmuch as^ when one of these organs is disabled, 

any one of the rest is not suitable for the work of 

that other for which it is not qualified^ 65, And 

when only the construction of one of the organs of 

the body is examined into—that is, how tt A—it is 

wonderfully sagaciously constructed^ 

66, Such as the eye, ’which is of many natures of 

different names and different purposes, (67) s-s the 

eyelash^ the eyelid^ the white^ the eyeball (khiyak)j 

the iris (sAyak)j and the pupil (t^ii^ak), (68) in such 

way that the white is fat^^ (69) the iris is water which 

kai so Stood in the prison® of fat that the turning of 

the eye, from side to side, occurs through it, (70) and 

the pupil, itself the sight, is like a view into the water, 

7:, The iris stands in the prison of vrhlte, like the 

standing of water in a prison of fat; (72) and the 

pupil is within the iris, like the view of a thing 

\vidiin clear water, (73) or the form of a column in 

^ So in SanSr, but tbc FahL text may be transkled ^ how won- 

derPul it /f, it is sagaciously conEtnicttdr' 

* Assuming that FAs- p^gh, as well as pih in ^ 6g and peh in 

§ 7'j stands for Fahl. pik (Pcrs- pi), ' fat.' It might also be con¬ 

nected with Fera, pi hah/ a veil/ as K8r. seems to have nndeislood 

it here ; but fat ^ suits the whole context better. 

’ Reading lag, instead of rag, * a vein,’ which latter is adopted 

by NSr. both here and in § 7 r. 
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a shining mirror. 74. And the arrangement of the 

white in the orbit is for the reason that the dust 

whirling from the atmosphere, when it arrives at the 

eye, shall not be concealed in it, (75) but shall turn 

to the lid (gumb) of the eye, (76) and shall not in¬ 

jure the sight of the eye. 77. Just as the construc¬ 

tion of the tube (rag) of the ear is undilated (afdhal), 

for the reason (78) that whirls of dust and winged 

noxious creatures shall not rightly enter therein. 

79. And the moisture of oneself, the secretion of 

the ear, and the venom of noxious creatures are 

manifestly as useful'^.' 

80. When the appliances of life and soul are 

observed—(81) such as the smell, hearing, sight, 

taste, and touch which are causing the intelligence 

of living beings, (82) as also the wisdom of every 

pontiff (rafl^, which is pronounced decisive, (83) the 

knowledge which is acquiring, (84) the intellect which 

is a seeker mid transmitter, (85) the understanding 

which is a treasurer and defender, (86) the con¬ 

sciousness which is itself the sight of the soul, (87) 

the guardian spirit (fravash) which is itself the 

nature that is a maintainer of the body, (88) the 

spiritual life (ah Cl) which is pure, (89) and the other 

spiritual existences that are maintaining the body, 

which are each separately qualified, in that manner*, 

/or their operation and duty—(90) they are perfect 

in their own operation, as to duty such as they are 

ennobled and qualified for. 91. As to that for 

which they are not qualified, they are not suitable. 

92. The two arguments which are each separate 

* As means of defence. 
* By the assistance of the senses mentioned in § 8x. 

[24] L 
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m the Dinkari^ manuscript, as the supremely learned 

t>n€^ has explained thsm out of his knowledge of the 

religion^ are here set forth at length. 93. whose 

wish is to fully understand the wonderfulness of the 

Ma^ifa-worshipping religion and the statements of 

the primitive faith, (94) examines into it in a 

manuscript of that character, (95) and shall under¬ 

stand more fully the wonderfulness and truth of the 

religion® 

Chapter VL 

I* As io another delusion ^ of those asserting the 

non-existence of a sacred being—(2) whom they call 

atheistical (dahar!)'^(3) that they are ordained 

fres from religious trouble (alag) and the toil of 

practising good works, (4) and the unlimited twaddle 

(dr^yijn)® they abundantly chatter, (5) you® should 

observe this:—6* That they account this world, with 

the much change and adjustment of description of 

its members and appliances, their antagonism to one 

another, and their confusion witli one another, as an 

original evolution^ of boundless time. 7. And this, 

too, that there is no reward of good works, no 

punishment of sin, no heaven and hell, and no 

stimulator of good works and crime. 8. Besides 

^ Atflr-fr6bag (see Chap^ IV, 107), 

^ Nearly all the Pahlavi minugcrjpts of this work terminate her*. 

’ P^Zi, vySwant (see Chap. Ill, 23 n), 

Sans, dig am bar a refers this term to Buddhist ascetics, tlic 

nearest approach to atheists idth which was acquainted. 

* A contemptuous terni for the speech of evil beings. 

* Or it may be as the Sanskrit uses the third person. 
^ See Chap. IV, 73 n. 
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this, that things are only worldly, and there is no 
spirit. 

9. As I written and shown above^—(10) that 

to be made without a maker, and decided without a 

decider, is as impossible as to prepare what is written 

without a writer, or a house without a mortar-mixer 

(r^2y and building (dd^ak)—(ii) things made, of 

all kinds, cannot arise without making. 

12. And this worldly existence is owing to the 

mingling of competing powers. 13. So its numerous 

possessions are so constructed, selected, and made 

of diverse races (^Ihardn), diverse colours, diverse 

scents, diverse characteristics, and diverse species as 

I have stated above* about the body, (14) that it is 

constructed ayid made out of many things, such as 

bone, fat, sinew, veins, skin, blood, breath, hair*, 

fundament®, hand, foot, head, belly, atui other mem¬ 

bers, internal and external, (15) in two series® of 

things of many kinds, of which to be never made by 

means of the diverse nature of diverse powers, (16) 

or to arise without a maker, tlie impossibility is 

certain. 

17. And in like manner of the other creatures, plants 

and trees, water and fire, earth and air, their stimu¬ 

lus, too, which is not themselves, is to their own 

duty; and they are not stimulators, (18) but there is 

a stimulator, a building (d^jdk), and a making for 

' Chap. V, 27-30. * Sans, has * carpenter.' 

• Chap.V, 57-63. 

* Assuming that Piz. vas is a misreading of Pahl. varas. N6r. 

has Sans, rasa, 'liquid secretion.' 

* Supposing that Pdz. daryam (Sans. nishMd) stands for Pah), 

dar-t dum. 

• Literally ‘ columns.' 

L 2 
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them, 19. And the usage (vi^ir) which is changing 

and urging them, from stimulus to stimulus^ from 

statement to statement, and from time to time, is 

not according to the will and requirement of those 

made, but according to those that are stimulating 

and making* 

20. Even so, indicative of the rotation of the years, 

months, days^ (mi hours, is the revokition of the 

cdesiiai sphere and stars which are settled (pas^kh- 

tak), and of the sun and moon which are adjusted 

(nl varf/ak), a welhhorsed ^ progress and conspicuous 

revolution, ar* This, too, is an indication that the 
movements of every appearance (j^fharth) are owing 

to an exhibitor, by whom the movement of that 

appearance is exhibited. 

22* Owing to other differences and different 

management in the worldly exhtmm (23) it is 

possible to know, from the worldly eadstmce at 

various times and various periods, that this worldly 

exhkncs is not witliout a manager, 24. Or that its 

manager is not a sacred being*, who is learned, 

acting reasonably, of unlimited power, and illumin¬ 

ing ® the sky, is also tliat which is visible when the 

development, decay, and death of tlie world are such, 

that the nature alike of mankind and animals, and 

alike of races and trees, is to come from youth to old 

age, and from old age to death. 25. No one what¬ 

ever is seen tkat has come from old age back to 

youth, or from death back to life, and it is not 

' Alluding to ibe supposed horses of die sun, Sans, has 
‘ brilliant.’ 

* That 19, the world cannot be controlled by a sacred being 
alone, on account cf tbe evil it contains. 

^ Sans, has "making,^ another meaning of varz. 
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possible to say so. 26. Nor yet is it proper to 

think, say, or believe this, (27) that there is no 

recompense of good works and punishment of 

crime, (28) nor even an appearance of an attain¬ 

able creator of all the creatures, and of the daubing 

of a destroyer. 

29. Moreover, as to this latter^ that is precious to 

those who are more friends of penury than of the 

comfort of ill-famed vileness—(30) because they 

produce their happiness thereby^, and are grateful, 

(31) and when they see distress they become 

suppliants (32) even from this destiny and dispensa¬ 

tion which cannot become spiritual except by the 

spirits—(33) even so, in the appearance of every 

one of the hungry, (34) and in every one hurrying 

and straitened*, who is imploring favours, is a 

manifestation of the maintenance of a hope for a 

supreme inspection over mankind, and, indeed, over 

wild animals, birds, a‘nd quadrupeds. 

35. As to this, too, which they call sophistical*, 

(36) that there is no assurance of even one of these 

things, (37) because all are jaundiced*—(38) for 

whoever says that honey is bitter and honey is 

sweet, is right in both, (39) since it is bitter to those 

abounding in bile, and sweet to others; (40) also 

bread is pleasant and bread is unpleasant are both 

* By performing the good work of charity, which is necessary 

for the future happiness of their own souls. 

* Assuming that PSz. ^vaxt^w u vadang is a misreading of 

Fahl. adxtivd va tang. 

* Fdz. suwastdt (Sans, suvast&ytka) is evidently traceable to 

ao<purruc6t through Fers. sdfisZ&fyah. 

* Faz. tahal (Sans, ka/uka) is transposed in Fers. taFA, 

‘ bitter,’ in which sense the word is used in §§ 38, 39, and Chap. 

Ill, 24. 
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true, (41) since it is pleasant to the hungry, und 
unpleasant to the surfeited; (42) and many other 
^taiemenis of this description—(43) that which should 
be said in reply to their twaddle is summarily (44) 
such as the wise have told them (45) thus 1—^ Even 
this statement of you sophists^ about the jaundiced 
nature of everything, is alike jaundiced, and there is 
no truth in itf 

46. Many other things are said among them; (47) 
and this that is indicated by us is the predominant 
information you victors, (4S) so that you may 
obtain more from revelation. 

Chapter VI L 

Ik Another sudjecl is about the existence of a 
competitor of a different nature, as shown above h 
(2) that, from the constructing, qualifying, and 
ennobling of things so sagaciously, and even from 
the circumstances of an unimproving (a^irlk) hand 
put upon the concentrated light, it is manifest that 
its maker, constructor, concentrator, and qualifier is 
sagacious. 3* Also his constructing sagaciously is 
manifest, from each separately, through the qualify¬ 
ing mtd ennobling of his own works severally. 4, 
And his working sagaciously is an indicator that his 
work is purposed and caused, (5) because every one 
of the works of the sagacious ought to be purposed 
and caused, 6* The purpose and cause of a work 
arise first, the work afterwards, 

7. From the many kinds of his work it is manifest 
that his work is willed and requisite. S, For there 

^ ChjLps, IV, 11, 12, V, 54-5<5, 
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are two modes of doing a work, (9) either the willed 
is of the many kinds which are his will, (10) or the 
quality is of one kind which is as it is qualified^; 
(ii) so from the many kinds of work of the creator 
tt is manifest that his work is willed and requisite. 
12. And his will is owing to a necessity of different 
limit*, (13) because his will was a requisite for the 
power of the original evolution. 

14. The purpose and cause of a work are before 
the necessity, (15) because while the purpose of the 
necessity of a work does not occur, the necessity 
does not exist. 16. The purpose of a work arises 
from the cause, towards which the necessity of that 
work instigates. 17. The necessity and willing of a 
thing which is caused exist; (18) and a cause of the 
necessity of a thing owing to its own self is not well 
suited, (19) because the cause arises from progression, 
(20) concerning which an indicator is the purposed 
work that is sagacious. 21. The purpose is owing 
to a cause, the cause is owing to promptitude (aCutS,?/), 
the promptitude is owing to an exception (ba?'^), the 
exception is owing to an injurer, and the injury is 
owing to an opponent, without further words. 

22. I fiave also shown®, on this subject, through 
inevitable knowledge and through analogy, the 
making and qualification of the world and its cir¬ 
cumstances and appliances. 23. From the making 
and qualification of the world is manifested a maker 
and qualifier; (24) and* [through the purposely-made 

^ By necessity, and not exhibiting any freedom of will on the 
part of its maker. 

* That is, not limited by anything in his work of creation. 
’ In Chap.V, 46-91. 
* The passage in brackets is omitted by AK, PB3, MHr9, L23, 
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work of tlie sagacious creator, (25) owing to] the 

pnrposely’^made work is manifested the existence 

of an injurer from without. 

Chapter VII L 

I. Again, about the existence of a competing and 

different original evolution there are these (2) that 

are manifest from die good and evil which are in the 

world, (3) and the particulars of Us good maker which 

are self-limited. 4. Such as darkness and light, (5) 

erudition and ignorance, (6) perfume and stench, (7) 

life and death, (8) sickness and health, (9) order 

(di^jT) and disorder, (10) distress and freedom from 

care (i^^ffth), (ii) and other co-existing ^ factors 

whose certain existence is visible in every district 

and l^ndf and every age. 12. So that no district ar 

land whatever is discovered, nor yet any age has 

existed er shall exist, (13) wherein these good and 

bad terms and particulars have not existed or do not 

exist. 14. And it is not possible to say, as to any 

place or age, that good and evil are changeable in 

themselves by their own nature. 

15. Soj moreover, of the other co-existences whose 

difference is not through different duty, through dif¬ 

ferent species, or through different quality—(i 6) as 

the difference of those of a like nature among one 

another, such as male female, (i 7) ;^the varietie.s 

evidently by tnislake, as it is necessary to complete the meaning of 
the sentence. 

* Made for the purpose of frustrating the designs of the fiend, 
which he foresaw (see Chap. VIII, 51, 71). 

* See Chap. IV, 73 n. 

* And, therefore, competing, as their naturea are different. 
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of scents and flavours, and of the sun and moon and 

stars, whose difference is not through different nature, 

but through different duty, through different qualifi¬ 

cation, and through different construction, which are 

such as are attainable for various duties—(i8) the 

good and evil, light and dark, and other different 

natures are then their distinction not through 

different duty, but through different nature, (19) the 

incompatible quality and the injuriousness which are 

manifest in them, one towards the other. 20. There¬ 

fore, when good is there \ the non-existence of evil is 

unquestionable; (21) when light come, darkness 

is removed. 22. Even so of the other co-existences * 

whose incompatibility and injuriousness together are 

owing to the cause of difference of nature, (2 3) because, 

in the worldly existence^ there is a manifestation of the 

competing nature and injuriousness of the things, 

one towards the other. 

24. The worldly existence is the fruit of the 

spiritual, and the spiritual is its root, (25) because 

fruit is obtained through a root. 26. In like manner 

the giver of the evidence arisen among the intel¬ 

ligent is clear. 27. Of the worldly existence being 

the fruit, and tlie spiritual being the root, the 

evidence is this, (28) when the progress (ma^^anS) 

of every visible a7id tangible thing from impercep- 

tibility to perceptibility is explicitly manifest. 29. 

Because the arising of mankind and other creatures, 

* Sans, has ‘so that where (yatra) good is,’ which has induced 
JE to insert P^. edar for Sans, yatra, so as to make the author 
say * when good is here (in this world), the non-existence of evil 
there (in the other world) is unquestionable.’ A noteworthy 
instance of punctilious blundering, on the part of a revising 
copyist, making an author say more than he means. 

* Mentioned in §§5-11; those in § 4 having been just referred to. 
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who are visible and tangible, from a spiritual existence 

which is Invisible and intangible is known^ (30) as 

much as the mirrored length ijKif breadth of the body 

6eing an emanation of itself. 31. And the percep¬ 

tibility of the body of man and other creatures was 

imperceptible and invisible in the semen which is 

derived from iheir fathers; (32) the semen itself, too^ 

came into perceptibility, visibility, a^ul taiigibility in 

the skin^ of the fatliers* 

33* It is now possible to know inevitably® that 

this worldly existence^ which is visible a^id tangible, is 

produced and has arisen from a spiritual existence 

which is invisible and intangible. 34. In like manner 

the lapsing (yehevCintan6) from visibility and tan“ 

gibiiity into invisibility and intangibility^, which are 

themselves a spiritual state, Is unquestionable, 

35, When these are seen by us, in the worldly 

existence, the competing nature, formation, and in¬ 

juriousness of one towards the other, even as to the 

property of the spiritual existence, (36) which is the 

root of the worldly vne; (37) and, in like manner, 

there is no doubt of the existence of its fruit of 

worldly possessions ; (38) this is that which is mani¬ 

fest as regards a competing nature. 39, Then ^ its 

purpose and cause ^ere indicated by me above‘s, 

ivhich are the sagaciously working of the creator, 

(40) who created the creature which is an indicator 

a/ the existence of an opponent. 

^ That N^r, thus read pdst is shown by his Sanskrit translation 

of the word, but the original word was probably pdft, ‘ die back/ 

^ See Chap. V, ^ 3-^14 for the technical meaning of this word. 

^ As in the case of dcaili and decay. 

* Reading adinajatn, 'then its by me/ which is the Fahhvi 

form indicated by the ainfluin of NSr. (sc* Mkli. IX, 6 n). 
" Chap, Vn, 4, 5,1:9-21, 
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41. For 2/ is known that work due to workers is of 

two kinds, designed or qualified. 42. That which is 

designed is of three kinds. 43. Two are due to the 

wise and sagacious; (44) either through seeking 

for their own working of advantage and benefit, (45) 

or through removing and keeping away the harm 

and evil which are from without. 46. And one is 

due to the ignorant and unwise, (47) dotie defectively 

and without a purpose. 48. From the wise and 

sagacious, work ought' not to arise without a 
purpose and without a cause. 

49. As the sagacious creator, who is all-knowing, 

perfectly capable, and fully complete in his own self, 

has sought that which is not a necessity for any 

advantage and aggrandizement of his from without *, 

(50) it is, therefore, necessary to understand that the 

purpose and causes of his works are of that one 

kind *, (51) to remove a7id keep away the harm which 

is due to his opponent and the injurer who may arise 

from without, which is itself the purpose and cause 

of the creation of the creatures. 52. Also this, that 

that sagacious creator is good-willed, (53) and his 

will is all goodness. 54. The creatures were also 

created by him predominantly of his own will. 55. 

And the completely-stirring desire of him who is 

good-willed and sagacious is to subdue* evil and 

make it extinct, (56) for while evil is not subdued the 

' Reading saa6</, as in J£, because, although AK, PB3, MH19 

have P&z. sah^</, * seems,' Ndr. uses Sans, .raknoti. 

* And, therefore, cannot have been actuated by the design men¬ 
tioned in § 44. 

* Mentioned in § 45. 

* Reading khvdftanb, instead of Pdz. anAftan, which is almost 

identical in writing; and making a similar correction in § 56. 
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will of him who is good-willed is not fulhUed. 57- 

And this, that the goodness of that sagacious creator 

is manifest from creativeness, cherishing, and protec¬ 

tion, c^ndfrom commanding und teaching the means 

of putting away the path of evil and causing forbear¬ 

ance from crime; (58) also from the qualities and 

powers of the body in pain and sickness from 

without 

59. And, as a cause of the body, (60) to remove 

and keep away the opponent who comes to the body, 

and io be the maintenance, the cause of maturity, and 

the cause of growth of animals sprouting plants', 

through the power of maintaining and cherishing 

ilmr qualities, there is a co-operator who is scrip- 

rurally called the Fravash^» 61^ And through those 

four powers that are accumulative, which are the 

powers of attracting, seizing, digesting, and extract- 

ing—(6e) and which, owing to the creator's sagacity, 

of every kind, are co-operators with proportionate 

power for keeping away the pain and sickness of 

various hinds which are owing to the opponent, who 

is working defectively and desirous of evil-™(63) and 

ikrougk others that are of like strength auxiliary, 

the good will of the creator is manifest 

' Fniz, rGdamjinilj iivhich N^r translates by the Sanskrit for ‘trees 

and grains f and the occurrence of the latter word has induced 

some reviser of AK to alter the following- words ^dr-i dArS., 

‘power of maintaining',' into aflridneil, 'grams,'which aJteration 

has been adopted by and PB3, but the latter hag also iCr-i 

ddra Inserted in the margin, while JE has both readings in the text 

which thus means ‘ through the power of maintalnhig' axd chensh- 

in^ the quality of grains.' 

* The guardian spirit or spiritual representative of each object 

created by AOharmas;^, which acts for that object in the spiritual 
world (see Mhh, XLIK, 2^). 
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64. Of this, too, that this one is no creator of the 

pain and death which are dissipaters of the body, 

who is good-willed and a maintainer and cherisher of 

the body, (65) the evidence is even from this, when 

the sagacious creator is not a sufferer from sorrow 

(apakhshadir) and performing penitence, (66) and 

is no dissipater and disabler of his own achieve¬ 

ments*, (67) because he is sagacious and all¬ 
knowing. 

68. As to this other and the sorrow and penitence 

of the kind which is owing to his own work, it is 

fitting to speak about him as of deficient knowledge, 

incomplete wisdom, and inconclusive understanding. 

69. As, work does not arise from the wise and 

sagacious without a purpose and without a cause 

(70) in like manner work from the unwise and 

ignorant and those of inconclusive understanding is 

all defective, without a purpose, without a cause*. 

71. And that sagacious one is a contriver, working 

sagaciously and methodically, for keeping away that 

defective work and inconclusive understanding from 

his own creatures. 
72. He who is working defectively produced dis¬ 

torted* and entangled scriptures among the crea¬ 

tures ; (73) because this is known, that it is not 

possible so to keep away and cramp ® him who is a 

moving and living nature In a boundless void, and 

* Sans, has ‘creatures.’ * See § 48. 

* See §§ 46, 47- 
* Assuming thatPSz. farstnmawd (Sans, gumphita) stands for 

Fahl. par^in-hdmand. 
* Piz. awifsCkidan (Sans, sahko^ayilura); but it may be noted 

that the Pahlavi equivalent of this word might be easily read apa- 

sa^agtnt</an6, ‘ to disorganize.' 
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to become without risk of injury 74^ Butj though 

he does not become entangled, fenced in^ and captive^ 

(75) he is spreading anguish into the entanglement 

and captivity, and it is a means of grievous punish¬ 

ment- 76. Only \vhile a complete wping away of 

the anguish due to him, and complete information as 

to his own ignorant activity do not arise, he 

meditated^ with lying falsehood on that which is 

connected therewith. 77- And the complete capa¬ 

bility of the almighty creator is the wiping a^vay of 

the anguish. 
78. Owing to the complete ^^^ping away of anguish, 

through the almightiness of the sagacious creator, he 

casts him back impotent into the boundless void. 79- 

A^id the good creatures thereby become fearless, 

immortal, mid undistressed (So) through the com¬ 

pletely methodical sagacity and discernment of 

means of that omniscient creator of good beings. 

81. From observation of possessions the difference 

of things is manifest. 82. And the difference is of 

two kinds, as mentioned above 83, One is differ¬ 

ence of operation, and the other is difference of 

nature. 84. Difference of operation is owing to 

mutual assistance and united strength* (S5) and 

difference of nature is owing to want of an adapter 

^ Firom him, the evil spirit, who is said £0 have left his native 
abyss and come on towards the light, through the void which inter¬ 
vened (see Bd, I, 3-5, 

* Se in FSa.—Sans.; but 'he meditates' is more probable, and 
would be written in the same manner in Pahlavi. 

“ Perhaps referring^ to the ' two series of things^ menttoned in 
Chap-VI, 13.-15, but the connection is not very clear. 

* Because co-operation in complitated work tends towards divi¬ 
sion of labour. 
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and to opposition. 86. And not in a single place is 

a permanence of possessions manifest. 

87. If one of anything shall exist and one does not 

exist, its name shall exist, (88) for the sake of recog¬ 

nising things, one from the other, and preserving the 

name. 89. The bad, by separation from the good 

existence, is originally evolved in such a manner that 

the one is really no cause of the other. 90. Because 

each one is existent (ait-h6mand) through its own 

self, (91) owing to the perpetual injury and antagonism 

which are manifestly theirs, one towards the other. 

92. If any one shall say that, as the competing 

formations of the competitors are numerous—(93) 

such as good and evil, dark and light, perfume and 

stench, life and death, sickness and health, pleasure 

and vexation—(94) there ought to be many other 

such original evolutions, many in number and of 

many species; (95) then they may give this reply*, 

(96) that, even when there are many names and many 

species of competitors, still then all are within the 

compass® of two names. 97. And these two names 

are their including-source, which are good and evil. 

98. Their different names and different species are 

tokens of these two sources. 

99. There is nothing whatever that is not in the 

compass of these two names. 100. There has not 

been and imll not be anything which is not good or 

evil, or a mixture of both. 101. On which account 

' Sans, has ‘ others give a replybut the PSz. any 6, ‘ others,’ is 

certainly a misreading of PahL adtn ad, * then this,’ or adinaj, 

* then to him,’ in which latter case the phrase would be * then they 

may give a reply to him.* The proper P&zand for ‘other’ is 

awar« or han. 

• See Chap. IV, 12 n. 
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ii is explicitly manifest that the original evolutions 

are two, and not more; (to^) i^n.dalso this, that it is 

not possible for good to arise from evil, and evil 

from good, 

103* From this^ too, it is possible to understand ^ 

(104) that it IS not possibleyhr complete evil to arise 

from, that thing which is filled with goodness, 105. 

If it he possible, then ii is not full; (106) because 

any one tiling, when said io Bs full, is no place for 

anything else \ {^07) &ud when there is no place for 

anything else, other things are not improved by it. 

loS. If the sacred being be perfect in goodness 

and wisdom, the folly and evil of miy one are known 

not to arise from him. 109. If It be possible for 

them to arise from him, then he is not perfect. i to* 

If he be not perfect, it is not proper to glorify him 

for the sacredness of complete goodness, i n, If 

good and evil have crept on from the sacred being* 

he is imperfect in goodness* 112* If ^ imperfect 

in goodness, he is Imperfect in good information* 

113. If ^ imperfect in good information, so also 

he is imperfect in wisdom, understanding, knowledge, 

intellect, and otlier appliances of sagacity. 114. If 

he be imperfect in wisdom, understanding, intellect, 

knowledge, ^ is imperfect In health* 115. If 

he be imperfect in healthy he is apt to become sick. 

116, If he be apt to become sick, he is imperfect 

in life. 

117. If any one shall speak thus : * I always see 

that from one nature, such as that of mankind, alike 

good and alike evil have always crept on, through 

actions owing to them,' (ri8) that Is for this reason, 

^ MHiff has ‘ to main Lain, 
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because mankind are not perfect even in one thing, 

119. And, on account of imperfection in goodness, 

evil has crept on from them; (120) and also on 

account of imperfection, even in health, they become 

sick. 121. For the same reason they die, (122) 

because the cause of death is the struggling of two 

competing propensities within one nature. 123. 

There where two competing propensities exist within 

one nature, the occurrence of sickness and death is 
known. 

124. If any one shall say that there are good and 

evil actions which, until they are done, do not exist, 

(125) then they may give this reply^ (126) that the 

occurrence of an action apart from doing is as im¬ 

possible as any propensity apart from a nature; and, 

as to the nature, (127) its* continuance and arrange¬ 

ment are then known thereby not to occur through 

its own self. 128. For when a man indulges in 

wrath, Vohiiman* is far from there; (129) and when 

Vohfiman holds the position, wrath is not there. 

130. When a man tells a lie, truth is far from there*; 

(131) and when he speaks true, falsehood has no 

position there, and that man is called truthful. 132. 

So also when sickness has come, health is not there; 

(133) and when health has come, sickness has gone. 

‘ Sec § 95 n. 
* Reading adtnajax, ‘then its thereby’ (with a double pro* 

nominal suffix), which is the original Pahlavi indicated by P&z. 

ainix (see Mkh. IX, 6 n). 
* The archangel ‘good thought,* who is said to bold the posi¬ 

tion and vanquish ‘ evil thought,' while the angel Sr6sh does the 

same as regards ‘wrath’ (see Dtnkar</, quoted in Dd. XCIV, 1 n; 

also Bd. XXX, 29). 
* Sans, adds ‘and that man is called false,* which JEalso inserts 

in P&zand in the margin, but all other manuscripts omit. 

[24] M 
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134. ] VISt as a substance which is not moving can 

exist, (13s) but movement, except in a substance, 

cannot exist. 

136. About this chapter, too, collected as a sum¬ 

mary, (137) do you reverently' and discreetly observe 

and instruct thereon. 

CuAPT£R IX. 

I. Other information about the existence of the 

competitor, sinnilarly testified by the Dinkar^/® manu¬ 

script (niplk), is here well noted for you. 2. For 

both this which is written above and that which is 

written hers are all grown from the seed which tlie 

glorified Atfir-p^^/iyivand sowed, (3) and frQTfi the 

original thanksgiving (spSs) of the supremely learned 

Atdr-frbbag, son of Farukh-zlidf, himself 

4. The fourth® subject, which is from the Dinkar^^/, 

is about the existence of an opponent of the crea¬ 

tures and of an opponent earlier than the creatures, 

and is from the exposition of the good religion*. 

^ Assunfiing that diELramaih^ (Sans, sOkshmataya) Is a 
mEsreadEng of Palil It would more easily be a 
misreading of sharmakibS, ‘modestly/ but this term secnis 
rather less likely to be applied by the author to bis readers. 

‘ See Chip. IV, rod, 107 for the names in these 1* 2. 
’ AasumEng ard iuin (Sans. balish^Ao me) 15 a miii- 

reading of Pahb ai'b^flm. The first subject (see Chap. II, i) 
consisted of the three questions of Mitn6-a^y^r discussed in Chap^. 
II-IV. The second subject, about the cxistenoe of God, is con¬ 
tained in Chaps. V, VI, And the third subject, about the existence 
of an evil spirit competing with the creator, is debated in Chaps. 
V[[, VIII. 

* The third book of the Dtnkari^, which treats of a multitude of 
subjects Trom the exposition of the good religion,* does not appear 
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5. That is, a knowledge of the existence of an 

opponent of the creatures is obtainable from the 

innermost recesses of the body of man even to the 

outermost objects of which' sight is susceptible, (6) 

and beyond those, within the certain limits of analogy. 

7. The innermost recesses of man are the innermost 

of life, (8) anct are seen through complete observa¬ 
tion, within the same limits. 

9. This is, as ignorance is to erudition, (10) deceit 

to good disposition, (ii) and falsehood to truth, (12) 

other defects of the capabilities which are the source 

of erudition, good disposition, and truth are the 

opponent, (13) and the cause of the wickedness of 

the soul. 14. Again, these irregularities of the rules 

of arrangement of the body, within the compass of 

the body, are the opponent, and the cause of the 

disintegration of the body. 15. Again, as to these 

among the emanations, cold is the opponent of heat, 

dryness is of moisture, and the other doers of mis¬ 

chief are opponents of the operations of existence. 

. 16. Within time darkness is the opponent of light, 

stench of perfume, ugliness of handsomeness, un- 

savouriness of savouriness, poison of its antidote, 

noxious creatures and the wolf of the well-yielding 

cattle, and the vile felon (mar) of the good man. 

17. Beyond time the brigand planets (gadOg^n)* are 

the opponents of the work of the divine bestowers. 

18. Beyond the knowledge obtainable of all these 

to contain the materials for this chapter. The author is, therefore, 

probably alluding to one of the two earlier books which have not 

yet been discovered. 
* Assuming that P&z. a»dd nr (for br) thftm-i var (Sans, 

yd vat bt^am asya) stands for Pahl. vad bardlhm-t a^ax. 

* See Chap. IV, lo. 

M 2 
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champions susceptible to sight; are those who are 

within the limits of analogy^ and the certain 

information of multitudes, the demons who are the 

opponents of the sacred beings. 

19. The existence of an opponent before the 

creation of the creatures, and his coming to the 

creatures (20) after the creation of the creatures, 

and also to the creator^are presented comprehensibly 

through reasons which are suitable ^ and presentable^ 

and through the provision of a remedy, a creation 

which is for a purpose. 21* This one statement 

(Vct^ak) possesses five arguments (s^m dn), 22. 
One is the being presented comprehensibly 2 

One is the being presented tJirough reasons. 24, 

One is the reasons which are presentable aitd suit¬ 

able that the creation existed, 25. One is the 

re^iedy appointed for the creation. 26, one 

is the creation of the creatures of the creator for a 

purpose, 

27. The existence of these five arguments is mani¬ 

fest through the creations and achievements them¬ 

selves. 2S, The presenting comprehensibly is wisely 

arranging the testimony of tlie effect^ of the creatures, 

(29) through the reasons presented, which are a de¬ 

claration owing to the same sagacity* 30* The 

reason obtainable, that the creation existed^ (3:) 

with the arrangement of the creation so methodi¬ 

cally ought to arise from tlie suitable ebaie of die 

* Referring to t[:e two Itinds of evidence, direct and indirect^ 
mentioned in ^J 5, S, 

* So in § S4 and in Sans., though Pdi. has "obtainable' here. 

* Assuming that the PSz, a war dtig&S of AK stands for PabT. 

bar g6kls (or gfiklaih), MHig has duvSe, and PP3, JE have 

dusS^, vvhilo Sans, means "about the rnagnitude.^ 
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creation; (32) and the suitable design of the creation 

itself possesses the testimony, through its appearance. 

33. The remedy appointed is a comprehensible and 

presentable demonstrator, {34) because it becomes 

a desire of knowledge and an appearance of the 

desire. 35. The bein^ created for a purpose is 

manifest through the desire of activity of the creation, 

both severally and naturally. 

36. The evidences of the existence of an opponent 

before the creation of the creatures are many. 37. 

And one of them is the suitable state of the creation 

of the creatures, (38) because the limit of suitability 

is not well fitted for anything except necessity. (39) 

That which is inferred from suitability is necessity, 

from necessity haste, and from haste the existence 

of an opponent who is before the suitable work which 

is the creation. 

40. The evidence of the coming of the destroyer 

to the creatures, after the creation of the creatures, 

is tlie formation of the means of the creator, for en¬ 

countering an opponent, before the arrival of the 

opponent, (41) which are omnisciently a provision 

before creation by the creator. 42. And there is a 

demonstrator of these same means of the creatures 

that is prepared, which is the struggling opposed to 

the opponent through the arrangement of their 

nature. 43. One duty of the nature of the creatures 

is the subduing of so much vexation. 44. Their 

preparation, too, is like a contest that is forming an 

enemy opposing the opponent, (45) and their natural 

desire for duty is removing all haste. 
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Chapter X. 

1. Another subject is about the deliberating of 

the deliberators on unity, from which even the pre¬ 

paration of the duality is manifested. 

2. It should be known, that whoever wishes to 

understand a creator, except when he gives trouble 

to his own life, (3) should meditate reverently^, 4. 

First* he fully understands his own body and soul, 

(5) that is, who produced out of what, and for 

what purpose ? 6, Also, who is liis accuser and 

adversary ; (7) and \vho is his friend and helper ? S. 

Likewise, ^vho instigates him to commit crime, {9) of 

' what nature is (10) and how is it possible to 

escape him ? 

II. Then iie is not able to understand him® ijirthe 

creator through his nature and his coming to himself. 

12. For when he bore the name of creator, then, 

^ wdth it, he brought tJiese three creations*:—(13) 
creation* religion* and soul, 14. Because the name 

of creator is known from tiie occurrence of creation. 

15, This implUs that the creator of the creation 

created the creations for duty, (16) but does not 

release th€m from duty. 17. And the duty of the 

creatures is to understand perform the will of 

the creator, {18) to abstain from is disliked 

6y htm. 19. To act by the will of the creator, and to 

abstain from is disliked by him, is to preserve 

the souL 20. The will of the creator is not under- 

^ See Chap, VIII, 13 7 n. ^ His accuser and Instiijalor. 
* All MSS. have ^he bore these three names;' but ISTtr. has evi¬ 

dently misread fem, ‘name/ in$tead of dam* ‘creature*' both words 
being written aJike in Fahlavi. 
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Stood, except from the religion of the creator. 21. 

And the religion is appointed by the creator free 
from doubt. 

22. Now it is expedient to know that the sacred 

being appointed the religion for the understanding 

of his will, (23) and from the understanding of his 

will for the preservation of the soul are manifested 

the compassion and mercifulness of the sacred being. 

24. From th^ preservativeness of the religion for 

the soul are manifested the grandeur and valuable¬ 

ness of the religion; (25) from the necessity of pre¬ 

serving the soul are manifested the defilement and 

delusion^ of the soul; {26) andirom the defilement 

and delusion of the soul is manifested a defiler and 

deluder of the thoughts, words, and deeds of man¬ 

kind. 27. On the whole a corrupter of souls is 

manifest 

28. And now it is expedient for us to well recog¬ 

nise* and know, as to that defiler who is a corrupter 

of souls, of what nature he is. 29. Because, if the 

creation and achievement of the sacred being are 

said lo be of a like nature, then how did the sacred 

being appoint the religion for the preservation of 

the soul ? 30. That is not expedient for him—if a 

defiler and deluder of souls—to produce* as his own 

creation and wilP. 31. For if he be himself the 

creator, and be himself the defiler and corrupter of 

souls, and nothing occurs except by his will, (32) 

^ Pdz. vyiwint (see Chap. HI, 22 n). 
* Assuming that P&z. huzvSrdan (Sans, sa^ixodhayitum) is 

a misreading of Pahl. h(l-zinh&r</an6. 

* Sans. * to announce.' 
* Because it (the religion) is opposed to his supposed work as 

a deluder. 
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then, when it is necessary for us to write of preser¬ 

vation from the sacred being;whom ^hail we make 

as a refuge “ ? 
33, Now it is necessary far every intelligent 

person to understand and to know thus much, (34) 

that is, from whom it is necessary for us to flee and 

to abstain, (35) and with whom is the hope, and with 

whom the maintenance, of our protection. 36. The 

method for this acquisition is nothing else but to 

understand the sacred being in his nature, {37) be- 

cause, as I wrote aboveit is not only to know his 

existence, but it is necessary to understand his nature 

and his will, 

38, And I have observed, in the world, the sec¬ 

tarian belief of all malntainers of sects who hold [the 

two fundamental 39. One is that which 

asserts that all the good and evil, which are in the 

world, are owing to the sacred being, 40. A nd one 

is that which asserts that all the good of the world, 

besides the hope of preserving the soul, is owing to 

the sacred being; (41) and the cause of all evil of 

the body, besides the risk of the soul, is owing to 

Aharman; (42) and all things have started from 

appointment by these two origins into various for¬ 

mations and varioxis subdivisions. 

43, Now I have been an enquirer every where, for 

understanding the sacred being, as written above®, 

^ As it Ti'Duid be, if he were the corrupter of souls. 
’ The exclamation of tlie wiched soul after death, derived horn 

Yas. XLV, I Mkh. II, 159). 
’ See Chap. V, 6-9+ 

^ The words in brackets are omitted in AK, PB3, MH19, but 
occur in Sans, and the later MSS. 

“ Chap. I, 36, 37. 
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fervent-minded in the investigation of his religion 

and will; (44) as likewise I have wandered, for the 

sake of investigation, to the region without and the 

land of the Hindis, and to many different races. 45. 

Because, as to religion, I did not admire that which 

was in supremacy ^ (46) but / sought that which was 

more steadfast and more acceptable in wisdom and 

testimony. 47. I went also into association with 

many different races, (48) until a time (49) when, 

owing to the compassion of the sacred beings, and 

the strength, glory, and power of the good religion, 

1 escaped from much gloomy depth and ill-solvable 

doubt 

50. By the united power of knowledge of the re¬ 

ligion (51) and the well-reflecting writing of the wise, 

(52) the marvellous allegorical* writings of the 

learned At(ir-p3.flfty&vand*, (53) and by that writing 

which the glorified R6shan^, son of AtClr-fr6bag, 

prepared—(54) for which he appointed the name of 

the R6shan manuscript (nipik)—(55) and likewise 

that for which the supremely learned and righteous 

Atdr-frdbag®, son of Farukh-z4^, (56) who was the 

^ Probably a guarded allusion to Muhammadanism which it was 

then xmsafe to disparage openly, as* is evident from the rarity of its 

name in Pahlavi writings. 

* Or * the miracle-resembling.' 

* See Chap. IV, 106. 
. * A commentator whose opinions are often quoted in Pahlavi 

writings (see Sis, I, 4 n). His father was probably the early editor 

of the Dinkar</ mentioned in §§ 55-57. though it is hazardous to 

rely upon a single name for identifying an individual. In ^hat case 

he must have been a younger brother of the ZaratOrt-i Aldr-frd- 

bagfin who succeeded his father as ‘ leader of the good religion,' 

and revised the Dinkar</, as mentioned in the last paragraphs of its 

third book. 

* See Chap. IV, 107. 
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leader of those of the good religion, (57) appomted 

the name of the Dlnka^^ manuscript—owing to t^S- 

explaining the religion^—(5S) 1 am saved from the 

many doubts, delusions, deceits, and folKes of sects. 

(59) and, especially, from those of tlie deceivers, the 

very great very mighty, very evil-teaching 

and empty-skulled® Manicheans (60) whose devo¬ 

tion is witchcraft, 'ijshose religion is deceitful ness, 

and whose teaching is folly and intricate secret 

proceedings. 

61. I have been deliberately confirmed by the 

power of wisdom and the strength of knowledge 

of the religion, (6?) not through obstinate faith f 

but by the pure revelation opposed to the demon 

which is the decision of Aflharmaa^f (63) that was 

taught by the creator AClharma?^/ to the righteous 

Zaratfijt ^ 

64. Zaratftj^t came alone, on a true mission, to the 

lofty portal of Kai GuJtisp'^, (65) and the religion 

was taught by him, with a powerful tongue, to Kai 

GuitSsp and the learned, through the speech of 

wisdom, through manual gestures, through definite 

W'ords, through explanation of many doubts, and 

through presentation of the visible testimony of the 

^ The probable meaning of dinkar^^ is 'acts of the religion/ 
See also Chap. IV, 107 ti. 

^ Kcading rat-mastarg. For rat NSr. has read ro4 ^pontifF/ 
which is wi'EUen in the SEimc itiEinner j his translation, being Sans, 
gum, while his Paz. ra^ has become in AK, PB^, MHi^, but 
has again become in JE. 

' See Chap. XVL 
* Assuming that Piz, sakht-vfrfldajtiih^ £ta.nds for Pahl. 

sakht-vif dy i r nt h 
“ That is, the Vendidaif. ° See Mkh. 1,10. 
^ See Mkh. Xirr, 34, XXVIT, 63-76. 
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archangels, together with many miracles. 66. And 

a greatness in power which is not the destiny of 

worldly existences was theirs who saw him of the 

vehement guardian spirit. 67. And Kal Spend- 

and Zargar* and other roj^at ^ons (zd^fak), 

instigating the many conflicts and shedding the 

blood of those of the realm, accepted the religion as 

a yoke (68) while they even wandered to ArOm * 

and the Hindfls, outside the realm, in propagating 

the religion. 

69. Owing to progress onwards it came in succes¬ 

sion to the descendants of the divinities *, tlie rulers 

who were those of the Kayin race who were exalted 

ones. 70. And still onwards even until the achieve¬ 

ment with melted metal pouring upon the chest of 

the glorified AtClr-pi^®, son of Miraspend, in the 

reign of that divinity (bagh) Shihp<ir, the king of 

kings who was the son of A0harma£r</^, in a con¬ 

troversy with apostates of different species of many 

kinds. 71. He was preserved from those most 

* Misread Spud&kht by Nfir. He was a son of Kat Giutdsp, 

and called Spe»td-d&ta in the Avesta, and Isfendiyir in Persian. 

* Av. Zairivairi, Pers. Zaiir, a brother of Kat Giiftisp (see Bd. 

XXXI, 29). 

* Literally * for the neck,’ assuming that Pdz. 6-^a 6i is an crro- ’ 

neous reading of Pahl. va/ >(avarman, as in Mkh. XXXIX, 30. 

* Asia Minor was so called from' having been a portion of the 

Roman empire in Sasanian times. 
* Pdz. baySnS (Sans, mahat) is evidently a misreading of Pahl. 

bagdnin, a term referring to the Sasanian kings who adopted the 

title of bagt, * divinity,’ in their inscriptions (see also § 70), and 

claimed to be descended from the old dynasty of Kayin kings. 

* The supreme high-priest and prime minister of king Sh4h- 

pCir II (a.d. 309-379), who underwent the ordeal of melted metal 

for the sake of proving the truth of the religion. 

’ King Adharmasi^ II (a,d. 300-309). 
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mighty apostates, who aro called even by the ^ame 

c/their desires h 
72. And the Ar&mans® who have been, at 

various^ periods, termed untruthful ^ have asked 

many ill-solvable questions of this religion; (73) but 

there has been no doubtfulness of any question that 

is explained by this religion^ (74) and the learned of 

the country of Irdn have always been suStainers of 

victory among them, 75, Not like other sects 

whose religion is secretly progressive and deceiving, 

delusively for the deceived, ajtd iindutifully among 

the customs and assemblages of the less-informed^ 

unintelligent, and demon-natured whose information 

was nothing whatever of knowledge and under¬ 

standing of wisdom, 76, Then, so far as the 

assemblages that are very secretly deceived and 

deluded by them, nobody is presented for detection 

(ijkArAklh); (77) but afterwards^ owing to the 

capture of the many of little knowledge and unin¬ 

telligent opinions who are deluded by them, it is 

discovered they are provided with much mutually 

afflicting speech, falsehood^ and disconnection, which 

are their religion. 

7S, So that I here* notice seme of their much 

inconsistency and disconnection^ for informing the 

judgment of new learners, (79) for the reason that 

when the writings of the learned ancients have 

specially minutely and reverently® discoursed of 

" That ia, tlicy are ■called ^^shitiog' (A.v. aslicrnaogha, ‘ per¬ 
plexing righleousness^), 

“ Tlie Greeks of the eastcrti empire of the Romans, 
* Pai. ELiiist may be either 'irreverent,'or else stand for Pah!. 

ar^st/uDtrulMul/ Sans, kis ^ atheistical.' 
* In the next chapter. 
* Or, perhapa^ ‘ modestly' (see Chap. VlII^ 137 n)* 
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what is most astute in evil, to impel one to good 

•knowledge, (80) you should observe with kind regards 
what is ordered. 

Chapter XI. 

I. Henceforth I write ^ of the inconsistency of 

their twaddle, and of just observations (2) you 

should estimate with wise regard. 

3. First, as to the full consideration of that one 

original evolution (4) which they state thus: * The 

sacred being is one, doing good works, wise, power¬ 

ful, compassionate, and merciful, (5) so that good 

works a7id crime, truth and falsehood, life and death, 

good and evil are * owing to him 

6. Now do ye ask of them (7) thus : ‘ Is the sacred 

being always compassionate and showing mercy, 

doing good works aitd judicious, and does he know 

all that is, was, attd will be; a^id is he advancing the 

desire of ones wishes in everything, even in this where 

judiciousness is interference, or when such is not so ? 

8. Because, if he be compassionate, doing good works, 

and showing mercy, why then are Aharman and the 

demons and all these evil faiths ^ of hell admitted ® 

* Piz. ‘I have written.’ 

• Sans, and JE insert ‘all.’ 
• Most of this statement can be found in the Qur’&n in isolated 

texts, such as ‘ God there is no god but he . . . He knows the 

unseen and the visible; the mighty, the wise . . . verily God is 

forgiving, compassionate ... It is God who created you .,. and 

then will make you die.' (Qur'fin LXIV, 13,18,14, XXX, 39; 

SEE. vol. ix.) 
♦ Assuming that P&z. vir6xaa (Sans, ^mniya) is.a misreading 

of Pahl. virdySk. 
* Tracing Paz. awagatf (Sans, avakirat) to Av. aiwi+gata. 
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by him to his own creatures, through his own com¬ 

passion, doing of good works, and showing of mercy ? 

9. If not known by him, where are that knowledge 

and omniscience of his ? 10, If he did not wish to 

keep misery and evil away from the creatures^ and 

to produce only happiness for every one, where are 

that judiciousness and interference of his ? 31. If it 

were not possible that it should not be produced 

by him, for what is that omnipotence of his (12) 

which we ^ every one, as ii wore^ observe and 

well consider ? ’ 

13. Whenever they say that every good and evil 

has arisen from the sacred being—except when they 

separate from him these four attributes (hhnar), 

requisite for divinity, which are omniscience, omni¬ 

potence, goodness, mid mercifulness—(14) there is 

then no possibility of it. ’ 15. When, indeed, they 

separate from him only one of these four attributes, 

even then he is not complete in divinity, 16. For if 

a sacred being be he 'iioho is omniscient, omnipotent, 

good, and merciful, then he who is not omniscient, 

or not omnipotent, or not good, or not merciful is 

not a sacred being, 

17. Again, obscT'oe this, that when htc is a ruler, 

advancing desires in every person and thing, why 

are that country and empire of his own not so kept, 

without help, from every enemy and adversity apart 

from his own work, so that there would not be any¬ 

thing whatever of distress, oppression, injustice, and 

complaint for any one in his empire ? iS. Since the 

“ So in Ssuiskrit; but, tlit two Pftz. verbs end in tlie ori¬ 
ginal PahlavE termination may hive ■ been -yen (3d pers, optative), 
and we might reiUI ‘ which every one may, ns if TUi'rr, observe.'' 
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rule aftd empire of a man, wko is ruler and emperor, 
are then commendable when it is possible for him so 
to protect and keep his own country and empire, 
through his own wisdom, that they may not assist his 
enemy to detract from his work, and to produce sin 
and harm. 19. Or, when his enemy covets some of 
his work, he is enabled to keep him away from his 
own thoughtful friends, afid to make every one free 
from distress. 

20. Again, observe this, that when he is triumphant, 
victorious, and prevailing, (21) over whom are that 
triumph, victory, and prevailing of his ? 22. Since 
triumph and victory are over enemies, a competitor 
exists. 23. It is not expedient.' to become himself 
a competitor and enemy to his own; (24) while when 
there is no enemy and competitor of his, over whom 
does he become triumphant and victorious ? 25. 
That sort of triumph and victory is not spoken 
about, (26) because even cattle and sheep, when 
they have no opponent and injurer, are victorious 
and triumphant over themselves. 

27. Again, obseT^e t\\\s, is a wise bein^ contented 
with his own divinity and grandeur, or not? 28. If 
the wise being be contented, then he has become 
contented to produce an enemy and criminal, and to 
admit all that is devastating into a country, through 
his own knowledge and will, for the benefit of the 

* K28 inserts 8hSya</, *and possible,* and JE inserts PSz. tvfl, 
which has the same meaning; but these insertions have probably 
originated in a blunder of the writer of AK, who fir.st wrote Sans, 
xaknoti, the usual equivalent of P4z. sh&y a</, but afterwards inter¬ 
lined Sans, sawyu^yate to correspond with sascr/, * it is e.\pc- 
dient,’ the word he had written in the Pdz. text. 
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country and creatures. 29* B-nt why^ is it eKpedient 
to seek a disposition of crime and evil, to become 
himself an enemy and curser as regards them^ am^d 
to provide a hellish escidencSi becoming the misery of 

mankind ? 
30. Again, observe drisj as to whatever he says, 

does he speak truly and credibly^ or not ? 31. If ho 
speaks that truly and credibly which he states thus : 
^ I am a friend of good works and an enemy of crime/ 
(32) always produces more crime and criminals 
than good works and doers of good works, (33) i.vhere 
is that truthful speaking of his ? 

34, Again, observe this, is his desire goodness, or 
vileness ? 35* If his desire be vileness, whence is that 
divinity of his ? 36, If his desire be goodness, then 
why are the vile and vileness more than the good 
and goodness ? 

37. Again, observe this, is he merciful, or not ? 3S. 
If he not merciful, whence is that divinity of his ? 
39. If he be merciful, then why does he speak thus : 
‘The hearts, ears, and eyes of mankind are bent 
about by me, so that it is not possible for them to 
think, speak, or do anything but tliat which is wanted 
by me“; (40) be it what ho^ made them great and 
noble, through being without want; (41) be it 
what iias admitted tlrem to eternal hell, slain and 
exterminated by death of many kindsK 42^ So that 
while those whom I force back become good and 
more active in good works, (43) yet still those who 

^ AsswiiLidg that PSa. ^what?' stands for Sans, has 
' how?' iiifl.) 

^ ‘ Yet the Lord hath not given you an heart to perceive, and 
eyes to Bee, iind ears to hear, unto this day ’ (Deut. xjcis. 4). 
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are forced back do only a little*, (44) and are much 

more criminal atid more sinful than those who are 
forward.’ 

45. Again, observe this, that if, whatever he does, 

he does wisely and for a purpose, (46) then, when 

no opponent and adversary of his existed, why did 

the first achievement which was prepared by him 

become servants to demoniacal disobedience, who are 

perverted thereby, among mankind, to wickedness 

and a hellish existence^ f 47. If it were not known 

by him that they would become perverted, it was 

expedient (sQ.2ld) for him to order the making of a 

trial of them, (48) because now many thousands and 

myriads who are prepared by him, so that they may 

serve him and exhilarate (mastend) his rule, have 

become in every mode disobedient and unhappily 

advised. 49. For with that scanty knowledge that 

mankind possess, which is not so prepared afid organ¬ 

ized as is the wish of mankind, (50) if even anything 

arises, that they construct and prepare, which does 

not so come on and become® as is their wish, they 

do not stop again, a second time, for the preparation 

of that thing, but they refrain from it. 

51. As to him, that omnipotent a^td omniscient 

ruler, of the abundant and innumerable things he has 

hitherto made and prepared not even one comes on 

and becomes such as is his wish, yet still he never 

refrains from the preparation and production of many 

new things, 52. Just as when he was the creator of 

^ Assuming that P£z. khvaz&r stands for khO^drak; but, 
as Sans, has ‘ injury,* the P^and may be a misreading of dsir. 

* Referring probably to the fall of man, detailed in §§ 61-77. 
* So in Sans, and JE, as in § 51; but AK and MH19 have ‘go’ 

here. 

[»4] N 
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that one of his first angels whom, on account of 

affection, he prepared out of fire, and for several 

thousand years, (53) as they say, they always per¬ 

formed his worship ; (54) at last that om was undone 

by one command that was given by him (tlie creator) 

thus : ‘ Offer homage to this first of mankind, who is 

prepared by me out of clay/ 55. And deliverance, 

as to what is not expedient to offer, was expressly 

mentioned by him. 56. Then that om acted 

scornfully and contemptibly as to his clay and 

curse and wrath ; (57) and, perverted to devilry 

and fiendishness, he was forced out of heave(58) 

and was given a life of millenniums and an eternal 

dominion, (59) so that /le said, * I will go and make 

my servants and worshippers astray and deluded^/ 

60* And he was made an injurer and adversary at 

his own will. 

61. j^/last also diat man, to whom he, the supreme 

angel, was ordered to offer homage with many wor¬ 

shippers, for the sake of affection and respect, (6s) 

is appointed to the garden of paradise (vahijt), (63) 

^ ‘And we did create man from crackling' clay of black mud 

TTTOUgJ^t in fonts. And the ^ims had we created before of gmokdess 

fire. And when thy lord said to the angels^ Verily I am creating 

a morta] from crackling clay of black mud wrought into shape; 

and when I hive fnghSoned it, and breatlicd into St of my spirit, 

then fall ye down before it adoring " And the angels adored all of 

them together, save IblSs, who refused to be among those who 

adored. ,, . He said, “ Then get tliee forth.*^. + + Said he, “ 0 luy 

lord ! respite me until the day when they shall be miaed." He said, 

" Then, verily, thou art of the respited." ... He said, “ O my 

lord I for that thou hast seduced me I wtl! surely mate it seem 

seemly Jor them oit earth, and I will surely seduce them all together, 

save such of thy servants amongst thern as are sincere," * (Qurifin 
:iv, £6^40; SEE, voi, vi,) 
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SO that he may cultivate it and eat all the fruit, (64) 

except of that one tree of which it is ordered thus: 

‘Ye shall not eat of it^* 65. And with them (man¬ 

kind) the deceiver, who is the deluder prepared by 

him (the creator), (66) is let into the garden. 67. 

There are sotiu who say he is serpent*, and there 

are who say he is Aharman®. 68. And an in¬ 

clination for eating and greediness is given by that 

same one himself to mankind. 69. Then, being 

deceived by that deluder saying: ‘ Eat of that tree’— 

(70) there are some who say /le spoke to Adam—(71) 

they ate through that inclination for eating^ 

72. After eating they became so imbued with 

knowledge that good and evil were understood and 

known by them*. 73. Deprived of that so-great 

respect and affection, through that one injunction 

which was forgotten by them—(74) and that forget¬ 

fulness being likewise owing to that cause—(75) they 

are forced out of the garden of paradise*—he with 

his wife—by grievous wrath and disrespect, (76) and 

are delivered into the hand of that enemy who is a 

deceiver and deluder ; (77) so that he has propagated 

‘ * And the Lord God took the man, and put him into the garden 

of Eden, to dress it and to keep it And the Lord God commanded 

the man, saying, Of every tree- of the garden thou mayest freely 

eat; but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt 

not eat of it”’ (Gen. ii. 15-17). 
• ‘ Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the field 

which the Lord God had made' (Gen. iii. i). 

• * That old serpent, called the Devil and Satan' (Rev. xii. 9, 

XX. 2). 

• Compare Gen. iii. 1-6. 

• ‘ And the eyes of them both were opened ’ (Gen. iii. 7)^ 

• * Therefore the Lord God sent him forth from the garden of 

Eden, to till the ground from whence he was taken. So he drove 

out the man’ (Gen. iii. 23, 24). 
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his own will among them, and has fashioned it upon 

them. 
78* Now which was unjust, the unreasonable com¬ 

mand, the after-wisdom, the scanty knowledge 

that was more faulty and more mischievous than 

these ? 79. Also this, that is, why was that garden 

not made by him fortified and strong, so that that 

deluder could not have gone into ztf 

80. Even now^^ decdz^er) has made and makes 

multitudes his (the creators) servants and wor¬ 

shippers deluded; (Si) and^ for the same reason, 

multitudes ^apostles prophets (vakhshvar^n) 

are appointed by him (the creator) for the worldly 

existence at various times, (82) so that, as says: 

* They may save my servants from the hand of that 

deluder, (83) and bring them into the true path and 

wayh^ 84. And even those worshippers of his, in 

every way through their own will, have slain and 

subdued (khv^ft), by a wretched death, his own 

apostles^, whose diligence had brought mankind into 

the proper path and doctrine, 

85* That original deluder and mlsleader is allowed 

an eternal life. 86. And, even till now, hlsS will is 

more triumphant and absolute than that of the sacred 

being, through deluding and misleading, (87) because 

tliose deluded and astray are much more numerous 

than those in the true ps-tli and undeluded. 

88. Again, a&serve this, does he do whatever he 

^ ' For the Lord ’wiU not forsake his people for his great name's 

sakebscauso it hath pleased the Lord to make you. his people, . . 

but I (S^LTinuel) 'will teach you the goijd and the right way^ (i Sain, 

xii, ziy 23). 

“ ‘ 1 will send them prophets and apostles, and s&me of them 

they shall slay and persecute' (Luke si. 4p). 
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does for a purpose, or not ? S9, If he does ii with¬ 

out a purpose, kc is working foolishly; (90) and it is 

not proper to praise him who is working foolishly as 

a sagacious divinity. 91* If he does it for a purpose, 

(93) then, when no opponent and adversary of his 

existed, why is the production of all these creatures 

which are even like demons, disobedient men mitk 

the opposing will of that contentious deluder, and 

innumerable unprofitable creatures ? 

93. Again, observe- this, that, if he knows all th^it 

is, was, and vdlt be, it was not expedient for him to 

produce, through his own knowledge and will, any¬ 

thing of that of which he may be sorry, and which 

remains opposing his will and command, (94) and 

becomes an adversary of his apostles and the doers 

of his will. 

95. If they say that this adversary was produced 

good and virtuous from the beginning, and after¬ 

wards became an evil and a misleading of the 

creatures, (96) that implies^ you should say, that, 

when he is all-powerful, the purpose and will of 

the adversary, in changing into an evil and a mis¬ 

leading of the creatures, are more successful and 

more powerful than those of the sacred being \ 

(97) because the evil in any period is stronger than 

the good. 
98. Again, observe this, that when a criminal arises 

wholly through his will\ (99) minds of 
criminals are defiled by him himself, (100) and the 

seed of crime is sown by him himself, (loi) when ® it 

has grown who has maintained its origin ? XO2. 

' The will of the adversarj is probably meant (see § gg). 

’ So in Sans, and JE, but AK has ' so thaL^ 
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A?tdhY what power of adjudication is one executed 

and one rewarded ^ ? 

103. Again, obs&rv& this, was this world made and 

created by him (the creator) for a purpose, for his 

own pleasure and for the sake of the comfort and 

happine^ of mankind, or widtout a purpose, for his 

own discomfort and the hurry, trouble, pain^ mtd 

death of mankind? 104^ For if made by him 

without a purpose, k£ was acting foolishly; (105) a 

thing without a purpose not acceptable by the 

wise. 106. If made by hihi for a purpose, and 

created by him for his own pleasure and tJte comfort 

and happiness of mankind, (107) why was it not 

made by him prosperous mtd full of happiness ? 

loS. If his pleasure and happiness arise from the 

preparation of mankind and the creatures, what is 

the advantage from their slaughter and devastation? 

109. If thoughts of crime are not given by him him¬ 

self to mankind, who is he who gives thoughts of 

crime different from his command and will? no. 

If are given by him himself, and he now con¬ 

siders them a fault, what is that justice and arbitra¬ 

tion of his owing to? in. For when mankind, 

with little knowledge and little wisdom, even then, 

so far as they are able, do not let the lion and wolf 

a?td other noxious creatures in among their own 

young ones sfid pr^gn^nt/ema/es, (112) so long as 

they ean destroy them, (113) why ^as die merciful 

sacred being now let ^ Aharman and the demons in 

upon his own creatures, (114) so that they have 

' That is, why is the sinner punished while ihe adversary^ who 

occasians the sin, remains unmolested and triuinphant ? 

^ AK has written above ^admitted? 
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made them vile defiled, wicked, and hellish ? 115. 

If done for the sake of experiment, just as that 

which they assert, that evil was created by him for 

the sake of an experiment as regards the creatures, 

(116) why was it not understood by him before 

those men and creatures sxisUdf 117, Because 

whose custom ^ is experiment is not to be called 
omniscient. 

118* The conclusion is this, that the sacred being, 

if there existed no opponent and adversary of his, 

was able to create all those creatures and creations 

of his free from misfortune; why did he not so create 

them? 119. Or was it not possible for him to wish 

itf 130, If it were not possible for him to wish 

U, he is not completely capable. 121. If it were 

possible for him not to wdsh U, he is not mercifuL 

123. If ii were known by him that he might sayt 

* Something or some one will arise, front these 

creatures mid creations which I create, that will not 

be according to my will," (123) and ultimately he 

made (1^4) to attach now all this wrath 
and cursing and casting away for punishment in 

hell, discontentedly to his own performance, is un¬ 

reasonable. 
125. Again, observe this, that if all the crime- 

meditating and crime-committing sin which mankind 

think and speak and do, as well as pain, sickness, 

poverty, and the punishment and misery of hell, 

cannot arise, except by the will and command of the 

^ PSx kh^r, which N^r. setnis to have identified with Fers^kar, 

as his Sans, gives ^deaf.^ Ic may, however, mean blind" (Fers. 

hiir), as in Chap. XII, ^4, 70h 
’ The Sanskrit takes dasthr in its more usual sense of 

' hrgh-priest.' 
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sacred being—(ie6) the will power of the sacred 

being bdng eternal (1^7) because his self“existence 

is also eternal—(I aS) the hopelessness of eternally 

saving any one Tvhatever from misery and punish¬ 

ment is now certain. 139. For it is repeatedly 

declared that there is no learned teacher whatever 

who keeps one away from these mischievous evil 

desires, (130) if the worshipper be evm the same 

kind those worshippers and high-priests who ha^oe 

issued to mankind this admonition: ‘ Commit no 

crime and sin/ 131. Because they wish to set aside 

the will and command of the sacred being 132. 

Observe this, too^ that, as both are his will, alike 

crime and alike good works, ii is not manifest 

whether he approves the good works of doers of 

good works more, or the crimes of criminals. 

133* Likewise observe this, those physicians who* 

on account of the hope of the soul, prepare the 

medicine of the sick, (134) and remove and dismiss 

their pain and disease, (135) so that merit is 

possessed by them (the physicians) owing to that 

practice; (136) yet they® are prepared for the 

punishment of hell. 13 And those who, on 

account of affection for the soul, give something to 

poor, begging, suffering people, (138) and thereby 

scatter^ and dismiss their want and poverty, (139) 

so that merit is possessed by them (the charitable) 

^ Seitis* has ' the wHl of the sacred being powerful and 
etemaU 

^ Without whose will and ccixitnand the sin and evil cannot arise, 
as assumed in § 123. 

" The sick arc probably meant, but the original test is am¬ 
biguous. 

* Assuming that Paz. hugAre^d stands for Pahl. abk^lend. 
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owing to that practice ; {140) yet it becomes grievous 

sin for them\ through anxiety. 141. If they say 

that those physicians and the remedies which they 

offer, and also those who give something io the poor 

and suffering, all exist by the will of the sacred 

being, (142) it is easier, more reasonable, a^id more 

adapted to divinity, when the sacred being is without 

an adversary and without an opponent, for him not 

to create that disease poverty (143) tlian tkat^ as 

to those that ke himself is to make sick and poor, he 

sk&uld have commanded mankind thus: -Ye shall 

make them healthy and free from want* 144. If 

thfty say that his desire is this, that he may occasion 

the happiness of those physicians <md givers by the 

recompense for it, (145) and make them proceed ® to 

the eternal happiness of heaven (vahijt); (146) you 

should observe, as ia that, since he acts injudiciously 

and incapably when, on account of the existence of a 

complete desire for happiness and prosperity ^ among 

others, he is an attainer of misery for multitudes of 

the innocent who are distressed, poor, necessitous, 

and sick, (147) this may also he said^ that if it be not 

possible for him to occasion happiness and prosperity 

as regards one, except by the distress, pain, and 

vexation of some other, (148) that shaws that his 

absolute power and freedom from opposition are not 

adapted for effectual operation. 149* If they s^ay 

' Probably the poor, but the original test is ambiguous. 

' Assuming that PSa. ^Smine</ stands for Pabl. gSminfidf. 

The old MS. AK ends rvich this section, and the remaining half of 

the extant text has been founcl only in moderci copies, having been 

formerly separated from AK and lost 

* So in JE, but JJ has ' nobility,’ and MH19 has * pleasure/ 

^ JJ has ‘ ijobility.' 
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that he makes those sick ^nd poor proceed to the 

eternal happiness of heaven in the spiritual 

as a recompense for it, (150) that implies, if it h not 

possible, or not completely possible^ for him to give 

the recompense in the spiritual esdstence^ except 

through the misery of the worldly <me, (151) also 

thisj that—his production of distress in the worldly 

existence arising unquestionably and unreasonably, 

through its previous occurrence, (15^) and the recom¬ 

pense of the spiritual existence arising doubtfully and 

incredibly after the production of the di3tress-“(i53) 

just as the previous distress is unreasonable, the 

after recompense occurs alike unreasonably and 

foolishly- 154. This also may be said, tliat no after 

nobility is obtained for previous distress without a 

cause- 

155* Again, observe this, that tlie existence of one 

of these three doctrines is inevitable t—(156) Every 

single thing that is, or was^ or will be in this world 

is all by his will, or it is not^ (*5?) there are some 

that are by his will and there are some that are not- 

15S, Because nothing whatever is found which is not 

good, or evil, or a mixture ^ of both. 

159* If they say that all things are by his will, the 

good and evil are both his desire. 160- If good and 

evil are both his desire, he is not of perfect will; 

(161) ii is not perfect even as to a single thuzg. 162. 

And he who is of imperfect will must he himself im¬ 

perfect, (163) as is shoxvn above ^ 

164. If nothing be by his will, (165) on account of 

nothing being by the will there is no will. r66. He 

in whom there is no will is working constitutionally®, 

‘ Assuming that hamjkhtaa stands for Pahl. ^mikhtak. 

* Compare Chap. VI11, loB-iiS. ' That is, ‘ institictiveiy.’ 
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(167) and he who is working constitutionally is con¬ 

stituted and made. 

168- If there be some things which are by his wilh 

and there be some which are not his will> (169) 

and nothing is found in the world which is not good 

and not evih {i^d)from that it Is known if the 

sacred being beof wil^^ is not desirous of that 

evil of it^ (171) ^nd that which Is evil is not by his 

will. 172, If his will be evil he is inevitably not 

desirous of that good of it, (173) and that which is 

good is not by his will. 174- If that which is good 

be by the will of the sacred being, it is known that 

that which Is evil arose from another will. 175* If 

that which is evil be ^ his will, that which is good 

arose inevitably from another will. 176. j4nd the 

inevitability of sl rival ^ the will of the sacred being 

vs manifest. 

177. If one says the evil springs from mankind, 

(178) that implies the Inevitability—since mankind 

is not perpetually a self-existence—/^^ evil either 

arose before mankind^ or after, (179) or it arose with 

mankind. iSo. If tliey say it arose before mankind, 

(tSi) that fw/Zakf—since, apart from the sacred 

being, there was no other creator and producer— 

(1S2) that either the sacred being produced that 

evil, or it produced its own existence itself, or it 

^vas itself eternal* 1S3* If they say it arose after 

mankind, (1S4) as to that, when luiman nature is 

likewise a production of the sacred being, (1S5) and 

the sacred being did not produce evil in the nature 

of mankind, (186) how has it sprung into action from 

them? 187. If the evil set in action by them, 

apart from the will of the sacred being, (iSS) and a 

knowledge, as to tkdr setting about it, existed in 
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the sacred beingj (189) that implies that the sacred 

being is imperfect in his own wilh (190) and man¬ 

kind are victorious and triumphant in setting aside 

the will and command of the sacred being, and doing 

the evil competing 'ivith the will of the sacred being, 

191, Also the power of the sacred being in his own 

will and his own servants is manifestly unprevailing. 

192. If they say tliat he makes them proceed after¬ 

wards to the awful punishment of helf (193) ^ to 

that^i if the sacred being he a powerful doer, and 

not to allow the committal of crime, hut to convey it 

away from their minds, he more advantageous and 

more adapted to the compassion of a sacred being 

than if he allowed the committal, (194)7^^ he has 

become helplessly contented with it, (195) and^ after- 

w^ards, contentedly punishes his own creatures, (196) 

thejij as to the one matter I am well considering, 

either incapability, or scanty knowledge, or scanty 

goodness is thereby manifested, 

197. If they say that the sacred being produced 

and created evil for the reason that so mankind may 

fully understand the value of goodness, (198)^*^ to 

that you should observe that, if evil he requisite and 

advantageous for understanding goodness, that evil 

exists hy his good wdll* 199, A-fid if evil exists by 

his good will, and is requisite and advantageous for 

him whom they say that evil is not his wish, ii is 

inconsistent. 

30O» As to that also which they say, that death, 

pain, and poverty are produced by him for the reason 

that so mankind may much better understand the 

value of life, health, and opulence, (201) and become 

more grateful unto the sacred being, (20c) as to that 

^ So in and Sans., tut JE omits ‘ ihsll 
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you should observe that is as t/ were acting un- 

reasonably^ In the mode of him who gives poison to 

mankind for the sake of increasing the value and 

price of an antidote, (205) so that he may sell the 

antidote dearer and more costly, 204^ To what is 

this intermeddling action owing, that, for the sake of 

an understanding of the valufe of the goodness of 

other things^ he allows pain, death, and misery in 

some one else ? 

S05* Again, as to that which a multitude of them 

say, that the sacred being is a ruler over every crea¬ 

ture and creation, (206) because his creations are 

all his own. 207* And he acts about them as is 

desirable for him, because it is desirable for him, 

and hs is not a causer of distress. 208* Since dis¬ 

tress is that which they inflict upon anything 

that is not their own, (209) then he who, all things 

being his own, acts about them as is desirable for 

him, is not a causer of distress^* 210. As to that 

you should know that, if, on account of sovereignty, 

he who occasions distress is not to be called a causer 

of distress, (2x1) that is as ikotigh even he who is a 

sovereign (md tells a lie is speaking truthfully, (212) 

and he who, on account of sovereignty, commits 

crime, sin, theft, and plunder is not to be called a 

sinner* 213. Such as that which the glorihed 

R6shan“, son of Atflr-frdbag, related as a parable 

(ingunf-altak), (214) that they saw a man who was 

defiling an ass, (2x5) when they enquired of him 

^ CompaiE Rom. ix. ao, ii : ‘ Shall ihe thEng formed say to him 

that formed r?, “ Why hast thou made me thus ?" Hath not the 

potter power over the clay, of the same lump to make one vesstl 

unto honour and another rnito dishonour?' 

“ See Chap. X, 53. 
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thus : ‘ Why dost tliou commit this execrable action ?' 

216. And he spoke thus, in excuse : ‘The ass is my 

own/ 

217, Again, you should ask this of them, (21E) 

that is : 'Is the sacred being a frietid, or an enemy, 

to these creatures and creations which are made by 

him?* 219. If ^ a friend of the creatures, that 

implies that it Is not proper for him to desire mid to 

produce the evil and misery of the creatures ; (220) 

yet^ as regards the devastation and misery of his own 

achievements, he has never even become tired of 

them- 2 21* If ^ an enemy of the creatures, that 

implies tJioL it is not proper for him to create and 

produce, tlirough his own competent knowledge, that 

thing which Is his enemy mid disablement^, and 

struggles against his wilL 

222- Thisj too, you should ask, (223) that is: ‘Is 

the sacred being always a welkunders tan ding, good 
sovereign, occasioning prosperity®, (224) or an evil- 

understanding, had sovereign, occasioning distress ? 

225* Or is there a time when he is a welhunder- 

Standmg, good sovereign, occasioning prosperity, 

.(226) and Is there a time when he is an evil-under¬ 

standing, bad sovereign, occasioning distress ?’ 

227. If he be always a well-understanding, good 

sovereign, occasioning prosperity, (22S) that implies 

lhat there are not, in his country and sovereignty, 

any oppression, distress, and complaint ^ (229} and 

his alfection far the creatures and the atfection of 

the creatures for him are pure. 230, Owing to the 

^ Assumingf that FSa, apai^v^h stands for Pahl. apatfigSh j 

the two words being nearly alike in Pahkvi letters. 

* Reiding instead of SsS dlgar, ^ producing 

freedom, or nobility,* which iwo words are alike in Pablavi writing. 
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same reason he is merciful as regards his own crea¬ 

tures, (231) and his creatures are recounting his 

praise, utterers of thanksgivings and pvme friends 

towards him. 232. His title of divinityj, moreover, is 
worthily his own. 

233. If he be an evil-understanding, bad sovereign, 

occasioning distress, (234) that implies ihat he is him- 

* self a pure^ enemy to the creatures, and his creatures 

are also 0/^ like nature towards him. 235. Owing 

to the same reason he is an injurer, destroyer, 

deluder of the creatures, (236) and his creatures are 

complainers of him^ strugglers concerning him, and 

pure enemies. 237. His title of divinity, moreover, 

is the equivalent of an unworthy name; (23S) and, 

even on account of his eternity, the creatures are 

hopeless of becoming free from the risk of distress 

and misery for an unlimited time. 

239. If there be a time when he is ^ good sove¬ 

reign, well-understanding, and occasioning prosperity, 
and there be a time when he is turned away from 

this; (240) that implies that his affection for the 

creatures is mingled. 241. From a mingled affection 

arises mingled action, (242) and from mingled action 

a mingled individuality is also manifested. 243. 

And his creatures also are mingled friends to him. 

244. Of one s associates (here is none who, if a friend, 

IS not one's enemy, no praiser who is not complain¬ 

ing of one, no gloriher even who is not scorning one; 

a character of this description is manifest among all 

creatures. 
245. Again, observe this, that since ali things which 

are in the world are not outside of these two terms, 

* The word ^ pure,' is hare used idiomatiCEilly for 

' mere,^ precisely as ' pure' 15 often used in English. 
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good and evil, (546) that implies, if good and evil are 

l?Otli said io arise from the sacred being and through 

the'will of the sacred being, (247) IMI the trouble¬ 

some Aharman is unreasonably defamed ; hd^tg 

innocent and without an original evolution^ he never 

was, nor will be, evil and headst^ong^ 24S. That 

which is mentioned in scripture (niplk)®, that Ahar¬ 

man became headstrong, and was put out of heaven 

by thenij is unreasonable, (249) because even that 

headstrongness and disobedience were likewise 

through the will of the sacred being. 

250. If even it be said that the good arises from 

the sacred being and through the will of the sacred 

being, and the evil from mankind, still Aharman is 

without an original evolution and innocent, and curses 

ayui scorn for him are unreasonable. 251, If all this 

misery and evil be sent down, not from a different 

nature, but from the individuality and individual 

nature of the sacred being himself, (252) that implies 

that the sacred being is an enemy aful adversary to 

his own tendencies (rhn). 

253- Obserm this, too, that to speak of the exist- 

ence of criminality apart from a nature of crime is 

very deluding; (254) and as it is deluding to imagine 

a nature of crime that is good, it more deluding to 

imagine Aharmaii—who is the origin and original 

evolution of every <Ld\me^-^apari from the creation 

and achievement of the sacred being ? 

255, The conclusion is this, that if at first there 

be anything which is not within the will of the sacred 

being, provided everything be through the will of 

the sacred being, no one whatever is a sinner; (256) 

^ Literally averted head/ 

’ Probably referring to the Qur^dn XV, 36-40 (see § 59 
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and the apostle^ and religion mer€^ appointed without 

a purpose. 257. If it be expedient to ruin any one 

for sinfulness, it is more expedient to ruin him who 

is the original doer, maintainer, and creator of every 

evil and crime. 25S. Andifitbe said that evil and 

crime arise from Aharman or mankind, that implies, 

as they are likewise created and produced by the 

sacred being, that he is the source of them; in like 

manner, he who is the cause of the origin of evil 
(259) is worse than evil. 

260. This, too, you should observe, that sects 

(k^sh5.n)of every kind assert this maxim, handed 

dow'n by their own high-priests, when it is mentioned 

and prescribed by them to their own congregation 

(ram), that is : ‘ Per for na good works abstain 

from crime/ 261. On account of delusion they do 

not consider this, that is, from where and what origin 

ought the crime to arise, about which it is thus com¬ 

manded: ^Ye shall not commit il^and 1 will cast 

him who commits it into eternal hell/ 262* So that, 

if that same be owing to the sacred being, it would 

be easier for him not to produce it, than, after its 

production, ta have brought it to notice and com¬ 

manded us to abstain from it. 263. So far, indeed, 

I do not understand any advantage and motive in 

the production and creation of evil, 

264. Again, in their scriptures, he speaks inconsis¬ 

tently about good works and crime (265) thus 1 ' Good 

works and crime are botli owing to me. 266* Neitlicr 

demons, nor wizards, are unrestricted in causing the 

ruin of any one. 267. No one has accepted the religion 

and done good works, and no one has walked in in¬ 

fidelity a?td committed crime, except through my will.’ 

C^4] 

' ZaratOrt, 
o 
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268* In the same scripture he adduces many 

■which one to connectj and inflicts curses on the 

creatureSj (269) thus : ' Why do mankind desire and 

commit that crime which I design for them 270. 

It occurs concerning the will and work of his own 

handj and^^ he frightens them with punishment in 

body and souk 2^71. In another place he speaks 

thus 1 ^ I myself am the deluder of mankind > for if it 

should be my will they woidd then be sho'wn the 

true patli by me, but it is my will that they go to 

hellV 272. And in another place he speaks thus: 

* Man himself is the causer of crime/ 

273, In these three modes the sacred being gives 

evidence of different kinds about his own creatures. 

274. One is thiSj that /le himself is Aharman^; {275) 

one is thisj tliat he is himself the deluder of the crea< 

tures^: (276) and, in the other^ he makes hts own 

creatures confederates involved with A harm an in 

deluding*; so that ke implies: ‘ There are instances 

when I occasion mid there are instances when 

Aharman does I 

277. Through that which he states, that mankind 

themselves occasion crime, they are made by him 

confederates with Aharman; he himself heing^ at a 

distance from the crime. 278^ For if mankind com¬ 

mit crime owing to their own nature and their own 

delusion, that implies that the sacred being, with 

^ Texts to this effect sire numerous In the Qur’an, $ijch as 

^whoiti he pleases does God 3flad Jtstray* and whom he pleases he 

places on the right way . . . God feads the ivrong-doers astray; 

for God does what he will . . . in helE they shall broil’ (Qur’^uVI, 

39, XIV, 32, 34; SEE, voh vi). 

* As deduced from the passage quoted in f 269. 
* As stated in the passage quoted in § 271. 

* As implied in the passage quoted in § 272. 
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Aharman, is far from the crimmalitf, i^79) because 

tf as ii were not owing to the sacred being, nor 
yet owing to Aharman, 

280. Again, you should ask of tliose whom they 

call Mfttazahk^ (281) thus: ^ Is U the will of the 

sacred being for all mankind to- abstain from crime 

through tlidr own free will®, to escape from hell, and 

to make them proceed to heaven, or not?* 2S2. If 

one says that ii is not, (283) that implies that an® 

opinion is formed by him as to the little goodness of 

the sacred being and the evil of his will; (284) and^ 

for the same reason^ M is not fitting to glorify him 

as the divine existence. .2S5. says that it is 

his will, (286) that implies that an opinion is formed 

by him as to the good will of the sacred being; (287) 

and^ for the same reason, it is fitting to glorify him 
as the divine existence. 

2SS- Ask this, too, that is: ‘If it be his will, is he 

capable of performing or not?* 289. If one says 

tJiat he is not, (290) that implies that an opinion is 

formed by him as to the incapability of the sacred 

being as regards that will of his; (291) and^ for the 

same reason, ii is not fitting to glorify him as the 

divine existence which is almighty. 292. If one says 

that he is capable of performing his will, (293) that 
implies that an opinion is formed by him as to Ms 

* Which is dovblless Ihe criminal Fahlavi forro of P^, muth' 

zart* It is an adjective, meatiinig ^aeceditig, schiginatics* derived 

from Ar. mu^htazil, and applied i^pecially to Muharamadau 

schismatics. 
^ Assumingf that FSz. stands for Fahl. 

k&mih, vfhich would be identical with the former word in, Fahlavi 

writing, 
* JE has *ro' in FSz. but oot in Sans., which negative is evi¬ 

dently a modern blunder. 

o 2 
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capability for that will of his; (294.) and^ for the 

same reason, ii is fitting to glorify him as the divine 

existence which is almighty* 

^95' Again, iisk this, that is : ' When he is capable 

of performing his will, does he perform or not ?' 

596* If one says that he performs ?V, (29?) that 

implies that the abstaining from sin, escaping from 

hell, and bringing to heaven ^ would be manifested 

unto all mankind ; (29S) dut this is that which is not 

manifest by his existence, and Is falsifying even his 

own revelation (din6). 299, If OJie says that he is 

capable of performing his will, but does not perform 

it, (300) that hnplies that an opinion is formed by 

him as to the unmercifulncss of the sacred being, his 

enmity to mankind, and the inconstancy of his wilh 

30t.-For if he performs f/, it is no harm to him 

himself and is an advantage io mankind; his own 

will is also continuous thereby. 302. BtU if he does 

not perform ii, it is no advantage to him himself and 

is harm to mankind; his own will is also discon¬ 

tinuous thereby, 
303* Again, ash this, that is : ' Does he not perform 

it through will, or without will ?' 304.. If one says 

that he does not perform it through will, (305) that 

implies that an opinion is formed by him that the 

sacred being is good-willed, bnt has no will to do 

good; (306} and this is even to consider hint faulty 

through in CO ns is ten cy* 307, If om says that he is 

without will) mid therefore does not perform ii, (30S) 

that implies that an opinion is formed by him as to 

the weakness of the sacred being in his own self, or 

the existence of an injurer of his will 

309, The conclusion is this, that, with a manager 

* JJ Eias ‘savin" from helE md cscstpiag ta heaven.’ 
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of this worldly exisietue who may be without an oppo¬ 

nent, without competition, and perfect in sagacity, 

goodness, and capability, there should not be all 

these unworthy actions, trouble and misery, pain 

and vexation, especially of mankind and the other 

creatures. 310. Because, when a manager, without 

an opponent, is perfect in sagacity, he knows means 

for evil not to occur and also remedies for carrying 

off evil. 311. When he is perfect in goodness and 

merciful, he has no wish for the occurrence of evil 

at first, but a wish for its extinction. 312. When he 

is perfect in capability, tie is capable of not really 

becoming equally the origin of evil. 

313. Now, as in the worldly existence^ whose 

manager is the sacred being, the existence of evil is 

unquestionably visible, then thus much is not separ¬ 

able from this, either where the manager is provided 

with an opponent, or is without an opponent:—314. 

If he does not know means for evil not to occur, and 

remedies for carrying off evil, the imperfect sagacity 

of the sacred being is thereby* manifested. 315. Or 

the evil exists with his good will, and the imperfect 

goodness of his will is manifested. 316. Or tie is 

not capable of not allowing the occurrence of evil, 

and of carrying it off, and the imperfect capability of 

the sacred being is manifested. ‘317. And when he 

is imperfect even in one—in sagacity, or goodness, 

or capability—it is not fitting to glorify and worship 

him as the divine existence who is almighty, all-good, 

and all-wise. 
318. This, too, you should know, that since any 

existing thing, which is acting, is provided with a will, 

but its nature has not become unrestricted, (319) that 

* Reading a^af instead of the simiUrly-wriilen afaj,‘and by it’ 
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sho'ii^s tkdt^ if the original existence of the creator be 
divinity, and his nature be light and beauty^ fragrance 
and purity^ goodness and sagacity^ then such things 
as darkness a-nd uglinesSj stench and pollution^ vile¬ 
ness and ignorance—die demoniacal nature itself-— 
ought to be far from him, 320^ If his original existence 
he anything demoniacal, and his nature be darkness 
or stench, ugliness or pollution, vileness ignorance, 
then the nature of divinity remains strange to him. 

321* If there be any one by whom indecision 
about all this is insini.iated into his own self^ that 
implies ihat^ owing to his indecision about it, there is 
no discrimination in him as to goodness, amid his 
own eviL 322, Now, moreover, the hope of the 
iiopeful is absorbed, (323) for even he who goes to 
heaven through doing good works is, even there, in 
evil and misery, (334) because there is no distinct 
discrimination of good from evil, even there, (325} if 
there be the goodness which is devoid of evil, and 
there be also the evil which is devoid of goodness, 
represented ^ really of the same origin, 326. This 
is known, that the difference of good and evil is 
owing to difference of nature, 327, When the two 
origins of their difference and distinction from the 
other of different nature are manifest, that hope of 
the hopeful is just, (328) and sagacity is tlteir pass¬ 
port (parv^nak). 

329, This, too, you should know, that every state¬ 
ment wliich is not unconfused by its own limits is 
unenquiring (apa^f-khvah) ^ 330. Likewise this, 
that the limit of divinity Is specially sagacity. 331* 
And also this, that^ the limit of sagacity is only^ 

^ Sans, has * undesirable.' 
® JJ and Sans^ omit these four word$. ' Literally 
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advantageous action. 332. Advantageous action is 

not doing injury; (333) and the modes of doing 

injury are three. 334. One is that which, being no 

advantage to oneself, is the injury of another also. 

335* [One is that which, being no advantage to an¬ 

other is the injury of oneself also. 336. A nd one is 

that which is the injury of oneself and the injury of 

another also. 337. And from the creation of Aharman 

and the demons there is no advantage to a wisely-acting 

sacred being himself, and there is injury of others also; 

(338) the non-advancement of even his own will, owing 

to his own work, is always manifested thereby. 

339. This, too, you should know, that if the will of 

the sacred being be goodness, (340) his will is also 

eternal. 341. And he should be capable of a suit¬ 

able will, (342) so that, from the beginning even to 

the end, all the goodness and virtue of the will of the 

sacred being would have proceeded in the world. 

343. Now it is manifest that vileness and vice always 

proceed much more. 344. Therefore tJu cause is 

one of these, either they always proceed through the 

will of the sacred being, or without his will. 345. If 

they always proceed through some will of the sacred 

being, it is evident that his will is also for vileness as 

well as for goodness, (346) or he is inefficient and 

changeable in will. 347. Since a will does not 

change, unless owing to a cause, or unless owing to 

a changer, (348) that implies one of these two, either 

it is through some cause, or there exists some other 

being with him as a changer of his will. 349. If 

they always proceed not through the will of the 

sacred being, (350) from that it is evident that the 

* The words in brackets are omitted, both in PSz. and Sans., by 
JE and JJ, the only two MSS. available. 
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sacred being is suffering in his own will, and his will 
is not perfect, (351) or there exists some diminisher 
of it who is a possessor of will. 

• 352. As to this, too, which they assert, tliat the 
sacred being commanded Adam thus: ‘ Thou shalt 
not eat of this one tree which is in paradise (vahi^t) V 
(353) should ask of them (354) thus: ‘ Was the 
command which the sacred being gave to Adam, thus : 
“ You shall not eat of this tree,” good or evil}' 355. 
If the command were good it is evident that the tree 
was evil, (356) and it is not befitting the sacred being 
to create anytliing that is evil. 357. If die tree were 
good the command was evil, and it is not befitting the 
sacred being to give an evil command. 358. If the 
tree were good, and the command as to not eating were 
given by him, it is not * adapted to the goodness and 
mercifulness of the sacred being to allot a benefit away 
from his own innocent servants. 

359. As to this, too, which they assert, that the 
sacred being brings every one whom he wills unto 
faith and the true way, and, as the recompense, he 
makes him proceed to the happy progress which is 
eternal; and him whom he does not will he 
leaves in irreligion and ignorance of the sacred 
being, and, for that reason, he casts him into hell 
and eternal misery*; (361) you should ask of them 
(362) thus: ' Is he good whose desire and will are 
for the religion and faith of the sacred being and the 
true way, or he whose desire and will are for going 
astray, irreligion, and ignorance of the sacred being ?’ 
363. If one says that he is good whose desire and will 

* See § 64. 

* Reading Piz. ue instead of Paz. b^, ‘quite,* as the Sanskrit 

has a negative participle. 

* See § 271. 
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are for the religion of the sacred being and the true 

way, (364) now as to that man about whom this 

is die will of the sacred being, that he shall leave 

him in irreligion, going astray, and ignorance of the 

sacred being, and lo whmn an apostle, or some other 

person who is a friend, recites the revelation (din6) 

of the sacred being and the true way, (365) does that 

show that the sacred being is thereby better and 

more beneficial to him, or are that apostle and that 

person sof 366. If one says that the will of the 

sacred being about him * is good, it is thereby 

asserted by him, that not understanding the sacred 

being, not accepting the religion, and going astray 

are good; btU this is not acceptable [and not to be 

taught*], on account of error. 367. If one says that 

his coming to the true religion and understanding 

the sacred being are thereby better and more 

beneficial, (368) it is thereby obviously asserted by 

one that the apostle and person are thereby better 

to him than the sacred being. 369. Because a person 

throiLgh whom the true way and an understanding of 
the sacred being are wanted among mankind, and his 

will is bent upon it, is much better than he who is a 

sacred being (370) by whose will backsliding 

rdslh), misunderstanding, and irreligion exist am'ong 

them; and the sacred being is much worse than that 
person. 

371. Observe this, too, that if the criminal thought 

and criminal action of man are by the will of the 

sacred being, that already Implies that tlie sacred 

being produced criminal tliought, and sowed crime 

^ The man mentioned in § 364. 
* The words in brackets have no equivalent in the Pdzand text, 

but are indicated by isvddyafl^a in Sans. 
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in his mind, (372) and Aharman merely invites and 

instigates him to the committal of crime; that shows 

ihiat the criminal thought traced to the sacred being 

and also his desire for it are more violent and worse 

than the invitation of Aharman. 373. When, too, 

his listening to what proceeds from Aharman, as to 

the committal of crime, is likewise due to the 

criminal thought which the sacred being produced, 

and so also is his desire for it, it is already obvious 

that the sacred being is much worse and more sinful 

than Aharman. 

374. As regards these statements, which are 

enumerated by us, (375) one of these two opitiions 

must arise, (376) either that all are true or that all 

are false, (377) or there are some which are true and 

there are soffte which are false. 378. If all be true, 

every statement that is not adapted to these state¬ 

ments is false, or something of the two, truth and 

falsehood. 379. If all be false, every statement that 

is not adapted to these statements is true, or some¬ 

thing of the two together 380. If there be some 

that are true and there be some that are false, (381) 

then of those which are true—derived from the 

nature and nucleus (ndf) of truth—(382) and of those 

which are false—derived from the nature and nucleus 

and original evolution of falsehood—(383) the origins 

are two, one from which arises truth, and one from 

which arises falsehood. 

Chapter XII. 

I. Again, about the inconsistency of their asser¬ 

tions there are several statements from the Dtnkard* 

' Sans, has ‘ something mingled twofold.’ 
* See Chap. IV, 107. As the inconsistent statements which. 
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manuscript, (2) as to that which they say, that the 

sacred being is around everything, but nothing is 

within him; (3) and within everything, but nothing 

is around him. 4. That he is above everything, 

but notliing is below him; (5) and below everything, 

but nothing is above him. 6. TJiat he sits upon a 

throne, but is possessing no r^rj//«^-place ; (7) and is 

inside heaven, but is possessing no whereabouts. 8. 

That he does not exist in any place, and yet he does 

exist there. 9. That he exists everywhere, and yet 

his place does not exist. 10. Also that everything 

of his becomes fit for his own by his own will, (ii) 

his original evolution being both malice and good; 

(12) and he is eternally unforgiving and compas¬ 

sionate, (13) preparing distress and not distressing. 

14. Likewise that he has commanded him who is 

incapable of performing or neglecting the divine 

command, (15) and he has created him who is 

innocent for hell, not the distresser. 16. That he is 

aware of the hellish existence of mankind, owing 

to wickedness, and his will is for it; (17) and he is 

good-willed, or it has become not his will. 18. That 

he has produced a remedy, and is not himself dis¬ 

tressing; (19) or no remedy, but want of remedy, is 

produced by him, and yet he is not possessing an 

opponent. 20. That he is wanting experience, and 

yet omniscient; (21) neglecting commands, and 

follow in the text arc not to be found in the portion of the Dtnkar<f 
known to be extant, they were probably contained in the first two 
books of that work, which have not yet been discovered. Chap. 
132 of the third book (130 in Dastfir Peshotan's translation, 
pp. 176-178) is the nearest approach to our text in style, but not 
in matter. It is ‘ about him who is in all and over all, over and 
not lower than anything nor through anything, that is, even owing 
to management he ts over all, and all is manageable by him.* 
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they, are themselves his will; (22) and he who 

neglects, and provides a restricted evolutionis yet 

a good sovereign. 23. Also that his commands are 

all continuous, (24) and yet the setting aside of his 

commands is obtainable. 25. And that there is sortie 

of his w'ill which is not continuous, (26) and neglect 

of his will is not an injurer of the will. 27. Likewise 

that he has commanded that which is not his will, 

(28) and the command which is not inconsistent with 

his will and also the command which is inconsistent 

with his will are both proper. 29. Also that his 

good will is not a discontinuous will, (30) and as to 

his evil will, which makes evil things, that is judicious. 

31. And many other inconsistencies which are in the 

assertions of various sects. 

32. If it be not possible for an orderly (pa^^minlk) 

religion to exist, without rescue from these incon¬ 

sistent assertions of many kinds, (33) they then® say 

this of it, that to the supposers of two original evolu¬ 

tions ® the work of the sacred being is weak and un¬ 

resisting; (34) and they say it is not as it were 

adapted to the grandeur of the sacred being. 

35. Upon this subject, too, there are some matters, 

which I shall clearly state, that should be dictated 

and known. 36. That is, does he^ make divine 

tilings weaker and more unresisting, (37) where it is 

he who says that the sacred beings own achievements, 

^ Reading bandak-gaxtih instead of Pdz. ba»dayaxtt; com¬ 
pare Chap. IV, 73 n. 

* Reading adJnax, *then of it,'for PSa. aind, asin Chap. IV, 81. 
* That is, those who hold the orthodox Mazda-worshipper’s 

opinion, that the producer of evil is independent of the producer 
of good, so long as the former continues to exist. 

* The believer in a single original evolution without any inde¬ 
pendent producer of evil Connect §§ 36, 37 with §§ 52, 53. 
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which xvere created by him, have all lapsed into bein^r 

intolerant of command and deaf to admonition, (38) 

till even the most tender-bodied creatures struggle 

against his will? 39. And so they have slain or 

impaled those many prophets (vakhshvardn) and 

apostles (p^tkhambardn) of his, who are appointed 

by him; (40) and there are some who have acted 

scornfully, contemptibly, and irreverently. 41. This, 

too, is where Ju has not only not protected his own 

dominion from the vile creaUires which were created 

by him himself, but he has himself afflicted his own 

dominion also; (42) and he himself destroys his own 

productions without a reason, (43) and himself renders 

his own creations useless. 44. Through his own culpa¬ 

bility he himself destroys his own innocent servants. 

45. He himself makes his own peculiar friends 

weak, needy, sinful, and deluded. 46. And his 

wrath, inflicted upon a single innocent servant, which 

is like Aharman’s makes his own innumerable 

creatures unobservant and deluded. 47. For a sin 

that is limited, which is owing to his own actions, he 

puts the innocent to unlimited punishment*. 48. 

The door of forgiveness is finally shut up, (49) and- 

he is not satiated with the pain, distress, and misery 

of his own creatures, (50) but maintains them per¬ 

petually in action and excitement. 51. And he 

is not able to insist upon the commands which he 

' Aharroan being supposed to be the producer of the demon 

of wrath, who is one of his most powerful auxiliaries. 

* Sans, has ‘he puts another unlimited punishment upon the 

innocent;’ Nfir. having read hand, ‘another,*instead of av6, ‘to,’ 

which two words are written alike in Pahlavi. As the author’s 

interpretation of his opponent’s argument assumes that everything, 

including sin, is produced by the sacred being, he naturally con¬ 

cludes that the sinners themselves are innocent. 
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g^ves in the beginning, middle, ar end. 52. Or is i^ 

he' who says that that is the sacred being who is 

perpetually a ruler, all-knowing and almighty; (53) 

whose dominion and knowledge and power are 

perpetual and for unlimited . time ? 54. Owing to 

him, too, is the happiness of any goodness; (55) his 

actions also are for a purpose,' Ais commands are 

advantageous, (56) Jie is compassionate and forgiving 

as regards his own servants, (5 7) and is an abundant 

bestower of recompense, too, on that servant who is 

a carrier off of victory. 58. As to him who is a 

sinner, who, on account of his own sinfulness, 

becomes captive m the hands of the enemy*, Ac is 

forgiving upon atonement for the sinfulness and 

cleansing from iniquity and pollution. 59. In the 

end fu is no leaver of any good creature captive in 

the hands of enemies *, (60) and is their protector, 

maintainer, and cherisher, in body and life, amid 

their contest and struggle with enemies. 61. He is 

a complete defender of his own empire from oppo¬ 

nents of a different nature, (62) and his champions 

and troops become victorious in the struggle and 

contest 63. And in the end Ju is a bringer of 

victory to his own creatures, as regards every 
iniquity. 

64. When it is observed as to light, knowledge, 

sight, life, health, a7id other divine creations, tliat 

tJu^ are fully resistant and prevailing over darkness, 

* The believer in two original evolutions, good and evil; the 
producer of the latter being independent of the producer of the 
former for a limited period of existence. This producer of evil is 
not clearly described here, but is mentioned in 58-61, 72 as an 
enemy and opponent §§ 52, 53 are to be read in connection with 
§4 3^-38- 

* The spiritual enemy, Aharman. • Compare Chap. IV, 100. 
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ignorance, blindness, death, sickness, and other 

demoniacal peculiarities—(65) because this is known, 

that light is the putting asi-de of all darkness, (66) 

knowledge is victorious over ignorance, (67) and life 

is powerful^ and increasing over death, (68) for, 

owing to the powerfulness and increase of life, the 

incalculable progress of the creatures arises from two 

persons, (69) and multitudes are confident about it; 

(70) so also sight and health are manifestly as much 

victorious and powerful over blindness and sickness 

—(71) stcch being observed^ it is also expedient to 

observe this, that is, what does the opposing fiend 

want, and about what do the troops of the sacred 

being struggle ? 

72. That opponent wants this that he speaks of 

thus: * I will make this earth and sky and the 

creatures which are luminaries* extinct, (73) or I 

will bring them into my possession, and will pervert 

them from their own nature (74) so that the sacred 

being shall not be able to occasion the resurrection 

and the renovation of the universe^ and to restore his 

own creatures.’ 

75. The troops of the sacred being struggle about 

this, that the opponent shall not attain to his will 

through his desire. 76. Observe this, too, that the 

troops of AClharma^df iiave been valiant in struggling 

and successful in will ever since the original creation. 

77.. From this it is manifest, when it happens that 

this earth and sky are formed, (78) that it would be 

possible for him to make all creatures and creations 

extinct; but he is incapable of making even one of 

the most tender-bodied creatures of the sacred being 

* Assuming that Paz. avaama«d stands for Pahl. ao^-h6mand. 
* Sans, has ‘of the luminaries.’' ■ * Compare Bd. I, 14. 
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extinct. Because, if even, by reason of death, 

the body be separated from life, it is not extinction 

and change of nature from its own self, but decay' 

of peculiarities and a necessity of going from place to 

place, from duty to duty *. 8o. Then each one of the 

qualities of one’s body and life is to subsist again, in 

its own nature, for other'duties, as is revealed. 8i. 

And the existence of these creatures and creation, 

fully continuously and perpetually active, is advan¬ 

tageously manifest during a suitable period. 

82. Thus far is considered complete upon this 

subject. 

Chapter XIII. . 

I. Again, about the inconsistency and faulty state¬ 

ments of the first scripture *, (2) which tliey call holy 

{^zid)—^(3) and as to it they are, in every way, 

unanimous that the sacred being wrote it with his 

ovm hand, and gave it to Moses (Mfish46)—(4) so 

that, as it is full of delusion, I witt here publish, for 

your information, a story * out of all its stupidity and 

of much that is in it 

5. It states, in the beginning of the scripture, (6) 

that there first arose earth, without form and void", 

^ Assuming that Paz. nySra^ni is a misreading of Pahl. ni- 
hirijn5. 

• Compare Chap. IV, 87. ■ The Old Testament. 
• P5z. niha»g-« (Pahl. nisang-i, Av. ni + sangha) appears to 

mean *a talc, tract, or essay,* and is connected with farhang, 
* learning.* Sans, has * somewhat, a little.’ 

• Assuming that PSz. ftv khttn u tiln (which Nfir. seems to 
have understood as dv-i kh0n*vatiln, 'water containing blood*) 
is a misreading of Pahl.’afdm va tahdn. N6r. may have been 
thinking of Mkh. IX, 8. 
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darkness, and black water; {7) and the breatking^ 
of the sacred being ever yearns^ over tbe face of 
that black water \ 8. Afterwards the sacred being 
spoke thus: ^ Let i^ere be light,' (9) and was 
light*. 10, And stooping he considered that light 
below him, (ii) and the light was transmitted by 
him to the day, and the darkness to the night 12. 
In six days this world and sky and earth W£r^ also 
created by him, (13) for during the seventh day he 
was reposing (khaspin) and comfortable^. 14. 
Through that same mystery (ra^) even now the Jews 
are enjoying repose the Sabbath day 

15. This, too^ A stiLled^ that Adam and his wife 
Eve (Hav^S) created by himj (t6) and put into 
a garden of paradise (vahi^t); ^^I7) so that Adam 

' Reading vSy S, ‘'air, breath,^ instead of vakhab, ‘growlh, 
eicpansef these two words being written alike in Pahlavi. Sans, 
has ‘eyes/ 

^ Reading instead of Pdz. ny^vtd. Sana, has ‘looks/ 
* ‘In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. 

And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon 
tlie face of the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face 

of tbe waters' =)' 
* ‘And God said^ “ Let there be lightand there was light' 

(Gen. J. 3). 
^ ‘And God saw the llgbt„ tliat fV z&fff good: and God divided 

the light from the darkness. And God called the light Day, and 
the darkness he called Night ^ (Gen. i. 4, 5). 

* ‘And the evening and the morning were the stxth day. Thus 
the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of them. 
. . . And he rested on the seventh day frcmi all his work which he 
had made ' (Gen. i. 31; ii. i, a)- 

^ ‘ But the seventh day ts the sabbath of tbe Lord thy God: in 
it thou shalt not do any work. ... For fn sis days the Lord made 
heaven and earth, the sea. and alE that in them is^ and rested the 
seventh day: wherefore the Lord blessed the sabbath day, and 
hallowed iE^(E3;. xx. to, ii). 

p 
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should perform cultivation in that garden, and should 

keep watch^ i8. The Lord*, who is the sacred 

being himself, commanded Adam (19) thus: ‘ Eat of 

every tree which is in this garden, except of that tree 

of knowledge; (20) because when you eat thereof 

you dieV 21. Afterwards a serpent was also put 

by him into the garden; (22) and that serpent 

deceived Eve and spoke thus: ‘ Let us eat of the 

gathering from this tree, afid let us give it to 

Adam\* 23. And she acted accordingly, (24) and 

Adam likewise ate^ 25. And his knowledge be¬ 

came such that good was distinguished by him from 

evil, and they did not die*. 26. He also saw and 

knew that he was naked, (27) aiid became concealed 

under the trees; (28) he likewise covered over his own 

body with leaves of trees, on account of the shame 

of nakedness 29. Afterwards the Lord went to the 

^ * So God created man in his own image, in the image of God 
created he him; male and female created he them... . And the 
Lord God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden, to 
dress it and to keep it' (Gen. i. 27; ii. 15). 

• P&2. &dtnd is evidently a misreading of the Pahlavi form of 
Heb. adon&i,'Lord.' 

• ‘And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, “ Of every 
tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat; but of the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil, thou slialt not eat of it: for in the day 
that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die"' (Gen. ii. 16, 17). 

• ‘ Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the field 
which the Lord God had made. And he said unto the woman,. .. 
“ye shall not surely die"' (Gen. iii, i, 4). 

• ‘ She took of the fruit thereof, and did eat; and gave also unto 
her husband with her, and he did cat' (Gen. iii. 6). 

• ‘ “ For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then 
your eyes shall be opened; and ye shall be as gods, knowing good 
and evil’” (Gen. iiL 5). 

’ ‘And the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew that 
they toere naked: and tliey sewed fig leaves together, and made 
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garden, called Adam by name thus: * Where art 

thou^ ? ’ 30. Adam replied thus : * Here I am, under 

the trees, for this reason, because I am naked 31. 

The Lord indulged in wrath, (32) and spoke thus: 

‘ Who could have informed thee that thou art naked ? 

33. Mayest thou not ever yet * have eaten of that tree 

of knowledge, of which I said that you shall not 

eat* V 34. Adam spoke thus: ‘ I have been deceived 

by this woman, who was given to me by thee, and I 

ateV 35. And the Lord enquired of Eve thus: 

* Why was it so done by thee ? ’ 36. Eve spoke 

thus: have been deceived by this serpent*.’ 37. 

And Adam and Eve and the serpent are, all three, 

forced out of the garden of paradise by him with a 

curse ^ 38. And he spoke to Adam thus: * Thy 

eating shall be through the scraping off of sweat* 

themselves aprons ... and Adam and his wife hid themselves from 
the presence of the Lord God, amongst the trees of the garden* 
(Gen. iii. 7, 8). 

• ‘And they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the 
garden in the cool of the day. ... And the Lord God called unto 
Adam, and said unto him, “ Where art thou ?”* (Gen. iii. 8, 9). 

• ‘And he said,“I heard thy voice in the garden, and I was 
afmid, because I was naked; and I hid myself” ’ (Gen. iiL 10). 

• Assuming that P&z. agarat stands for Pahl. akvariiat; see 

§ *39- 
• ‘And he said, “ Who told thee that thou wast naked ? Hast 

thou eaten of the tree, whereof I conunanded thee that thou shouldest 
not eat ?”' (Gen. iii. 11). 

“ ‘And the man said, “ The woman whom thou gavest to he with 
me, she gave me of the tree, and I did eat”* (Gen. iii 12). 

• ‘And the Lord God said unto the woman, “ What ts this that 

thou hast done?'* And the. woman said, “The serpent beguiled 
me, and I did eat"* (Gen. iii. 13). 

’ ‘ Therefore the Lord God sent him forth from the garden of 
Eden, to till the ground from whence he was taken. So he drove 
out the man* (Gen. iii. 23, 24). 

• Sans, has ‘ through the spreading of sleep.’ 
P 2 
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and the panting of the nostrils, (39) until the end of 

thy life; (40) and thy land shall grow all bodily 

refuse and dungV 41. He also spoke to Eve 

thus: * Thy pregnancy shall be in pain and uneasy, 

and thy bringing forth in grievous hastening 42. 

And he spoke to the serpent thus: ‘ Thou shalt be 

accursed from amid the quadrupeds and wild animals 

of the plain and mountain; (43) for thee also there shall 

be no feet, (44) and thy movement shall be on thy belly, 

and thy food dust 45. And betwixt thy offspring, 

with those of the woman, there shall be such hatred 

and conversion to enmity that they will wound the 

head of that offspring 

46. This, too, they say, that this worldly existence, 

with whatever is in everything, was made and pro¬ 

duced by him for mankind; (47) and man was made 

by him predominant over all creatures and creations, 

wet and dry^ 

48. Now I will tell you a story (nisang-i) about 

' *And unto Adam he said,"... cursed is the ground for thy 
sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life: thorns 
also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee;... in the sweat of 
thy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto the ground ’’ * 

(Gen. iii. 17-ip). 
* ‘ Unto the woman he said, " I will greatly multiply thy sorrow, 

and thy conception; in sorrow thou shalt bring forth children " ’ 
(Gen. iii. z6).. 

* ‘And the Lord God said unto the serpent, "Because thou hast 
done this, thou ari cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of 
the field; upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all 
the days of thy life: and I will put enmity between thee and the 
woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy 
head, and thou shalt bruise his heel "'(Gen. iii. 14,15). 

* ‘And God said," Let us make man in our image, after our 
likeness; and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and 
over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and 
over every creeping thing thatcreepeth upon the earth''/(Gen. i. 26). 
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the contents of their twaddle and the faultiness of 

their statements, (49) that is, where and with what 

limits did that earth without forjn and void*, the 

darkness, the sacred being and his breathing®, and 

the black water arise ? 50. Or of what description 

was the sacred being himself? 51. It is manifest 

that he was not light, (52) because, when the light 

was seen by him, (53) stooping he considered 2V*, 

for the reason that he had not seen it before. 54. 

If they say that he was dark, that manifestly implies 

that the origin of darkness is uttering^ a word and 

there is light. 55. If they say that he was not dark, 

but light, (56) why, when the light was seen by him, 

did he admire and consider it, though he was light 

himself? 57. And if they say that he was neither 

light nor dark, (58) it is necessary for such to specify 

that third state which is not light and not dark. 

59. Then as to him whose position and abode were 

in darkness and black water, and light was never seen 

by him, how was it possible for him to look at that 

light ? 60. And what was his divinity owing to ? 

61. Because even now it is not possible for any one 

who remains in darkness to look at the light 62. 

Observe also this, that if his origin and abode were 

darkness, how was it possible for him to remain 

opposite the light ? 63. Because this is known, that 

it is not possible for darkness to remain opposite the 

light, since the latter puts it aside harmless. 

64. Again, 1 ask this, that is, was that eartli, which 

' See § 6 n. * See § 7 n. 
* Sec § 10. The scripture merely says that ‘ God saw the light, 

that i7 w<u good;’ but this difference does not really affect the 
author’s argument as to the previous non-existence of light. 

* Assuming that Piz. frdi is a misreading of Pahl. parar. 
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was without form and void, limited or unlimited ? 

65. If it were limited, what was there outside of it ? 

66. If it were unlimited, whither did that unlimited¬ 

ness of it go, (67) when, as we see, this earth and 

worldly existence are not those of the first existence ? 

68. As io that which the Lord spoke, (69) that is: 

‘ Let there be light,’ and it was so, (70) it is thereupon 

appropriate to understand that the Lord mVW before 

the time that the light arose; (71) and when he was 

wishing to make the light, and he gave the command 

for it to arise, he then considered mentally in what 

way the light is of good appearance or evil appear¬ 

ance. 72. And if the light, through its own nature, 

reached into the knowledge and consideration of the 

Lord, it is evident that the light was existing alike 

within the knowledge and mind of the Lord, (73) and 

alike outside of him. 74. For it is not possible to 

know and obtain anything, unless it be a manifestation 

of an existence. 75. If the light was existing is it\ 

on that account, a creation of the Lord ? 76. And 

if they say that the light was not, through its own 

nature, within his knowledge, that light was de¬ 

manded by him, who did not know of what nature 

it was, very unwisely. 77. Or how is it possible to 

consider in the mind that which one has never even 

thought of or known ? 

78. And observe this, too, that that command for 

the arising of light was given either to something or 

to nothing, (79) because this is certain, that it is 

necessary to give a command to a performer of com¬ 

mands. 80. If it were given by him to something 

existing, which was light, that implies that the light 

\ Or, perhaps,*it is.’ 
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itself existed. 81. And if the command were given 

by him to something not existing, then how did the 

sometliing not existing hear the command of the 

Lord } 82. Or how did it know that the will of 

the Lord was thus, that ‘I should become light 

83. Because the command of the Lord is not heard 

by whal does not exist, in the same manner as 

though it were not given by him. 84, Since it is 

not possible for the non-existent even to think in 

any way, (85) it was that which is appointed non¬ 

existent, so that it does not exist, but yet exists S 

that was really before the sight of the sage*; by 

which it was known in what manner the Lord is 

demanding that it shcUl arise*, and in the manner 

which was demanded by him it arose. 

86. If they say that the light arose from the word 

of the Lord, which was spoken by him thus : ‘ Thou 

shalt arise,' and it was so—(87) that being when the 

Lord and his belongings (khCld^ih) were dark, and 

light had really never been seen by him—in what 

way is it possible for that light to arise from his 

word ? 88. Because this is known, that speaking 

is the progeny of thinking. 89. If they say that 

his word became light, that is very marvellous, be¬ 

cause then light is the fruit of darkness, and the 

source of darkness is thereby the essence of light; 

* That is something produced as a nonentity which, being pro¬ 
duced as nothing, is considered to be something different from 
nothing at all, which is not produced. Something analogous to 
the prototypes of the creatures, which * remained three thousand 
years in a spiritual staJCy so that they were unthinking and unmov¬ 
ing, with intangible bodies' (Bd. I, 8). 

* Who wrote the account of the creation in the book of Genesis. 
* Literally * that I shcdl arise.' 
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or e/se it is this, that the light was concealed in the 

darkness. 

90. As I have said^ it is evident that it is of no 

use to give a command, except to a performer of 

commands, (91) so that it should be that the light 

existed, atid then the command was expedient and 

given. 

92. Again, / ask this, as to these creatures and 

creations, sky and earth of his, since they were pre¬ 

pared and produced by him in six days, (93) and 

the seventh he reposed (khaspia^) therefrom*, (94) 

then, when this world was not produced by him from 

anything, but merely arose by his command, ‘thou 

shalt arise,’ and it was so^ (95) to what was tliat 

delay of his of six days owing } 96. For when his 

trouble is merely as much as to say ‘thou shalt 

arise,’ the existence of that delay of six days is 

very ill-seeming. 97. It is also not suitable for 

trouble to arise for him therefrom. 98. If it be 

possible to make the non-existent exist, and he be 

capable of it^ it is possible to produce it even a 

long time back. 99. And if he be incapable of pro¬ 

ducing except in the period of a day, it is not fitting 

to speak of his producing it from nothing. 

100. And, again, 1 ask this, that is, when the 

number of the days should be known from the sun, 

whence then is tlie number of the day, besides the 

names of the days, known before tlie creation of 

the sun t loi. For they say that the sun was 

produced by him on the fourtli day, which is itself 

Wednesday ^ 

' In § 79. * See §§ 12, 13. 
• P&z. ^ih4r xumba</, Sans. iatu^xanaix/(ar!ya. ‘And God 

made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the 
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102. / also ask this, to what was it owing that it 

was necessary for him to make himself comfortable 

and reposing on the seventh day ? 103. When the 

delay and trouble in his creation and production of 

the world was merely so much as that he spoke 

thus: ‘ Thou shalt arise,* (104) how are those days 

accounted for by him, so that it was necessary to 

make him reposing whose trouble is recounted ? 

105. For if‘thou shalt arise’ were spoken by him 

at once, that is his trouble, and he ought to become 

comfortable immediately. 

106. Again / ask this, that is, for what purpose 

and cause is Adam produced by him, together with 

Eve^ (107) so that while they practise his will*, the 

purpose of it is not so presented by him that they 

shall not turn away from the performance of his 

desire ? 108. For when it is known by him, before 

the fact, that they will not be listening to his com¬ 

mand, and yet th^ are finally produced by him, that 

shozvs that for him now to become exhausted, and 

to indulge in wrath about them, is unreasonable, 

(109) because it is evident that the Lx^rd himself 

was not fully proceeding toith that which is desirable 

for his own will, and is manifestly an opponent and 

adversary to his own will. no. If they are not 

understood by him before the fact, and it is not even 

known by him that they will not listen to his com¬ 

mand, then he is ignorant and badly informed, in. 

If they say that his will itself was for non-performance, 

why then is the command for performance given by 

him.^ 112. Also what is the sin in not performing 

lesser light to rule the night, . . . And the evening and the morning 
were the fourth day' (Gen. i. 16,19), 

^ See § 15. * The command mentioned in §§ 19, 20. 
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it, and how goes (113) a horse whom they yoke with 

another in confinement (lag) and hurry on with a 

whip (t^^rinak)*. 114. From this statement signs 

and tokens of deceivers are manifested, (115) whose 

will and command are inconsistent and unadapted, 

one to the other. 

116. And if his will and desire were this, that 

they shall not turn away from his will, (117) still 

their power and desire for turning away from his 

will are much stronger and more resistant than 

those which he gave for not turning. 118. If the 

will for their turning anvay from his will, and also 

the knowledge of it, were his, and the command 

for not turning away were given by him, how was 

it still possible for the distressed Adam to act so that 

should not turn away? 119. Also, the origin 

and maintenance of his will ought not to exist, 

(120) because by turning away from his command 

one merely falsifies (drfi^e^/) it as a command, while 

by not turning away it becomes a falsification of 

both his will and knowledge. 

121. Again, I ask this, that fs, on what account 

and for what advantage was that garden, prepared 

by him, produced*.? 122. And as to the tree of 

knowledge itself, about which he commanded thus: 

‘Ye shall not eat of itl and also as to the injunc¬ 
tion for not eating of it, which was issued by him, 

why was it necessary for him to make them ? 

123. It is also evident, from his injunction and 

' Illustrating the inconsistency of determining or permitting that 
anything (such as the abstaining from fruit, or the trotting of a 
horse) shall not be done, and yet urging its performance by whip 
or command. 

* See §§ 16,17. 
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command, that scanty knowledge and ignorance are 

more loved by him, (124) and his desire for them 

is more thanknowledge and wisdom. 125. And 

that even his advantage from ignorance was more, 

(126) because while the tree of knowledge was not 

tasted by them they were ignorant, and not dis¬ 

obedient and without benefit unto him, (127) but 

just as their knowledge arose they became dis¬ 

obedient unto him. 128. There also no anxiety 

for him from their ignorance, just as their know¬ 

ledge arose (129) he became exhausted and wrathful 

about them, (130) and, forced out of paradise by 

him, with grievous discomfort and disgrace, they are 

cast^ to the earth. (131) The sum total is this, that 

the cause of this birth of ntan*s knowledge, in the 

worldly existence, was owing to the serpent and deceit. 

132. They also say this, that things of every kind 

were created for mankind—on account of which it 

is evident that even that tree was created by him 

for mankind—(133) and man was made by him pre¬ 

dominant over every creature and creation*. 134. 

If that be so, why were they now to incline their 

desires away from that tree which was their own ? 

135. From this following statement this, too, is 

evident, that knowledge was not really originating 

with him, (136) because if he came forth to the 

garden® and raised his voice, and called Adam by 

name thus: ‘ Where art thou,’ it is just as though 

he were unaware of the place where he existed; 

(137) and if he had been unanswered by him, he 

would have been unaware of the place where Adam 

existed. 138. If it were not owing to his (a^aj) 

* Or ‘ admitted.’ * See §§ 46, 47- ® See § 29. 
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outcry, too, before seeing him^ Ju would have been 

unaware that he had eaten of that tree, or not; and 

of this also, that is, by whom and how it was done, 

who ate and who deceived. 139. If he were aware, 

why had he to make that enquiry of him, ‘ mayest 

thou not ever yet have eaten of that tree, <2^ which 

I commanded that you shall not eat^ ?' 140. And 

at first, when he came forth, he was not exhausted, 

but afterwards, when he knew that they had eaten, 

he became exhausted about them and was wrathful. 

141. His scanty knowledge is also evident from 

this, when he created the serpent, which was itself 

his adversary, and put it into the garden with them *; 

(142) or else why was not the garden made so forti¬ 

fied by him, that the serpent, and also other enemies, 

should thereby not go into it ? 

143. Even his falsity is also evident from this, 

when he spoke thus: ‘ When you eat of this tree 

you die®;* and they have eaten and are not dead, 

but have become really intelligent, (144) and good 

is well recognised from evil by them. 

145. I also ask this, that is, how is his knowledge 

inconsistent and competing with his will and com¬ 

mand ? 146. For if it were willed by him to eat 

of that tree, and the command for not eating were 

given by him, the knowledge about it was that the 

fruit would be eaten. 147. Now it is evident tliat 

the will, knowledge, and command are all three in¬ 

consistent, one towards tlie other. 

148. This, too, is evidefit, that, though Adam com¬ 

mitted sin, the curse which was inflicted by Him (the 

Lord) * reaches unlawfully over people of every kind 

* See § 33. * See § 21. • See § 20. * See |§ 37-41. • 
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at various periods, {149) and I consider ilj in every 

■way, a senseless, ignorant, and foolish statement. 

150. On this subject, on account of tedfousness, 

dius much is considered complete^ 

Chapter XIV. 

I. My desire Is also that I write a story (n is a n g-1) 

out of the accompanying inconsistency and full delu¬ 

sion of the same scripture, (2) that is full of every 

iniquity and demonism ■ and I ‘will disclose a sum¬ 

mary of one />ar£ out of a thousand of is 

declared thereby, (3) sa as to notice the commands 

therein. 

4. First, this is "what he says about his own nature, 

(5) that is, am the Lord, seeking vengeance (6) 

and retaliating vengeanceh (7) and 1 retaliate ven¬ 

geance sevenfold upon the children (8) and does 
not forget my original vengeance*’ (9)* Another place 

states that, ^having acquired® wrath and grievous 

droughts, (10) his lips are also full of indignation 

(ii) his tongue is like a blazing lire, (12) and his 

breath (v^lyi) is like a river of rapid "water (arvand 

nik)®. 13* His voice, too, as though for causing 

* ' To me lilongtlh vengeance, and recompence ‘ (Dent. 35)* 

Or* as it is quoted in Rom. xii, t^, ^ Vengeance is mine; I will 

repay, saith tbe Lord.'* 
* ^ Therefore whosoever slayelh Cuin, vengeance shall tke tat^en 

on him gevenfold* (Gen. iv, 15). 
3 Perhups aydrtak is a misreading of ishuftak, * distracted 

* Literally ^ venom/ 
® ' Behold, the name of the Lord cometh from far, burning vjit& 

his anger, and the burden is heavy; his Ups are full of 
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weeping, is more resembling the shouting of a 

demon', (14) and his seat is in the gloom*, the 

dew, and the cloud®. 15. His charger, also, is the 

drying (khd^kdk) wind*, (16) and from the motion 

of his feet is the arising of a whirlwind of dust®. 

17. When he walks the arising of fire is behind 

him*. 
18. And, elsewhere, he speaks about his own 

wrathfulness, (19) thus: ‘I have been forty years 

in ^v^ath about the Israelites V (20) and he said 

that the Israelites are defiled in heart®. 

21. Elsewhere he speaks thus: ‘Who is blind®. 

indignation, and his tongue as a devouring fire: and his breath, as 
an overflowing stream, shall reach to the midst of the neck' (Is. 
XXX. 27, 28). 

* *And the Lord shall cause his glorious voice to be heard, and 
shall show the lighting down of his arm, with the indignation of 
his anger, and imih the flame of a devouring fire, with scattering, 
and tempest, and hailstones' (Is. xxx. 30). 

* Assuming that Pdz. gfiam (Pers. gum,^invisible') is a mis¬ 
reading of Pahl. tom, * gloom,’ as the Sanskrit is dhfimalatvam, 
* smokiness.’ 

' ‘ He made darkness his secret place: his pavilion round about 
him wsre dark waters and thick clouds of the skies’(Ps. xviii. 11). 
' Clouds and darkness are round about him ’ (Ps. xcvii. 2). 

* 'Who maketh the clouds his chariot; who wolkcth upon the 
wings of the wind ’ (Ps. civ. 3). 

* ' The Lord hath his way in the whirlwind and in the storm, 
and the clouds are the dust of his feet ’ (Na. i. 3). - 

* ‘ For, behold, the Lord will come with fire, and with his chariots 
like a whirlwind,-to render his anger with fury, and his rebuke 
with flames of fire ’ (Is. Ixvi. 15). 

P&z. AsardsarSis evidently a misreading of Pahl. Asrdyildn. 
* ‘ Forty years long was I grieved with this generation, and said, 

“ It is a people that do err in their heart, and they have not known 
my ways unto whom I sware in my wrath, that they should not 
enter into my rest* (Ps. xcv. 10, n). 

* Sans, has ‘whoever is needy,’ both here and in § 23. 
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unless it be my servant? 22. Who is deaf^ but 

the messenger (firlstak) I am appointing? 23. 

Who is blind like the king*?' And it is declared 

that their king is the Lord himself®. 

24. Elsewhere it also says this, that the wor¬ 

shippers (parastakin) of his fire are defiled^ 25. 

Also this, that his deeds bring blinding smoke, 

(26) a^id his fighting is the shedding of blood*. 27. 

And this, that is, ‘ I pour forth mankind one upon the 

other, (28) and I sit upon the sky, over their limbs.’ 

29. Likewise this, that, in one night, a hundred and 

sixty thousand were slain by him, through a wretched 

death, out of the champions and troops of the Mi- 

zendarins®. 30. And, on another occasion, he slew 

six hundred thousand men, besides women and young 

children, out of the Israelites in the wilderness; (31) 

only two men escaped ^ 

* Sans, has * whoever is prosperous.’ 
* ‘Who is blind, but my servant? or deaf, as my messenger that 

1 sent ? who is blind as he lhat is perfect, and blind as the Lord's 
servant ?’ (Is. xUi. 19). 

* ‘The Lord is our king’ (Is. xxxiii. 22). 
* ‘About five and twenty men, with their backs toward the 

temple of the Lord, and their faces toward the east; and they 
worehipped the sun toward the east Then he said unto me, 
“ Hast thou seen ihis^ O son of man ? Is it a light thing to the 
house of Judah that they commit the abominations which they 
commit here?”’ (Eze. viii. 16,17). 

* ‘And when Joshua and all Israel saw that the ambush had 
taken the city, and that the smoke of the city ascended, then they 
turned again, and slew the men of Ai’ (Jos. viii. 21). 

* ‘Then the angel of the Lord went forth, and smote in the 
camp of the Assyrians a hundred and fourscore and five thousand: 
and when they arose early in the morning, behold, they ivere all 
dead corpses ’ (Is. xxxvii. 36). 

’ * And the children of Israel journeyed from Rameres to Suc- 
coth, about six hundred thousand on foot, that were men, beside 
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32. Again, it shows that his final result is all 

regret, (33) just as this which it states, that he 

became among the despondent (zardakfin), and 

he spoke thus: ‘ I am repentant as to the making 

of men on the earths’ 

34. This, too, it states, that he sits upon a throne 

which four angels hold upon their wings, from each 

one of whom a fiery river always proceeds, owing to 

the load of hh weight*. 35. Now, when he is a 

spirit, not formed with a body, why then are those 

four distressed by him, who have to sustain with toil 

the grievous load of that easy thing ? 

36. Again, it states this, that every day he pre¬ 

pares, with his own hand, ninety thousand wor¬ 

shippers, and they always worship him until the 

night time, and then he dismisses them, through 

a fiery river, to hell*. 37. When trouble and 

injustice of this description are seen, how is it 

children ’ (Ex. xii. 37). * Doubtless ye shall not come into the 
land concerning which I sware to make you dwell therein, save 
Caleb the son of Jephunneh, and Joshua the son of Nun. . . . 
But as for you, your carcases, they shall fall in this wilderness ’ 
(Num. xiv. 30, 32). 

* ‘And it repented the Lord that he had made man on the 
earth' (Gen. vi. 6). 

• ‘ Also out of the midst thereof came the likeness of four living 
creatures. . . . Their wings were joined one to another. ... As for 
the likeness of the living creatures, their appearance was like 
burning coals of fire, and like the appearance of lamps: it went 
up and down among the Imng creatures.. . . And under the firma¬ 
ment were their wings straight, the one toward the other. ... And 
above the firmament that was over their heads was the likeness of 
a throne, as the appearance of a sapphire stone: and upon the 
likeness of the throne was the likeness as the appearance of a man 
above upon it* (Eze. i. 5, 9, 13, 23, 26). ‘A fiery stream issued 
and came forth from before him’ (Dan. vii. 10). 

® This statement may possibly be quoted from the Talmud, 
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expedient for worldly beings to exist in duty, good 
works, and good deeds ? 38. When he casts dis¬ 
tressed worshippers who are reverent, listening to 
commands, and pure in action,, together with others 
who are sinners, into eternal hell, (39) it is like even 
that which another congregation' asserts, that the 
sacred being, at the day of the resurrection, gives 
the sun and moon, together with others who are 
sinners, to hell for the reason that there are people 
who have offered homage to them. 

40. Another place also states this, that when the . 
eyes of the aged (masdtval)* Abraham, who was 
the friend of the Lord, were afflicted, the Lord him¬ 
self came enquiring for him; (41) and he sat on his - 
cushion and asked for peaces 42. And Abraham 
called Isaac*, who was his dearest son®, in secret, 
and spoke (43) thus; * Go to paradise (vahijt), and 
bring wine that is light and pure.* 44. Aftd he went 
and brought it 45. And Abraham made many en¬ 
treaties to the Lord (46) tlius: ‘Taste one time® 
wine in my abode.’ 47. And the Lord spoke thus: 

* Probably the Christians, and referring to such texts as ‘ The 
sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before 
that great and notable day of the Lord come' (Acts ii. 20). 

* N^r. reads this word as a title, Mebddar, of Abraham. It is, 
however, the Huzv&rir of d&</-mas (for d&<f-i mas, ‘great age’), 
and appears to be a hybrid form, the first syllable being IrSnian 
and the latter portion Semitic. 

• Upon his host; the usual Oriental salutation. 
* N^r. has" read Astnak, which indicates a Pahlavi form that 

might be read Alsdk, and points to Syr. ’is’hoq as the original 
of this form of Isaac. 

• Sans, has ‘ his whole-blood brother's son.' 
• Assuming that P&z. sh6 stands for Pahl. gfis-i, both here 

and in § 49. Nfir. seems to have understood it as Ar. ray, 
* somewhat.' 

[24] Q 
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‘ I will not taste it, because it is not from paradise, 

and is not pure/ 48. Then Abraham gave assur¬ 

ance thus: * The wine is pure from paradise, and 

Isaac, who is my son, brought itl 49. Thereupon 

the Lord, on account of his freedom from doubt in 

Isaac, and the assurance given by Abraham, tasted 

the wine one time. 50. Afterwards, when he wished 

to go, he was not allowed until one of them had 

sworn to the’other by a serious oath*. 

51. Observe this twaddle full of delusion; not 

even a single detail is adapted to a sacred being. 

52. In what way was his coming in bodily form to 

the abode of Abraham and eating bread, of which 

not even a single detail is adapted to him ? 53. 

This, too, is evident from it, that the suffering of 

Abraham was not* from the Lord, but from another 

producer. 54. And even the faultiness* which was 

owing to his want of understanding of knowledge 

was such, that the purity of the wine and whence it 

came were not known by him. 55. His falsity is 

also seen in this, when he spoke of not drinking the 

wine, and at last drank it, 56. Afterwards he is 

confessing that it is genuine and pure. 57. Now, 

how is he worthy of worship, as a divinity that is 

all-knowing and almighty, whose nature is this ? 

58. And another place states that tJiere was one 

of the sick who, with his own wife and child, was 

* This tale is perhaps to be sought in the Talmud. 
* Reading Id instead of rdf. By reading the latter Ndr. has 

* the suffering, which was for Abraham, was from the Lord,’ which 
is inconsistent with the context. 

* Assuming that Pdz. bavilnf (Sans, vaikalyam) stands for 
Pahl. zffdnfh, which seems more probable than supposing it to 
be a miswriting of Pdz. d^wdnagf, ‘ folly.’ 
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particularly one that was suffering, poor, and without 

a stipend. 59. At all times he was very diligent 

and active in prayer and fasting and the worship 

of the sacred being. 60. And. one day, in prayer, 

he secretly begged a favour thus: ‘ Give me any 

enjoyment that is in daily food (rd^lh), (61) that 

it may be easier for me to live.’ 

62. And an angel came down unto him and 

spoke thus: ‘ The sacred being has not allotted 

thee, through the constellations \ more daily food 

than this, (63) afid it is not possible to allot anew; 

(64) but, as a recompense for worship and prayer, 

a throne whose four feet are of jewels is appointed 

for thee in heaven (vahi.yt) by me, (65) and^ if .it 

be necessary, I will give unto thee one foot of that 

throne,’ 

66. That exalter of the apostles enquired of his 

own wife, (67) and the unfortunate one spoke thus: 

‘7/ is better for us to be content with the scanty 

daily food and bad living in the worldly existeiue^ 

(68) than if our throne, among our companions in 

heaven, had three feet; (69) but if it may occur to 

thee then appoint us a day’s food by another mode.’ 

70. At the second coming of that angel he spoke 

thus: ‘ But if I dissipate the celestial sphere, and 

produce the sky and earth anew, and construct and 

produce the motion of the stars anew, still thence¬ 

forth it is not clear whether thy destiny will fall out 

good or bad*.’ 
71. From this statement it is, therefore, manifest 

that he is’ not himself the appointer of daily food 

and supreme, (72) distribution is not by his will, 

* Of the zodiac (see Mkh. XII, 5, 6, 8). 
* This tale is probably from the same source as the last. 

. ■ Q 2 
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he is not able to alter destiny, (73) and the revo¬ 

lution of the celestial sphere, the sun and moon 

a'ftd stars, is not within the compass of his know¬ 

ledge, will, and command. 74* 3-lso this, that 

the throne, as to which it was announced (nivl- 

klnl^/) thus: ‘I zwV/ give it in heaven,’ is not of 

his formation and creation. 

75. And in another place he speal<^ about his 

own twaddle (76) thus: ‘ I have slain, in one day\ 

an assemblage (ram) of Sinners, as well as innumer¬ 

able innocents.’ 77. And when the angels talked 

much of the unreasonable performance, he then 

spoke of it thus: ‘I am the Lord, the ruler of 

wills, (78) superintending, unrivalled, and doing my 

will, and no one assists or is to utter a murmur 

(dren/-i5n6) about me V 

79. Especially abundant is the twaddle that is 

completely delusive, which has seemed to me tedious 

to write. 80. Whoever would investigate the back¬ 

ward opinions of these statements, should be, for 

that purpose of his, a high-priest speaking candidly 

(izid), (81) until he becomes aware of the nature 

of the same scripture, and o/" the truth of that which 

is stated by me. 

82. Now if he he a sacred being, of whom these 

are signs and tokens, that implies that truth is far 

from him, (83) forgiveness strange to him, (84) and 

knowledge is not bestowed upon him. 85. Because 

this itself is the fiend who is leader of the hell which 

* Assuming that Piz. zuma$ is a corruption of^umfi (see Chap. 
IV, loi n) and stands for Huz. y6m-i. But it may mean ‘the 
whole of.' 

* This seems to be quoted from the same source as the two pre¬ 
ceding tales. 
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is the den (gr^stak) of the gloomy race, (86) whom 

the devilish defiled ottes and evil people glorify by 

the name of the Lord, and offer him homage. 

87. About this subject is here complete. 

Chapter XV. 

I. Another thing I publish is a feeble story (ni- 

sang) about the inconsistency, unbounded state¬ 

ments, and incoherent disputations of Christian 

(Tarsik) believers. 

■ 2. Since, inasmuch as all three* are from the one 

origin of J udaism—(3) that implying tkat^ when any¬ 

thing is said within the one, it is for them mutually 

helping their own delusion of every kind—(4) you 

should know whence the original sect of Christianity 

came forth. 5. That in the town of Jerusalem* there 

was a woman of the same Jews who was known for 

incapacity*, (6) and pregnancy became manifest in 

•her^ 7. When asked by them thus: ‘Whence is 

this pregnancy of thine (8) she said in reply thus: 

‘The angel Gabriel® came unto me, and he spoke 

thus: “ Thou art. pregnant by the pure wind (holy* 

spirit)®.'^' 

* The three defects mentioned in § x. 
* N6r. reads Hurfixarm for Pahl. AflrCkxalem. 
* Sans, has ‘ misconduct,' but this is more than PahL dfifisakth 

seems to imply. 
* ‘ Now the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise: When as his 

mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before they came together, 
she \s"as found with child of the Holy Ghost* (Mat. 118). 

Pahl.Gfipril is misread Sparagar byNfir. These two names 
would be written alike in Pahlavi. 

* ‘The angel Gabriel was sent from God ... to a rirgin 
espoused to a man whose name was Joseph . . . and the angel 
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9. As to that, you should observe thus: * Who, 

apart from that woman, saw the angel Gabriel ? 

And on what account is it expedient to consider 

that woman truthful ?’ 10. If they say that, on ac¬ 

count of the spiritual state of that angel, no one is 

able to see him^ (ii) that implies—if the cause of 

,not seeing that angel be his spiritual nature—that 

the sight of that woman also, for the same reason, 

is not unrestricted. 12. If they say that the sacred 

being made him visible to that woman, and on ac¬ 

count of the worthiness of tliat woman, (13) no other 

person being made worthy, (14) observe this, where 

is the evidence that the woman spoke truthfully ? 

15. Or, if that woman were conspicuous to any 

one for truth, it is fitting for him to demonstrate 

that also to other persons, so that, through that 

evidence, she might be more fully considered as 

very truthful by them. 16. But now the showing 

of him (the angel), to that woman only, is not con¬ 

sidered by any one as true. 17. Now you should 

also observe that the origin of their religion has all 

come forth from this testimony of a woman, which 

was given by her about her own condition. 

18. Observe, again, that if tliey say the Messiah 

arose from the pure wind of the sacred being, that 

implies—if the only wind that is pure a7id from the 

sacred being be that one—that the other wind, 

which is distinct from that, is not from the sacred 

being and not pure, (19) and another producer is 

manifested inevitably. 20. If the wind be all from 

answered and said unto her, “ The Holy Ghost shall come upon 
thee, and the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee; there¬ 
fore also that holy thing which shall be born of thee shall be called 
the Son of God”' (Luke i. 26, 27, 35). 
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the sacred being and sacred, it ought to be all pure. 

21. If only that one wind be pure, the other wind is 

polluted and not sacred. 22. As there is no pro¬ 

ducer whatever except the sacred being, that pollu¬ 

tion and impurity of the other wind are likewise from 

the sacred being. 23. And if the other wind be 

that of the sacred being and sacred, it ought to be 

all pure. 24. Now, that one being considered as 

purity, why was the other polluted ? 

25. Again, observe this, that, if the Messiah were 

the son of the sacred being for the reason that the 

sacred being is the father of all, through productive¬ 

ness, creativeness, and cherishing, (26) that Messiah, 

through sonship to the sacred being, is not other¬ 

wise than the meaner creatures which the sacred 

being produced and created. 27. If he were born 

through the means of male and female, (28) that 

implies—if birth through male and female be suit¬ 

able unto the sacred being—that it is also so unto 

the archangels and spirits; in like manner, on ac¬ 

count of the existence of birth \ the occurrence of 

death also is suitable. 29. Thus, about the arising 

of that same sacred being there is no doubt, (30) 

because there where birth of that kind exists, eating, 

drinking, and even death are certain. 

31. And there are some even who say that the 

Messiah is the sacred being himself. 32. Now this 

is very strange, when the mighty sacred being, the 

maintainer and cherisher of the two existences, 

became of human nature, and went into the womb 

of a- woman who was a Jew. 33. To leave the 

lordly throne, the sky and earth, the celestial sphere 

* The PSz. of JE interpolates the words * from a mother.’ 
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and other similar objects of his management and pro¬ 

tection, he fell (ad pa St), for concealment, into a 

polluted and straitened^ • place, (34) and, finally, 

delivered his own body to scourging, execution on 

the tree (dir-kar^!h), and the hands of enemies, 

(35) while, apart from death, much brutality and 

lawlessness were arranged by them. 

36. If they speak of his having been inside the 

womb of a woman for the reason that the sacred 

being exists in every place, (37) that implies that 

being inside the womb of a woman, tlirough exist¬ 

ence ifi every place, is not more antagonistic than 

being in any very polluted and very fetid place; 

(38) and, along with that, that the faultiness of 

speaking of all places as having been the property 

of the sacred being is manifold, (39) because, if they 

were so, in like manner the speaking of anything 

whatever that is devoid of the existence of the 

sacred being is strange** 

40. Again, as to that which they say, that death 

and execution on the tree were accepted by him, 

as a yoke®, for the sake of demonstrating the resur¬ 

rection to mankind, (41) that implies—if it were not 

possible for him to demonstate the resurrection to 

mankind, except through that disgrace^ and dea;th 

and brutal treatment of himself—that that omni¬ 

potence of his is not effectual. 42. Or, when no 

opponent and adversary whatever of his arose, why 

* Assuming that T&z. u vadawg stands for PahL.va tang. 
• Assuming that Pdz. vdhar (Sans, anrita) stands for Pahl. 

ndhdr. 
• Sec Chap. X, 67 n. 
* Assuming that Pdz. rasiindt stands for Pahl. rOsvdth. Sans.’ 

has ‘binding with cords.* 
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are they not made without doubt of that sort of 

clear knowledge which is imparted by seeing the 

resurrection, so that there would not have been a 

necessity for this mode of demonstrating it brutally, 

disgracefully*, distressingly, and through the will of 

his enemies. 43. If that death were accepted by 

him, as a yoke of a new description, through his 
own will, (44) that implies that now his outcry of 

woe and curses for the executioners*, and his con¬ 

sidering those Jews as it were wrathfully are unrea¬ 

sonable. 45. He ought, indeed, not to cause curses 

and imprecations o/'wot upon them, but it is fitting 

for them to be worthy of recompense through that 
deed. 

46. Again, ccs to this which they state, that the 

father and son and pure wind are three names 

which are not separate one from the other*, (47) 

nor is one foremost, (48) a7id this, too, that, though 

a son, he is not less than the father, but in every 

knowledge equal to the father*, why now is one to 

call him by a different name ? 49. If it be proper 

for three to be one, that implies that it is certainly 

possible for tliree to be nine and for nine to be 

' Sans. 'by binding with cords.* 
• ‘ Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites I... behold, 

I send unto you prophets, and wise men, and scribes: and some of 
them ye shall kill and crucify; and some of them shall ye scourge 
in your synagogues, and persecute them from city to city: that upon 
you may come all the righteous blood shed upon the earth. . . . All 
these things shall come upon this generation’ (Mat. xjtiii. 29, 34-36).' 

• ‘ For there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, 
the Word, and the Holy Ghost: and these three arc one’ (i John 
V. 7). 

• ‘And in this Trinity none is afore, or after other; none is" 
greater, or less than anothfer ’ (Athanasian Creed). 
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three; (50) and it is possible to speak of other 

numbers, in this sequence, unlimitedly. 

51. Observe this, too, that if a son be not less 

than a father, that father also is not greater than 

the son. 52. That is possible if the father is said 

to be from the son, or the son not from the father. 

53. And this is certain, that it is possible for every 

one originating from any one to be less than him 

from' whom he is, who is the essential origin* of 

himself; (54) if he be so in point of time, and like¬ 

wise if so in point of relationship. 55. If tlie son 

be not less than the fatlier, that implies that the 

maker is not before the thing made, nor yet is 

greater; (56) both must be original evolutions, (57) 

and the creation is not less than the creator, nor the 

creator greater than the creation, (58) however he 

?«ay.be said to be unlimited. 

59. Observe this, too, that if the son be equal to 

the father in all knowledge, that father also is as 

ignorant as the son who was unaware of his own 

death and execution on the tree®, (60) until he was 

slain by their capturing him and causing his wretched 

deadi, brutal treatment, and disgrace*.' 61. He did 

not know about it because they enquired of him 

thus: ‘When is the day of resurrection.^’ And he 

answered thus: ‘ Of this no one is aware but the 

father®.’ 62. Just as when the son is formed (t^^tik) 

' Assuming that Viz. vax is a misreading of Pahl. a^ax. 
* Literally * the maternal source.' 
* This is at variance with Mat. xxvi. 2 :—* Ye know that after 

two days is the feast of the passover, and the Son of man is betrayed 
to be crucified.' But the author explains in § 61 that he is thinidng 
of another instance of want of knowledge. 

* Sans, has ‘binding/* 
* ‘Tell us, when shall these things be? ... Of that day and 
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as it were ignorant, the father must be as it were just 
the same. 

63. Observe this, too, that all the creatures and 

creation, a^td even his own adversary, being created 

and produced by him out of nothing, the execu¬ 

tioners of his son are themselves deluded by him. 

64. And if the sacred being himself created the 

executioners of his son, a7id even his own adver¬ 

sary, without a purpose and without a cause, (65) 

and the son was slain by them altogether with his 

knowledge, (66) that implies that it is now possible 

to be without doubt that the slayer of his son was 

he himself, (67) if he knew that when he produces* 

a son they will then slay him, and in the end he 

produced him foolishly and unwisely. 68. If he did 

not know 2V, he is deficient in knowledge. 

. 69. Again, observe this, that, if the sacred being 

created these creatures and creation out of nothing, 

and created and produced even his adversary simi¬ 

larly out of nothing, tliat implies that their nature 

ought to be one. 70. Now, why is not the adver¬ 

sary preserved in the saTne manner as the other 

creatures ? 

71. Another point is about the inconsistency of 

the statements derived from the scriptures of their 

high-priest*, (72) and that which he says that no 

one falls, nor anything from a tree, and no outcry 

arises in a district*, nor two birds fight together 

that hour knowclh no man, no, not the angels which are in heaven, 
neither the Son, but the Father' (Mark xiiL 4, 3a). 

* Literally ‘ I produce.’ 
* In § 91 Paul is called ^ their high-priest,’ but the term may be 

here applied to any other writer of the Christian scriptures. 
* So in Sans., but the Paz. of JE has merely * no district arises.’ 
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without the command of the father ^ (73) which is a 

demonstration* of these statements, that the original 

evolution is single and all things are by his will. 

74. Now for what purpose was the Messiah ap¬ 

pointed, who is his son; and which way is the 

‘demonstration, through that, of his (the fatlier’s) 

^ging unwilling; (75) when all is fy his will, and 

nothing whatever is said a^out his ^^ing unwilling ? 

76. Even this is evident from the same explanation, 

that the Jews slew the Messiah, who is his son, 

through the will of the father. 

77. Again, he speaks inconsistently about the 

free will (i^r^a^-kdmth) of the faithful, (78) that 

mankind are produced by him with free will. 79. 

Thus the iniquity of the sin which mankind commit 

is freely willed, (80) and the freedom-of will was 

produced by him himself for mankind. -81. That 

implies that it is fitting to consider him likewise 

a sinner who is the original cause of sin. 82. If 

mankind commit sin and crime by their own free 

will through the will of the sacred being, (83) 

through wEat free will and sin are the sin and 

crime of the lion, serpent, wolf, and scorpion—the 

stinging and slaying noxious creatures—which are 

.tlie natural actions that ever proceed from them ? 

84. So also, who has maintained the origin of the 

deadly poison which is in the B^sh Jurb^ and other 

species of plants, the cause of which is not owing 

to free will ? 85. If they say that those poisons 

' Compare Mat x. 29, 30 :—‘ Arc not two sparrows sold for 
a farthing ? and one of them shall not fall on the ground without 
your Father. But the very hairs of your head are all numbered.’ 

• Literally ‘demonstrator.* 
* A poisonous plant, Napellus Moysis (sec Bd. XIV, 22, 

XXVII, 1). ‘ 
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are advantageous and suitable in many medicines 

which are removers, of the disease of the sick, (86) 

it should be asked of them thus: ‘ Who pro¬ 

duced the disease itself and the harm that arises 

from it, and what is the necessity of it, (87) that, 

afterwards, medicine and deadly poison were created 

by him for it, and were necessary ?’ 88. Or, as to 

that disease, ‘ it would be more expedient if he had 

produced an antidotal (an6sh) medicine for carrying 

it away than a medicine of poison.’ 89. Also this, 

that is, ‘ from what ori^n is the term itself doing 

harm,” and against whom is the advantageousness 

necessary ?’ 90. On this subject it is possible to 

speak abundantly for a summary compiled. 

91. Another distance is from the words of Paul 

(Pivard.y), who was their high-priest—(92) that 

one who was afflictive with' them at their' own 

beginning®—even this, they say, (93) is thus: ‘Not 

the good works which I desire, but the iniquity 

(94) which I do not desire, I do*. 95. And it is 

not I that do so^ but that which is collected within 

me does it, (96) because I always see that it is 

striving' with me day and night*.’ 

97. Again, they say, from the words of the. 

* Reading hanbfishin, but it may be < well-afflicting to* if we 
read hii-b^shin. 

* ‘As for Saul, he made havoc of the church, entering into 
every house, and haling men and women, committed them to 
prison. . . . Saul who also is called Paul * (Acts viii. 3; xiii. 9). 

• ‘ For the good that I would, I do not; but the evil which I 
would not, that I do ^ (Rom. vii. 19). 

♦ ‘ It is no more I that do it, but sin that dwellclh in me. . . . 
I see another law in my members,,warring against the law of my 
mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law of sin which is in 
my members ’ (Rom. vii. 20, *3). 
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Messiah, that the original evolution from the sacred 

being is light and goodness; (98) evil and darkness 

are separate from him*. 99. Also this, that is, ‘just 

as a shepherd who provides protection for his hun¬ 

dred sheep, (100) and the wolves carry off one from 

him, (loi) goes after that one which the wolves 

carried ^ until he leads it back to the flock, (102) 

and leaves the ninety-nine of them in the wilderness 

(daJt)*, (103) even so I am come to take care of the 

defiled, not for the just, (104) because it is heedless 

to bring him who is just into the right way®.* 105. 

That implies^ if the original evolution be one, and 

his will be wholly that no one whatever of it shall 

be astray and defiled, (106.) that even the wolfs slay¬ 

ing the sheep is likewise his will, (107) and the wolf 

itself was also created by him. 

• io8. The word of the Messiah is ‘specially incon¬ 

sistently a demonstrator as regards the two original 

evolutions. 109. As they say this is one of those 

same statements of the Messiah, that there is another 

original evolution, ‘ an enemy of my father, and I am 

of that sacred being doing good works*.’ no. From 

this statement it is evident that his own father sepa¬ 

rates from that enemy, and acts differendy. 

* * God is light, and in him is no darkness at all' (i John i. 5). 
* ‘ What man of you, ha\'ing an hundred sheep, if he lose one 

of them, doth not leave the ninety and nine in the wilderness, and 
go after that which is lost, until he find it?' (Luke xv. 4). 

* ‘For the Son of man is come to save that which was lost' 
(Mat. xviii. 11). * They that are whole need not a physician; but 
they that are sick. I came not to call the righteous, but sinners 
to repentance’ (Lukev. 31, 32). 

* * He that soweth the good seed is the Son of man: the field 
is the world: the good seed are the children of the kingdom; but 
the lares are the children of the wicked one: the enemy that sowed 
them is the devil’ (Mat. xiii. 37-39). • 
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III. This, too, he says^ that is,I am produced 

by the sacred being for truth and through truth*; 

(112) and Aharman,.the iniquitous, came for my 

death (vaflfar</an5), (113) and I am desired by 

him to deceive in many ways*.’ 1.14. Now, if the 

original evolution be one, and there be nothing com¬ 

peting with it, why was Aharman so powerful that 

he desired to delude the son of the sacred being ? 

115. If the sacred being himself created that iniqui¬ 

tous one, then the producing of that delusion by 

the latter was with the knowledge and will of the 

former himself, (116) and the deluder of the son 

was in like manner himself. 

117. This, too, it says, that, when the J ews stood 

disputing against him, he spoke to the Jews thus: 

‘ You are from that which is a lower region, and I am 

from an upper region; (118) you are of this country, 

I am not of it^’ 119. And he also said this, that 

is, ‘ I know' that you are of the seed of Abraham, 

and he* who had slain mankind from aforetime 

(120) has wished to slay even me. I2t. 1 do that 

which is seen of my father, and you do that which 

is seen by you as to your own father*.’ 122. This, 

* * And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us . . full 
of grace and truth’ (John i. 14). 

* See the account of the temptation of Jesus in Mat. iv. 3-10. 
* ‘And he said unto them. Ye are from beneath; I am from, 

above: ye are of this world; I am not of this world ’ (John 
viii. 23). 

* The iniquitous one of § 125, whom he calls their father, the 
devil. 

* ‘ I know that ye are Abraham’s seed: but ye seek to kill me, 
because my word hath no place in you. I speak that which 
I have seen with my Father; and ye do that which ye have seen 
with your father’ (John viii. 37, 38). • 
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too, he said, ‘ If’the sacred being be that father of 

yours, he would be a friend of me for your sake, 

(123) because I have sprung from the sacred being; 

I have not come of my own will; (124) Tam ap¬ 

pointed by that sacred being doing good works'. 

Why do you not hear those words of mine? 125. 

Only because you are from the iniquitous one it is 

not possible for you to hear them, (126) and you 

wish to do the will of your own father. 127. By 

him truth is not spoken; whatever he speaks he 

tells a'lie of it, therefore you are false yourselves 

together with your father. 128. As for me, who 

speak the truth, you do not believe it of me“. 

129. And he who is from the sacred being hears 

the words of the sacred being, but you, because 

you are not from the sacred being, do not hear 

my words V 130. By all these sayings it is demon¬ 

strated by him that there are two original evolu¬ 

tions, ‘one by which I am produced’ and one by 

which the Jews arel (13O and that latter is not 

his doer of good works, but is called by him the 

iniquitous one. 

132. And this, too, was said by him, that ‘not 

' ‘ If God were your Father, ye would love me: for I proceeded 
forth and came from God; neither came I of myself, but he sent 
me ’ (John viii. 42). 

* * Why do ye not understand my speech ? even because ye 
cannot hear my word. Ye are of your father the devil, and the 
lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from tl»e 
beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in 
him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is 
a liar, and the father of it. And because I you the truth, ye 
believe me not‘ (John viii. 43-45). 

* ‘ He that is of God heareth God’s words; ye therefore hear 
/hem not, because ye are not of God (John viii. 47). 
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unrestricted (atang) is the tree of merit (kirfak) 

to produce the fruit of offensiveness (ba^ak), nor 

yet that of offensiveness as to the fruit of merit*/ 

133. This, too, he said, that *he either makes the 

whole tree with fruit of merit, or the whole tree 

with fruit of offensiveness*, {134) for every tree be¬ 

comes manifest by its fruit, if it be of merit and if 

it be of offensiveness*/ 135. And the whole tree 

was mentioned by him, not half the tree. 136. Now, 

how is it suitable for half a tree to be light and half 

dark, (137) half merit and half offensiveness, (138) 

half truth and half falsehood ? 139. When these 

remain both competing together, (140) they cannot 

become one tree. 

141. And, again, a Jewish sect was called by him 

‘tlie hill-serpent of the Jews*,’(142) and he spoke 

thus : ‘How is it possible for you to do good works 

when you are Jewish evil-doers*?’ 143. And it was 

not his own father he called an evil-doer®. 

* ‘ A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt 
tree bring forth good frtiit * (Mat vii. 18). 

* ‘Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a 
corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit* (Mat. vii. 17). 

* * For every tree is known by his own fruit: for of thorns men 
do not gather figs, nor of a bramble bush gather they grapes’ 
(Luke vi. 44). 

* * But when he saw many of the Pharisees and Sadducees come 
to his baptism, he said unto them, O generation of vipers, who 
hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come ?... Fir serpents, 
ye generation of vipers I how can ye escape the damnation of hell?’ 
(Mat. iiL 7; xxiii. 33). 

* ‘ O generation of vipers 1 how can ye, being evil, speak good 
things?’ (Mat. xii, 34). 

* As he would have implied if he considered him the father of 
those Jews. The author is still arguing that the New Testament 
really confirms the existence of two creators. 

[=^4] R 
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144. This, too, he says, that ‘every tree which 

the father h<is not sown should be dug up, and 

should be cast into the fire*.* 145. Wherefore it is 

fitting to understand from these words that there 

is a tree, which the father has not sown, that it is 

necessary to dig up and cast away, 

146. Again, he says this, that ‘ I am come to my 

own, and I am not received Sy my own*.’ 147. 

Wherefore it is fitting to understand that what is 

his own and what is not his own are two things. 

' 148. This, too, he says, that is, ‘ Our father, that 

art in the sky, let thy empire arise! And may it 

be thy will that shall take place on earth as in the 

sky! 149. Also give us daily bread! And do not 

bring us to a cause of doubt*!' 150. From these 

words it is evident that his will is not so unalloyed 

(az'^^rak) on earth as in the sky. 151. Also this, 

that the cause of the doubt of mankind is not owing 

to the sacred being. 

152. And this, too, was said by him at firsit, that 

‘ I am not come for the purpose that I may destroy 

the law of Moses (Mfish46), (153) but I am come 

for the purpose that I may make it altogether 

more complete*.’ 154. And yet all his sayings and 

* ‘Every tree which bringeth not forth good fmit, is hewn down, 
and cast into the fire. . . . Every plant which my heavenly Father 
hath not planted, shall be rooted up’ (Mat. iii. 10; xv. 13). 

’ ‘He came unto his own, and his own received him not* 
(John i. ii). 

* *Our Father which art in heaven. . . . Thy kingdom come. 
Thy will be done in earth, as it U in heaven. Give us this day 
our daily bread. . . . And lead us not into temptation * (Mat. vi. 

* ‘ Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets; 
I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil’ (Mat. v. 17). 
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commands were those that are dissipaters and afflic¬ 
tive for the rules and laws of Moses. 

155* Upon this subject, however, as far as here 
is complete. 

Chapter XVI. 

I. Again, about the delusion of Mdnl, one out 

of the thousands and myriads is written ; (2) for 

I am not unrestrained (anatang) as to writing 

more fully of the delusion, twaddle, and deceit of 

M4nt and the Mdnlchaeans, (3) and much trouble 

and long-continued daily work is necessary for me 

therein. 

4. Now you Ma?dSa-worshippers of Zarat(Lrt; should 

know that the original statement of Mdnl was about 

the unlimitedness of the original evolutions, (5) the 

intermediate otu about thdr mingling, (6) and the 

final one about the distinction of light from dark, 

(7) that which is much more like unto want of 

distinction ^ 

8. Again, he stales this, that the worldly exist¬ 

ence is a bodily formation of rudiments of Ahar- 

man; (9) the bodily formation being a production 

of Aharman. 10. And a repetition of that state¬ 

ment is this, that the sky is from the skin, (ii) the 

earth from the flesh, (12) the mountains from the 

* Except the belief in the two original existences (whose main 
characteristics are, respectively, light and darkness) the account of 
M&nfs doctrines, given in the Fihrist of Muhammad bin Is'hiq 
(see Flttgel’s Mint seine Lehre und seine Schriften), appears to 
contain none of the details mentioned in this chapter. 

R 2 
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bones, (13) and the trees from the hair of the demon 

Kunl*. 14. The rain is the seed of the M^zen- 

dardns* who are bound on the celestial sphere. 15. 

Mankind are two-legged demons, and animals four- 

legged. 16. And Kunl is the commander of the 

army of Aharman, (17) who, to be liberated by* 

his nails from the divinity Adharmasr^f in the first 

conflict, swallowed the light; (i8) and, in the second 

conflict, the demon Kunl was captured by them, 

together with many demons. 19. And it is in bind¬ 

ing the demon Kunl on the celestial sphere he is 

killed, (20) and tliese magnificent creatures are pre¬ 

served from him and formed. 

21. And the sun ajid moon are arranged in 

supremacy in the outer sky; (22) so that, as re¬ 

gards that light which the demons swallowed, they 

filter and excite* tV, little by little, through the 

exciting and filtering of the sun and moon. 23. 

Then Aharman knew, through foresight, that they 

would rapidly filter and release this light through 

the exciting of the sun and moon. 24. And, for 

the purpose of not rapidly releasing the light from 

the darkness, he prepared this lesser world which, 

like mankind, cattle, and the odier living creatures, 

is a wholly-copied similitude of the greater world 

• So read by N^r. in Pdz. and KQnt in Sans. But there is little 
doubt that he is the demon Kuwda or Kundi of Vend. XI, 28, 36, 
XIX, 138, whose Pahlavi name is Kfind in Pahl. Vend. XIX, 138, 
and KAndak in Bd. XXVIII, 42, in which latter he is said to be 
‘the steed of wizards.' KOndak is written like KOnlk in Pahl., 
and this latter becomes Kunt in P&z. 

• Who are called demons (see Mkh. XXVII, 20, 40). 
• Sans, has ‘ having scratched it with.’ 

Assuming that PSz. dhardminend stands for Pahl. a-drd- 
mtnend, ‘they do not leave at rest.' 
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with the other bodily creations*. 25. He confined 

life and light in the body, and made them prisoners; 

(26) so that, while that light which is excited by the 

sun and moon is again exhausted through the co¬ 

habitation and birth of living creatures, (27) their 

release would become more tardy. 

28. And the rain was the seed of the Mdzen- 

darins (29) for the reason that when the Mizen- 

darins are bound on the celestial sphere*, (30) whose 

light is swallowed by them, (31) and, in order to 

pass it from them through a new regulation, dis¬ 

crimination, and retention of the light of Time*, 

the twelve glorious ones^ show the daughters of 

Time to the household-attending male Mdzenda- 

r^ns, (32) so that while the lust of those MAzen- 

darins, from seeing them, is well suited to them, 

(33) and seed is discharged from them, (34) the 

light which is within the seed is poured on to the 

earth. 35. Trees, shrubs, and grain have grown 

therefrom, (36) and the light which is within the 

Mizendar^ns is discharged in the seed. 37. That 

which is within the earth is discharged from the 

earth as the cause of the trees. 

38. Again, about the difference of nature of life 

and body, this is stated, that the life is confined and 

imprisoned within the body. 39. And as the pro¬ 

ducer and maintainer of the bodily formations of all 

material existences is Aharman, (40) for the same 

reason it is not expedient to occasion birth and to 

propagate lineage—(41) because it is co-operating 

’ The spiritual world and its inhabitants. 
• As stated in § 14. * Personified as ZurvSn. 
* The signs of the zodiac, the celestial leaders appointed by 

Afihannaz4 (see Mkh. VIII, 18). 
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with Aharman in the maintenance of mankind and 

cattle, and in causing the exhaustion of the life and 

light within their bodies—nor yet to cultivate trees 

and grain. 

42. Again, inconsistently, they also say this, (43) 

that the destroyer of the creatures is always Ahar¬ 

man ; (44) and, for the same reason, it is not ex¬ 

pedient to kill any creature whatever, (45) because 

it (killing) is the work of Aharman. 

46. Again, they say this, that, as the world is 

maintained by Aharman, and in the end the sacred 

being is triumphant (47) through the departure of 

lives from bodies, (48) this worldly existence is dis¬ 

sipated in the end, (49) and is not arranged anew; 

(50) nor does there occur a restoration of the dead 

and a future existence. 

51. Again, they say this, that those two original 

evolutions are perpetually remaining, and existed as 

contiguously as sun and shadow, (52) and no demar¬ 

cation' and open space existed between them. 

53. Now I speak first about the impossibility of 

the occurrence of any existing thing that is unlimited, 

(54) except only those which I call unlimited, that 

is, empty space and time. 55. Those, indeed, which 

are for existence within them—that is beings and 

things in locality and time—are seen to be limited. 

56. This, too, / say, that, if unity and duality be 

spoken of about them, it is owing to this, because 

unity, except through the perpetual encompassing 

of something, does not then exist therein. 57. For 

the one is this, namely, not two; (58) and the two 

* Reading nij^nth ; N6r. has Piz. nixdm! (for nixtmt). Sans. 
Ssanatvam, ‘resting-place.' 
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are these, namely, the original one and the one that 

is the difference of this one from the other (59) which 

is not called two. 60. When the one is not under¬ 

stood, except through the whole compassing of unity, 

(61) and duality cannot occur, except through the 

separation of unit from unit, (62) the one is that one 

in the unity, and is steadfast in unity. 63. One and 

two are in the pedigree (tdkhmak) of quantity 

and numerousness; (64) and quantity, numerous¬ 

ness, aggregation, and separation, which, as I have 

said, cannot occur without limitation, (65) are clear 

even to medium understandings. 

66. Again, / say this, the unlimited is that which 

is not compassed by the understanding. 67. When 

it is not possible to compass by any understanding, 

it is inevitable that it was not possible to compass in 

the understanding of the sacred being. 68. It is 

itself the peculiarity of the sacred being, a^id even 

that of the gloomy original evolution is not wholly 

compassed within the understanding. 69. To speak 

^him whose own peculiarity is not compassed within 

his own understanding as all-good and all-seeing is 

strange \ (70) because it describes a whole aggregate, 

(71) and an aggregate is called a whole on account 

of encompassment on all sides. 72. But what is 

encompassed on all sides is inevitably limitedness. 

73. Is it fitting to account that as a sacred being 

when aware, from all its own encompassment, that 

it is limited ? 74. A nd if unlimited it is unaware 

of it. 75. The first knowledge of a sage is owing to 

his well-arranging * comprehension of his own pecu- 

* See Chap. XV, 39 n. 
* Assuming that Paz. va^ ^caztrajni stands for Pahl. a^ar 
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liarity, nature, and quantity; (76) and to speak of 

him who was unaware of all his own peculiarity, 

nature, and quantity, and yet wise about another 

nature and quantity, is strange ^ 

77. This, too, / say^ that as the unlimited, on 

account of non-encompassment, is not compassed 

by tlie understanding, (78) that implies this, that 

all its peculiarity may be wise, or there may be some 

that is ignorant; all may be light, or there may be 

some that is dark; all may be alive, or there may be 

some that is dead; and one is unaware of it. 

79. Again, I say this, that the light and the life 

which I obtain here are an allotment that exists 

owing to the selfsame* Time*, or they are not. 80. 

If they be an allotment that exists owing to a pecu¬ 
liarity of Time, that implies that nmi should well 

recognise this, that anything owing to whose allot¬ 

ment it is possible to ordain them must be provided 

with allotments. 81. As to what is provided with 

allotments, except when united it is then not pos¬ 

sible even for it, (82) and as to what is united, except 

through the uniter by whom that united thing is united 

it does not then determine it. 83. And when the 

allotment made is seen to limited, the origin from 

which the allotment is in like manner made is doubt¬ 

less a limited existence. 84. As regards that, since 

they say that all allotment of a result is a giver of 

evidence as to its origin, (85) that implies^ when 

I obtain an allotment made and limited, that an 

origin even of diat, except when made and united 

the latter word can scarcely have been hO-datrif nth, 
‘ good arrangement.' 

* Sec Chap. XV, 39 n. 
• See § 31. 
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from allotments and limited, is then not possible 
to exist 

86. This, too, I say^ that the unlimited is not 

bestowed, (87) because an allotment is bestowed 

from an aggregate, (88) and aggregation is an 

evidence as to limitation, (89) as I have shown 

above ^ 90. So that as to the existence and nature 

of the origin, except by the likeness and similitude of 

the result, I do not then attain to them. 91. What¬ 

ever is obtained in the result (92) is certain to exist 

in like manner in the origin. 93. That implies like¬ 

wise from this explanation, when the formation and 

limitation are obtainable in the result, that the origin 

also, from which the result arises^ is without doubt 

as to limitation. 

94. Again, / say this, that the unlimited is that 

which has an undisturbed position and an un¬ 

bounded* individuality, (95) and there is no other 

position or resting-place for it disturbed apart from 

it 96. That implies^ when two original evolutions 

are said to be unlimited and of unbounded (as&mdn) 

individuality, that the skies a^nd earths, the rudi¬ 

mentary bodily formations, growths, and lives, the 

luminaries, divinities, and archangels, and the many 

congregations (hambari.fndn) whose different 

names are owing to the difference of each one of 

those two from the other, cannot be limited. 97. 

What produced all those within them, and where 

is it, (98) when the two original evolutions have 

been eternally in an undisturbed position ? 99. 

* Sec § 64. 
* Assuming that P&z. avamSn stands forPahl. avlmand, as it 

is translated by Sans, amarydda; otherwise it might be agdmdn, 
* undoubted.’ 
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Unless that individuality of theirs, which is un¬ 
limited, be made limited, how is it possible for a 
place to exist for all these things that are and were 
and will be made ? loo. If a nature that is always 
unlimited can become limited, that certainly implies 
that it could even become nothing; (lOi) and that 
which they say about the unchangeableness of a 
nature is strange ^ 

102. This, too, you should understand, that the 
unlimited becomes that which has disturbed it, which 
was not appointed by it at first; (103) nothing 
different from it can exist separate from it 104. 
Apart from the boundary of unlimitedness it is not 
understood, (105) or, stupidly, one does not know 
that thing, that is, of what it is he always speaks 
and contends and bandies words about, and thereby 
deludes those with a trifle of the trifles of know¬ 
ledge into some way and whither. 106. If he un¬ 
critically* says even this of it, that its individuality 
is unlimited, and its knowledge also, being unlimited, 
knows through unlimited knowledge that it is un¬ 
limited, (107) that is a strange which is two¬ 
fold strange*. 108. One is this, that of knowledge, 
except about things acquired by knowledge and 
compassed within knowledge, (109) nothing what¬ 
ever is understood until complete, except that which 
is wholly compassed within knowledge and acquired, 
(no) which knowledge of anything arises through 
entire understanding of the thing, in. A^td entire 

* See Chap. XV, 39 n. 

* The first pari of this word is a blank in JE, as if copied from 

an original that was illegible here. JJ has a^paraidibfi. 

* See Chap. XV, 39 n. 
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understanding of an>lhing arises through entire com¬ 

pass of the thing within knowledge 

* The most complete MSS., yet discovered, break off at this 
point, without concluding the subject. It is quite uncertain how 
much of the work is lost, but, supposing that all existing MSS. are 
descended from AK, supposing that that MS. was originally com¬ 
plete,' and supposing that it was divided into two equal portions 
(the latter of which is now lost) in consequence of some division of 
f^amily property, we might then conclude, if all these assumptions 
were correct, that very little of the work is missing, because the 
portion of AK still extant extends no further than Chap. XI, 145, 
which is very little beyond the middle of the extant text 
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OBSERVATIONS. 

I. The division into dars, ‘ chapters or subjects/ is indicated in 
the original manuscripts; but for that of the sections the translator 
is responsible, as the subdivisions of the alternating Persian- 
Gi^^ariti text are often at variance with its meaning. 

2-6. (The same as on page 2.) 
7. All Arabic words are quoted in parentheses on their first 

occurrence in the text And the spelling of names' approximates 
more closely to modem Persian than to the older Pahlavi. 

8. The manuscripts mentioned are:— 
B29 (written a.d. 1679) in a Persian Rivdyat, No. 29 in tlie 

University Library at Bombay. 
J15 (undated) Persian, No. 15 in the library of Dastiir J&m&spji 

Minochihaiji at Bombay. It has been only occasionally con¬ 
sulted for this translation. 

La (dated a.d. 1575) Persian, in Avesta writing, alternating with 
Gt\^^i, No. 3043 of the Persian manuscripts in the India Office 
Library at London; upon the text of which this translation is 
based. 

Lp (undated) Persian, No. 2506 of the Persian manuscripts in 
the same library. 



SAD DAR. 

Introduction. 

1. In the name of H6rmazd, the lord, the greatest 

a«^/wise', the all-ruling, all knowing, and almighty. 

2. This is a book (kitib), about the proper and 

improper,, which is extracted from the good and 

pure * religion of the Mazda-worshippers. 3. What 

is expedient (vi^ib) is this, for every one to know 

and keep this in practice. 4. And it is not desirable 

that he become independent (‘^il!) of this /or a 

single hour (sd’hat). 5. Because, when becomes 

independent, the sin for each one may become 

abundant; a?id when tl is brought into practice the 

reward becomes abundant 

6. On this occasion (vaqt) I, a servant of the 

religion—like the m6bad .£'r4n-sh&h’‘, son (bin) of 

^ It is possible to translate the original (which is the same as in 
Sg. I, 1) as follows:—‘ The name of H6rmazd is “ the lord, the 
greatest wise otu^* * as though these epithets were the meaning of 

' Hdrmazd, which is not far from the truth; but this would not be a 
probable form for an invocation. Lp and Bap have a difrercnt 
invocation. 

* Lp, Bap, J15 omit *and pure.* 
• This is the name of the writer who composed the Sad Dar 

NaAim, or metrical Sad Dar, in a. n. Z4P5. He calls himself, 
however, a son of Malik-shih in the introduction to his verses 
(sec Hyde's Historia Rcligionis Veterum Persarum, Oxon, 1700, 
p* 433); *u3d in his postscript he mentions Mard-shah as his own 
name, which Dastiir JSmSspji understands to mean Shah-mard, in 
the introduction to his Gu^arSti translation of the Sad Dar-i Ba'hr-i 
Tkvfl, or long-metre Sad Dar (and ed., Bombay, 1881). The date 
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Yazad-yir, son of TUtar-ysLr, son of Adar-b^, son 

^Miraspend'—have a reward to their souls, 

unto every one who reads and is bound by duty*. 

7. Thus much (In qadar), which /tas come written, 

is a good work they know, whosoever are superior; 

but it is not possible for every one inferior to know 

of this. 8. If it were more (ziy^dat) it is proper, 

but if (imm^) less than this it is not proper to 

know*; while, in gratitude for the benefits (^ukr-i 

ni'hmat) of the sacred being, they become increasing 

in action, and the sacred being, the most high 

(ta’hilii)*, makes benefits occur on the spot on 

that account. 

of composition of this long-metre Sad Dar is a.o. 1531, according 
to DastOr J&m^pji,and its authors state that they compiled it from 
the Sad Dar NaxHr, or prose Sad Dar, which was composed by 
three celebrated Dastdrs near the time of the Arab conquest. The 
names in our text are found here only in La, which is either the 
original, or an early copy, of a version pf the prose Sad Dar com¬ 
piled by Rdma, son of Kanhaksha, in which the Persian is written 
in Avesta letters, and alternates with an old Gi\gardti translation 
composed by his son Fadama. Thb version was prepared a. o. 
1575, and the occurrence of the name of JSrin-sh&h, who lived only 
eighty years earlier, indicates that this part of the introduction was 
probably written by the editor Rdma, and not copied from the 
original prose Sad Dar. In Lp *the mdbad i£rSn-shdh, son of 
Yazad-yir,’ is mentioned at the end of the work. 

* The last two names are introduced merely to show that jEVin- 
shSh traced his ancestry back either to the celebrated AtAr-pSi 
Mirasplcnd, prime minister of Shipfir II (a.d. 309-37^), or to 
another priest of the same name who lived about a. d. 900 (see 
Bd. XXXIII, ri); but very many intermediate names have been 
omitted in this genealogy. 

* J15 omits the whole of § 6, and Lp, B29 have merely ‘ and a 
reward is sent to their souls, &c.,’ to be read in connection with § 5. 

’ Lp, B29, J15 have *so that no hesitation arises' instead of 
* to know.’ , 

* Lp, B29, J15 omit this epithet. 
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9. And, secondly, the kindness (lu/f) and gene¬ 

rosity (karm) of the sacred being, the most high\ 

are manifest from this, that he created us with each 

member (^lat) complete (tam^m), and did not keep 

anything from the maternal nature, 10. And what¬ 

ever was necessary for use he gave us. i r. At the 

head, likewise, he appointed a master, which is* the 

wisdom for the purpose that they may keep these 
members in action. 

12. May the peace of the sacred being, the most 

high, be on the souls of those acquainted with the 

religion of the pure ZaratuJt, the Spitamdn, and of 

those who are pure and virtuous. 13. For the souls 

of those persons it is desirable that every duty they 

perform they shall perform through the authority 

(dastClri) of the wisdom of the high-priests*. 

Chapter I. 

I. The first subject is this, that it is necessary that 

they become steadfast in the religion, and do not 

introduce any hesitation (jakk) and doubt into the 

heart. 2. And that they make a statement fhaqlqat) 

with confidence (i'htiqid), that the good religion, the 

true and perfect, which the Lord sent into the world 

('^alq), is that which Zaratu^t has brought; which 

is this I hold*. 
3. Every time* that mankind are like this, and do 

' Lp, B29, J15 omit this epithet. * J15 has *who possessed.* 
• For §§ 13, 13 Lp, B39, J15 have merely the following:—*And 

peace is possible for that person who does every duty that he per¬ 
forms, through the authority of the high-priests.' 

• Lp, Bap omit these five words. 
• Lp, B29 have ‘for every time.' 

[34] - S 
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not introduce any hesitation and doubt into the 

heart, of every duty and good work that others have 

done, from the days of Zaraturt until these days, and 

of whatever one does after this until the resurrection, 

there is a sharethat person. 4. When the soul, 

on the fourth night*, arrives at the head of the 

yiTinva^ bridge, the angel Mihir and the angel Rashn® 

make up its account ('hisib) and reckoning. 5. And, 

if the good works it has done be deficient in quantity, 

of every duty and good work that those of the good 

religion have done in the earth of seven regions they 

appoint it a like portion (najlb), till the good works 

become more in weight^; and the soul arrives 

righteous in the radiant locality of heaven. 

6. For it is declared in revelation, that of the 

duty® and good work which they perform in doubt— 

that is (ya’hnl), they entertain a suspicion like this, 

that ‘ I do not know that this faith, which I possess, 

is better in comparison with other faiths ’—no merit 

whatever comes to their souls. 7. Therefore, the 

first (avval) thing is to become steadfast in the 

religion; and this is the chief of all good works. 

Chapter II. 

I. The second subject is this, that it is necessary 

to make an effort (^ahd), so that they may not 

* Lp, B29 have ‘an equal share.’ 
* The older books say at dawn on the fourth day (see Mkh. 

II, 115). 
* See Mkh. II, 118, 119. 
* Lp adds, in the margin, ‘ by one filament of the hair of the eye¬ 

lashes ; ’ but this phrase seems to have been taken from Chap. II, 3. 
* Lp, B29 have ‘ of every duty.’ 
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commit any sin. 2. If even a trifling sin occurs it 

is not desirable to assume that this small quantity 
does not possess harm hereafter. 

3. For it is said in revelation, that if such be the 

quantity of sin that the sin is one filament of the 

hair^ of the eyelashes more in weight than the good 

works are, that person arrives in hell. 4. And if 

such a quantity of good works be in excess, he 

arrives righteous in the radiant locality of heaven. 
5. Therefore, even if a sin be trifling it is not 

desirable to commit it; and it is requisite to refrain, 

so that they may not commit zV, and may become 

without doubt as to the religion. 

Chapter III. 

1. The third subject is this, that it is necessary 

for man that he be continuously employed (ma.f- 

on his own work, and then the work becomes 

his own. 
2. For it is declared in revelation, that every one 

who hereafter becomes employed* on his own work, 

if in the midst of that work any trouble and dis¬ 

comfort happen to him, obtains in that other world 

twelve recompenses* for every single instance. 3. 

If he becomes employed on iniquity (fasid), and in 

the midst of that work any trouble and harm happen 

to him, he so* obtains in that other world only tor¬ 

ment (’huqflbat) and punishment 
. 4. Similarly (maTHaliw), if any one be himself 

going, employed on his own work, and a robber falls 

* Compare Mkh. II, laz. 
* La omits ‘ recompenses.' 

* B29 has ‘hereafter may be.' 
* Lp, B29 omit ‘ so.’ 
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Upon him on the road, and carries off his property 

(qumdj), or he be slain \ they give him back in that 

other world four things for each one* of whatever 

they have carried off. 5. If he be slain he becomes 

righteous, any sin that he has committed goes clean 

away from him, and they convey him to heaven. 

6. But (ammi) if he becomes faulty (bi/il) in any 

duty, and a robber falls upon him on the road®, and 

carries off his wealth (mil), or he be slain, when he 

descends to that otfur world ^ all the property that 

other carried off from him becomes just as thot^gh it 

were his who has carried it off from that person*; 

and, besides, there occur, as a substitute ('hivaj) 

for that property, the punishment and torment they 

give him. 7. And if he be slain it is just as though 

he who has carried it off from that person were one 

who had innocently slain that person who arrives in 

hell as retribution (mukifit) for sin. 

Chapter IV. 

. I. The fourth subject is this, that it is not desirable 

for any one that he should become hopeless of the 

pity (ra^hmat) and forgiveness of Hdrmazd, and fix 

his heart outwardly® on this, that our sin is excessive 

and it is not possible to arrive in heaven. 2. Be¬ 

cause it happens that a small quantity of duty and 

good work is performed, and it may be that for that 

^ Lp, B29, J15 have * or they shall slay him anywhere.' 
* Lp, B29 omit the rest of this sentence. 
*’ Lp, B29 omit *on the road.' * That is, to hell. 
• That is, the person robbed loses all claim to his property, on 

account of his neglect of duty. 
f Lp, B29 omit ‘outwardly.’ 
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quantity Hdrmazd, the good and propitious, may 

have pity on him and may make him arrive in 
heaven. 

3. For it is declared in revelation \ that one time 

when Zaratui't was in conversation with the sacred 

being, the most high, he saw a man whose whole* 

body was in hell, and one foot—the right one^—was 

outside of hell. 4. Zaraturt enquired of the sacred 

being, the most high^ thus : ‘ What person has this 

man been ? ’ 5. H6rmazd, the good and propitious, 

gave a reply (^avAb) thus : ‘ He has been a king, 

and possessed the sovereignty of thirty-three towns, 

and was conducting that sovereignty many years. 

6. And he never did any virtuous action, but was 

committing much oppression, lawlessness, and vio¬ 

lence (thu\m). 7. By chance (qajird) he was 

one day going on the chase, and arrived out at a 

place (mafljah) and saw a goat that was tied. 8. 

A morsel of hay was placed very far off^ and that 

goat was hung^. 9. Owing to this the goat was 

trying to eat the hay, but did not reach the hay. 

10. This the king saw, and kicked his foot at that 

hay and cast it in front of the goat. ii. Now, in 

recompense for that, that one foot of his is outside of 

hell, and the remaining (biql) limbs* are in hell.’ 

12. Therefore, although a sin has happened to 

any one, it is not necessary for him^ to become 

hopeless. 13. And whoever has the power (/iqat) 

* The Spend Nask (see Sis. XII, 29). The story is also told in 
AV. XXXII. 

* Lp, B29 omit ‘whole.* 
* Lp, B29 have * and his right foot.' 
* Lp, B29 omit this epithet. 
» Lp has ‘the rest,' and B29 has ‘the whole body.’ 
* Lp, B29 have ^for the same.' 
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is to endeavour to perform good works, so that there 

may be an atonement for the sin thereby; because 

the sacred being, the good and propitious, is kind to 

every one. 

Chapter V. 

1. The fifth subject is this, that it is necessary for 

all those of the good religion that they make a 

thoroygh effort, so that they celebrate the ritual and 

become Navaz6a^*. 
2. For in our religion there is no good work more 

ample than this. 3. And it is declared in revelation, 

that, altliough much duty and good work be per¬ 

formed, it is not possible to attain to the supreme 

heaven (gard^min)^ except on that one occasion 

when the NavazO^/ ceremony is performed, or they 

have celebrated a Gdtt-khari^®. 4. And 07i any 

occasion (*h5.1), if they are not able to perform it 

with their own hands, it is requisite to order it; and 

then it is inevitably necessary that the celebration of* 

the Gdtl-kharW should be in the same manner as 

they would have performed it with their own hands. 

* Apparently ‘ newly bom * (see Sis. XIII, 2 n), a term applied to 
one who has been duly initiated. After preparatory performances 
of the Bareshnum purification and the ordinaiy ceremonial, the 
ceremonies are carried on four days longer by two priests. The 
first day’s ceremony is that of the N6n&bar, the second is the 
Srdsh yart, the third is the Sirdzah, and the fourth is the Vispara// 
(see Vi^kar</-t Dinik, ed. Peshotan, p. 147). 

* Ordinary good works, when in excess of the sins, are a pass¬ 
port only to the ordinary heaven (vahirt). 

* Literally ‘purchased in the worldly existence* (see §11). A 
ceremony somewhat resembling the Navaz&dl (see Bd. XXX, 28 n), 
but celebrated either late in* life, or after death. 

* Lp, B29 have * that they celebrate.’ 
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5. Man and woman are both' equal in this good 

work; therefore* it is not proper to neglect this 

duty, for it is the chief of all the good works of the 

religion. 6. Because it is declared in revelation, 

that on the day that they are performing the 

NavazCl^ ceremony^ or are celebrating a Gdti-kharla^ 

on his account, three times the soul of that person 

arrives at heaven, and they show it a place therein, 

and offer it a profuse greeting (niTH^r)*. 

7. The explanation (tafslr) of the GS.hs* is this, 

that a Gih—that is, that his own place—becomes 

visible to him* in heaven that day. 

8. And if one does not perform a Navaiii^/ cere¬ 

mony, or does not order the celebration of a G6tl- 

kharl^, it is the same as when a poor (^^arlb) man 

makes for^ a town, and does not obtain a spot where 

he may alight in that place. 9. Although it is his 

own town he is in this trouble. 10. Therefore, it 

is not possible to bring to hand a place in heaven 

through any good work, except by the performance 

of the Navazdfl!^ ceremony, or by ordering the cele¬ 

bration of a Gfitl-khariflf. 

II. And a G6tl-kharl^ is this, that heaven is pur¬ 

chased in the world, and one’s own place brought to 

hand in heaven. 

• Lp, B39 omit ‘both.' . 
• Lp omits ‘therefore,’ and B29 has ‘certainly.’* 
• Lp, Bap, J15 add ‘and, afterwards they bring the G^tt,’ and 

Lp continues thus: ‘ the meaning is adduced in PSzand.’ 
‘ This explains ‘the heavenly G4hs’ of Bd. XXX, a8. The Sad 

Darband-i Hush (as quoted in B29, fol. 458 b) says that it is stated in 
revelation ‘ that the day when one celebrates the G$it-khartfif of any 
one, the soul of that person seizes upon the heavenly G5hs three times 
in that one day, and is conveyed to heaven and the supreme heaven.’ 

“ Lp, B29 have ‘is brought into sight.’ 
• Lp, B29 have ‘ arrives at.’ 
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Chapter VI. 

I. The sixth subject is this, that of the many good 

works there are those which, when they accomplish 

them, obtain great (’ha/^lm) rewards; and if one does 

not perform them severe punishment seizes upon ofu 

at the head of the ATinva^ bridge^. 2. One is the 

celebration of the season festivals*; the second is 

keeping the days of the guardian spirits®; the third 

is attending to the souls of fatliers, mothers, and 

other relations^; the fourth is reciting the KhOrsh^^ 

Nyiyly* three times every day; the fifth is reciting 

the Mih Nyi.yij® three times every month, once 

when it becomes new, once when it becomes full, 

and once when it becomes slender’; and the sixth 

is celebrating the Rapithwin® ceremony once every 

year. 3. If not able to celebrate them qneself, it is 

requisite to order them, so that they may celebrate 

them every single time®, 

4. These six good works are things indispensable 

unto every one. 5. When any one of them is not 

performed—be it that which, if omitted at its own 

time*®, it is not possible to accomplish, or if it be 

that one time one omits an occasion, and another 

time** they accomplish twice as much—om should 

consider*® that as an advantage, which occurs in retri- 

» See Sis. XII, 31. • See Mkh. IV, 5 n. 
* See Mkh. LVII, 13 n. * See Chap. XIII. 
® The salutation of the sun (see Chap. XCV). 
* The salutation of the moon. * 
’ In * on the last day.' • The mid-day period. 
* Lp, Bap have * celebrate them on his account.' 

Bap inserts ‘ or if it be that which, one lime omitted,' 
“ Bap has merely ‘if another time.' 
^ Lp, Bap have *(mc does not consider;’ the copyists having 
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bution for it, or as atonement for the transgression. 

6. Because they call the transgression of each of 

these six a bridge-sin; that is, every one through 
whom a transgression of these may have arisen 

they keep back, at the head of the Kinvdid bridge, 

till punishment for it happens to him, and no good 

work is possible* in this place, which is torment and 

punishment for him*. 

7. Therefore it is necessary to make an effort, that 

they may be performed each one at its own time, so 

that they may obtain a recompense, and not a severe 
punishment. 

Chapter VII. 

I. The seventh subject is this, that, when a-sneeze 

(’ha/sat) comes forth from any one, it is requisite to 

recite one Yathd-ah£l-vairy6* and one Ashem-vohd*. 

2. Because there is a fiend in our bodies, and she is 

an adversary who is connected with mankind, and 

strives so that she may make misfortune (’hillat) 

and sickness predominant (mustafili) over man¬ 

kind. 3 And in our bodies there is a fire which 

they call a disposition—in Arabic they say /abl’hat 

—and they call it the sneezing instinct (gh^riz^). 
4. ft is connected with that fiend, and they wage 

warfare, and it • keeps her away from the body of 

man. 5. Then, as the fire becomes successful over 

failed to notice that retribution and atonement are advantageous in 
this case, because they save the soul from punishment, 

‘ Lp, B29 have ‘no good work resides.* 
* Lp, B29 have 'which will liberate him from torment and 

punishment.* 
* See Mkh. XXVII, 70 n. Sis. XII, 32. 
* A formula in praise of righteousness, which begins with these 

two Avesta words, and is in constant use (see Bd. XX, 2). 
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that fiend, and puts her to flight (hazlmat), a sneeze 

comes because that fiend comes out. 

6. Afterwards, because it is necessary, they 

recite these inward prayers^ and perform the bene¬ 

diction (ifrln) of the fire, so that it may remain for 
a long period while thou art keeping* this fiend 

defeated. 7. When another person hears tlie sneeze, 

it is likewise requisite for him to utter the said 

prayers, and to accomplish the benediction of that 

spirit*. 

Chapter VIII. 

1. The eighth subject is this, that it is necessary 

to maintain tlie religion by rule (dastflr), and to 

practise obedience to the commands of the high- 

priests ; and every duty that people perform they 

should perform by their authority. 

2. For it is declared in tlie good religion, that, if 

they accomplish as many good works as the leaves 

of the trees, or the sditid-grains of the desert, or the 

drops (qa/rah) of rain, which they do not perform 

by command of the high-priests, or to their satisfac¬ 

tion, no merit whatever attains to their souls, and for 
the good works they have done they obtain sin as a 

recompense. 3. While such a one is living it is not 

proper to call him righteous, and when he dies he 

does not attain to heaven, and not a single archangel 

comes ^ near him. 4. He does not make his escape 

from the hands of the demons and Aharman, and he 

* The formulas are muttered as a spell. 
* B29 has * it is making.’ 
■ In some parts of Europe it is still the custom to invoke a 

blessing, by means of some formula, on hearing a sneeze. 
* Lp, B29 have ^goes.’ 
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does not obtain a release from hell. 5. Because 

duties and good works' attain to the soul on those 

occasions when they perform them with the authority 

of the high-priests and those acquainted with the 

religion, and when they give them one-tenth of those 

good works*. 

Chapter IX. 

I. The ninth subject is this, that it is necessary to 

practise abstinence from committing or permitting 

unnatural intercourse*. 2. For this is the chief of 

all sins in the religion: there is no worse sin than 

this in the good religion, and it is proper to call 

those who commit it worthy of death in reality. 

3. If any one comes forth to them, and shall see 

them in the act, and is working with an axe*, it is 

requisite for him to cut off the heads or to rip up the 

bellies of both, and it is no sin for him. 4. But it is 

not proper to kill any person without the authority 

of high-priests and kings, except on account of com¬ 

mitting or permitting unnatural intercourse. 

5. For it says in revelation that unnatural inter¬ 

course is on a par with Aharman, with Afrisiyib®, 

with Dahik®, with Tiir-i Bri^ar-vakhsh ® who slew 

, ' That is,' the merit of performing them. 
* The principles of blind submission of the laity to the priest¬ 

hood, and complete abnegation of private judgment, which pervade 
the whole of the Sad Dar, are espet^y conspicuous in this chapter. 
They are the ideas prevalent in the darkest ages of the religion, 
which have now nearly disappeared with the spread of true know¬ 
ledge as in other faiths. 

• Gr^ulSmbSragf u mASgart. 
* Bap, J15 have ‘ takes a look,* and J15 adds * he shall kill thtm! 

» See Mkh. VIII, 29 n. 
• One of five brothers of the Karap tribe (see Byt. II, 3, Dd. 

LXXII, 8). 
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Zaratujt, with Malk6s^ who will arise, with the ser¬ 
pent Sfuvar which existed in the days of S4m 
Narlmin* and as many sins as are theirs. 6. And 
Aharman, tl^e evil becomes more joyful, owing 
to this practice, than owing to the otlier sins which 
have made high-priests necessary^ \ for the soul 
itself of that person becomes extinct. 

7. And when they commit ih^ dn with women, it 
is just the same as that with men. 

ClJAPTER X. 

T. The tenth subject is this, that it is incumbent 
on all those of the good religion, women and men, 
ever}!' one who attains to fifteen years, to wear the 
sacred ihread-glidiz^ 2. Because the sacred thread' 
girdle is to be a girding of the loins and to preserve 
obedience (^i’hat) to the Lord, may he be honoured 
and glorified (’hazza va ^alla) 1 

3* The first person who set the wearing of this 
sacred ihread-^g\x^^ in view was Jamsh^o?'^. 4. And 
it may be the whole (^umlah) of the demons and 
fiends who are made extinct by the glory of wearing 
the sacred tkread-g\r^^. 

5. Every one who has tied the sacred thread- 
girdle rou?td the waist is out of the department of 
Aharman, and is established in the department of 

^ See mh. XXVII, sa n. 
^ S^tua and Wanemandu are two titles of tbe hero KeresSapa 

who slew the serpent Smtra (see SE^, voL xviii, pp. 369-3^1). 
In the Sh^hnSmah he is called SSin, son pf NarirnSn. 

* Jig has * whjfA the high priesti have made manifeBt.' 
* See Bd. XXXIX^ i n. A modification of the age is recom- 

mended in Cliap. XLVI. 
^ Av. Yima hhsha^ ta (see Mkh. XXVII, ?4 n). 
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Hdrrna^d. 6. And also, while he keeps the seic^ed 

^^read-girdl^ on the waist, is a share for him 

of all those duties and good works which they per¬ 

form in the earth of seven regions. 7. It is like that 

which occurs when they are performing ha mi z6r 

and hami ashd^j and have put on this sacredikread- 

girdle on that account, or when, similarly, some one 

in Kajmlr, or .£rin-v^^, or Kangdez, or the enclosure 

formed by Jam®, perforins a good work, mtd we are 

not able to perform ii with hami 2Sr, then they and 

we* who wear the sacred ihread-^rd\^ on the waist, 

are mutually connected and equally meritorious, one 

with the other. S. As no good work attains to him 

who does not wear a sacred /,^r^w!i/-girdle—excepting 

that which he performs himself—it Is therefore 

necessary that any one of mankind s/wuid not put 

away from the waist on any occasion, so that the 

associated good works of those of the good religion 
may attain to him. 

9. And those four knots*, with which they tie ii on, 

are on this account, that it may give four attestations. 

' These ’words form part of a benedictory formula ’which con¬ 

cludes certain ceremonies (see Essays, pp. 407, 40p), and 

the recital of them implies that the ceremony, ivbich is a good 

’work, has been fully and satisfactorily completed. If this good work 

be in excess of what is wanted to balance its performer's sins, it 

Call be imputed to any other member of the good religion who may 

be in want of it, provided he weans the girdle. The MSS. have 

ham^ for hamt. 
* These four localities are considered to be isolated from the seven 

regions to some extent (see Bd. XXIX, 4), probably implying that 

they were supposed to contain Mazda-worshippers independent of 

Iranian rule, or that their position had become nnkhown. (See also 

Mkh. XXVII, 27-51, 5S, 6a, XLIV, 17-35, hXlI, 13^19.) 
E29 have ‘ that rnankind -thouM not put the girdle/ 

* That is, two double knots, one before and the other behind 

(see SBE, voh xviii, pp. 386, 387). 
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10. The first knot is that which preserves' constancy 

(qarir), and gives attestation as to the existence, 

unity, purity, and matchlessness of the sacred being, 

the good and propitious, ii. The second knot is 

that which gives attestation iJiat it is the good 

religion of the Mazda-worshippers which is the word 

of the sacred being. 12. The third' knot is that 

which gives attestation as to tlie apostleship and 

mission (rasfill) in the just fhaqq) Zaratuit, the 

Spitamin. 13. The fourth knot is that which 

adduces more pleasantly, gives assurance (iqrdr), 

and openly accepts that I should think of good, 

speak of good, and do good. 14. And from the 

whole I become established; and the pure, good* 

religion is this, that I persist in those views. 

15. And, again, when the archangels came meeting 

Zaratuit they likewise wore the sacred thread-girdle 

on the waist; and the distinctive characteristic (far q) 

amid the laws of the sacred being is the wearing of 

the sacred tkread-^rdle. 16. It is incumbent both 

on woman and on man, andit is altogether (albattah) 

improper when they do not wear it. 

Chapter XI. 

I. The eleventli subject is tliis, that it is necessary 

to maintain the fire-place* properly, and to keep 

watch*, so that the fire shall not die out^ and thcU 

nothing polluted and impure shall attain to the fire ; 

and it is necessary to make a menstruous woman 

avoid bang witliin three steps of it. 

* Altered into ‘ brings * by a later band in La, and so written in 
Lp, B29. 

* Lp, B29 omit *good.' • Or, perhaps, *thc house-fire.' 
* B29 omits these four words. 
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2.- Because every time that they maintain a fire 

properly, which is within a dwelling, every fire which 

is in the earth of seven regions becomes pleased with 

those persons, and, when they ask a favour, or beg a 

necessity ('hd^at), it becomes quickly operative. 

3. And every time that one does not maintain ii 

properly, every fire which is in the earth of seven 

regions receives injury from that person, and the 

necessity he begs does not become operative. 4. If 

any one does not maintain the fire-place properly, if 

he gives a hundred dlndrs' to the fire Gu.fasp* t/iere 

is no acceptance of it, and that sin does not depart 
from him. 

5. For it is declared in revelation’, that the creator 

Hdrmazd has given sovereignty in heaven to Ardi- 

bahirt^ the archangel, and has spoken thus: ^ As to 

every one with whom thou art not pleased, do not 

let him escape into heaven.' 6. And this is also 

declared in revelation, that, every time that they do 

not maintain the fire properly, pregnancy becomes 

scarcer for the women, few^er male children are born, 

and honour (*hurmat) in the vicinity of the king 

becomes less for the men, and t/tere is no approbation 

(qabfil) of their words. 
7. For every single fire which dies out in a 

dwelling a loss of three dirhams and two dings* falls 

* The dindr is a gold coin which, if it contained a dirham 
weight of gold, and if the dirham were 63 grains (see Dd. LII, i n), 
was equal to about half-a-sovereign. 

* One of the three most sacred fires (see Bd. XVII, 7). 
* Lp, B29 have *in the good religion.' 
* Av. ash a vahixta, ‘perfect rectitude,' who is supposed to protect 

fire (see Bd. I, 26, Sis. XV, 12). 
* That is, three dirhams and a half in silver, or nearly one rupee 

and a quarter. 
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on the property of that person, or it becomes the loss 

of this dwelling, or it does not reach him from the 

place whence wealth comes to him. 

Chapter XII. 

I. The twelfth subject is this, that, when any one 

dies, an order is necessary' that how much soever 

scantier* clothing they are able to make a begin¬ 

ning of, the better they act. 2. Beside (im)* 

something become old and washed, anything new 

is not proper for the purpose that they may let tt 

go upon a dead body. 

3. For in the commentary of the VendldAaf^ it 

asserts that, if they shall pass on to a dead body 

as much as a woman’s spindle makes for a single 

thread, with the exception of that which is unavoid¬ 

able, for every single thread a black snake hangs, in 

that other world, on to the liver of that person who 

has made a beginning of the clothing. 4. Likewise, 

that dead person becomes his antagonist (‘^ajm), 

and hangs similarly* upon his skirt, and speaks thus: 

* This clothing, which thou hast put on my body, 

devours me, having become worms and noxious 

creatures. 5. My name was put upon*a sacred 

cake®, the fourth day, with a Yart, so that there 

' B29 has ‘it is necessary to utter two orders.' 
* Lp‘, B29 have ‘older.* Compare Sis. XII, 4. 
* Lp, B29 have ‘that is.' 
* Pahl. Vend. V, 170-17 7, where, however, the penalty here 

mentioned is not now extant. 
‘ Lp, B29 omit ‘similarly.' 

* Referring to the cake consecrated to the righteous guardian 
spirit on the fourth day after death (see Chap. LXXXVII, a, Sis. 
Ill, 32 n, XVII, 5 n). 
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might be alike a benefit therefrom for. my soul, and 

it might be alike unnecessary for thee to bear this 

torment (’haDH^b)/ 6. Owing to that, many sor¬ 

rows come to that person, and he has no advantage 

from it 7. Therefore, it is necessary to act unth 

caution (i‘htiyi^), so that, how much soever the 

clothing be scantier*, they may make a beginning 

of it. 

8. And as many as shall be able to walk after 

the bier (td,bClt) and corpse shall walk. 9. Because 

every step that they go after a corpse is a good 

work of three hundred stirs*; and every stir is four 

dirhams, in such manner that three hundred stirs 

are a thousand a^idtwo hundred dirhams*. 10. For 

every single step there is thus much good work. 

Chapter XIII. 

I. The thirteenth subject is this, that it is neces¬ 

sary to maintain the souls of fathers, mothers, and 

relations properly. 2. And, when any day of theirs* 

occurs, it is necessary to make an endeavour, so that 

they may accomplish the ceremonial (yazi^n), the 

sacred feast (myazd), the consecration ^the sacred 

cakes (dr6n), and the benedictions (ifrlngdn). 

3. For it is declared in revelation, that, every time 

that any day of theirs occurs, they will bring with 

* Lp, B29, J15 have ‘older.’ 
* An amount which would counterbalance a TanSvar or TanS- 

pdhar sin (see Sis. I, a). 
* B29 omits these fourteen words, 
* That is, on the monthly and annual anniversaries of their 

deaths, when ceremonies are requisite (see Sis. XVII, 5 n). Com¬ 
pare Chap. XXXVII. ■ 

C^4] T 
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themselves 9999 guardian spirits of the righteous, 

like that case when any one goes home himself, and 

brings people (qafim) in hospitality. 4. And, when 

they utter' the consecration of the sacred cakes and 

sacred feast and the benedictions, those people 

become joyful and utter blessings on that house 

and master of the house, and on the house-mistress 

and any persons who are in that house. 

5. But if they do not ’ celebrate the sacred feast, 

the consecration of the sacred cakes, the ceremonial, 

and the benedictions, the spirits^i^ remain for them 

in that place from dawn as long as the period of 

a day, and are maintaining a hope that ‘ perhaps 

they will have us in remembrance.' 6. Then, if 

they do not bring them* into remembrance, the 

souls turn upwards from that place, go very quickly 

on high, and will say, ‘ O creator H6rmazd! they do 

not know that we are such as we are*, and that it is 

necessary for them* to come into this world, and in 

this world they will not give any one acquittal. 

7. For them there is need of the good works 

in consecrating the sacred cakes and celebrating the 

sacred feast and benedictions; there is no need 

of them for such as we. 8. Yet (va Ilk in), if they 

would have maintained a place for^ the duty of those 

days, we should have turned away from them mis¬ 

fortunes of various kinds; but, as they have not 

maintained® observance of us in the day's duty, we 

are not able to come in friendship to this house.’ 

* B29 has * celebrate.* 
* Literally ‘ us.' Lp, B29 omit this and the next two words. 
® Lp, Bap have ' that just like us are they.* 
* Lp, B29 omit ^ for them.' 
' B29 has ‘maintained observance of us in* 

* B29 inserts ‘proper.* 
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9. Thus much they say, and turn away in anger, and 
go away from that place. 

Chapter XIV. 

I. The fourteenth subject is this, that, when the 
nails are pared according to custom (ba-*^ildl)^, it 
is necessary that they put ike parings into a paper. 
2. And it is further necessary to take the Sr6sh-bl^* 
inwardly, and to utter three Yathd-ahd-vairyds *. 
3. And for the speaking of this—to say with each 
Yath^-ahii-vairyd*—the Avesta is this rPaiti t^, 
meregha Ash6-zuxta! im^u srv<zu va6dhay6mi, im<zu 
srvau ^wa^dhay^mi; iniause t6 srvflu, meregha Ashd- 
zayta! hyire arrtayas^a, karetayas-^, thanvareia, 
ishavas^fei erezifyd-parena, asna^ fradakhshanya 
paiti dadvd-M&zainyan*; ash! vohd mananghi y^ 
sruyd par^ magaond®. 4. Afterwards, completes 
the Biz in the manner that it was taken inwardly, 

5. At those two Yathi-ahd-vairyds, with which 
one completes the Bl?, at each one, he makes lines 
(hditthSi) in a little dust in the midst of the nail- 

^ B29 has ‘when the nails and a toothpick art pared ;* 

and the Gu|^ar&ti translator takes in the same sense. 

• A particular form of prayer. 

• See Mkh. XXVII, 70 n. 

• B29 omits these eleven words. 
® Vend. XVII, 26-28:—‘Unto thee, 0 bird Ashd-ziuta! do I 

announce these nails, do I introduce these nails ’ (or, according to 

the Pahlavi, ‘ do I make known these nails, these nails do I make 

thee known to'); * may these nails be such for thee, O bird Ashd- 

zurtal as spears and knives, bows, falcon-feathered arrows, and 

sling-stones against the demon Mizainyas.' 
• Yas. XXXIII, 7b:—‘ Through the righteous good thought, by 

which I am heard before the mighty onel 
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parings, 6. And, if he does not know this on 

uttering the Sr6sh-bij? and those three Yatha-ahO- 

vairy6s Ju is to furrow three lines, with the nail-cutter®, 

around the n3M-parings, and then Jie is to complete 

the with those Yathd-ahCi-vairy6s, and to put the 

dust, with the end of the nail-cutter, into the midst 

of the Ti2\\-parings^ and carry them to a desert spot, 

7. It is necessary that he should carry a hole down 

through four ^n^^tr-breadths of earth, and, having 

placed the 'nail-parings in that spot, he puts the soil 

overhead. 

8. For H6rmazd, the good and propitious, has 

created a bird which they call Ash6-zuit®, and they 

call zVthe bird of Bahman^ 9. They also call it the 

owl, and it eats nails. 

• 10. It is altogether necessary that they do not 

leave them unbroken, for they would come into use 

as weapons (siU'h) of wizards®. 11. And they have 

also said that, if they fall in the midst of food, there 

is danger of pulmonary consumption. 

Chapter XV. 

I. The fifteenth subject is this, when one sees 

anything that is welcome to the eyes, it is requi¬ 

site to say ‘ in the name of the sacred being.’ 

2. Because, if they do not say ‘ in the name of 

the sacred being,’ and an injury happens to that 

* The fonnula quoted in § 3. 
* B29 omits these four words. * See Bd. XIX, 19, 20. 
* The archangel VohAman (see Bd. I, 23, 26 n). His bird is 

the cock according to Sis. X, 9. 
* Sec Sis. XII, 6. 
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thing, or a disaster occurs, one becomes a sinner; 
so far is notorious (ma'hltim). 

Chapter XVI. 

I. The sixteenth subject is tliis,. that, when a 

woman becomes pregnant in a house, it is neces¬ 

sary to make an endeavour so that tJiere may be 

a continual fire in that house, and to maintain a 

good watch over it. 2. And, when the child becomes 

separate from the mother, it is necessary to burn a 

lamp for three nights and days—if they bum a fire 

it would be better—so that the demons and fiends 

may not be able to do any damage and harm; because, 

when a child is bom, it is exceedingly delicate for 

those three days. 

3. For it is declared in revelation^ that, when 

Zaratu^t, the Spitamdn, became separate from his 

mother, every night, for three nights, a demon came 

on, with a hundred and fifty other demons, so that 

they might effect the slaughter (halik) of Zaratuit, 

and, when they had beheld the light of the fire, they 

had fled away, and had not been able to do any 

damage and harm. 

4. During forty days it is not proper that they 

should leave the child alone; and it is also not proper 

that the mother of the infant should put her foot 

over a threshold in the dwelling, or cast her eyes 

upon a hill, for it* is bad for her menstruation. 

* Lp, B29 have ‘ in the good reKgion.’ This is quoted probably 
from the Spend Nask (see Sis. X, 4, XII, 11). 

* B29 has ‘which they have said.' 
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Chapter XVII. 

I. The seventeenth subject is this, that when they 

cut a toothpick (7/i 15.1), or a splinter which they 

wish to apply to the root of the teeth, it is necessary 

that they retain no bark. 2. For if a small quantity 

of bark be on it when they apply it to the teeth, and 

they cast it away, if a pregnant woman puts fier foot 

upon it, the danger of that may be that the child 

comes to harm^ 

Chapter XVIII. 

I. The eighteenth subject is this, that it is neces¬ 

sary for mankind to make an endeavour, so that 

they may espouse a wife in their youth and beget a 

child. 2. And for women, in like manner, it is 

necessary that there should be a longing (ra^^bat) 

for espousing a husband. 

3. Because it is declared in revelation*, that every 

duty and good work a child performs becomes the 

father's and mother's, just like those which they have 

performed with their own hands. 4. The meaning 

(ma'hni) of p5r (‘a son') is that which signifies pAl 

(‘ a bridge') for by this bridge they arrive at that 

other world. 5. If there be no child for any one 

they call him one with a severed bridge, that is, the 

' Owing to her fear of having stepped on dead matter (see Sis. 
X, 20. XII, 13). 

* In the Spend, Nih&^fQm, and DSmd^ Nasks (see Sis. X, 22, 
XII, 15). 

• This fanciful explanation must be derived from a Pahlavi 
source, as it is only in that language that the two words are written 
precisely alike. 
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way for him to that other world is severed, and he is 

not able to attain to that world, 6. At the head of 

the IC\Ti\2d bridge he shall remain; although he has 

performed much duty and good works he is not able 

to make a passage over the Arnvadf bridge, and they 

do not make up his account and reckoning. 7. And 

every archangel that comes forward to that place 

first asks these words, that is, ‘ Hast thou brought 

thy own substitute visibly into the world, or not?’ 

8. When he has not brought it, they will pass over 

him, and his soul will remain, in that place', full of 

anguish and g^ief (^^am). 

9. A similitude (miTiidl) of it is like that which 

happens when any one may be in a wilderness, and 

there may be fear of wild animals and creatures, and 

near to him may be his own town, but a river of 

water is in front*, and it is not possible to make a 

passage over that river, as a bridge is fallen in, and 

he is not able to arrive at that town, but he is always 

upon the bank (^ar/) speaking thus®: ‘Would that 

the bridge would become perfect! * 

10. The duty as to children* is in this aggregate*. 

II. Therefore, the creator Hdrmazd has granted 

unto men that, if there be any one to whom sickness 

from heaven may occur, and there be no provision of 

a child for him, he has commanded him that he should 

make some one a son of his own, as® a friend of his 

soul, and should receive a child, because every duty 

can be delegated. 12. That person is in place of a 

' Lp, B29 add ‘on the bridge.' 
® La omits these eight words. 
* Lp, B29 have ‘always in regret ('hasrat) thus.* 
* Lp has ‘ as to the command.’ 
“ Lp has ‘manner,* and J15 has ‘endeavour.’ 
* Lp, B29 have ‘ some one through his own affection.* 
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child, and every duty and good work that he performs 

shall be just like that which is performed by one’s 

own hand. 

13. And, finally, if any one departs from the world 

(dunyi)^ and possesses no adopted child, it is incum¬ 

bent on the priests and high-priests and his relations 

to appoint his adopted son, and it is necessary to 

bring some one in sight on that account, so that his 

soul may spring away from the torment of hell. 14. 

Because, every time that his relations do not pay 

attention to this, when they proceed to that other 

world, the soul of that person hangs about them and 

speaks thus : ‘ I left with you something that I had 

collected and borne trouble for in many years, and 

you seized upon it, and put it into your own expen¬ 

diture (‘^ar^), and did not seek for* mercy (rafqat) 

on my soul. 15. In the same manner as I have 

remained, delayed (mafiqClf) in this place, I will 

not let you pass ; so that you will make no passage 

over the Kmv^d bridge till the sacred being takes 

my rights away from you.’ 16. Then the angel 

Rashn and the angel Mihir* make up their reckoning, 

and, as to whatever those persons have seized upon 

from the other s property* for every single dlndr the 

account makes four, and they take away the equiva¬ 

lent. 17. And, as in that world tJiere are no gold 

and silver, they take away from their souls the good 

works that they have done, and they give them to 

the soul of this other. 18. Still, while others do not 

appoint the adopted son, they are not able to pass 

over the Ainvaa^ bridge, nor to arrive at their own 
station. 

' La omits these nine words. * JB29 has ‘ bring.* 
.* See Mkh. 11, ii 8, n 9. * Lp, J15 insert * and have expended.’ 
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19. There is no duty whatever more incumbent 

on relations than this duty, and every time that they 

appoint an adopted son for any one it is just as 

though they have made the deceased alive; and 

there are no limit ('hadd) and end (nihiyat) of 
their good works. 

Chapter XIX. 

1. The nineteenth subject is this, that the per¬ 

formance of agriculture is like that when some one 

is performing tlie ceremonial of the sacred beings, 

and it is necessary to maintain much respect for 

agriculturists; it is also necessary to keep trouble 

and strife far from them. 

2. For it is declared in revelation, that, as to every 

one who replants a shrub, while that shrub or tree 

exists at the place, every good work that every one, 

who eats of that shrub, does in that repletion 

becomes the agriculturist s, just like those which are 

done by his own hand. 3. If any one orders //, 

just as that good work occurs' much new repose 

(rd’hat) and comfort reach his soul*. 4. As to corn 

and grain (*hub(ib) and whatever they sow, it is 

just like this*, because, as regards every one who 

eats wheat, barley, and other grains, and performs 

duty and good works, they become those of the 

sower of* tiiose grains, just as those which are per¬ 

formed by his own hand. 5* Because, for the life of 

mankind a crop was necessary, the creation of a 

* Lp, B29 have ‘is performed.' * Lp, B29 add ‘therefrom.’ 
* B29 adds ‘way.' 
* La omits the rest of this chapter, as well as the words ‘ they 

become,’ by mistake. 
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creator^ after the sacred being, the most high*, owing 

to the work of the agriculturist 6. For every one 

who eats anything dies, therefore, as regards that 

person by whose work the life of mankind is estab¬ 

lished, it is necessary to consider him valuable and 

precious. _ 

Chapter XX. 

I. The twentieth subject is this, that it is incum¬ 

bent on those of the good religion that they con¬ 

tinually give something to the worthy to eat, on 

account (^hat) of that which it says in revelation* 

thus: ‘ When thou givest things to some one that 

he may eat, every duty and good work that he 

performs in that state of repletion become those of 

that person, who has given that bread or food to 

him, just like those which he has performed w'ith his 

own hand/ 2. And if he commits a sin, he who 

may have given food to him is innocent 3. But it 

is necessary that he be of the good religion and 

worthy; they should give something to one of a 

different religion only in case of extreme necessity 

(jardrat), lest it become as a sin. 

Chapter XXI. 

I. The twenty-first subject is this, that, when they 

eat bread, it is necessary that om should recite 

* B29, J15 omit these five words. 
* J15 has ‘after its creation ly the sacred being, the creator.’ 

The alteration of this sentence, in Bap and J15, seems due to their 
writers’ reluctance to attribute the power of creating, even figura¬ 
tively, to the mere producer of a crop. 

* In the Nih&rffim Nask (see Sis. X, 23, XIl, 16). 
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the IthA-iaf-yazamaidfi' and three Ashem-vohOs*, 

especially (ba-^Ayataw) in the benediction-cere- 
monies (AfrIngAn). 

2. For it is declared in the good religion of the 

Mazda-worshippers, that, when they wish to cele¬ 

brate the sacred feast (myazd) and benediction- 

ceremonies, it is necessary that all persons who are 

seated at the feast should take up the inward prayer. 

3. For each man an angel is stationed, on the right- 

hand side^ and two angels for the priests. 4. But 

when they eat chatteringly, or relate the news 

('hadlTH)®, the angels depart from them, and a 

demon seizes on the place of each angels 

5. And in former times the custom ('hAdat) of the 

people would have been in this manner, that, if any 

one should have come to the door in the middle of 

the feast, that person whose AfrlngAn-precinct it 

might have been, or whoever should have gone to the 

expense of that AfringAn, would have had words 

with that intruding person®, and would have also 

spoken thus: ‘As thou hast brought my feast to 

harm, give me back whatever has been the cost 

6. And in one place in revelation it is declared 

* Yas. V, 1, 2, of which these are the first three words. This, 
with the three Ashem-vohAs, constitutes the inward prayer, or 
grace, before eating (see Dd. LXXIX, i n). 

* See Chap. VII, 1 n. 
* By which they commit the sin of breaking the protective spell 

of the inward prayer. 
* Lp, B29 have ‘ a demon is (B29 stands) in place of the angel.’ 
* B29 has ‘would have spoken to that person who had uttered 

words, would have taken tomething away from him.’ Lp merely 
adds ‘would have taken something' to the words in the text. 

* B29 has only, ‘As it is my feast, give it back.’ The inter¬ 
ruption having destroyed the merit of the ceremony. 
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that from eating chatteringly itself is the sin, for' 

every one who is chattering during the eating of 

bread is just like him who is smiting and harassing 

the angels of the spiritual existaues. 

7. Therefore, if there be any one who is not able 

to consecrate a sacred cake*, it is necessary to eat 

bread with the inward prayer of Hdrmazd, that is, 

the archangels. 8. And, if he does not altogether 

know he recites the Ithi-d^f-yazamaidd* and three 

Ashem-voh{is, and eats up the bread. 9. Afterwards 

he makes his mouth clean, and, four Ashem-vohfis 

and t\vo Yathi-ahft-vairyds being spoken out*, he is 

then to utter words. 

10. For, every time that this custom (qll’hidat) 

is carried on in a place, through the first Ashem-vohft 

so much good work has arisen that it has propitiated 

the sacred being, the good and propitious ; through 

the second Ashem-vohtl so much good work has 

arisen that it has reverenced and* propitiated Sr6sh, 

the righteous®; through the third Ashem-vohd so 

much good work has arisen that it has reverenced 

and* propitiated Khurdda^ and Amered&<j^^ the arch¬ 

angels ; and through the fourth Ashem-vohd so much 

good work has arisen that whatever the creator 
Hdrmazd has created becomes reverenced and 

propitiated. 11. And with each mouthful (luqmah) 

that is eaten, while tlie inward prayer subsists, they 

^ B39 has 'from eating chatteringly is so much sin that.' 
* Sec Mkh. XVI, 17 n. • See § i n. 
* These formulas begin the grace after eating, and, being uttered 

aloud, break the spell of the inward prayer now no longer neces¬ 
sary; after them the eaters are at liberty to speak. 

* 829 omits these two words. 
* See Mkh. II, 115 n. 
’ See Horvadauf and Amerddau/(Mkh. II, 34). 
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proclaim a blessingKhurd^isf and Amered^af^ the 
archangels* i^. But^ if it de eaten without the fzt- 
wa^rd prayerj as demons are in that place', they say, 
* Thou mightest have eaten the poison of a serpent.* 
13. Therefore, take notice as to which is the better 
of these two. 

Chapter XXII. 

r. The twenty-second subject is this, that the 
performance of <!>Sda?eg6i® (intercession") is like 
that when some one is occasioning the ceremonial 
of the sacred beings. 2. Therefore, it should be 
expedient that it be continuous, tkat^ they 
perform (j&da»g6i as regards the priests and high- 
priests and the worthy. 

3* For, In the commentary of the H^d&kht Nc^k^ 
it says that every one who performs G3lda?jg6l, and 
extracts anything from a person on tl^eir account, 
and conveys it to them, is as much w'lthout dis¬ 
honesty ("A i yin at), towards them% as he who may 

' See I 4. 
“ The original Pahlavi of this word can be read either 

gdbth, speaking of the law,' or y&dalfl-gdbJh, 'aspeaking of 

the sacred being in either case it impljcs ^pleading for tie proper 

observance of reiglooa duties,' especially the duty of supporting 

the priesthood and the poor, and it is for such purpcjses that the 

‘ iuCercessioD' with those possessing property must be understood 

as being exercised. As the tradUional mode of reading ?ahl. 

y^datd is ^S.taii, or it is evident that the ?azand inventors 

of the ivord in the text must have understood the Pahkvi in the 

latter of the two meanings mentioned above. 

> Lp, B29 have merely ‘ that condnuoiisly.' 

* Lp, Bijj omit these two words, But the meaning of La seems 

to be that he who bestows charity out of the contributions of others, 

without mentioning the contributors, does not act dishonestly towards 

the recipients. 
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have given to them out of his own property. 4. 

And in the spiritual existence they take' account of 

that profit for him, and just as they make out the 

account of the good work of tliat person who may 

have g^ven f/, even so much is his good work. 

Chapter XXIII. 

1. The twenty-third subject is this, that it is 

requisite to restrain a tethered animal from mis¬ 

behaviour, and to keep watch over ones own 

creatures, especially at the time when they have 

eaten meat 

2. Therefore, if they have eaten meat and they 

commit an assault, every offence that the animal 

(‘halvdn) commits may be that person’s whose meat 

may be eaten. 3. For example, if a horse lashes 

cmt a kick (lakad) at any one, the offence may be 

that person’s whose food may be eaten and caused 

the offence. 

4. Therefore it is necessary to make an endeavour 

that they j^//commit no offence whatever, especially 

at a time when they have eaten meat. 

Chapter XXIV. 

I. The twenty-fourth subject is this, that when an 

infant is born from its mother it is necessary that 

tliey give it the consecrated H6m-juice*, on this 

account, that understanding (’haql), wisdom, and 

' Lp, B29 have ‘the spirits take.* 
* See Mkh. LVII, 28 n, Sis. X, 16. 
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knowledge may more abundantly get to it, and the 

want (ablat) of them may come more scantily 
upon 

2. If, at that time, they do not perform the con¬ 

secration, they should take forth a little H6m for it*, 

and recite* a Yathd-ah^i-vairy6^ and put a trifle of 

water into f/, and make H6m-juice of that, and give 
it to the infant, and afterwards® milk. 

Chapter XXV. 

I. The twenty-fifth subject is this, that any agree¬ 

ment and promise (qaOl) they make with any one it 

is necessary so far to perform and bring to pass. 

2. Although many things may go® to harm by 

means (sabab) of it, it is not desirable to perform 

that agreement with duplicity. 

3. Because, in our religion, they call this a Mihir- 

dru^ (‘breach of promise’), and in revelation it 

decrees, as to any one who commits a Mihir-dru^, 

that the way to heaven becomes’ closed for him, 

and that person himself goes discomforted out of 

this world, so that a warning (’hal4mat) becomes 

quite manifest unto him. 
4. And a Mihir-dru^is attached’ in such a manner 

that, fortune (/dli’h) may have befallen any one® 

* B29 omits these eleven words. 
* B29 adds ‘in the H6m-mortar.' 
» B29 adds ‘ and utter.' * See Mkh. XXVII, 70 n. 
“ Lp, B29 insert ‘ tk^ are to give.' 
• Lp, B29 have ‘come.’ 
^ Lp, B29 have ‘understood,' and another copy in B29 has 

‘ considered.' 
• Who has broken his promise. 
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happily, or an insufficient quantity of his life (’humr) 

may have remained, the Mihir-drq^ extends to his 

children without opposition (V^ilif). 5. And every 

household that becomes extinct, or race whose issue 

fails, or a7iy of the great misfortunes that happen to 

mankind—from which misfortune 07ie obtains release 

with difficulty—may all be owing to the fact that they 

have committed a Mihir-dru/. 

6. If committed by oneself, it is declared, hi one 

place in revelation, that the glorified ZaratuJt, tlie 

Spitamdn, enquired of H6rmazd, the good and pro¬ 

pitious, thus: ‘ Of any of the sins that mankind 

commit which is the worst?* 7. H6rma2d, the 

good and propitious, decreed thus: * No sin whatever 

is worse than this, that two persons make a covenant 

with one another in such a manner that no one 

whatever is between them, except me who am 

H6rmazd; and, afterwards one of those two per¬ 

sons deviates from it, and says, “I have no know¬ 

ledge ('^abar) of it]' and no one whatever is a 

witness, for that otfier person, except me.’ 8. No 

sin whatever is worse than that, and that person 

himself will not go out of this world until retribution 

overtakes him, and in tliat other his punishment 

is more severe than all; so that person becomes un¬ 

fortunate in both worlds. 9, And it is tlie same 

^this covenant be with a righteous person or a 
wicked one. 

Chapter XXVI. 

I. The twenty-sixth subject is this, that the wise 

and the ancients say that when a man becomes 

fifteen years of age it is necessary that he takes 
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one of the angels' as his own protection*, that he 

takes one of the wise as his own sage, and that 

he takes one of the high-priests and officiating 

priests as his own high-priest 2. So that, if, any 

time, a bereavement (ist^nah) approaches, he may 

beg a favour from the archangels®, in order that it 

may furnish* an escape from that bereavement, 

3. And®, any time any affair comes forward, and 

he kas^ to have opinion (r41) and advice (ma^va- 

rat), he holds a consultation with that sage, while 

the sage tells him his opinion (tadblr). 4. And, if 

any question as to proper and improper comes for¬ 

ward, he speaks with that high-priest, so that he 

may tell him in reply. 

5. When the instructions of these three persons 

are brought to pass, carrying out the commands of 

the sacred being is accomplished. 6. Especially the 

instructions of the high-priests, because their satis¬ 

faction is connected with the satisfaction of the 

sacred being; and the high-priests possess so much 

dignity (martabat) in the presence of the sacred 

being, the good and propitious, that they are quite 
able to forgive any trivial one of the sins of man¬ 
kind^, and H6rmazd, the good . propitious, 

quickly® forgives that sin for the high-priest. 7. 

* La, Lp have ‘ ancients,' but this seems inconsistent with § a. 
• La has ‘ancestor,’ having read ba-niyih instead of pan&h. 
* Lp, B29, J15 add * and they may provide health of body and 

safety.' 
. * Lp, Bap, J15 have ‘that they may furnish him.’ 

* Lp, Bap insert ‘ if.' 
• Lp, Bap have ‘it is necessary.' 
’ Bap has ‘to forgive one-third of the sins which mankind 

commit' 
• Lp has ‘ likewise.’ 

[H] U 
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Therefore, carrying out the commands of the high- 

priests becomes* incumbent on every one; and the 

fulfilment of this maxim is better than that of a whole 

assemblage of maxims. 

Chapter XXVII. 

1. The twenty-seventh subject is this, that is, if 

any affair comes forward, that they should thoroughly 

understand* whether it be a good work, or a sin. 

2. In that manner it becomes better that they make 

an evasion on the spot^ until a time when they 

make known with accuracy^ that that affair is a sin 

or a reward. 3. If they perform any affair without 

knowing this^ although it be a good work, it becomes 

a sin for them. 

4. For it is declared in revelation, tliat, except that 

which they enquire of the high-priests, no affair what¬ 

ever is proper to perform. 5. Whatever wisdom 

there be for any one from his own head is only 

one; then, as two wisdoms are more than one®, 

it therefore makes it expedient to enquire of the 

high-priests. 

Chapter XXVIII. 

I. The twenty-eighth subject is this, that, when 

they teach the Avesta, it is in like manner neces- 

* Lp, B29 have ‘is.' 
* Lp has ' that they should be told,' and B29 has ‘ that one should 

realise.' 
* Sec Sis. X, 25, 27. 
* Lp adds ‘and truly,' and £29 has ‘make known that it is false 

or true.' 
* Lp, B29 omit these eight words. 
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sary that they teach it properly and truly, and recite 

it with deliberation and composure (sikinl). 2. And 

it is necessary for those who are taught to recite it 

connectedly, and to keep it ever in remembrance. 

3. For it is declared in revelation, that the sacred 

being has decreed thus : *As to every one who puts 

the A vesta away from his memory, I will put his 

soul as far from heaven as the width of the earths’ 

4. And in the commentary of the Avesta it is related 

that, in former times, as to any one who had been 

taught the Avesta and had put it away from his 

memory, until the time he had again made it easy, 

they would have given him bread like that which they 

give to the dogs. 5. And in another place I have 

read that they would have given bread to him on the 

point of a spear. 

Chapter XXIX. 

1. The twenty-ninth subject is this, that, when 

they provide any munificence (saV/ivat) or liber¬ 

ality, it is necessary that they provide it for.xho, 

worthy; and one is to consider thus : ‘ Is this person, 

to whom I am giving this thing, worthy or not ?’ 

2. Therefore it is necessary to make an effort, so 

that they may not give to the unworthy. 3. For in 

revelation, as regards* that person who provides any 

munificence for the unworthy, they call it a vain work 

and a gift without advantage; and day by day it is* 

* Compare Chap. XCVIII, 3. 
* Lp, B29 have * for in the good religion it is declared.' 
* Lp, B29 have * it increases.' 

U 2 
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the punishment and torment of that person. 4. And, 
whatever they g^ve to the unworthy, they have made 

that thing extinct. 

Chapter XXX. 

I. The thirtieth subject is this, that it is not 

proper to pour away water at night, especially from 

the northern side (^dnib) which would be the worsts 

2. Therefore, if it become a necessity in the end 

(ba-'4atam)^ it is requisite to recite one Yath^- 

ahti-vairy6®, and, when they make a light ready 

('hdiir)^ to pour away the water gently. 

3. In like manner it is not proper to swallow water 

at night, because it is a sin. 4. But^ if a necessity 

arises, it is necessary to make a light ready, and one 

first eats some morsels of food (/a'h^lm) so that the 

sin may be less. 

Chapter XXXI. 

I, The thirty-first subject is this, that, every time 

they eat bread, it is necessary to withhold three 

morsels from their own bodies, and to give ihent to 

a dog. 2. And it is not desirable to beat a dog. 

3. For, of the poor no one whatever is poorer than 

* Lp has ‘side it would be,’ to which B29 adds ‘bold/ The 
reason of the impropriety is that the demons are supposed to come 
from the north, and anything thrown out northwards might be of 
use to them (sec Sis. X, 7, XII, 18, 19). 

* B29 has ‘necessity to pour/ • Sec Mkh. XXVII, 70 n. 
* Lp, Ba9 omit these seven words. Both the recitation and light 

are supposed to frighten away any demons. 
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a dog, and it is necessary to give a tethered animal 

bread, because the good work is great. 

4. And in revelation it is declared in this manner, 

that, if a dog is asleep upon the road, it is not 

proper that they put a foot violently on the ground, 

so that he becomes awake. 5. And, in former times, 
an allowance (r^tib) of bread would have been made 

every day for the sake of the dogs, three times in 

summer and twice in winter, on this account, that one 

wishes them to come to the assistance of his soul at 

the K\nv2d bridge. 
6. In the worldly existence they are the guard of 

men and cattle. 7. If there had not been a dog 

they would not have been able to keep a single 

sheep. 8. Every time that he barks, just as his 

bark goes forth, the demons and fiends run away 

from the place. 

Chapter XXXII. 

I. The thirty-second subject is this, that, when a 

hen utters a crow in a house, or the cock crows 

unseasonably, it is desirable that they do not kill 

it^ and do not consider it a bad habit (fahi). 2. 

Because it is uttering that crow for the reason that 

a fiend has found a way into that house, and the hen 

or the cock, alone, does not possess the power 

(/&qat) that would keep the fiend away from that 

house, and the hen is going to give the cock 

assistance, and utters the crow. 3* Therefore, if 

any time the chance (ittifiq) happens in that man¬ 

ner, it is requisite to bring another cock, so that they 

^ See Sis. X, 30. 
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may drive away that fiend through the assistance of 

one another. 4. And if a cock crows unseasonably 

it is likewise not desirable to kill it, because the reason 

may be this which I have stated. 

5. For it is declared in the good religion, that 

there is a fiend whom they call and^ in every 

house where an infant exists, that fiend strives that 

she may cause some misfortune to come upon 

that house. 6. So it is necessary that they should 

keep a cock on the watch for her, so that it may 

smite that fiend and force her to the road away from 

that house. 

Chapter XXXIII. 

1. The thirty-third subject is this, that, when there 

is a place and any risk or fear exists that a corpse* 

is concealed beneath the ground, one is to make it 

apparent and visible*, because it is a great good work. 

2. For it is declared in the good religion, that, 

whm they conceal a corpse beneath the ground, 

Spenddrmsujf* the archangel, shudders; it is just as 

severe as a serpent or scorpion would be to any 

one in private sleep®, and i isalso just like that 

to the ground. 3. When thou makest a corpse 

* Av. ithyfi^d, Pers. st^. In Pahl. Vend. XIX, 4, 6 she is said 
to be ‘a secret-moving deceiver;' in Bd. XXVIII, 26 she is said to 
* cause annihilation.’ 

* Or ‘ dead matter.’ 
* Bap has ‘it is necessary to make //apparent.' 
* Av. spe«la Srmaiti, ‘ bountiful devotion,' the female archangel 

who is supposed to have special charge of the earth (see Sis. XV, 
ao-24). 

* Bap has ‘in a sleeping garment.’ 
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beneath the ground as it were apparent, thou makest 

the ground \\\>^X2X't6. from that affliction. 

Chapter XXXIV. 

I. The thirty-fourth subject is this, that it is 

greatly necessary to refrain from much slaughter of 

animals and the cattle species \ 2. Because it says 

in revelation* that, for every one who slaughters 

many animals and cattle*, every fibre of the hair 

of a goat becomes, in that other world, like a sharp 

sword, and adheres in the soul of that person. 

3. And there are several things the slaughter of 

which is very bad, and the sin very abundant, as the 

lamb, the kid, the ploughing ox, the war horse, the 

swallow bird that catches the locust, and the cock; 

and of the whole of these the sin is most as regards 

the cock. 4. If it becomes a necessity* it is proper 

to kill a cock that does not crow®, and it is neces¬ 

sary to consecrate their heads. 5. Any head of an 

animal, not consecrated, it is not desirable to eat, so 

that it becomes so far® a righteous gift. 6. If one 

be not able to consecrate the head, it is requisite 

to consecrate one kidney as a substitute (badal) 

for it. 

* Lp, B29, J15 omit ‘species/ 
* In the Stih/gar Nask (see Sis. X, 8, 9). 
* Lp has * slaughters much.' 
* Lp, B29 have *if it becomes inevitable/ 
* Lp has ‘ that has not crowed.' 
* Lp, B29 have ‘when it is not along with/ 
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Chapter XXXV. 

I. The thirty-fifth subject is this, that, when they 

wish to wash the face', they should recite one Ashem- 

vohCi*, and set the mouth firmly closed, so that the 

water, not staying away from it*, shall not go into 

the mouth. 2. And, as one washes over the face, 

they should recite the K«n-n4-mazd^*, so that the 

fiend Nasru^t* may become smitten. 

Chapter XXXVI. 

I. The thirty-sixth subject is this, that it is strictly 

incumbent on mankind, on man® and woman, to per¬ 

form the Bareshntlm ceremcmy’^, because mankind 

feed on menstruous matter in the womb of the 

mother. 2. For that reason it is necessary to 

perform the Bareshnfim once, so that one may 

become pure from that pollution. 3. For if one 

becomes fifteen years of age, and does not perform 

the Bareshnfim, whatever he puts a hand on, the 

glory and purity of that thing will diminish; and it 

* Compare Chaps. L, LXXIV. * See Chap. VII, i n. 

* B29 omits these five words. 

* A stanza of the Urtavaiti Githa (Yas. XLV, 7) beginning with 

those three words (see SBE, voL xviii, p. 443). 

* Or nisrflxt, ‘contamination’ (see Sis. X, 32); probably the 

same as the demon Nas or Nasu (sec Bd. XXVIII, 29). Also 

mentioned in Chap. XXXVI, 7. 

* B29 omits * on man.’ 

A tedious ceremony of purification that lasts nine nights (see 

SBE, vol. xviii, pp. 43*-453).. Its name is Av. (acc.) bareshnfiro, 

* top' of the head, the first part of the body to be washed- 
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is not proper that they put a hand on a sacred cake 

or any tking^ washed with ceremony, 

4. In revelation it says, if any one who has not 

performed the Bareshnfim. shall die, the demons 

make him^ as though /le were a corpse kept one 

month in the hot season. 5. And, when the soul 

arrives at the head of the K\nv2id bridge, the arch¬ 

angels and angels complain of the stench of that 

soul, and are not able to make up its account and 

reckoning. 6. It remains at the Alnvaaf bridge and 

is not able to pass; it experiences much repentance 

and has no advantage from it. 

7. If it be necessary for any one to perform the 

Bareshndm of the head, and he be able to do it, but 

does not do it, if he performs the ceremonial ablution 

of the head a thousand times, it does not become 

pure from that pollution*, and that is the pollution of 

Nasrart®, which is amid the veins and sinews, and 

the flesh and bones; it does not become pure through 

any other thing except through the liquid consecrated 

by the religious formula*. 

8. And as to that person, also, who performs the 

BareshnCim for mankind®, it is necessary that he be 

a man, a friend of the soul, a truthful speaker, and 

an abstainer, because through chastity and modesty 

(mastOrl) he becomes employed. 9. If complaint of 

any perfidy in him is publicly diffused®, in that dis¬ 

grace (malimat) it is necessary that the high-priests 

' B39 Has * it makes his soul.* * Lp omits ‘pollution.* 
* See Chap. XXXV, 2. B29 has ‘that is bodily refuse (hi*har) 

and poUution.* 
* That is, bull’s urine, the liquid that is first used, in a conse¬ 

crated state, for sprinkling the body in the Barcshnfhn purification. 
Compare Chap. LXXVII, 9,10. 

* That is, the purifying priest. *329 has ‘publicly comes on! 
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should dislocate his joints one by one, and it is requi¬ 

site that they give him as food to the dogs. 10. So 

that by this action they may make a man observe 

more chastely and continently, that this result (‘hijil) 

of sin may not occur. 

Chapter XXXVII. 

I. The thirty-seventh subject is this, that, when 

the days of guardian spirits* come on, it is neces¬ 

sary that all persons, among their own food and 

devotion, should order a7id provide the sacred cakes 

and ceremonial, the sacred feast and benedictions 

(dfrlngin). 2. For these ten days it is incumbent 

on every one; and those are better which they pre¬ 

pare in their own houses, because the souls* go 

every one to its own house. 3. And they should 

have an ear for them*, so that they may prepare the 

sacred cakes and feast and benedictions. 

4. Those ten days any one of all the souls—that 

are in this way^ in every house where they provide 

the feast more abundantly—proclaims, as to that 

master of the house®, that family, and the whole 

who are in that house, and the year’s affairs of every 

kind, that they are very good, and their entry (da'^1) 

and coming in are very good. 5. And every single 

» Sec Mkh.LVII, 1311. 
• Which are supposed to revisit the earth during those days. 
• Or ‘ for these wordsl as the Gu^garSti translator assumes. 
• Lp, B29 have ^ those ten days all the souls are in this worldly 

existence.* 

' Lp omits these five words, and B29 adds ‘the mistress of the 
house.* 
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good work, on account of which we have spoken of 

the souls of the departed, becomes just like those we 

have done for our own souls. 6. And, when they 

pass away from this worldly existerue, those souls 

come again, meeting them, and cause gladness, 

maintain' their courage, and also render them 

honour in the presence of the creator H6rma2d, 

and speak thus: * These righteous souls did not 

put us away from remembrance while they were 

in the world, and we have been satisfied with them; 

now we are unanimous that thou shouldest provide 

them equal shares of those good works of ours, 

and make their souls attain to the position of the 

righteous.' 7. They utter these words, and give 

those souls confidence, while they make out their 

account. 8. Afterwards, with them, they make the 

passage of the A'inva^ bridge, till they arrive at their 

own position, and then they return. 

9. Therefore it is necessary to make an effort, so 

that they may maintain the guardian spirits properly, 

and the souls of their fathers and mothers and 

relations may exist with honour from them. 10. 

For if they retire with dissatisfaction they utter a 

curse, and, as the soul departs from this world, they 

administer reproaches to it, and speak thus: ‘Thou 

thinkest that they wish continually to make a way* 

for thee to that place, but it is not necessary for thee 

to come into this world*, ii. Now, hadst thou 

performed duty and good works on our behalf, and 

hadst thou recollected us, we would also have come 

to thy assistance, and would have released thee from 

* Lp, B29 have ‘restore.’ * Lp, B29 have ‘an escape.’ 
* That is, into heaven. Compare Chap. XUI, 6, 8. 
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this fearful position.' 12. And that soul experiences 
much repentance^ and has no advantage whatever 
from ii. 

Chapter XXXVIII, 

1, The thirty-eighth subject is tliis, that, so far as 
effort and endeavour prevain, it is requisite to abstain 
from the same cup as those of a different religion, 
and it is not desirable to drink the water of any 
goblet of theirs, 2. And if the goblet be of copper 
or of tin^, it is requisite® to wash ii with* water, 
so that it may be proper to drink the water^ 3. 
If tile goblet be of earthenware or wooden. It is 
altogether improper®, 

4, Because, when’'' any one drinks with a stranger, 
it makes Ms heart inclined (mail) towards him, for 
it would be a sin; and, on account of the sin com¬ 
mitted, he becomes bold, and his soul has an inclina¬ 
tion for wickedness. 

* Lp has necessary,'' and Bag has merely * Tvith the endeavour 
necessary/ 

* Bag has ‘ of metal.' 

’ Lp inserts 'to expose // to fire, to poIisEi with ashes, snd 
aftei'wards Jig inserts ^to polish rV with fire, and, afi-erw'ards/ 

* Jig insert *ablution and.'' 
Lp, Jrg: add qf the cup or goblet be of copper or of brass, 

one makes the water fhal iV drunk likewise pure in this matmsr; if 
it be earthen or wooden, an^ puts 3’/ far away from the house, or 
they present it to tmi ^ a different religion ^ just like that one per¬ 
forms the eeremitfttai ablution of itjh&i is altogether polluted (J15 
has is polluted like a metal Me/) 

“ Ji5 adds "to drink/ 
’ Lp, Bag, Jig have ' every time that/ 
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Chapter XXXIX, 

r. The thirty-ninth subject is this, that it is 

necessary to properly maintain the sacred fire^ which 

they have established in a town or village, 2, And 

at night it is necessary to make U blaze up once, 
and by day twice. 

3. For it is declared in revelation, that, if ilure 

had been no sacred fire, no one would have been 

able to go from town to town; because it is owing 

to the glory of the sacred fire that no one on the 

roads is able to commit an excess upon any one else* 

4. It is necessary that they should present the 

whole of the firewood; and, as to the person who 

makes it blaze, they should give him bread and a 

salary (nafaqah). 5. For, every time that that fire 

is satisfied, and they maintain it properly, every fire 

tlrat may exist in die earth of seven regions becomes 

satisfied with that person. 

Chapter XL. 

r. The fortieth subject is this, that it is not 

desirable to distress onds priest, or father, or mother; 

and, if peopls perceive much trouble, disquietude, 

and harm arising from them, it is certainly not 

desirable that they should give them back a reply 

with any aggravation, 2* Because their satisfaction 

is connected with the satisfaction of the sacred being, 

and every time that peopk distress them they have 

^ laterally ‘ the fire of BatisrSm.' Compare Chap. XCII. 
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distressed H6rmazd, the good and propitious- 3, It 

is not possible for any duty or good work to extend 

to the spiritual oxisieiues while one does not make 

those guardians satisfied, and it is not possible 

(mumkin) that any one should repay these three 

persons aU thdr dues* 

4. In the commentary of the Hiddkht d/ask it 

says:-—MS.&zS.ray6ijjZarathu^tra! m^l Pourushaspem, 

mi Dughdhfivim, mi a^thrapaitirh *it is not desirable 

that thou> O ZaratuJtl shouldesi distress iky father^ 

or motheft or priest/ 

5* Therefore, three times every day it is indispen¬ 

sable for om to fold his arms® in the presence of 

these three persons, and to say * What is your 

will (murid) ? So that I may think and speak and 

do it, 6. If wkai was not proper has come from me 

of itself^ it is necessary that you make a righteous 

gift on our behalf' 

Chapter XLh 

I. The forty-first subject is this, that it is greatly 

requisite to avoid a menstruous woman, while they 

give her bread and food modemtely. 2. As soon as 

* This A vesta passage is not known to be extant elsewhere, and 
its orthography has been corrected in accordance with the tranala- 
ttoii attached to it by the author of Sd. In La, Lp, J15 the first 
two names are in the genitive, and the third is accusative; E39 
differs by putting the third name also in the genitive j the Uat word 
being accusative in all. Pourushaspa and Dughdhfiva (f) were the 
names of the father and mother of Zarathnrtra, and the latter name 
has not previously been found in the Avesta texts, but is known 
only from Pahlavi and Persian writingB- 

^ That is, to stand in an attitude of obedient reverence. 
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she IS not able to eat^ they should not give her more, 

and in the same manner as r^ards water, on this 

account, that whatever remnant comes from that 

menstruous wotnan does not come to any 

3. When they wish to provide^ bread they put the 

hand into the sleeve, or they place something on the 

top of the sleeve, and it is necessary that her bare 

hand should not come forth again in any place, 4, 

Because every drop of water that trickles on to a 
Hmb of a menstruous woman becomes a sin of three 

hundred stirs f 5. And it is requisite for a men¬ 

struous woman to avoid everything that is washed 

with ceremony by fifteen steps. 6. It is also 

necessary for her to be at least three steps distant 

from a righteous man, and on whatever her eye casts 

a look it diminishes the glory® of that thing. 

7, And on every woman the twelve ceremonials®, 

atoning for the offence of menstruation, are incum¬ 

bent. 8, One on account O'f the offence that has 

occurred as regards the spiritual e^slence^. 9. The 

second on account of the offence that bas occurred 

^ That is, as soon as her hunger ia aatisfiod. 

“ Lp, Bap have ia not poasible to make of any use.' 

“ Lp, Bsip have ‘bring.' 

* The amount of a Tan^var or TanSp^thar sin (see Sb. I, 2). 

^ Lp, Bat)' add ‘and purity.' 
“ These re&embte the celebration of the HflmSst, but art shorter 

and less oneroua. The HSmast conrista of a Yasna each day for 

r44 days in honour of twelve angels, each angel being reverenced 

for twelve successive days. The angels are nearly the same as 

stated in the text, hut the celebration of the Hbm^t is twelve times 

as long. The cost of this latter is said to be 350 nipis (see Byt. 

II, 59 n). Occastonally a still more onerous celebration is said to 

be incumbent on such women as can afford it (see Chap, LXVJ). 

^ Lp has Uhe spirits/ and Bi^ has ‘ mankind.' 



as regards the starslo. The third on account of 

that which^ has occurred as regards the sun. ii. 

The fourth on account of that which has occurred as 

regards the moon. r2. The fifth on account of that 

which has occurred as regards the spirit ofhre. 13. 

The sixth on account of that which has occurred as 

regards the spirit of water* 14, The seventh on 

account of that which has occurred as regards the 

spirit of earth. 15. The eighth on account of that 

which has occurred as regards the spirit of the wind. 

16. The ninth on account of that which has occurred 

as regards Khurd^^3^^ : 7. The tenth on account of 

the offence that has occurred as regards Ainered^^^^ 

iS. The eleventh on account of the offence that has 

occurred as regards meal-time (‘^urdakg^h)*. 19* 

The twelfth on account of the offence that has 

occurred as regards bodily refuse and dead matter* 

20. Therefore it is incumbent on every one this 

manner*; if any one be more opulent eighteen 

ceremoidals are indispensable, and if she has silver 

in excess (ba-^ASryat) should b£ twenty-onOj 

and in one place I have read that twenty-four are 

indispensable; but, for lesser people, this that I 
have noted is necessary. 

31. That which they provide in lifetime is 

better®; and^ just a$ would occur when any one 

* Ei^ has ^the rain.’ 

“ Lp, use the same form of words in 10-16 as in §§ S, 9. 
* See Mkh. II, 34. 

^ Doubtful, and not understood by the Gia^^ti translator. 

* Lp, Bz9 have ‘ thus riiuch.^ 

* The author evidently implies, by this paragraph, that the cele- 

braLion of these ceremonialB was only occasional, perhaps once in 

a lifetime, but the earlier the better, so as to admit of a larger 
gro^flh of merit before death. 
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plants a tree anew, and h eating; the fruit of it every 

year, even so much is that good work increasing 

every year. 22. If she shall live ten years, tJr if a 

hundred years, even so long it is becoming every 

year much moreh 23. If they provide after her 

lifetime^ that which would be the increase departs; 

and in h?r lifetime, also, that occurs which every 

one, who has done a duty on his own account, has 

seen, that the thing itself which others accomplish 

after his lifeiime is very different \ so that she should 

provide ii with her own hands, not after her decease 

(vaf4t)» 

Chapter XLII* 

I* The fort}''-second subject is this, that it is 

necessary to practise strict abstinence jrom that sin 

which affects accusers^ 2* That would be when any 

one slanders (buht^nad)^, or any one commits a 

rape on the wife of some one*, or causes a woman 
to occupy a separate bed from her owrn husband. 

3. These are ditLS^for which there is no retribution, 

except when thou beggest forgiveness of that person 

whom thy sin has assailed. 4* Afterwards, they keep 

back the soul, at the iTinvaaf bridge, till the time 

w^hen its antagonist arrives and exacts justice from 

it; then it obtains release. 

5, Every time that any one applies a falsehood or 

a slander to some person, so that people are after- 

' Lp, ti&ve ‘it is proceeding every year to a head,* 
’ Any sin, that injures atiother party who, thereupon, becomes an 

accuser and must be satisfied, by atonement, before the sin can he 

cKpiated (see SIs.vmj i n). 

* Lp, Ba9 have 'applies falsehood and slander to any one.' 
* See Chap. LXIII, r r. Lp omits ihese twelve words. 

[3+] X 
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wards telling that falsehood again, and it vexes the 

heart of that person, they are bringing punishment 

ever anew on the soul of that former one, 6, The 

Sin does not depart through the performance of duties 

and good works^ so long as he does not make hh 

antagonist satisfied, 

7» This is a grave sin, o,nd it is requisite to be 

careful that they do not commit it. 

Chapter XLIII, 

1. The forty^third subject is this, that it is neces¬ 

sary to make an endeavour to kill noxious creatures 

and reptiles (‘hajarSt) of the earth; because, in 

reveiatjon^j it is forth as a great good work, 

a. Especially these five tilings :—One is the frog 

in the water, the second is the snake and scorpion, 

the third is the ant (mar^ij)^ tliat flies, the fourth 

is the common ant (m6riah), and the fifth is the 

mouse. 3, Therefore®, every time that they bring 

a frog up, out of the water, and make it dry, and, 

after (ba'hd) that, kill it, it is a good work of a 

thousand and two hundred dirhams in weight*. 

4. And every time tliat they kill a snake, and recite 

the A vesta that is appointed for that occasion^, it is 

* See Vend. XIV, 9^17, XVIII, 144-34^- 

* If were Pablavi, it would mean *lhe deadly thing/ 

Possibly ‘ the locust' (maJa^A) is mcRnt, but the description in § 6 

is rather perplexing. 

® Lp omits ^tlierefore,' and has 'and.* 

* See Chap. XII, 9 n. The frog Is considered noxious because 

11 is EUpposed to injure the water, being generally found in stagnant 

pools %vhich are unwholesome. 

* An Aveeta passage of about thirty words, to be used on such 

occasions, is to be found in the Riv^yats, but is still unedited. 
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j ust as though they have slain an apostate {S s hm 

5. For every one who kills a fiying ant it 

is as much good work as for any one who is reciting 

inward for days» 6. Among the creatures 

of Aharman nothing whatever is more harmful than 

this; for^ if it dies in the air (hav^) it becomes a 

gnat, if it dies in the dust it becomes a worm, if it 

dies in the water it becomes a leech^, if it dies among 

the excavators of flesh it becomes a venomous snake 

(mir^i af'hai), and if it dies in dung it becomes 

creeping things^ 7» For every one who kills a corn- 

d ragging ant it is as much good work as for any one 

recites the H6rma2d Yart And for every 

one who kills many noxious creatures it is as much 

good work as for a priest who performs tlie cere¬ 

monial of the sacred beings j both good works are 

equal 9. For every one who kills a mouse it is as 

much good work as ^four lions are killed®, lo. 

Therefore^ it is incumbent on every one to make an 

effort to kill a noxious creature* 

Chapter XLIV, 

1. The forty-fourth subject is this, that it is not 

desirable for those of the good religion, so far as they 

are able to manage to put a bare foot upon the 

ground because it is a sin, and injury* occurs to 

Spendirma^f ^ the archangel 2. And they call that 

the sin of running about uncovered* 

^ B29 has ^hedgebogf/ 
= Ants and mice (or rats) are considered noiious on account of 

the damage tliey do to certain crops and farmers'' stores, 
» See Sis. X, 13, * Lp lias only "because injury,* 

“ See Chap. XXXIII, 2 n. 

X 2 
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Chapter XLV. 

i. The forty-fifth subject is thiSj that it is con¬ 

tinually necessary that peoph should keep in remem¬ 

brance the accomplishment of repentance {talibat), 

a* Every time that a sin leaps from control it is 

necessary to act so that they go before the priests^ 

high-priests, and spirilual chiefs, and accomplish 

repentance. 
■ 3. And^ in accordance witli the sin shmld bo the 

good work, just as though the good work woro due 

to that occasion when they accomplish it. 4. While 

mankind are living, it becomes every year a further' 

benefit, 5» Sin is also, m like manner, going 07t 

to a head every year; and when they accomplish 

repentance, so that it may not increase further, it 

is just like a tree that becomes withered, and they 

extirpate its further growth. 

6. And that repentance is better which they accom’ 

plish before high-priests and spiritual chiefs, and 

when they accomplish the retribution that the high- 

priest orders every sin that exists departs from them. 

7. The repentance that high-priests accomplish diey 

likewise call repentance^. S. If t/me be no high- 

priest it is necessary to go before some persons who 

are commissioned by high-priests; and if those, also, 

do not exist, it is necessary to go to a man who is a 

friend of the soul, and to accomplish the repentance. 

^ Lp, B39 have ‘ for/ 

® Here and throughout the rest of the chapter B29 has patit, 

‘ reauudation ^ dnl instead of tail bat. The outward form of 

repentance consists of the recitation of tho patit, in which all 

imaginable sins are mcutioued and renounced. 
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9; At the time when shall depart from the 

world it is incumbent on sons and daughters and 

relations, that they give repentance into the mouth 

of the afflicted one, and that they give the Ashem- 

vohd' into his mouth. lo. For the high-priests have 

said that, when they have accomplished repentance 

because they have committed many sins, they do 

not arrive in hell, dut they administer punishment 

to them at the head of the Afinva^ bridge, and after¬ 

wards conduct to their own place. 

11. Repentance is that when they accomplish 

repentance of the sin which they have committed, 

and do not commit that sin a second time; if they 

do commit 2/, that first ^/«.then comes back*.. 

Chapter XLVI. 

1. The forty-sixth subject is this, that, when 

people become fourteen years of age, it is necessary 

to tie on the sacred Mr^^z^/-girdle^ because the high- 

priests have said that it is likewise necessary to take 

into account those nine months that they have been 

in the womb of the mother. 
2. For in our religion there is no duty better than 

wearing the sacred thread-girdle, and it is incumbent 

See Chap. VII, i n. 
• That is, repentance is not a mere penance, but requires a 

change of will, a veritable renunciation of that sin for the future; 
otherwise it is useless. 

• See Chap. X, which mentions fifteen years in accordance with 
Vend. XVIII, 115,120. But Sis. X, 13 recommends fourteen years 
and three months as more prudent, no doubt for the reason slated 

here in the text 
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on man and woman, 3* And, in former days, if any 

one should have become completely fifteen years of 

and should not have worn the sacrsd thr^ad- 

girdlcj they would have done for him by stoning, as 

bread and water are forbidden ('bardm) for him. 

Chapter XLVII. 

1. The forty-seventh subject is this, that, when a 

child of seven years shall die, an order is necessary 

ih(it it is requisite to perform a ceremony (ya^t) for 

Sr Ash' on account of it^ and to consecrate the sacred 

cake of the fourth night®, 

2. For it says in revelation that the souls of 

children go with the souls of tJtdr fathers and 

mothers ; if the father is fii for heaven Ui^ child goes 

to heaven, with him, if he be Jit for hell it arrives in 

hell; if the mother be Jit for heaven it reaches 

heaven with her, if she be fit for hell it reaches hell 

with her^* 

3. Therefore, every time that they accomplish the 

ceremony for Sr6sh, tlie soul of that child becomes 

separated from the souls of its father and mother* 

and goes to heaven, and is imploring intercession 

[jifd'hat) for f/r father and mother m the presence 

of the sacred beings in that other world. 

^ See Mkhn II, 115 n, 

* That is* most of the ceremonies requisite after the death of an 

adult* as detailed in Chap. LXXXVII* are also to be perfoimed in 
this case, for the reason here given. 

’ Lp omits these twenty-three words. 
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Chapter XLVIII^ 

I. The forty-eighth subject is this^ that^ when they 

boil a cooking-pot, it is necessary to make the water 

two parts of one-third £a£k^ that one-third of tlie pot 

may be empty ; so that^ if at any time the pot shall 

boilj ike water shall not go to the top^ o. For if 

they do not act so, and the^ water, owing to not 

stopping, goes into the fire*, it is a sin of a thousand 

and two hundred dirhams in weight®; therefore it is 

necessary to keep watch that this sin does not arise^ 

Chapter XLIX^ 

I, The forty-ninth subject is this, that, when one 

^ There is some confusion in the MSS. -as to the arrangement of a 

few of the following chapters. The order here adopted is that of 

Ba9, Jig, which is here in accordance with the mctticstl MSS,, 

although Chaps, 48-5^ are numbered ga-tio in the latter, owing to 

Tarialions in the earlier part of the work. In La Chaps, 48-50 

have been original Ey omiited, but part of 48, prefixed to a portion 

of 5O3 has been afterwards inserted in the margin, and Chap. 45 has 
been similarly added after the last chapter in the book. In Lp the 

chapters are arranged as follows 5I-58p 49? S4» 6 *5, while 50, 

55 are omitted. 

* Lp, B29, J15 add the water not go into the fire,^ La^ 

Lp add * a/ least one-third bt water \_m such a manner that 

it becomes wet from car to ear* It is necessary to keep the month 

continually closed, so that the water ^hsU not go into the monthJ,' 

but the passage in brackets is dearly a portion of Chap, L, a, 3; it was 

originally written also in J153 but has been struck out of that MS. 

* La has ^ if a drop oh' 
* La has ^ mouth j' the passage In that MS. being evidently the 

end of Chap. L, 3. 
' La has 'of three hundred stirs/ as in Chap. L, 3, and omits 

the rest of the texh The two amounts are identical, and are 

equivalent to a TanSlvar or Tan^pfihar sin (see Sis. 1, 2). 

* Inserted in La after the last chapter in the book, and numbered C, 

In Lp it is numbered LIl, 
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gathers up a fire, it is requisite to leave ii for a time, 

so that the ash-bed (bftm) of the fire may become 

cold ; afterwards, one is to take // up and carry it to 

the precinct of fire. 2. It is not proper that they 

carry the ash-bed (zamin) of a hot fire to the pre¬ 

cinct of fire \ so far is notorious. 

Chapter Lh 

!. The fiftieth subject is this, that, every day at 

dawn, when they rise up from sleep, it is not proper 

to wash the hands first with water. 

2» The ceremomal ablution is to wash the hands, 

face, nose, eyes, and feet thoroughly, either with 

fruit (mivah)^ or some grass upon which no water 

has come \ afterwards, to make them dry, and to 

wash three times with water in such a manner 

that it becomes wet from the face as far as the ear^ 

3, It is necessary to keep the mouth closed, so that 

the water skalli^Qi go into the mouth ; for if a drop, 

owing to not stopping, goes into the mouth, it is a 

sin of three hundred stirs*, 4. Afterwards, om is to 

wasli the hands three times with water, as far as the 

upper arms *, first the right hand, and afterwards the 

left hand; and, in like manner, lie is to w’ash the 

right foot and left fooL 

^ OmiEted in La, Lp, thongh fbe former coELtains a, portion of this 
chapter annexed to part of Chap, XLVIII, and most of its contents 
are repeated, in other words, in Chap. LXXIV, 

^ Perhaps tntvah maybe laken as an adjective from mJv, ‘ hair;' 

in which case we should have either hairy or gra&sy,' 

According to the Ibng-inelre Sad Dar, the liquid to be used for this 

first wetting is either goat^s or bulPs urine, 

" La has ‘ from ear to ear' (see Chap, XLVIII, t n). 

* A Tanivar or Tan4pfrbar sin (see Sis. 1, s). 
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5. Then they recite the K<rm-nA-mazd^\ for, every 

time that they wish to recite anything as an inward 

prayer, it is necessary that the hands be washed with 

ceremonial ablution*, and, if they are not, the A vesta 

is not accepted, and the fiend of corruption (nasu^) 

does not rush away^ and it becomes a Tandvar sin. 

Chapter LI. 

I. The fifty-first subject is tliis, that it is incumbent 

on every one to send a child to school, and to teach 

it something. 2. Because every duty and good work 

that a child performs is just as though the father and 

mother had performed it with their own hands. 3. 

Therefore it is necessary to make an effort, so that 

they may teach them something good, and make 

tlum aware of good works and sin; for they are 

doing tliat on account of their own souls, so that 

those children may be courageous in doing good 

works. 

4*. If they are not taught, they then perform less 

duty and good works, a?id less reaches the souls of 

the father and mother. 5. And it also happens that 

if they do not deliver children to school, and do not 

teach them anything, and they become bold in com¬ 

mitting sin, that sin^ becomes fixed on the necks of 

the father and mother. 
6. Therefore they have decided rightly who* teach 

* Sec Chap. XXXV, 2 n, which chapter, as well as Chap. LXXl V, 
treats of nearly the same subject. 

* As described in §§ a-4. • Lp, B29 insert ‘because.' 
* B29 has * that commission of an.’ 
* B29 has ‘rightly for the children, al the time when they.' 



them something, especially what is pi'Oper and im¬ 

proper according to revelation; because the chief 

principle is this, whether, through the duty of this 

world, a good or bad result is coming hereafter. 

Chapter LH. 

E, The dfty-second subject is this, that it is in¬ 

cumbent on every one thatj every year when the 

month Fravardln comes on, ke is to provide a sacred 

cake Qyi the day Khurd^/^h whatever they are 
able to bring to hand, a liith of everything, they ar^ 

to place by that sacred cake, and to consecrate U 

with the dedicatory formula Ayaranctm^a®, so that 

^ That is, On the shtli day of the firat mcmth of the Farsi year, a 

day which is called Khurd^^siL and kept sacred, because it is said 

to be the anniversary of many remarkable events, of which the 

foUawin^ are mentioned in a Fahiavi tract that is else translated in 

the Persian Fivdyats foL 401);—On that day worldly life was 

created, GtyOmarii came into the world and slew Areaiir, Hashya 

and Mashydt grew up from the ground, Hfisb^ng appeared, Takh- 

mfirup made Ahstiman his steed, Yicn made the world free from 

death and decay, brought on a truce (? pa^^m^nalt) with hell, and 

established depositories for the dead and new yearns day> FrSi^Qn 

divided the world between his three sons, M^ndfiihar slew two of 

them, and rescued the world from Fr^ySk, Sdm tins N^arfntduiaix 

slew the demon GandarSpak (?), Kal-KhdsrSl slew Fr^syAk and 

went to heaven, leaving the sovereignty to Ldrnsp, Zaratfijt came to 

converse with AdhaJ'mas'df and received the leJigion from him, Kal- 

VI/tAsp accepted the religion, eighteen things- odine in eighteen 

years to Khusrd son of Auharmaa-tf, VShrSm the Vur^vand comes 

from the Hindus, P^shydtanil, son of Vijtfep, comes from Kangde?, 

Huiih6</ar comes to converse with AHharmasif, Sdm slays As-f 

Dihak and rules till Kat-KhtlsrSl reappears to reign for Hfty-seveii 

years, with SdsMus as supreme high-priest, after which Kaf-Vijt^sp 

resumes the sovereignly, and Zaratujt the priestship, and the resur- 

recdon takes place on die same day of the year. 

“ Corrected from airyan^miaiu all MSS. See Af, I, i as far as 

saredhanUmy^a, then g£ith&byd, &c. (Af. H, i). 
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the affairs of that year may be better through that 

day’s provision and the entry and coming in of 
guests. 

2. For it is declared in revelation ^ that, every 

year, when the day Khurdd^i^ of the month Fravardfn 

comes on, they allot a daily provision for mankind, 

and whatever one wishes to pass to the lot of man¬ 

kind in that year they write down that day. 3. 

Therefore, when they shall consecrate this sacred 

cake, the archangel Khurd^a^* is making intercession 

for that person. 

Chapter LI 11. 

I. The fifty-third subject is this, that, when, in 

former* times, any one- wished to go on a journey 

(safar) that might have been at least* twelve leagues 

(parasang), they would have consecrated a sacred 

cake, so that no affliction might happen in that 

journey, and affairs might be according to their 

wish, and employments (^u^//l)* cheerful. 2. And 

it is still incumbent on every one that, when they 

wish to go on a journey, they are to consecrate this 

sacred cake. 
3. Andy while the person is on the journey, he 

should order the consecration of this sacred cake, in 
his house, every Bahirdm day*, so that that person 

may arrive in safety (sal dm at) at his house. 4. 

* B29 has *in the good religion.* 
* See Horvada// (Mkh. II, 34). 
* La, Lp omit * former.’ *629 has ‘less than.’ 
® Lp, B29 insert * might become.’ 
* The twentieth day of the Farsi month. 



The dedicatory formula is this—A mah^hutijtah^^ 

^—and is known to the priest himself. 

CnAprEJft LIV. 

1, The fifty-fourth subject is this^ that if any one 

has a serving \vife^, and if the acquisition of a male 

child results^ from her, it is suitable for adoption hy 

that person'^, and the bridge* is not severed far that 

person. 2* BtU if it be a female c/dId it is necessary 

that the man s/wiUd not be negligent in 

appointing an adopted son for his own sake. 3* He 

should himself appoint a son of some relation, mho is 

a friend of tire souf so that the bridge may not be 

severed for his souL 

Chapter LV^ 

I* The fifty-fifth subject is this, that when a 

Navazflisf^ ceremony Is performed, and it happens 

tiiat it is not possible to consecrate a sacred cake, 

it is necessary that o^ie should eat bread with the 

Hdrma;!d inmard prayer ^ aud^ aftenvards, he should 

^ The dcdicatiaii to the angel BahirAiii, which begins with these 

M^onds (see Sir. I, eo). 

' A childless ^■idow who has married again, aJi^d half of whose 

children, by her second husband, belong to her first one, to whom 

she also belongs in the other world (see Ed. XXXll, 6 n). 

* E29 has ‘ if a male child be born.” 

* The child being considered to belong to its mother^s first 

husband, can be only an. adopted son of her second husband. 

* The ATinvarf bridge, which is the passage to heaven. 

“ Lp omits this chapter. ^ See Chap. Y, i n. 
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complete the prayer just as when they complete it as 

regards the sacred cakci so that the sin less. 

Chapter LVl. 

1, The fifty-sixth subject is this, that, when any 

one Wishes to make an evacuation of water^ it is 
necessary that he s/i^uld not make the evacuation of 

water wAiU standing on his feet. 2, Because, in the 

commentary cpf the Vendld^i^^, it is said^ concerning 

thatj that it is a serious sin. 

3, When they squat for evacuating water it is 

necessary that it extend only^ from the heel as far as 

the end of the toes ; for, if it be more, every drop is 

a Tanivar sin, 4. And, when they wish to squat 

for the evacuation of winter, ih^ are to utter one 

Yath4-ah{l-vairy6^; and^ when the action is over, 

they are to recite the Ashem-vohil^ three times, the 

Humatanam^ twice, the Hukhshathrdtemii* three 
times, the Yathi-ahfi-vairy6 four iimsSf and the 

Ahunem-vairim'^ to the end. 5. Because, every time 

that they act like this, they are pleasant in the eyes 

and hearts of mankind, and their words are more 

approved in the vicinity of kings. 

‘ Pahl.Vend. XVllI, 98. 
’ Lp, Bzg have ^tbat they do not make the eva[nia.ticni of water 

more ihanf 

" See Mkh. XXVir, n. 
^ See Chap, VII, i n. The recimlon of this and the four follow¬ 

ing fonmalia? is commanded in Vend. XVIII, 57^ 
' Yas. XXXV, 4-^, * Yas. XXXV, 13-15. 
^ Yas, XIV, end. 
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Chapter LVll. 

1. The fifty-seventh subject is this, that it is not 

proper to kill a hedgehog; and^ everywhere that 

they see it is necessary to take i£ up and carry z£ 

into the wilderness (sa'hr^Jt so that it piay go into 

a hole* which is ever considered a great good work, 

a. Because* when a hedgehog is in nest', some 

ants will die; it will alsa catch and. eat thousands of 

snakes and^ other hamiful and It eats all 

noxious creatures* 3. Therefore, owing to the whole 

of these words are expedient. 

CiTAPTER LVni* 

j. The fifty-eighth subject is this, that it is ever 

necessary that those of the good religion should make 
an effort that they mo-y celebrate a ceremony for 

tkdr living souls* 2. For the soul, for ‘which tliey 

have celebrated a ceremony \ just as much good work 

as it then becomes each year, it is twice as much 

good work the second year. 3, So that, izi this 

manner, the merit of the ceremony for the living soul 

is increasing just so much every year, while the 

man is living. 4. And, after that, this also occurs, 

that, if at the time when that person becomes an 

immortal soul there be no one at hand—Sr6sh* being 

the angel when ihe ceremony for the living soul is 

celebrated—Srdsh, tlie righteous, receives the soul by 

' Lp, 3^9 have ‘goes into an ant’s nest.’ 

^ omits tJiese four words. 

*. Bjjj has 'Jbr evoiy time that they have celebrated a fircftiony 
f&r the living soul/ 

^ See Wkh. II, i rg n. 
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himself, and Is keeping' watch over ii during the 

three days^, and does not forsake so that no 

danger or harm happens to it. 5, And the fourth 

night he is a helper, with the angel Rashn® at the 

ATinva/f bridge, while they make up its account and 

reckoning, and it goes £0 its own place. 

6. And this c&remoTty for the living soul is appointed 

for the reason that, just in the manner thal^ when an 

infant becomes separated from the mother, a midwife 

(q^bilat) is necessary for it, so that they may keep 

watch over it, just in the manner that she takes 

up the infant^ from the ground—and, <U the time 

when it is born, it is ever necessary that there be a 

woman present ('h ^31 rat), or they may perform work 

for the infant at a time fi for the demon—iW this 

same manner, when the soul is becoming separated 

from the body it is like an infant (^ifl), does not 

know any way to its place. 7. When they celebrate 

a ceremony for the living soul, and have propitiated 

the righteous SrSsh, the righteous Sr6sh becomes like 

the midwife, so that he receives that soul by himself, 

and keeps viratch thmi it is out of the hands of Ahaf" 

man and the demons* 8. When they do not celebrate 

a ceremony for the soul living, dntt after that*, 

the priests perform it before Sr6sh, it is like that 

which occurs when a woman brings forth a child® and 

after that they set her before the midwife. 9. And it 

happens that while some one is coming in, who takes 

up that child and wraps it up, it has perished. 

^ While it h supposed to stay near the body. 

“ adds 'and the angel MEhir** See llkh. II, ti3, 119. 
^ Lp, B29 have merely ^and she takes tt up/ 

* Lp adds * it ia necessary that.' 

“ Lp adds * they make no enquiry (/a I ah) about it before her.^ 
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10, Therefore, as she does the needful which they 

should do earlier by the hand of some one^ in this 

same manner it makes il incumbent on every one to 

celebrate a ceremony for his own living soul, so that 

it may be free (iman) from these misfortunes. 11, 

And^ that, if his decease occurs in any place where 

there may be no one who ‘loill celebrate a ceremony 

for his soul, since a ceremony for the living soul is 

celebrated, there are no arrears for him, and he is 

free. 12, And, in many things, it is that cereowny 

for the living soul which is expedient, especially in 

these times when the priests have remained few in 

number; and, when it is celebrated by one’s own 

hands, it is a great duty. 

Chapter LIX. 

I. The fifty-ninth subject is tliis, that, in the good 

and pure religion of the Mazda-worshippers, they 

have not commanded the women to perform the 

NycLyijes*. 2. And^ their NyiyiJes are these, that 

three times every day, at dawn, mid-day^ prayer, 

and evening prayer, they stand back in the presence 

of their own husbands, and fold their arms and speak 

thus: ' What are tliy thoughts, so that I may think 

them; what is necessary for thee, so that I may 

speak it; and what is necessary for thee, so that I 

may do it?’ 

3, For, any command, and whatever the husband 

^ E29 a(]da ^ihis also happens.^ 
* P«rE(>dic:ii ssJutations of the sun and moon (see Chap. VI, 2), 

fire and water. 
’ Lp, Bsg have ' for* * Literally ' forraer, early.’ 
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orders, it is requisite to go about that day. 4. And, 

certainly, without the leave (ri^4) of the husband 

she is to do no work, so that the Lord may be pleased 

with that wife. 5. For the satisfaction of the sacred 

being is in a reverence (yaxt) for^ the satisfaction of 

the husband; so that every time that they perform 

work by command of the husband they call them 

righteous in the religion; and if not, what do they 
call them ? 

Chapter LX. 

I. The sixtieth subject is this, that we are keeping 

the good and pure religion of the Mazda-worshippers 

with us*, so that escape from hell may be possible 

for our souls*. 2. And we are completely united in 

hope, and through investigation (ta'hqtq) we fully 

understand that, when, we are steadfast in the good 

religion, we arrive in heaven. ' 3. And we know that 

arrival in heaven occurs through virtuous actions, 

and through them we are saved; so that we think of 

good* speak of good, and do good. 

4. And no doing of good is better than that which 

offers f/j^^when a difficult duty comes before one of 

the good religion as his soul wishes to depart . 5. 

Since it comes to thee, do thou give help to that 

which has escaped his hand, so that he 'may come 

out of that hindrance; and do thou not forsake him 

* Lp has merely *is in,' and B29 has ‘is connected with.* 
• Lp has ‘ through hope.’ 
• Ba9, Jz 5 have * that in the good and pure religion of the Mazda- 

worshippers it is declared that we are maintaining a hope that the 
.soul may obtain escape from hell.’ 

* La puts the thinldng of good last of the three.-.' 

[=‘4] V 
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SO that he relinquishes the religion* 6. For after 

that, while he is in the religion, and while his 

children, after him, are in the religion^ every duty 

and good work that he does-^nd hts children-—is 

just like those which are done hy ihme o^m hand* 

7. And it is just like that with regard to poll-tax, 

it is also indispensable to give it in semblance of 

help, so that they may give that person his release 

and he may stay in his own place, oaid the 

advantage of a good work (Ttiavib) may come to 

that other person. 

Chapter LXL 

1, The sixty-first subject is this, that it is requisite 

to abstain strictly from speaking falsehood j so that, 

every time that mankind indulge in the speaking of 

falsehood 'with fondness^, it is not proper to do so; 

and’ falsehood is the chief* of all sins* 

2. Zaraturt enquired of Hfirmazd thus : "Who is a 

liar like 3. Hdrmazd, the good and propitious, said: 

* A liar is a co-operator with Aharman/ 

4, In revelation it says that there is no hereafter 

(S^y^irat) for the speakers of falsehood, and in the 

midst of mankind they are contemptible (*haqlr)* 

5. If snch a man be powerful (mu"htarim), and 

thereby no avoiding fhaDHar) him in the vicinity 

* Omits these ten words* 
* Lp omits these fourteen words* 
’ B£9 omita these twenty words* 
* This Seems to h&ve been the meaning intended, judging from 

S§ 2-6; othendse it might be tra.nshted ‘ end' or ^ result,^ especially 
as the writer has characterised other sins as qbe chiefs (see Chaps* 
IX, 2, XXV, 6), 
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of mankind, they do not have any respect for him, 

and he is clearly (farjdw) an evil liar. 6. Although 

he possesses much wealth, it will all depart from his 

hands, and, finally (’hiqibat), begging of mankind 

occurs to him, and his progeny also becomes scanty ^ 

Chapter LX 11. 

1. The sixty-second subject is this, that it is 

necessary to take early to the speaking of truth 

and doing of justice, and to maintain oneself 

therein, for nothing whatever is better among man¬ 

kind than truth. 

2. Owing to truth H6rmazd created this world 

and that other world, and truth has remained on the 

spot, and on account of truth it becomes pure. 

3. And the accursed Aharman, being devoid of 

anything good, does not issue from that which is 

owing to truth. 4. It is requisite to occasion 

the resurrection owing to truth; and, as to every 

place where truth is not taken up, the glory in that 

place has found a way out, and as to every household 

where much of this resides, it is on account of truth, 

and Aharman does not find a way into that place. 

5. It is said in revelation that one truthful man is 

better than a whole world (1i5.1am) speaking false¬ 

hood; and G^Lvah of Ispahan*—when he kept his 

stand upon the truth, and was speaking words with 

truth until the time when Dahik*, who possessed the 

* Lp omits these six words. 
* B29 adds *he was a blacksmith.' His revolt against Dah&k is 

detailed in the Shdhndmah. 
* See Mkh. VIII, 29 n. 

Y 2 



whole realm, and the whole of tlie demons and 

mankind have been afraid of him, through the truth 

of the words spoken—was bold with them in every 

speech, and became victorious (mu^/^affar) over 

them, by reason of the true words tlrat he was 

speakings 
6, The accursed Aharman, when he perceived 

the spirit of truth, had fallen senseless three thou¬ 

sand years 7. From fear of truth he never 

managed to hold up Ms head, and from fear of 

truth he did not manage to come into this world h 

8. And every thing that thou settest /^gase (na^^ar) 

npon therein, that has remained on the spot when 

thou seekest again an examination of it, has remained 

through truth. 9. And the interpretation of the 

Ashem-vohtl® is in truth, and^ for that reason, they 

recite the Ashem-voli^l frequently* 

Chapte^< LXHL 

I. The sixty-third subject is this, that It Is neces¬ 

sary to practise strict abstinence from adultery on this 

account, that through every one who beguiles the wife 

of another, and commits iniquity with her, that woman 

becomes, in a moment, unla^vful as regards her hus¬ 

band* 12* And, after that, every time her husband 

comes round about her, it is just as though she bad 

gone near to a strange man. 3* The righteous 

bestowal* herself on her own husband, in this 

' See Bd. I, 23, The spirit of truth was his opposite, the spewtd 

■rnainyuj or ‘ bountiful spirit^ of H6rmasci. 

1 See Bd. Ill, i-s* See Chap. Vll, 1 a. 

* Lp inserts ‘ he shall wish/ 
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situation, is always worse than his goings with women 
of a different religion, on this account, that, if that 
wife becomes pregnant, it is jiist as though one of the 
good religion had fallen away into a different religion, 
and* thereby that man becomes worthy of death. 

4. And it also happens, when that wife becomes 
pregnant, that she may effect the slaughter of the 
infant, from fear of a bad reputation. 5. Then,yi?r 
that person whose child it is, it is just as though 
he had effected the slaughter of the child with his 
own hand; therefore, he is worthy of death. 6. If 
the infant be born, and it remains* in the religion, 
every sin that that child of his commits is, for that 
person, just as though it were committed by his own 
hand, 

7. And if a woman of those of the good religion 
commits adultery, she becomes in a condition unlawful 
as regards her husband; and if an infant be born it 
is illegitimate. 8. And the sin owing to this will 
depart at the time when that person goes near to 
her husband and shall say: ‘What is there in me 
befitting thy wife ? . 9. A calamity (dk) has occurred, 
and a crime (‘^a/d) has come into my body; thou 
knowest if thou wilt exercise forgiveness (’haffi), 
and if not, when it is not for me, do thou kill me; 
my blood is lawful ('hal&l) unto thee.’ 10. If he 
shall kill her, her sin will depart owing to this; 

* B29 has ‘it never becomes a righteous bestowal of herself on 

her husband, and if, in this situation, he is also.* 

* B29 omits ‘and.* 
* Lp, B29 have ‘it does not remain,’ but the text seems to be 

assuming that the illicit origin of the child is unsuspected, in which 

case it would undoubtedly remain in the religion, as it would pro¬ 

bably do in any case. 



otherwise, this sin will not depart from her in any 
manner (naval)^* 

II, And one calls this sin a sin affecting anta¬ 
gonists ^ and^ so long as the antagonist does not 
become satisfied, the sin flows on®, and they keep 
his soul bach at the head of the A^inva// bridge, 
till the time that its antagonist shall arrive and him¬ 
self accomplishes hie antagonism, and they give him 
back a reply*. 

Chapter LX IV, 

I, The sixty-fourth subject is this, that it is 
necessary to practise great abstinence from com¬ 
mitting theft^ and seizing anything from mankind 
by force. 

c. For it is declared in revelation that, as to every 
one who steals one dirham*' away from another, 
when they really know it is necessary to take two 
dirhams away from himj one dirham bdng that 
which was carried off, and one dirham as the fine of 
him who committed the theft. 3, It is also requisite 
to cut off one ear, and it is necessary to strike ten 
blffios with a stick, and to detain him one period in 
prison. 

^ ^29 emits these eleven Avoids. 
^ Or acctisera (see Chap. XLII, i, a). 
* E29 has qt flows on,Mf we read bi-rlsad; but the Gufariti 

translator seems to fake (Av. bere^awt) as a 
technics] epithet for the soul, as though he would say ^ they keep 
back the soul of him sin is rampant/ 

* That is, the inveatipting augds announce their decision as to 
the proper fate of the souJ they have detained. 

* B29, J15 have ‘violence/ 

“ A silver coin of grains in weight, or about gf annas (see 
Dd. LII, I n); ^ay, seven-pence. 
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4. And if he shall steal another* dirham, in the 

same manner one is to take away two dirhams to 

cut off the other ear, to strike twenty blows with a 

stick, and to detain him two periods® in prison. 5. 

And if he shall steal three dirhams and two dings^ 

it is requisite to cut off his right hand. 6. If he 

shall steal five hundred dirhams®, it is requisite to 
hang him. 

7. On the spot the punishment is this, and among 

the spirits it brings punishment on the.soul itself. 

8. And, if the other person does not know it, they 

take away twice as much good work, among the 

spirits, from that thief, and give it to the soul of this 

person. 9. If the thief possesses no good works, 

they give the compensation from the constantly- 

beneficial treasury®, and exhibit the punishment on 

the soul of that thief. 

10. As to that person who has seized anything 

* Lp has * two.’ * Lp has ‘ to take four.’ 
• The Gi\^ar4ti translator takes *one period’ as *one gha<ft (24 

minutes),* but ‘ two periods* as ‘2^ gha^ (one hour).* The word 
s&’hat, ‘period,’ means also * an hour,’ but so short a term of im¬ 
prisonment seems improbable. 

® That is, 3^ dirhams, nearly i J riipf, or, say, two shillings. 
* That is, 175 rApfs, or, say, £14 125. 

• Where all supererogatory good works are supposed to be kept 
in store by the angels, for the purpose of granting them to souls 
who deserve them, but have been unable to acquire a sufficiency. 
It is said to be situated in the ‘endless light' of heaven, and is the 
misvind gitux Auadhttd, ‘ever-benefiting place, the self-sus¬ 
tained,’ of Vend. XIX, 12a. Perhaps gan^, ‘treasury,* may have 
been originally gun^, ‘space,’ which would better suit the idea of 
a ‘self-sustained place’ (see Dd. XXVI, 3, XXXI, 24, XXXVII, 
22, 24, XXXVUI, 3). TTie term ‘treasurer,* applied to the female 
personifications of conscience who meet the soul with the stores of 
its good works and sins (see Sg, IV, 92-96), seems to have no 
connection with this treasury of other people’s good works. 
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from another by force, among the spirits they seize 

back four ihtngs^ as compensation for every single 

one. II. And if, tlie spot wJure people capture 

him, he makes it convenient to return four thii^gs in 

compensation for one, when they have fully under¬ 

stood, as they capture that person who is committing 

highway-robbery, iheU he makes it convenient^ they 

Tnay kill him at once* 

Chapter LXV. 

I. The sixty-fifth subject is this, that everyone is 

to practise thanksgiving continually, and it is requisite 

that he maintains it through good and bad' and he 

is to keep in view® the benefits of Hdrmazd, 2. Be¬ 

cause the creator* Hfirmazd demands two things 

from mankind, the one is that cite should not commit 

sin, and the Other is that me should practise thanks¬ 
giving. 3. And how much soever more grateful 

mankind become, through virtue and worthiness as 

regards him, they* grant more abundant daily pro¬ 

vision for tlie grateful than that which is for other 

persons. 4. And as io every one who is not grateful 

to him, the bread that he eats becomes unlawful, 

and it is not proper for any one to do good in 

connection with him. 

^ Twice as much as in cases of theft without violence (see § 

^ So that they may not btexfcre with such beneSt for his soul as 

he may. obtain by atoneincitt. These old priestly laws having 

much more considfiration for the soul than for the body* 
^ La has ^ to portray,' 

* Lp omita these fourteen words, ^ The angela. 
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5. And it is declared in revelation that when an 

unthankful person dies, wherever they deposit his 

corpse, the archangel Spendirmaa^^ is trembling like 

a sheep that sees a wolf. 6. And as to ^ bird that 

eats that corpse, bn whatever tree it rests and settles, 

it makes that tree wither away, and the person who 

sits down in the shadow of the tree becomes ill. 

7. There are different things that it is necessary 

for those of the good religion to make predominant 

over themselves. 8. One is to exercise liberality in 

connection with the worthy; the second is to do 

justice; the third is to be friendly unto every one;* 

and the fourth is to be sincere and true*, and to keep 

falsehood far from themselves. 9. And these four 

habits (*^aj la t) are the principles (a jl) of the religion 

of Zaraturt, and it is necessary, when thou listenest 

to them thyself, that thou dost not listen to any one 

else^. 10. Because the creator. Hbrmazd says, ‘ O 

Zaratu^t! if thou wilt that thou become pure and 

saved, and that thou arrive at the place of the pure, 

do thou accomplish these two duties:—ii. One is 

this, that thou prefer the friendship of the spiritual 

existence to that of the worldly one, and consider the 

things of the world as contemptible and those of 

the .spirit precious ; • on this account the glory of the 

world is sought^ with scorn, and do not thou let the 

spirit escape. 12. The second is this, that thou 

speak truly with every one and act justly with me. 

* See Chap. XXXIII, a n. Lp, B29 omit ‘archangel.’ 
* Lp omits these nine words. 
* Lp has ‘that what thou listenest io thyself, thou listenest to as 

regards any one elset B29 has ‘that what thou dost not approve 
for thyself, thou dost not do to any one eht ’ (see § 12). 

* B19 has ‘on this account the world is sought again.’ 
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that is, Tvhatever thou dost not approve for thyself 

do not approve' for any one when thou hast 

acted Jn this manner thou art righteous/ 

ClWTER LXVL 

I- The sixtjf-sixth subject is this, that it is Incum- 

bent on all women* to order the days (ayy3.m) of 

the Dvclzdah-hdm&st* because the whole of any sin 

that may have arisen during menstniationj and ai 

other times, becomes cleared away tJzer&by^ 

2. And in the commentary of the Vend^d^^^ it says 

tMi every one becomes sanctified in. the days of the 

Dv^zdah-h6ni^st, and all sins become cleared away 

from her, like that which occurs at harvest time, 

when a great wind comes on and carries it off; just 

like this the sin departs from her, and the person 

becomes clean and pure. 

3. And, for women^ there is no duty more indis¬ 

pensable than this; for it is declared in revelation 

that, when they celebrate a Dv4zdah-h6m5Lst, it is a 

good work of a hundred thousand Tanivars^, and if 

^ E25 has * perform/ 

’ E29 has ' on the vjves of every one/ and J15 has *Cin every 
one/ 

® In the Gujfaiiti version (p. 310) of the long-metre Sad Dar 

Dastdi JSmlspji states, in a foot-note, that the Dv^adah-hBmSst 

consists of a Yastjn oeremony every day for 144 days, in honour 

of twelve angds, so that each angel is reverenced for twelve anc- 

cessive days. He stated formerly (see Byt II* 5$ n) that this cele¬ 

bration was a HdmSst, and that a DvSzdah-hfimist was a similar 

celebration for 264 days in hionour of twen^-two angels for twelve 

days each. It appears, however, from Chap, XLI, 7, 20, that the 

number of ceremonies may vary with the wealth of the Individual. 

* Lp omits these thirteen words* " See Sis. XVI, 6. 
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it be the days of the Dv^dah-hdmist it is a good 

work of a thousand thousand Tanivars, and when 

they celebrate it by day it is a good work just 
like this. 

Chapter LXVIh 

I, The sixty-seventh subject is this, that it is 

necessary for women to practise great abstinence 

from committing adultery, 2. For it is declared in 

revelation, as to every woman who has lain with a 

strange man, thus : ‘ What is it necessary to call her* 

and why is the explanation^ that she is of one nature 

with all wizards and sinners ?* 

3, And in the commentary of the Vendtd4^* it 

says ^ “ every woman who consorts with two strange 

men is the first dawn upon me, who am Hdrmazd* 

4. For if she takes a look Into a river of water it 

will make it diminish, if she takes a look® at a tree 

or shrub the fruit of the trees becomes scanty, and if 

she speaks a word with a righteous man it will make 

the glory ^ of the man diminish.'^ 5. Zaratu^t enquired 

of Hdrmazd, “What occurs on* her account?** 6. 

The creator HOrmazd spoke thus: *Tt is necessary 

to kill her sooner than a biting serpent and similar 

creatures and wild beasts, because she is more 

harmful to my creatures,’*' 

7* Therefore, since she is like this, it is necessary 

for women to keep themselves with great effort, so 

that they fnay not become unlawful unto their own 

* Bap haa ' Mid it is by reason of that fault/ 
* What follows is a free paraphrase of Vend, XVIII, iz3-i32, 
" Lp omits these four words. * Lp, Bsp add ^and purity.’ 
* Lp, B29 have *what is necesssLiry.^ 
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husbands, 8. For, every time that of them gives 

herself four tim^s to another person, she is, after 

that, unlawful as long as^ she may be in the house 

of fwr husband^, and new sin is Increasing in collec¬ 

tion with her souF. 

Chatter LXVIH. 

I* The sixty-eighth subject is this, that for a men- 

struous woman who casts an eye upon a hre it is a 

sin of twelve dirhams weight*; and if she goes 

vdthtn three steps of tlie fire it is a sin of a thousand 

andt^o hundred dirhams® in weight for her; and 

when she puts her hand to the fire It is a sin of fifteen 

Tanivars for her. 

2. In like manner, If she takes a look running 

water it is a sin of twelve dirhams in weight for her®; 

if she goes witMn fifteen steps of running water it is 

a sin of fifteen dirhams in weight for her; and when 

she sits down in running water it is a sin of fifteen 

Tanivars for her. 3, And when she walks in the 

rain, through every drop that drops upon her limbs 

there arises a sin of one Tanivar for her, 

4. .^she comes to a Khfirsh^^/ Nyiyir^, to observe 

zV, it is not proper for her to speak a word with a 

^ has 'unkwful when/ 

’ This seems to be the .author's interpretatian of the following 

comincntary (Pahl. Vend, XVIII, ' And it is no matter to 

her; far, when cohabitation is three times conceded by her, w 

worthy of death. Gdg&iasp said that this is an adulteress who is 

flip! within bounds/ 

® has ^increasing as to water and fire/ 

* About 756 grains, possibly fgtir Fannin sins (see Sis. XI, a). 

® A Tanivar or Tanlpiihai sin (see Sis. I, 2). 

* Ezp omits this clause, ■ ^ Or salutation of the sun* 
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righteous manh 5* It is not properto put 

a bare foot on the ground. It is not proper^?" 

ker to eat any food with a dare hand; it is not proper 

for her to eat hrc^d ^hm satisfied®, 7. It is not 

proper for two menstruous women to eat together; 
it is not proper for them to sleep 

8» And so long as three days have not elapsed it is 

not proper to wash the hands*, and three days after 

that, if she perceived herself cleanj it is requisite to 

remain another day, and so until the lapse of nine 

days, whert^ if she has perceived herself dean, it is not 

necessary to remain to the end of ^ another interval 

of time. 9* If menstruation occurs for twenty-nine 

days, it is necessary® to consider that she is men¬ 

struous a second time, and during three other days 

it is not proper to wash again, and it is neces^ 

sary to exercise care, just like that which ^ I first 

wrote aboni. 

10* If she be doubtful whether menstruation is 

come to her, it is requisite for her to strip off her 

dress, and then to take notice if she has become 

menstruous, or if the dress that is stripped off be 

clean. If she has an infant to feed with her milk, 

‘ ^ 4 in B 39 IS as foltows;—Is DOt proper /&r hir to take a 
look at the sun, 3.t s. fighteous man/ 

^ La, Bag have £&r, but Lp has jlr, 'inilk,^ vhich is also the 
readbg taken by the Gu^r^ti translator who must have under¬ 
stood the clause as follows:—‘ It is not proper /or hir je to eat 
bread and milk,' 

“ B29 adds *and it is not desirable for thnr limbs to touch 
each other.' - 

* Bs9 has ^head,’' 
^ Ba9 has 'it is requisite to remain for/ 
* La omits these ten words, as well as ^ a second time' further on* 
^ B29 has merely ' the care which/ 
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one puts away the dress from the iufant, and gives ii 

to the mother till it fed on the milk, and then it 

Is proper to give it to other persons* 12. It is pure, 

but when the mother ivashes her head she also 

washes^ the head of the infant- 

13. And it is necessary for a menstruous woman 

that she should not pass by the end of* anything 

ceremonially washed, for, if it be a thousand cubits 

(gaz) in Ungth, she makes the whole of ii polluted, 

and it becomes unclean- 34. With any one who 

holds a sacred-twig stand ^ she should not speak a 

word; and if a priest holds the sacred twigs in his 

hand, and a menstruous woman speaks some (ba^hj^) 

words ^ from afar, or he walks within three steps of a 

menstruous woman, she makes ii^ unclean* 

Chapter LX IX. 

I* The sixty-ninth subject is this, that it is not 

proper that sunshine should fall on a hre, for, every 

time that sunshine falls upon a fire®, it is a"^ sin. 2* 

If thou expose a fire to the sun it is a sin of three 

^ Lp, B29 have " it i$ also requisite to Tvash.’ 

® B39 has ^ pass a look over/ 

* This consists of two metal tripoda with creficent’shaped tops, to 

support the small faggot of sacred twigs or wires that are bound 

together by a girdle of narrow strips of a date-palm leaflet; the 

girdle being tied on the faggot in the same manner as that on the 

waist of a Farsi (see SJs. Ill, 32 n). The sacred twigs must always 

be present at ceremonies, sometimes held in the hand of the 

ofliciating priest, and sometimes lying on their stand. 

* Bi<j has ' and if she speaks words with him*' 

* Ba^ has ‘Jt becomes/ * Bag. omits these eight words. 
^ B29 has ‘ much-’ 
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stirs'; and, if thou set down anything on the top of 

the fire, it is necessary that it should not have any 

hole—so that the light (n fir) and strength of the -fire 

might become less—so far as thou knowest. 

Chapter LXX. 

I. The seventieth subject is this, that, as to any 

persons, when they carry a corpse to the appointed 

place, it is necessary that two suits of clothes be put 

on, on account of this work. 2. It is requisite 

those clothes to be on*, and it is necessary* to make 

a dog gaze at the corpse twice, once at the time when 

life becomes separated from it, and once at the time 

when they wish to take it up. 

3. Then it is necessary that both those persons be 

connected, and each of them is to tie a cord on one of 

his own hands, so that the hand may go away * from 

that of the other one. 4. And, when they are moving, 

it is necessary for him to be prepared and not to speak 

a word with any one. 5. And if it be a pregnant 

woman they are to take her up by four persons, 

because there are two corpses*. 
6. When, avoiding dead matter, one comes again 

upon it, he has, in the end, to wash* with ceremonial 

ablution’, and that is requisite for the reason that he 

• The same as the twelve dirhams in Chap. LXVIII, i, 2. 
• Lp, B29 have ‘ to dress in those clothes.’ 
• B29 omits * it is necessary.’ 
• That is, the cord must hang quite slack, though B29 states 

that * the hand may not go apart.’ 
• See Sis. X, 10. 
• B29 has *he has to wash his head and body.’ 
' Lp, B29 add *anJ water.' 
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may not thereby be rapidly a cause of Tvickedness or 

death for any one'. 

7, And if Q7ie does not show a dog to the corpse, 

a7id they take it up, how many soever there be* the 

whole of iiiein become polluted®. S> In the com¬ 

mentary of the V endid^ it is asserted, that every 

one who takes up a corpse that a dog has not seen Is 

polluted and worthy of death*, and never becomes 

clean ’ his soul aho would be wicked* 

Chapter LXXI* 

i. The seventy-first subject is this, that, forasmuch 

as it is not desirable for any one to eat dead matter 

for the sake of medicine and remedy, let beware 

(^inh^r) when they eat 

2* For it asserts, in the commentary of theVen- 

that it is requisite to demolish the habitation, 

house, and abode of any one 'is^ko has* eaten dead 

matter, and to fetch his heart out of his body, and it 

is necessary to scoop out his eyes. 3* And along 

with these torments, which they accomplish on him, 

his soul is in hell till the resurrection* 

Chapter LX XI I. 

t* The seventy-second subject is this, that when 

any one carries dead matter to water, or to fire, he is 

^ Lp, omit ^for one.' 
* B39 has mereljf if, to make a dog gaie at the corpse, thCij 

Jake it up, it ij on how njany soever fAff-i be/ 
* Compare Sis. H, 65, 
* B29 has ^ beware that do cot eat iV/ 
* Perhaps alluding to Pahl, Vend.VII, 59-64. 

* las ' to demolish his house and abode if any one has*^ 
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worthy of deaths 2. And* it asserts in revelation, 

that anjy year when the locust comes profusely*, it 

comes for the reason that dead matter is brought to 

water and fire. 3. And, m like manner, the winter 

is colder, and the summer is hotter. 

Chapter LX XI11. 

I. The seventy-third subject is this, that, when 

a cow or a goat ^as eaten dead matter* in any place, 

nothing whatever of t/s flesh, milk, or hair, should 

come into use for one year. 2. After that one year 

it is clean: and, if it be pregnant, its young one is 

likewise hot clean for one year. 

3. And if a domestic fowl has eaten dead matter, 

its flesh and eggs are, in like manner, not clean for 
one year. 

Chapter LXXIV. 

I. The seventy-fourth subject is this, that at dawn, 

when they rise up from sleep, it is first necessary to 

throw something® on the hands, that is the hand- 

* See Pahl. Vend. VII, 65-71. * Lp, B39 have *for.* 
* La has s&l, and B29 san for *year;' Lp has ‘ that when the 

b6x and locust come profusely.’ The b%s may be either a poison¬ 
ous plant {Napellus Moysix)^ or * distress.’ 

* See Pahl. Vend. VII, 189-192, Sis. 11, 109. 
* According to the long-metre Sad Bar this ‘something’ (as 

in Chap. L) is Ntrang, the ritualistic liquid or consecrated bull’s 
urine (see Chap. XXXVI, 7 n). This chapter is, to some extent, 
a repetition of Chap. L. 

[34] z 
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cleansing^- Afterwards^ they are to wash the 

hands quite clean with w^ter, tn such manner that 

are to wash the hands three times from the 

forearm (si'hid) to the end of the hand; and the 

face is washed from behind the ears to below the 

chin and up to the crown of the head; and a7te 

washes the feet three times thoroughly» as far as the 

leg (s^iq) : then one recites the Kem-n^^mazdi 

3. If it be a place where there is no waterj and the 

risk be that the time for the NyiyiJ® should pass by, 

it is requisite to cleanse* the hands three times with 
dust, and to perform the NySyiJ. 4. Afterwards, 

when one arrives at water, he is to wash the 

hands and face a second time, and to accomplish 

the NySyij®. 

5. Before ike time when 07te throws something on 

the hands it is not proper to wash the hands and 

face, and it is a Tanivar sin; it is also not possible 

to work at anything whatever with the hands and 

face not washed* 

Chapter LX XV* 

I- The seventy-fifth subject is this, that, when 

they wish to provide a supply of water for any 

cultivated land^ it is first necessary that they make 

^ Lp adds ' or some grass upon which no water has come* or 
fruit, is also to go into the POSe on<t eyes, and make JAm dean * 
(sec Chap. L, 2). 

* See Chap. XXXV, 2 n, 
“ The salutatjon of the sun (see Chap* VI, a). 
*629 inserts ' the face and/ " B29 omit? § 4. 
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an inspection through every course and channel* of 

the water, to ascertain whether there be dead matter 

therein, or not; and, after that, through the water in 

like manner. 2. If they be in the middle of it, when 

the water is within their cultivated land, and dead 

matter comes in sight, if it be possible to ward it off 

one wards it off, and if it be possible to divert the 

water otu diverts it. 3. And if the water arrives 

with dead matter unawares, it is no sin for them. 

4. But if no inspection of the stream and cultivated 

land be made, and the water arrives with dead 

matter, those people are polluted, and it is necessary 

to perform the Bareshndm ceremony^ as regards their 

heads. 

Chapter LXXVI. 

I. The seventy-sixth subject is this, when a 

woman brings forth, it is necessary that she should 

not wash her head for twenty-one days, nor put her 

hand again on anything, nor walk on a terrace-roof, 

nor put her foot on a threshold in her habitation. 

2. And after the twenty-one days, if she sees herself 

in such a state that she is able to wash her head, 

she washes her head. 3. And, after that, until the 

coming on of the fortieth day, it is requisite to 

abstain from the vicinity of a fire and anything 

that is wooden® or earthen; it is also requisite to 

abstain from everything of her cooking and pot- 

boiling\ 4. Afterwards, when it is forty days, she is 

* B29 has * when any one wishes to enter into participation of a 
cultivated field, it is first necessary to observe in every course.’ 

» See Chap. XXXVI, i n. 
* La 'iiax, B29 ^dbtn; Lp has *y5firix, ‘food.’ 
* B29 omits these thirteen words. 
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to wash her head, and it is proper for hsr to do 

every kind of work, 
5. Till the lapse of a second^ forty it is not 

proper for husband to make an approach to her, 

for it is a great sin^ and it is possible that she may 

become pregnant a second time^ as within a period of 

forty days women become very quickly pregnant^. 

6, And if after the first forty days she sees herself 

impure, unless she knows with accuracy that it has 

come from the infant, it is necessary to consider if 

she be menstruous. 

Chafter lx XVI r. 

I. The seventy-seventh subject is this, that, when 

a woman's infant is still born, it is necessary to give 

her first something washed with ceremony and 

brought with fire-ashes®, so that it may make the 

heart within her pure* 2. After that, for three days, 

it is altogether improper to give water, or any¬ 

thing In which th&re Is water or salt. 3. And these 

three days are from period to period*, in such a 

^ Only and the Gu^dtt have second.' 

’Bap acnits. these tweh'e words* 

* So in Bip, wJiith agrees with Vend* VII, but La, Lp arc 

defective. The 'something' means consecrated bull's nrine, as in 

Chap. LXXIV, 1; this, mingled with ashes, is prescribed as the 

first thing to be tasted by the woman* 

* That is, from the given hour to the same hour on the third 

day, although, from what follows, it appears that, if the given hour 

were in the middle of any period of the day, the third day would 

expire at the beginning of the third sirnilar period. Whether the 

three days are to be inclusive, or exclusive, of the day when the 

term begins, that is, whether the terra is to be nearly 48 or 72 
hours, is not very clear. 
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manner that, if the duty of mid-day' prayer has 

occurred, they extend till the mid-day prayer itself, 

and she is to pass over one other hour and it is then 

proper to swallow water. 4, After that, till the lapse 

of forty days, she is to sit apart again, and, after¬ 

wards, to undergo the BareshnOm ceremony^. 

5. On the infant’s becoming a four-months* child^ 

whenever it is j/f//-born it is a dead body^^ for the 

reason that so long as it does not reach the fourth 
month life does not come to it. 6. And if after three 

months this affair occurs, one is to exercise great 

caution (i’htiyd/) and to insist strictly on this matter. 

7. For our religion has reiterated on this matter 

that, if one be polluted and do not keep himself pure, 

so long as he is living he never becomes clean from 

that pollution. 8. That, if he wash his head ten 

thousand times in ceremonial ablution, he certainly 

does not any way become pure from it*. 9. Because 

this pollution is not from without; it is from within 

every bone and vein and tendon; and water makes 

clean only anything that is on the skin. 10. Im¬ 

purity which is m the bones, except through the 

liquid consecrated by the religious formula®, does not 

otherwise become clean. 

Chapter LXXVIII. 

I. The seventy-eighth subject is this, that in every 

habitation where any one departs, passing away from 

* Literally * former, early.* * Sec Chap. XXXVl, i n. 
* And, therefore, to be treated with all the precautions necessary 

in dealing with a corpse to avoid the pollution alluded to in §§ 7- 
10. Hence the necessity of careful enquiry in doubtful cases, as 
recommended in § 6. 

* B29 omits § 8. * See Chap. XXXVI, 7 n. 
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the worldj it is necessary to endeavour that they 

may not eat and not consecrate fresh meat/or three 

days therein^* 2* Because the danger is that some 

one else may depart^ passing away; so the rela¬ 

tions of that farmer person should not eat meat for 

three days. 

Chapter LXXIX, 

I. The seventy-ninth subject is this, that it is 

necessary to make an effort that they may exercise 

munificence and liberality towards the good and the 

worthy. 2, For the exercise of liberality is grand, 

such manner as it is better and pleasanter, m like 

manner, for the ground on which a liberal man 

■walks, better for the wind that blows upon a liberal 

man, better for the horse on \vhich a liberal man sits, 

better, tn like manner, for the cow and goat that® a 

liberal man eats, and^ pleasanter for the sun and 

moon and stars that shine upon a liberal man. 

3. To such an extent is a liberal and munificent 
mart precious (Taziz), that Hdrmazd speaks* thus: 
‘ I have Wished that I might give a recompense io 

a munificent man, if it be suitable for him, but I 
have not found any recompense and happiness that 

are suitable for him, except a blessing/ 4* And 

virtuous men and the united archangels are per¬ 

petually uttering blessings on account of the liberal 

man who maintains no refusal of his own things 
to a stranger. 

‘ See Sis. XVII, i, b. 
^ Bisj has ‘ \^'hosc mill:/ and Lp further adds ‘and butter,' 

" B29 inserts ‘ better and/ ' Lp, B29 have ‘asserts.* 
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5. For it is declared in revelation, that the creator 

H6rmazd spoke to Zaratujt, the Spitamin, thus: 

* I have created the supreme heaven of heavens for 

the sake of any of the liberal who provide for the 

worthy and give them something; and gloomy hell 

is for all those persons who give anything to the 
unworthy/ 

6. /« like manner it is declared in revelation, that 

there are thirty-three ways to heaven, besides that of 

the souls of the liberal. 7. If the soul be of any one 

else, it is not able to arrive in heaven' by that way. 

8. Besides this happy* way, a soul of the liberal is 

able to arrive in heaven by means of the thirty-three 

ways. 9. For no one is it easier to arrive in heaven 

than for the liberal. 

Chapter LX XX. 

I. The eightieth subject is this, that there is a 

time when thou recitest one Ashem-vohii*, and the 

merit of it may be as much as that ^ten. 2. There 

is a time when thou recitest one Ashem-vohCl, and 

the merit of it may be as much as that of a hundred. 

3. A time may be when thou recitest one*, and the 

merit of it may be as much as that of a thousand. 

4. A time may be when the merit of one Ashem- 

vohO* may be as much as that of ten thousand. 5. 

' B29 omits ‘ in heaven.’ • B29 has ‘besides by the one.’ 
* See Chap. VII, i n. The contents of this chapter are derived 

from Hn. I, xi-35 (Yl XXI, 6-15). 
* B29 adds * Ashem-vohO.’ 
* La omits ‘ the merit of;’ and B29 has ‘when thou recitest one 

Ashem-vohu, and the merit of it,* both here and in § 5. 
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A time may be when the merit of one Ashem-voKfi 

is as much as the value (qimat)’^ of this world and 

that world 

6* As for that Ashem-voht whose nature® is as 

much as ten, that is when they recite sV as they eat 

bread, 7. That which is, from nature, as much as 

a hundred Is when they recite i£ after eating*, 8. 

That which is so much by nature that, kaviTzg" XMmed 

side over side, they recite correctly may be a merit 

of a thousand*, 9. That which is of the nature of 

ten thousand is that which tliou recitest when thou 

risest up from sleep*, 10. And that whoi&e nature 

is as much as this world and that worlds is 

ivhen they recite jV at the time of the dissolution of 

life i for, if he be not able to recite z£ himself, friends 

and relations give z£ into his niO'Uth, 11^, If he be 

fit for hell he becomes fit for the ever-stationary, if 

he be fit for the ever-statlonary he becomes fit for 

heaven, anii if he be fit for heaven he becomes fit 

for the supreme heaven®. 

Chapter LX XXL 

I, The eighty-first subject is this, that every duty 

and good work, which it is requisite to performj they 

should accomplish while wkhin that day, and not 
postpone for the morrow. 

^ So Lp, B25, Hn,, but La Las qisinat, ^ share, destiny' 
“ Bip omits these four words, 
* has 'valije,^ both here and in y 9, 10. 
* La has ‘ sleeping.* 
* Bag Omits J &. ‘La omits § 9, 
^ Bag has merely the price of this ivorM.* 
* Lpj Big insert ‘ for/ * See Pahl. Hn, I, 33 a. 
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For it is declared in revelation^ that the creator 

H6rrtiazd spoke to Zaratujt thus: ‘O Zaratujt! I 

have created no one better than thee in the world, 

and after thee I shall likewise not create one; thou 

art my chosen one, and I have made this world 

apparent on account of thee, 3, And all4 these 

people ('^al^i q) whom I have created, and the whole 

of these monarchs who have existed and do exist, 

have always mai ntained the hope that I should 

create thee in their days, so that they should accept 

(qabdlkunand) the religion, and their souls should 

attain to the supreme heaven* 

4. ^ Nevertheless I have created ihee at the present 

time, in the middle period ; for it is three thousand 

years from the days of GayCmard till now, and from 

now till the resurrection are the three thousand years 

that remain \ therefore, I have created thee in the 

middle. 5. For whatever is in the middle is more 

precious and better and more valuable, in the same 

manner as the heart is in the middle of the whole 

body and is unquestionably (li-^arm) very precious^, 

in the same manner as the land of ,£'rln^ is more 

valuable than other lands, for the reason that it is 

in the middle. 6. And the country of £'r^n, which 

is in the fourth climate (iqlim)*, is better than other 

places, for the reason that it is in the middle. 7. 

Therefore, I have created thee In the middle, in the 

manner of what is precious, and 1 have given thee 

the apostleship, and have sent thee to a monarch, a 

friend of knowledge and a friend of religion. 

5, ' Afterwards, I have sent thee, with thus much 

^ omics ^aH.' * Bag omits these tventy-five words. 

" The Gu^rSti pronimciation of Irln. 

* The middle one of the seven* 
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precious ness, to the people; arid the knowledge of 

the good works that mankind perform^ in life, and 

have not been able to bring to hand without trouble 

(mi'hnat), I have made dear and plain unto thee; 

and I have made thee aware of the whole of know¬ 

ledge- 9, I have taught i£^ to thee in the A vesta ^ 

in a language that no one in the world considers 

plain and easy; and 1 have told thee its interpreta¬ 

tion (zand) in a language that is more current 

among mankind, and thou likewise hast more elo¬ 

quence (faj^h) therein. 

ro* While iAm hast all tliis greatness that I have 

given to thee, 0 Zaratuj’t [ 1 enact a precept for 

thee, that every good work which thou art able to 

do to-day do not postpone for to-morrow, and accom¬ 

plish with thine own hand the counsel of thine own 

souL'^ II* Do not be proud (^^arrah) on the 

scare that it is still the time of youth, and it is quite 

possible to do it henafier^ while thou thinkest thus : 

" I will do it after this/' 12, For there have been 

many people whose remaining life was one day, and 

they have been taken away in the presence of fifty 

years' work^' 

13. Therefore, make an effort, so that thou maycsl 

not postpone to-day's duty for to-morrow* 14. Be¬ 

cause Aharman, the evil wicked one^ has intrusted 

two fiends with this matter, the name of one is 

Tardy (d^r) and the name of the other is Afterwards 

(pas). 15. Both these fiends are united, and they 

Bap h&s ‘the knowkdg^ that mankind practise,* 

* Lp, Ba§ have ‘ taught the whole of knowledge/ 

* It is quite uncertain whether Hdrmajd's exhortatioin ends here, 
or elsewhere. 
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make an effort and exertion^ with man, so that his 

duty falls back beliindhand* i6* Forj as i& every 

duty and good work which comes forward, that fiend 

whose name is Tardy speaks thus: 'Thou wilt live 

long, and it is possible to perform this duty at all 

times;* and that fiend whose name is Afterwards 

says: " Pass on now; it is possible to perform it 
afterwards/ 17. And these two fiends united keep 

the soul away from its own duty, till the end arrives; 

all duties have fallen back behindhand, and it has to 

experience regret ("hasarat) and penitence. iS. It 

has no benefit through duty and good works, and 

departs from this world. 

Chapter LXXXIT 

I. The eighty-second subject is this, that, when 

thou risest up from the bed-clothes, it is necessary 

to tie the sacred tkread-^rdX^^ again at that same 

place, and it is not desirable to put forth a step 

without the girdle. 
2* For it is declared in revelation, that every 

single step which one puts forth without the sacred 

thr£CLd-%\T^^ is a Fannin sin*, and through four 

steps it becomes a Tanivar sin which would be a 

weight of a thousand and two hundred dirhams*. 

3. Therefore* it is necessary to keep ^vatch over one¬ 

self, as regards this sin, and to tie on the sacred 

threadrgvc^^. 

^ Lp has conflict.^ * omits ' bthindhand,^ 
" See Chaps. X, XLVl. ^ See Sis. I, ?, IV, 10, XI, 2. 
^ The dirham being probably about (>3 grains (see Dd.LTI, in). 
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Chapter LX XX11 L 

I. The eighty-third subject is this^ that it is requi¬ 

site to abstain from the keeping of fasts. 2* For, 

in our religiotij it is not proper that they should not 

eat every day or anything, because it would be a sin 

not to do so. 

3, With us the keeping of fast is this* diat we 

keep fast from committing sin with our eyes and 

tongue and ears and hands and feet. 4. Some 

people are striving about it, so that they may not 

eat anything all day, and they practise abstinence 

from eating anything. 5. For us it is also neces¬ 

sary to make an effort, so that we may not think, or 

speak, or commit any sin; and it is necessary that 

no bad action should proceed from our hands, or 

tongue, or ears, or feet, which would be a sin owing 

to them. 

6, Since 1 have spoken m this manner, and have 

brought forward the fasting of the seven members 

of the body, that which, in other religions, is fasting 

owing to not eating is, in our religion, fasting owing 

to not committing sin. 

Chapter LXXXIV. 

I. The eighty-fourth subject is this, when they 

wish to sleep, it is requisite to utter one Yathi-ahfi- 

vairyd and one Ashem-vohh\ and to accomplish 

repentance ono is to speak thus *. ' I am sorrowing 

for, and repentant and in renunciation of all that 

sin which 1 have spoken and was imagined by 

^ See Chap, VII, i n. 
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me^ and has assailed me; of these actions I am in 

renunciation^' 

2. Afterwards om is to lie down; and every time 

that one acts m the manner that I have mentioned, 

and wears the siicred Mr^i^-girdle on the waist- 

while he is equally sharing^ the whole of the good 

works which they are performing in all the world 

during that night, and he is similar merit®—every 

single breath that he inhales and exhales is a good 

work of a weight of three dirhams, 3* ^K^when 

he turns from side to side he skouid^ in like manner, 

recite one Ashem-vohti^. 

Chapter LXXXV, 

1* The eighty-fifth subject is thisj that, in every 

matter that comes forward, it is necessary to enquire 

of the wise and relations, so as to have their advice, 

and not to transact any business according to one’s 

own idea and opinion^ 
2, For it is declared in revelation^ that the sacred 

being, the good and propitious, spoke to Zaratujt 

thus: ^ As io every business that thou wishest to 

transact, do thou receive wisdom and knowledge 

at one place with the wise teply, and cast away 

whai is unconsidered, so that Aharman may not 

reach it midway, and injury (’^alal) may not occur 

to that business/ 

‘ This 15 the general form of a Fatit or renunciation of sin. 
* omits these six words, 

" See Chap. LXXX, &, This chapter nearly cofrcsponda lo 

Sis. X, 24* 
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3, In like manner the archangel Spendeirmaiaf^ a£ 
the time when ^ ga^e passed on to Mind^ihar^^ 
Issued to him this admonition and precept (vajiyat), 
and said : ‘ O Minfi^ihar! although fA^r^ be delibera¬ 
tion in an affair^ this may be no reason for it as 
regards the spirits although a horse may be good, 
/Aere may be no resource except a whip for it; and 
although one may be a wise man, ihera should be no 
retreat on his part from having advice, SO that his 
business may become complete/ 

Chatter LXXXVL 

I* The eighty-sixth subject is this, that it is not 
proper to kill a beaver*; bni^ If they see it in any 
place, it is necessary to take it up and carry it to 
running water- 2* For, in the commentary of the 
Vendtdii^ it is ranked* as a great sin for the killer^ \ 
and, as to every one who kills a beaver, the source 
of his seed becomes exhausted. 

Chapter LXXXVIT 
I. The eighty-seventh subject is this, that, when 

' Se& Chap, XXXIII, 2 n. 
^ PahL (see Mkh. XXVH, 41 «). It appears from 

Sis. X, a a, -where a portion of this tale is quoted, that it comes 
originally from the Aliitajt Nask. 

* B29 has ' although a knife be sharp, ihert may be no resource 
except a whetstone for it,' which follows the neiit clause in Sis. X, 
a$. In the original text this change of meaning is produced by a 
difference in only four words, and the author of the Sad Dar has 
probably misunderstood the Fahlavi original when transkring ib 

* Literally ‘ a water dog/ ^ Bap has * decreed.' 
“ As shown by the tKcessive atonements prescribed in Vend. XIV, 

in default of which he is said to go to hell till the resurrectiom 
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any one departs from the worlds it is necessary to 

make an effort, in those three days, so that they 

continuously perform the ceremonial of Sr^sh® and 

make the fire blase, and recite tlie A vesta ; be¬ 

cause the soul is three days in this worlds 

3. The fourth night it is requisite to consecrate 

three sacred cakes; one ‘witk a dedication Rashn * 

and one with a dedication (& the spirit Rim 

and one with a dedication to the righteous guardian 

spirit; and one is to consecrate a dress and something 

as a righteous gift for that souP* 

3. It is necessary that the dress be new and of 

unifonn quality (^ins), and such as turban, shirt, 

vest, girdle, trowsers, shoes (pasandil)h and mouth* 

veik 4, Since they give those among the spirits a 

counterpart of those garments, therefore, whatever 

is more beautiful, and more surpassing in grandeur 

for the soul m that place, is necessary where that 

place is, because our fathers and mothers and the 

whole of our relations are in that place* 5* And 

since the souls recognise and ask after one another 

in that world, they are, therefore, more joyful on 

account of every one whose dress ^ and grandeur 

are more surpassing. 6* In a similar manner, when 

the dress is old and ragged, they are ashamed, and 

exhibit heaviness of heart. 

^ Xa omits * from the world/ 
* Sec Mkh. II, i j 5 n, Sis. XVll, 3* ^ See Mkh. IT, 114,15 S, 
* Sec Mkh. 11, irS, ii^, Sis, XVII, 4. 
* Av. arjtSdf,' uprightness the angel whose matne is given to 

the twenty-sixth day of the Parsi month* 
* The angel of the upper air, often called the good 
^ B29 has * on that cako/ 
^ B29 has mHz ah, ' boots/ and places them last. 
* B29 inserts ' is more beautiful.' 



7- They call that dress a righteous gift because 

they consecrate ii; and it is necessary to give it 

to the priests and high-priests, as it is a righteous 

gift on account of their position. S. And it is 

suitable for them to keep U for the reason that 

the souls are nearer to them; people should also 

make an effort that the dress may be stitched like 

the dress of a priest. 

9. The sacred beings make up the account o/nd 

reckoning for the soul when the priest recites fra- 

sasti ahurah^ mazdtzu^ and removes the Frasast“ 

from this side to that side. 10, The soul passes 

over the A'invatf bridge when,, ofi the fourth night, 

it arrives from the world at the Afinva^ bridge. 

II. First it goes to the abode of fire (^taj^g^h)®; 

afterwards, one step reaches to the star station, the 

second step reaches to the moon station, the third 

step to the sun station, and with the fourth step it 

reaches the K'voM^d bridge* a^nd they convey it to 

its own place* 

^ * Glory to Ahum-maida.' Lp adds vairyfihS 
as far as asbaya n6 paiti -^amyi^,' that is *tQ the Ahima-vairya 
parmtiial &c. as far as ‘may he come to us in rightfiousncss' (Yas. 
VLII, 1-3). 

“ A Frasast is a sacred cake marked on the upper side with nine 
superficial cuts (in three rows of three each) made ’with a finger- 
nail while repeating the ’words humat hfikht huvarjh ‘well- 
thought, well-spoken, w^ell-done/ thrice, one word to each of the 
nine cuts. It is placed before the consecrating priest, but to bis 
light, while the ordinary sacred cakes are to his left (see Hang's 
Essays, pp. 396, 4^7* 

’ That Is, when it leaves the ’vicinity of tbs body, after hovering 
about it for three nights (see SU. XII, s). 

* In other accounts the soul has to pass over this bridge before 
it steps forwards to the etars and moon and sun (see Mkb. II, 123, 
U5, VII, 9-12, Dd. XXXIV, 3, AV. V, z, VII-IX, i). 
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Chapter LXXXVIII. 

The eigfhty-eighth subject is this, ths.t, as io 

ptec& of wood on which they carr}'' a corpse, or on 

which they wash ?'/, and that which jrnay be defiled 

with blood and impurityj that on which menstruons 

defihmsnt^ or a bare limb^ is deposited by a 

struous wornan, and that on which they impale a 

human being, it is necessary to avoid the whole of 

these pieces of wood, and not to work with^ them 

again, because one's dress becomes impure j and it 

is not proper to burn litem. 2. It is necessary to 

put them in a place where any one, who pulls them 

up and stirs ikem^ willvtQX.^ bring them into the use 

of mankind. 

Chapter LXXXIX. 

I. The eighty-ninth subject is this, that^ H6r- 

mazd keeps watch when any one, through imposition 

(Tilat) and unawares, eats dead matter, or gives il 

io one of the good religion, or throws dead matter 

upon one of the good religion. 2. While his will 

and command are, tkai it is necessary that such a 

person should undergo the Bareshmlm ceremony*, and 

accomplish repentance'* before the spirilual chiefs 

and high-priests. 3. So that, after thab one may 

indicate to him the sin in these actions^ and he may 

perform the retribution which the high-prlest men¬ 

tions, in order that, owing to this* bis sin may depart. 

^ La has ' to eat on,^ Lp 'to buy wtth,’ ‘to touch on.' 
* B29 has ' any one will not take ihm up and not stir them 

about, so that he does tuje/ 
* Bip, Jj5 insert ‘ the relEgion of.* * See Chap. KXXVJ, i n. 
* See Chap. XLV, ^ n. 

[34] A a 
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Chapter XC. 

r. The ninetieth subject is thisj that it is not 

proper that they skmdd g^Ive anything to a sinful 

person or one worthy of deaths because^ it is like 

that they have placed in the jaws of a destructive 

serpent (a^rdahi). 2. And, if this be food which 

he devours and they give, they pass into the com’ 

mltting of sin ; and that person who may have given 

food.to him is a participator with him. 3. In eating 

food, if tliere be no clanger and fear of them^ it is not 

desirable to give anytlilng to them, for it would be a 

great sin. 

Chapter XCI. 

1. The ninety’first subject is this, that is, in what 

mode is it necessary to wash everything that becomes 

polluted by dead matter ? 

2. Gold one is to VTisb over once with ceremonial 

ablution^ to make it dry once with dust, and to wash 

it over once with water. 3h Silver (nuqrah) one is 

to do twice ; copper, tin, lead, and brass arlicks three 

times; steel four times; stone articles sijc times ; 

turquoise, niby (yiqtt), amber, carbuncle, cornelian 

(’haqiq), and, like tliese, whatever is from a mine 

(ma'hdan) are all to be crashed six times in the 

manner which I have stated. 4, Afterwards they 

are clean in that manner, when every single time one 

washes them over with eeremojdal ablution, makes 

^ omits these sis Trords. 
' That is, if the sinners begging assistance be not dangerous^ 
* That is, with conscemted buirs urine (see SlSn II, 112-117)+ 
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^A{:m dry with dust> and washes off'; and just like 

this the occasion of the other times—up to three 

timeSi or four, or six—as far as whatever is ordered- 

S, For pearls two modes ^ are ordered, but the 

conclusion is this, that they should wash them six 

times, just like stone urtides* 6. The whole of 

wooden and earthen -ware It is requisite to throw 

au^ay* 7. All clothing of the body it is requisite to 

wash SIX times in the manner that 1 have stated, 

and^ after that, to put them in a place where the sun 

and moon must shine on them Jhr^ six months^; 
after that, they are fit for a menstruons woman. 

Chapter XCIT 

I. The ninety-second subject is this, that it Is 

necessary to properly maintain the sacred fire'* and 

some one who will work with assiduity (kahd^n) to 

provide* maintenance and sympathy for it 2. And 

the supply of its firewood is entirely in such a manner 

that they burn this year the firewood of last year** 

3. At midnight they make ii blaze up, and put 

incense upon it in such a manner that the wind 

carries off its scent* 
4. The demons and fiends rush away, because 

tliere is the glory of the sacred fire that we are able 

to make a living existence in the midst of this 

^ Lp, B29 add 'urith waler.' 
^ Pahl Vend. VII, iSS gives ihrec opinions. 
’ See PabL Vend. VII, 36. 
* Literally ‘the fire of Bahiram.* Compare Chap. XXXIX. 
^ Lp, J15 have so that some one may heep watch over it, 

and is to provide proper.^ 
“ So that it may be quite dry, as to put anythin" damp into a 

(ire would be considered sinful (see AV, X, ^'-14). 

A a 2 
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people. 5* For^ if no fiend ^ and the glory of the 

archangels and the day of the sacred fire had not 

existed, it would not have been possible to produce 

the living existence any day. 6. And^ therefore, it 

makes expedient that they supply a fire-attendant 

to maintain the firewood and flre^ so that a seeking 

for safety (hifiyat) come into operation^ 

and they know a support and protection for it 

that would be acceptable. 

Chapter XCIII. 

1. The ninety-third subject is this, that it is 

necessary for all those of the good religion to practise 

abstinence from uttering slander (^^aibat) behind 

back ® 

2. In the commenury of the Vendid^^ it states, 

that^ slander is the greatest of all sins. J. Every 

one who perpetrates slander dboul any one is like 

him who has eaten dead matter^and the eating of 

dead matter is a sin* Ihdl has likewise been men¬ 

tioned, before this^ in this book^—but the statement 

is like this, while they do not indicate punish¬ 

ment for it in this world®, it does not go without it 

in that othor world. 4. Therefore it is necessary for 

those of the good religion to make an efiorf so that 

they iTioy guard themselves from this slander. 

5. In order that they friay show thy soul, when'^ 

resigning life, the satisfaction (i^z^) for the sin, it 

^ That is, the absence of fiends. Biq has ' if the splendouir/ 
“ literall/ 'face/ * Bzg. inserts ‘the perpetr^Ltion of.' 
* B29, J15 have ‘a great sin/ ^ See <^ap. LXXk 
* Thereby diifenng from the sin of eating dead cnaLter, 
’■ Lp, Bap have at the Lime of/ 
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states^ in the commentary of the Vendld&t;^, as^ io any 

one by whom slander is perpetrated, if ike injured 

pe^'son goes before him and begs a righteous gift 

from him, and he provides a righteous gift for tliat 

person^ the sin departs from him. 

Chapter XCIV. 

I. The ninety-fourth subject is this, when a person 

confers a benefit or kindness upon any one, it is 

necessary that ihs latter should understand the value 

of it, and lay the obligation (minnat) upon himself; 

and, if he be able, be should provide a benefit to that 

amount (miqdSr) for th^t person^ 

It is declared in revelation, tkat^ when a person 

confers a benefit upon any one, HSrmazd^ gives him 

ten times as much, as an equivalent. 3. And, if the 

other be not understanding® the justice of this, it is 

related in the commentary of the A vesta in this 

manner, that it is a great sin for him. 4. And 

Ahamian^ speaks like this, namely: * That sinner is 

akin to me ; in the end he will come into my hands; 

1 will not give him into the hands of any demon, 

hut 1 will inflict punishment with my own hands.' 

5. And the chief priest* says it is necessary for all 

Zara.tujtians that they keep themselves far from 

this sin. 

Chapter XCV. 

I. The ninety-fifth subject is this, that it is 

necessary that It be expedient for all those of the 

^ Lp, add ‘ lb* giood and propilious.' 
^ Lp, B29 have Upraising.’ * Lp, Bag add ' the accursed/ 
* Probably meaning ihe coaimcntalor. 



good religion to perform the salutation of the suii^ 

three times every day. 
e. If performs f/ once, it is a good work of one 

Tan&var^; if he performs i£ twice, it is twice as 

much : and if he performs it three times, it is thrice 

as much. 3, And if he does not perform one 

repetition, it is a sin of thirty stirs if he does not 

perform two repetitions, it is twice as much sin; and 

if he does not perform three repetitions, it is thrice 

as much sin. 
4. And it is the same as this with regard to ihs 

salutaHons of the moon and hre*. 5- Therefore it 

is expedient, in the religion, for every one of the 

good religion to bring the salutations irdo practice. 

Chapter XCVL 

j. The ninety-sixth subject is this, when any one 

departs to that oihsr world it is not proper for 

others that they should utter an outcry, maintain 

grief, and make lamentation and weeping, 2, 

Because every tear ihat issues from the eyes be¬ 

comes one drop of that river® before the ATinvajf 

^ The Khar^h&if Ny&j'b (see Chaps. VI, z, LX VIII, 4)^ 

* That Ls, sufficient to counterbalance □. TatiSvar or Tanipiihar 

sin (see Sla. I, 2)* 
^ Equivatenl to an Aredas sin, or blow wtdi a weapon (see Sis- 

I, 1, s)' ^ 
* The Mdh and Atash B29 also interpolates 'the 

Mihir' NySjdf. 

* ' This river is the many tears that men shed from Ihtir eyes, as 

they make lamentation and weeping for the departed. They shed 

those tears unlawfully, and they swell Eo this river. Those who are 

not able to cross over are those for whom, after their departure, 
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-bridge, a?id then the soul of that dead person re¬ 

mains at that place; it is difficult for it to mahe 

a passage there, and it is not able to pass over 

the iTinva^f bridge. 3, It is therefore necessary 

that they recite .the Avesta and celebrate the cere¬ 

monial so that the passage of that place become 
easy for it. 

Chapter XCVIh 

J. The ninety-seventh subject is this^ that it is 

expedient for^ those of the good religion, that they 

converse^ according to their own ability, in the 

presence of officiating priests, high-priests, spiritual 

chiefs, and priests, and hearken cordially to whatever 

they say. 2. And they should understand ihcir 

statements, and, during them, diey should not utter 

any reply or question (sfiil). 

3. For in the commentary of the Avesta it says, 

as to every one who brings altercation (’hu^^at) into 

any statement of the elders of the religion, ‘ breaks 

out his tongue, or he goes out from this world abor¬ 

tively (muba/^ala).' 

Chapter XCVIIh 

1. The ninety-eighth subject is this, that it Is 

necessary for all those of the good religion, that 

tliey learn the Avesta characters in the presence of 

much lamentation and weeping were made; and those whc tr^s 

more easily are those for whom less was made ’ (AV. XVI, 7-io)k 

^ bp, B29 insert ‘ all/ 
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priests and teachers, so as to read, and that no error 

continue in the Ny^yi^es and Va^ts, 

2. And it is still nTOre expedient for priests and 

teachers, that they teadi the A vesta characters to all 

those of the good religion*; and if a priest, while 

teaching, shows incompetence (taqjlr), it is a great 

sin for him, 3, For H^rmazd, the good pro¬ 

pitious, spoke to Zaratujt thus: '‘As to every priest 

and teacher who commits a blunder in teaching^ 

those of the good religion, I make him just as far 

fron^ heaven as the width of the earth 

Chapter XCIX. 

T. The ninety-ninth subject is this, that it is not 

proper for officiating priests, high-priests, spiritual 

chiefs, and priests, that they teach Pahlavi to every 

one, 

2. For Zaratu^t enquired of Horinazd tlms : ‘ To 

whom is It proper to teach Fahlavi And H6r- 

mazd, the good and propitious, gave a reply tiius: 

* To every one who is of thy family (nasi), an offici¬ 

ating priest, a high-priest, a spiritual chief, and every 

one who is an intelligent priest, 4. * Besides these 

that I have mentioned, if one teaches it to others'^ 

it is a great sin for him; and if he has performed 

many duties and good works, the end for him may 

still be hell/ 

* B3.9 omits these seven words. 

* Lp, insert ‘the Avtsta tot 
^ Qjmpare Chap, XXVIII, 3, 

* Bfi9 inserts ‘ it is not proper for any oth^r person.' 

“ Lp has ^ if fhtrt it any one of the others, it is not proper that 
teaches Amt 
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Chapter C, 

I. The hundredth subject is this, ■when a person 

molests or smites any one innocent, it is a sin 

of one Tan^var every day for that person^ as long as 

he livesAnd, when he departs from this world, 

the angel Mihir and the angel Rashn make up his 

account and reckoning. 3, He full of affliction, 

and experiences much regret and penitence, and has 

no advantage from it^* 4. It is therefore necessary 

to keep oneself far from this sin*. 

^ See Sis, X, 17, 

® Lp, Bag, Jr^ have ‘ afterwards, he remains in that place.' 

* Bap, Je5 add "in that place.' 

* Bag, J15 add ^and tO do good to every one.' In La this 

chapter was originally numbered XCIX, and Chap. XLIX was 

subsequently inserted after it, and numbered C. In Lp it wa& num¬ 

bered XCVIII, and occurs again as Chap, C, white Chap. XCIX 

is a repetition of XLIX (which is numbered LII in Lp). The 

discrepancy in the numbering of the chapters, of one in the 

case of La, and two in Lp, extends backwards as far as the 

confusion mentioned in p. 311, note i, and was evidently due to 
that confusion,, 
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Ardashir, man, Int. 44. 
Ardlbahijt, angel, Sd. 11, 5. 
Ardvlsdra, angel, Mkh, 36, ion. 
Aredtu sin, Sd. 06, 3 n. 
Areaiira, demon, Mkh. 27, 15 ; Sd. 

52, 1 n ; m., Mkh. 6, 2 n. 
Armenia, Mfch. 44, 13 n. 

Ardm, land, Mkh. 27, 15 h ; Sg.lO, 
68. 

Arrunaas, Mth. 21, 35; Sg. 10, 73. 
Artih, region, Mkh, 16,10; 44,13, 

I3n^ ea, jj. 
Asa, pritttj Int. 33. 
Asadfn, priest, Int. 31, 31, 34. 
Ashetn-vohO, Sd. 7, i ; 21, i, 8-id; 

S5, I ; 46, 9 ; 4 ; 62, 9 ; 
80, 1-10; 64, 1, 3. 

Ashfi-aujtj birti, Sd. 14, 3, 8. 
Asmlit, day, Inri 40, 
Asmodeus, demon, Mkh» 2, 1:15 n. 
AspendiyAr, priest, Int. 19. 
Art?W, angel, Sd. 97, 2 j Int. 42. 
AstS-yid&, demon, Mkh. 2, 115, 

117, I53‘ 
Atar NyiyLr, Sd. 06, 4 n. 
Atheists confuted, Sg. 6, 
Attl^^frfibag, dastflr, Int. 36, 37} Sg. 

1, 35 T*; 4, 1*7 ; 6, 93 n ; 0, 3 j 
, 10, 53: 55? U, 213. 
Atffr-pEld-i Hlini^n, Int. 37 ; Sg. 1, 

35 n; 4, 107 n. 
-—— 1 MlraspendSn, Sg. 10, 70. 
Atilr-pSwtiyilvand, dastdr, Ijit. 36;, Sg. 
„ 1, 33; 4, eo6 ; Oj a ; 10, 5a, 
AtOr-patatdn, land, Mkh. 44, 17 n, 
Auha^-tuajs^f, king, Sg. 10, 70 ; Sd. 

62, I It; planet, Mkh. 40, i a n, 
AOharmasiZ-diii^, man, Int. 25; Sg. 

Ij 15^ 
Aurvai/^aspa, king, Mkh, 27, ^4n. 
A'x^n, month, Int. 18. 
Ablush, demon, Sg. 4, 53. 
Avesta, Mkh.1, 37; 16, 15 ; Sd. 14, 

3; 29, I, 3, 4; 43, 4 5 60, 5 j 
61, p; 8-7, 1} OOj 3 * 3 t 
06, 1, a. 

As^~e Dahlk, king, Mkh. B, 27 
39 a ; 27, 3.4, 39 ; Sd. 62, 1 n. 
See Dah^k. 

Az6, demon, Mkh. 8, 15. 

Bagh nask, Mkh. 32, a n. 
Bahinan, angel, Sd. 14, S; month, 

Int. 33, 34 ; priest, Iat.44. See 
Vohfiman. 
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BahmanjT, priet, Int. J4- 
Bahnian Ya^t, bdot, Int. i8. 
Bahrlirij day, Sd. 63^ 3; priest^ Int. 

ai. 
BaresliciGn], rite, Sd. 30, 1-4, 7^ 9; 

7B, 4; 77j 4 : 80, 3. 
Bares0ni, see Sacred 
Bengal^ Mkh. dlj n. 
B^varisp, title, Mkh. 8^ 19; 27, 34, 

3S* 
Bbrf^-kajtj(;6a, town, Int. 40. 
Buddhist, Sg, 0, a n. 
Bundahijj, b^k, Int. t9, 
Burial of corpses, Mkh,. 6, 3 n, 9. 
Burno^uf Collection, Int, 33, ^4, 
BGshiUpj fiend, Mkh, 16, 5,7 n. 

Canzaca, Mkh. S7, 44 

Caspian sea, Mkh. 27, a on, 44 n [ 
44, i4n-re n. 

Ceremoniaf, Mth, 1, 5S1 4, 6; 21, 

35i ; 31, 5: sa, 5; 
63, 34, 36; Sd. 13, 3, 5; 1.6, 
I ; 37, I ? 41, 7-io; 37, i. 

Ceremonies, Mkh. 2, €4 3 5, 5, i j ; 
Sd,47, T, 3. 

Ch in Oriental Timnds is printed iT. 
China, Mkh. 44, ijn. 
Christian ity, Sg, 16, +. 
Christians, Tut, 35 ; Sg. 16, i. 
Comets, Sf. 4, 47 
CoTistantly-bene^ial treasury, Sd. 

04, 9. 

Dldlr bin DUd-dukht, man, Mkh. 
2, risn. 

Dah^k, king, Mkh. 67, a5 3 62,son; 
Sd. 9, 5 ; 62, 5. See At- 

Da7, month, Int* 43+ 
DSmdSj/ nask, Sd. 13, 3 n. 
DlrSb, priest, Int, 34, 4a- 
Dilriibji, daslQr, InL ai. 
Darashah, min, Int. jj. 
Darmestetcr, Prof. J., Mkh. 1, 7 ; 

27, 50 Ok 

Dcts;i''ifi££.i 
93i nil 

27, at? u. 
Mkh. 6, 

an; 27, 3311^ 
Dir, fiend, Sd. 81, 14, r 6. 
Design in the creation, Sg- 6,46-pi- 
Dharpil, priest, Int. 33 p. 
Dhaval, priest, Int, ao, 34, 31, 33, 42^ 

Dim^vnnd m., Mkh^ 27, 3 p n, 4 411; 
62, 3d. 

Dhil-t Maindg-! Khirii/, age, Int. 
i&, 17; described, Int, is-iy; 
MSS I, Int. 18-34, 

Dlhkir^, book, Int. t9, 26, 37 ; 
Mkh. 10, i5n; Sg, 1, ain, 
3gE ; 4, 107; 5, 9a; 0, i, 4; 
10, 53 n, 57; 12, I. 

Dog’s gaze, Sd. 70, a, 7, 8+ 
land, Mkh^ 27, 44, 

Dughdhdvi, ^omin, Sd, 4. 
D^lzdih^hfim^t, Sd. 06, 1—3. 

Eating chattcringly, Sd. 31, 4, 6. 
Eclipses, Sg, 4, 4^ n- 
Edaiji, priest, Int. 34. 
£nan, Jand, Sd. SI, 6- Sod iran^ 
B^nSn-sbAh, priest, Int^ 37, 4^, 44, 

45; Sd. 0, 6. 
El'5n-vrj', land, see Atrin-v^_gd. 
Eve, Tvoman, Sg. IS, 15, 33, 35-37, 

4 r, IDS. 
Ever-stationary, MkEi. 7, 3, 7, tS, 

19; IS, 14. 

Kac^mrua, priest, Int. 34. 
Earmln sin, Sd. 62, 3. 
Farukh"!!!/, priest, Int. 26, 37 ; Sg. 

4, 107 j 9, j 5 10, 35- 
Fomalhaut, star, Mkh. 49, a n, 
Four-legg^ demons, Sg. 16, rj. 
F rada^alsb, regton, Mkb. 16, 10, 
Frasast, cake, Sd. S7, 9, 
FrSsiyakj king, Mkh- S, 39; 27, 34, 

35* 44, 6d; Sd. 60, I Bk See 
Afrlsiyib. 

Fravardin, montli, Sd. 62, r, a. 
Friiijt5, demon, \lkh* 2, 113. 
FrMlo, king, Mkh. 8, a? j 27, 38 ; 

67, 2i \ Sd. 62, I n ; priest, 
Int. 3;. 

Free will, Sg. 16, 77-50. 
Future eitistencc, Mkh. 2, 95, 193 ; 

27, 3^, 53, 63 ; 67, ii ; 67, 7, 
31; 02, 7; 03, 6 n ; Sg. 10, 5a. 

Oabriel, angel, Sg. 16, 8, 9. 
Gadmwi'pirCif, mio, Int. 19. 
GadCtg (brigand), Sg. 4, 10, 33, 39, 

ilf 47i 17- 
Gah (piice in, hoaven), Sd. 6, 7, 
Gandatep, demon, Mkh. 07, 50; 

Sd. 62, I n+ 
Gai^kd, Mkh. ST, 44 n. 
Garden of paradise, Sg. 11, 67, f,6j 
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75, 79, 55^*, 1*, 17, Tff, ST, 
39t 37, 13&J I4It r4“; 
14, 43M7. 43- 

Gatha^j Mkh. ii + T^t [59^- 
Gavah, man, Sd. 62, 3* 
GaySmar^/, man, Jntr ^5; Mkh. 27, a, 

T4 ; GT, 30 ; Sd, G2, i n ; 81,4. 
Geiger, Dr., Mkh. 62, ijn. 
Gitt-kliar7i^, rite, Sd. 5, 4, 6, 7 n, 

8, 10, IT. 
Gdln, Land, Mkb. 37, 44 n. 
GdgOtfaap, COTE., Sd. 67, 8 n. 
Gflkarn, tree, ^kh. 62, 38 n, 30 n, 

37 rt, 
GOpittGfiJiab, chief, Mktt. 14, 35; 

62, 8, 3r, 
Grades in heaven, Mth. 2,145,14^ ; 

7, 9-13 ; 57, 13. 
“ in hell, Mkh, 2, ras, iSjj 7, s*,3t. 
Greets, Sg. 10, 73 fi. 
Griflon bird, Mkb. 62, ro, 37. 
Guardian spirits, Mkb. 16, 19 it* 

27, 17 i 40, 303 40, 15,33, 33; 
67, 13: 62, 3j, 39; S^. 6, 37; 
S, 60b; Bd. 6, 3; 37, I, 9l 
67, 2. 

Guise, Dr. Samticl, Int. 3t. 
Guja^ip fire, 5d. 11, 4, 
Gbjtlsp, kEn^, MkhrlS, i + n. See 

KaT-Vijtasp and Vwtfisp. 
— man, Int. 44. 

(JSdangfii, Mth^ 3, ^9 n : 16, zo n; 
Sd. 22, T-j. 

dyl, lyian, Int, 40. 

H^dcsi nSmu, book, Int^ 32 n, 
Hadhayllr, ox, Mkh. 3,133 rr, 
H5(/dkht EAsk, Int. 17, 58; Sd. 22, 

3, 4; 40, 4. 
Hami ashS, Sd. 10, 7. 
Kami ztVi Sd. 10, 7. 
HaTEyf^rapadam, priest, Int. 34. 
HSmOn lake, Mkh. 27, 44 n. 
HaptSk-ring, stars, Mkh. 40, rj, 

19-ar; Sg. 4, 39, 53, 

Haug. Prof., Int. 15, id, J5. 
HemW, priest, Int. 37 ; Sg. 1, 35 n ^ 

4, toy n. 
HindOs, Int. 19^ Sg. 10, 44, 6g ; 

^Sd. 62, I n. 
H^rika, man, Int. 40, 
Hoiy Ghost, Sg. 16, 8, 18. 
Holy water, Mkh. 6, 13 ; 62, 34-3d. 
H5rn, Mkb. 2, 153E; 67, 38; 62, 

7, 3B j Sd, 24, a. 

H6[E^5t, Sdr 41, 7 n. 
H3ni-juice, Sd. i, 3. 
H6rniazd, day, Int 34. 
— bSs, Sd. 65, I. 

— yajt, Sd. 43, y. 
Hormazy^r, priest, Int. 34, 33 n, 4a. 
Hoj^adatj',angel, Mkh. 2, 34; 16, 56. 

See KhundW. 
Hashing, king, Mkh, 27, a, 19; 5d. 

62, i n. 
Hdshnngli JSm^pjt, dastfir, Tnt, 31, 

33* i4p ; Mkb. 14, I n. 
Hukb&hathrfltemli, Sd. 66, 4. 
HumitanaTE, Sd. 56, 4. ’ 
HUsh, elixir, Mkhr 2, 153 n. 
Htisb^j/ar, apostle, Mkh. 2, 95 ; Sd. 

62, 1 ti. 
H^h^^ar.mih, apo^Le, Mkh, 2, 9^. 

Idols, Mkh. 2, 93, 95 5 S6, ii. 
Idol-temples^ Mkh. 2, 95^ 6,7; 27, 

Cj. 
Inward prayer, Mkh. 2, 33 n; Sd. 

7, 7; 21, 3, 7, II, 12 ; 60, 5. 
Ir€n, land, Mkh. 27, 443 67, i&; 

Sg. 10, 74. See Eran. 
nlnianii, Mkh, 21, 25. 
rin-shah, fsee ErSn-shah. 

Isaac, Tut. aS ■ Sg, 14, 42, 48, 49- 
Isfendlyar, prince, Sg. 10, 67 n. 
Ispab^n, town, Int. 3^ ; Sg. 2, 3 n 3 

Sd. ea, 5. 
Israelites, Sg. 14, 19, an, 30. 
Ith^'^, yaxamaidc, 21, 1,8. 

J in wmo words 35 printed 0. 
Jam, see Yim. 
Jamisp, dasidr, Int. 33, 
J^mafipjL Minochiharjl, dastOr, Int. 

37, 4? ; Sd. 0, 6 rt. 
JaiEshcd, king, Sd, 10, Sec 

Yimsh&d. 
— da&tOr, Int. 3,3* 34. 
JemsaLem, Mkh. 27, ^7 ; Sg. 15, 3. 
Jew5, Int. 35^ Mkh. 27, ^7; Sg. 

13, 14 , 1^1 5* 3®, 44, 7^j I IT, 

l:3n, 141, T43. 
JndaisiE, Sg. 15, 2. 
Jupiter, planet, Mkh. 49, 12 n ; Sg. 

4, 30, 33*41- 

K^bul, town, Mkh. 27, 44 n. 
Kal'Gu/tIsp, king, Sg. 10, 64, C5. 
^ Kav^d, king, Mkb, 27, 45. 
— KhGsrO, dastUr, Int. 35. 
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Kiil-KhflsrSlj kin^, Mkli. 3j 95 ; 37, 
^a, 59 j, 67, 7 ; Sd. 62, 1 n. 

— LSharisp, Mth. £7, 64 j Sd. 6S, 
j ii, 

— QubSdj prfest, Int. *4, +3. 
— SpetidE^irf, priticc, 10, $7- 
^ Us, ting, Mkb. 2, 35 n; i; ; 

27, 54: 67, 31. 
— Viitaspj king, Mlcli| 27, ^7 ; Sd. 

62,1 n. See 
KSka, priest, Int ji, jj, 
Kamat, bird, Mkh. 27, 50. 
K^mdln, priest, Int. 33 n. 
KaQgddit, land, Mkh. 27, > 

02, a, I 'i ; Sd. 10, 7 ; 62, 1 H. 
Kanhaksha, man, Int. 39,40. 
Kins^t sea, Mkh. 27, 44. 
Kap2f4i;air, Mkh. 27, 39. 
Kar iish, Mkh. 62, 9, 30. 
Karjipt, bii'd, Mkh. 51, 9 ir. 
Ka^nilr, land, Sd. kO, 7. 
Kdvulist^n, Mkh. €2, to n> 
Kny^ns, Mkb. 27, 4$ ; Sg. 10, 69. 
KfiJi'n^^mazdl, Sd. 2 ; 60, 5 ; 

74, a. 
Keresdsp, hero, Mkh. 27, 49 n, 50 n, 

63 n. 
Khur^n, htnd, Int. 37. 
KhurdSi^, angel, Sd. 21, 10, ii; 41, 

16; 62, 3; day, Sd. 62, i, a. 
See HorvadaoL 

Khuitla^sl], Sd. 63, 1 n. 
Khdsrsh^d Ny^yij, Ed. 0, 3 ^ 08, 4 ; 

86, I u. 
Kh ttnsh^dj i Jaiifishl:dj:i, dastd r, Int. 3 3. 
KhfisrS (Parv&z), Sd. 62, i n. 
Khtisrdi-shahj priest, Int. 19. 
Khvnntras, region, Mkh. 27,40; 44, 

13 n; «2, 31. 
Kirmin, town, Int. 37. 
KunI, demon, Sg. 18, 13, iS, 19, 

^ Ahtigashah, man, Inh 33. 
lake, Mkh, 2, 93: 37, fii+ 
nask, InC. 17 ; Mkh, 31, 3^ n. 

^haTATf, blind, Mkh. 81, 9« 
Alnamrdj, bird, Mkh. 81, 9. n; 02, 

n, 40. 
i^ELvai/ bridge, Mklit 2, nj, i6a; 

01, f9 n; 40, 311 ^ 07, 
13; Sd, 1, 418, I, <1; IS, 6, 

15, la; 31, 5; 36, 5j 37, 
a; 43, 4; 4S, 10; 64, 63, 
5 j 03, ii ; ST, m, u J 98, 5. 

Lakhmidar, priest, Int. 33 n. 

LSilsp, see Kat-LdharSsp. 
Lord, the, Sg,13, iS, 39, 31, 35, &8, 

70, 77S, Si-ei, 9s-S7^ 109; 
14, 5,33,40,43,47,49, 53,77* 91 

Lord's prayer, Sg. 16,148, 149. 

Mih Nysyi/, Sd. 8, 3 ; ©6, 4 n. 
Mshm^, man, Int. ad ; Sg. 2, a. 
MahrkQjfi, demon, Mkh. 27, eS n. 
Mah-vindSa^, man, Int. 19. 
Mahyar, man, Int. ai. 
Maidhyd-aarm butter, Mkh. 2, 

153 n, 156. 
Maln^, reading of, Int. 15, id, 
Malny6-i Khat^, Int. 30-3 a ; Mkh. 

0 n.^ 
Makik^liah, priest, Int. 37, 45; Ed. 

0, £ n . 
Malk6s, Mkh. 27, a 8 ; Sd. 8, 5. 
Mi!j?eksh^h, Int. 33 n. 
Mitnf, man, Sg. IS, i, a, 4. 
MIntchaeans, Int. aj, bG ; Mkh. 

88, id n; Sg. IG, 59; IS, a. 
Manuscripts described, Av.-Per.- 

Gc^.j Intr 39^41; PI., Int. jS, 
19, 30, j8 ; Pi..Pi., Int. 3^; 
Pl.^Pi.-Sk., Int. 3<?: Pi.'Pi.- 
St,'Per., Int. a9; Pl.^Per., Int. 
39 j Par.'Per., Int. 33, 33 ; Pa., 
lilt. 35 ^ Pa.-Gi^., Int. aa, 35; 
Pi.-Et., Int. 30-53, 31-35; 
Per, proEO, Int. 41-45; Per. 
verse, Int. 33, 34. 

MdnUi^lhar, king, Mkh. 8, 39 n; 
27, 41, 44 n; Sd. 52, i n; 
65, 3^ 

MSraspend, angei, Mkh. 2, 34 n; 
priest, Sg. 10, 70 ; Sd. O, 6. 

Man^n-famkb, man, Int. 35, 37, aG ; 
Sff. 1, 35- 

Mard’shah, priest, Int. 37 n, 45; 
Sd. 0, d n. 

Marti, pl.inet, Mkb. 48,15 n ; Sg. 4, 
34- 

Marzub3n, man, Int. 33, 
Mas'audi, Mkh. 88, 16 n. 
Mashya, man, Mkh. 27, a n ; Sd. 

62, I n. 
MashyOt, woman, Sd. 62, i n. 
M^aendar, iand, Mkh. 27, ao, 40. 
MiSaendarans, Eg. 14, 39 ; 18, 14, 

aS, 39, 3T, 33, 3e. 
Mldydm^lh, dasttir, Int. 37, 
Menstruous woman, Sd. U, i; 18, 

4: 41, i-a3; 88, 13 88, 1-14; 
81,7. 
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Mercury, planet, Mkh. 49, 5 n ; Sg. 
4, 3*, 35, 44. 

Mesopotamia, Mkb. 44, 13 
Messiah, Sg. 15, rS, 45, 4^, 31, 74, 

. 76, 97p ioB, ^0^. 
Mihir, ang^, Sd. 1>4 ; IS, i6;100, 

a. SeeMitrfi. 
Mihir-dru^, Sd. 25, 3-5, 
Mihrb^nji, maD, InC, 
MiLrv^n, man, int, n. 

MlnSthirad, Int. ij; — abrid^d, 
Int. 44, ag. 

MItfikht, demon, Mkh. 19, 6 n. 
Mitr^, ange^, Mkh, 2, iiQ ; B, 15 ; 

IS, 5 n; 53, 4, 8 ; sun, Sg, 4, 
3^. See Mihlr. 

MitrS-atyylr, man, Int. ; Sg. 2, 4 ; 
&, 4 n. 

Mitrd-Spln, man, Int. ifi. 
Modes of acquiring knowledge, Sg, 

5, I <5-45. 
Mordtmann, Dr. A. D., Int. 17, 
Moses, Sg. la, 3 ; 16 P i5*> i54- 
Alourning for the dead, Mkh. 6,13 ; 

Sd. 99, 1-3. 
Mnhamtnadantsm, Int. 16, Mkb. 

1, I a n, 
MuhamtnadAns, Int. -sg, 
MuHli Behind Rustam, Int. 37. 
— Rustam Isfeudiyir, Int. 37. 
Mtiller, Prof. M. J., Int. 49-, 30. 
■— Prof. Max, Int. 39. 
MOjpar, fiend, Sg. 4> 47 n, 48 n. 
MCtazallk Int. 46 ; Sg,ll,38o. 

NEga-mani!^)a, district, Int. ar, 
Naremlhin, man, Int. 19. 
Nartm&n, title, Sd. 9, 5; &S, i n. 
Nasru/t, fiend, Sd. 35,. a ; 36, 7i 
Nausirl, town, Int. 3a n, 33. 
Navai6J,ritej Sd.5,i, 3,€,8,iai 55,1, 
Nlry&ang, priest, Int. rg-sa;, 34^ 

Jij 35p 4^ ; his Sk. int., Int. 
■ao, ja, 30, 53, 34, 39, 

Next-of-kin marrEage, Mkh. 4, 4 3 
ae,7r 37, la. 

Nihi^m nsskj Sd. 13, 3 n ; 20,1 n. 
Nizfjtd, demon, Mkh. 2, 115. 
N&nSbar, rite, Sd. 5, i n. 
Nonis, Mr,, Int. 49. 
Noxious creatures, Mkh. 5? SI 9i 

10} 63, 3j, 36; Sg. 5j 3i; 4,,' 
i7i 3ip ^3j 55i ?3 ; Sd. 
43, I-I Or 

Nyaywes, Mkb. 53, 8 n; Sd, 59, 1, 
5 : 3, 4 ; 96, T. 

[^4] 

Old Testament, Sg. 13, 1 n. 
Orion, Sg. 4, 29 n, 
Oxus river, Mkh. 37, 4+ n. 

Padama, man, Int. ai, 39, 40. 
PK/ashkhvSrgar m., Mkh. 37, 44. 
Pahlavi, Sd. 99, i, a. 
Pahlavi Farhang, Int. 15. 

.Pilhan, priest, Lnt, 31^ 
Pandn^mak-t Puamr^ Mihir, book, 

Mkh. 13^ ion. 
Parable of the gardener and his 

snares, Sg. 4, 63-60. 
Pare, district, Mkh. ©2, 15 n j Sg. 

e, iB. 
Pas, fiend, Sd. 91, 14, r6. 
Paul, apostle, Sg. 15, 91. 
Plug nask, Int. 17 ; Mkh. 19, ig n. 
Plhtnb, wolf, Mkh. 37, 50. 
Persian Gulf, Mkb. 44, 14 n. 
Pijindas plain, Mkh. 20. 
Flj-dS^, title, Mkh. 37, r, 19. 
P^shy6tanl, priest, Sd. 53, i n. 
Poley, Mr., Int. ag. 
Pourusbaspa, man, Sd. 40, 4. 
Pfegnant woman, Sd. 16, i ; 17, a ; 

70, 3 ; 76, 5. 
Primitive faith, Mkh. 44, 33 ; Sg. 

93. 
Puitri Vijtlspin, Mkh, 62 ,'10 n. 

PRtlk sea, Mkb^ 44, 14, 15. 

Qavimu'd-din, priest, Int. 24, 42. 
Qtiotations from Av., Mkb, 3,28-32. 
— —■ Giithas, Mkh. S, J59 3 Sd. 14, j. 
-good religion, Sd. S, 3 ; 32,3. 
-Sd, 40, 4p 
■-- New Test,, Sg. Jl, aop n ; 14, 

39 n ; IS, 6 D, ^8 n, 44 n, 46 n, 
39 ft, 61 n, 72 n, 92 n, 94 it, 
96 n, 98 ft, io:a n, 104 n, 109 n, 
111 n, 113 n, 11.8 n, lai n, 134 n, 
128 n, lag n, 133 11-134 ^,1 
143 n, 144 n, 14611,14911,153 n. 

— — Old Test., Mkh. 7, 31 n; Sg. 
11, 53 n, 64 n, 67 n, 71 n, 7a n, 
75 n, 83 n, 34 n; 13, 711, 9 n, 
II a, 1311, 14 II, 17 u, 30 It, 
23 n, 34 n, 23 n, 38 n, 30 ft, 

3J »j 3+ Ut 35 111 37 Ht 4® !*> 
41 n>45n, 47 n, loin; 14, 5 n, 
7 n, 12 n-'i7 D, ao n, 33 n, 34 n, 
26 n, ag n, 30 n, 33 n, 34 n. 

-Pi. m^^.,fSd. 23, 3. 
— — PI, scrip., Sd. 39, 4 ; 94. 3 ; 

07. 3. 

ub 
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Quotations #TOin Pl. Vd., 5d, IS, 3 \ 
6a;ij 60, 3; 6*7, 3-6] 70, &; 
71, 3 ; S0, 3; Oa, 3, 5^ 

-Qar^an, Sg. 11, 5n, 55m, 
34€n, 2^1 D. 

-- rev., Mkh. 1, 4^-50 ; 13, 0, 
ro: 21, 35, 36, Sd. 1, 
2, 3, 4; 3, i, 3j 4, ^-11; E, 
Jj ^ t S j Sj ^ t 3 5 16, 
3 I 16p 3 i 30, I I SI, 6 f 3&, 6, 
7 f 4 p 3&, 3 j 3&, 3 ^ ©1,4 J 
Sfl, 3; 47, 3; 63, 3} 61, 4; 
63, 5; 04, 3; 66, 5 3 60, 3; 
72,3 3 8lp a-i3i 63, 
3 J 06, 3 ; 04, 3. 

— — Vd., Mkh, 44,19-34 j 67, 34- 
39J Sd.l4, 3. 

-- other sources, Mth.S, 49, 6^- 
90, 95 3 67, 30^33. 

R^, anget, fjd. 67, s, 
RSma, priest, Int. 39, 40. 
Rjmyir, priest, int 33 n. 
Rapithiiviu, rite, Sd. 6, 3. 
RashtiG, ange], Mkh. 2, iiG, 119, 

8, 1511; 2S, fin; Sd. 1, 
4j 18,165 68, s; 07, aj 100, 2. 

Rivajr, town, Int. 23, 
Regulus, star, Sg. 4, 29 n. 
Renovation of the universe, Mkh. 

21, 33, a6; 37, 17; 67, 6, 31; 
Sg.l, 33; 4, n. 

Renunciation of sin, Mth. 53, 3, r6, ^ 
17; 60, B J Sd, 46, t, 3, 5-r i; 
64, r. 

Resurrection, Mkh. 3, 95, (93 ; 31, 
10 n^ 37, j6, 53 1 II \ 57, 
7, 31; 63, 20 nj 60, 6 u 3 Sg. 
14, 39; tS, 40-^ a j Sd. 1, 3; 
83, 4 ^ 81, 4, 

Riv^yat, RL, Mkh, 27, 13 a. 
■—Per., Mkh, 27, 3 3n, s® o ; Sd. 

62, I n. 
River of tears, Sd. 38, 2. 
Ronier, Mr, J., Int. 29, 39, 41. 
RSsban, com., lot. 2$, ay; Sg. 1, 

35 0,j 10, 54; priest, Int. a6; 
Sg. 10, S3; 11, 213. 

RUstlm, man, Int. iG, 44. 

Sabbath, Sg. 10,14. 
Sachau, prof, Int. 33 ; Mkh. 07,67 n. 
Sacred cake, Mkh. 10,17 ; Sd. 13, 

5; IS. “j4p 31,7; 37, I, 
3; 62, ], 3; 66, I. 

Sacred feast, Sd, 10, *, 4, 5, 7 ; 21, 
a, s , 37, 1, 3, 

— fire, Mkh. 36, 9 n j 63, j n; Sd. 
00, 1-5 ; 62, i-<S. 

™ shirt, Mkh, 2,.35 n. 
— thre^-girdJe, Mkh. 2, 35 n; Sd. 

10, 1^8, 15; 46,1-3 ; 82, 1-3; 
84, J. 

— twig3.,-Mkh. 67, aB t Sd. 68,14. 
Sad Dar, long-metre, Int. 37; Sd. 

0, 6 0. 
-metrical, Int, 37, 4l“+5 ; Sd. 

0, 611. 
-- prose, Sd. □, fin; age, lut. 

37-1^, 44d 4Si described, Int, 
J^34j MSS., Int, 39-45. 

Sad Darband-i Hnsh, book, Int, 45; 
Sd. 5, 7 n. 

Sahm, hero, Mkh. 27, 49; 62, 4, 
ao, 23 ; Sd. 9, 5 ; SS, i n, 

Satm, prince, Mkh. 27, 43. 
Sap^n, town, Int. 23, £4, 4a, 
Sasanian nobles, Mth. 1, 7 n. 
SaEavIs, star, Mkh. 49, nn; 62, 

ij; Sg.4, a9, 
Saturn, planet, Sg. 4, jo, 3a, 41, 
Savah, region, Mkh. 18, to ; 44, ; 

es, 
Season-festivals, Mkh. 4, 5; 67,13; 

Sdn 6, 2. 
SIf, fiend, Sd, 03, 5. 
Sln0 m6r8vj sec Grifibn bird. 
Shlhnamah, Mkh. 3, ar d, 29 n ; 27, 

21 D,45 n; Sd, 0, 5 n. 
Shlhpfir, king, Sg, 10, 70. 
SbahrWar, day, Int. 33 ; month, 

Int. 40, 
ShitrS-a^yy^r, man, Int. is, 19, jt. 
SbatvairS, day, Int, nS. 
Simurgh, seo Griffon bird. 
Sindh, land, Int. 23. 
Sirius, star, Mkh. 46, 50; Sg. 4, 

55 n, 
Slrfiiah, rite, Sd. 5, i n. 
Sist^n, land, Mkh. 27, 44 n. 
Siyav^iish, prinetj Mkb. 2, 95 n; 

37, 5S, 57 : dastfir, Int. 37. 
Son of God, Sgr 16, 25-18, 
Sophistry answered, Sg. 8, 35-4 5. 
SbsJi^s, apostle, Mkh. 2, 95; 27, 

63 ; 67, 7; Sd. 62, r □. 
Spabau, to-wn, Sg. 2, 3, 
spend nask, Sd. 4, 3 n; 16, 3 n ; 18, 

3 n* 
Spend^mia^, angel, Sd. 00, a; 44, 

I; 86, 5 ; 86, 3. 



INDEX. 

Spenamgarj deTnon, S^. 4, 51. 
Spiegel} Pixif.j Int. 34. 
Spirit of wisdom, described, Tot. 16. 
Spltamdn, see Zarattljt. 
Sr^ish, angel, Mkh. H, 115, iiS, 134, 

T+i, 14^, 163; », 14; 27, jjn; 
44, 35; eSj 5, 35; Sg. 8, r 26 n; 
Sd. 21, 10; 47, I, 5; ES, 4, 
8 j 87, I J day, Tnt. 33, 

^.b^, Sd. 14, 3,4-6. 

—' yajt, Sd. 5, I'n. 
SrSvar, snake, Mth. 27, 50; Sd. 

0p 5- 
Stars of various ^gentis, Mkh* 49, 

. r-rr- 
SuiAiar nast, Mkh, 44, 35 n. 

Muf^affar-sb^h, Int. 33. 
Supreme heaven, Mkh. 7, ri; 67, 

p, 15; Sd. 78, 5; 00, ir. 
Syriac, Int, j8 ; Sg. 14, 4a n. 

Sikand-gflcnSnik V^^r, Sg. 3, 3B ; 
age, Irttn a^, 37 ; described. Tut. 
25-33 ; MSSt, Int. 

Takhnnorup, Mkh. 27, ar, 33 n , 
Sd. 62, I n, 

Talmud, Sg. 14, 36 n, 50 n. 
TanSvar good work, Sd. IS, j; 

TCr.land, Mkh. 27, 34^ 
TOraniana, Mkh. 21,15. 
Tdr-t Br^ar-vakhsh, man, Sd. 9, 5. 
Two-lcgged detnons, Sg. 1®, 15. 

L'thshyacf-ereta, apostle, Mkh. 2, 
■ 95 
— neinangh, apostle, Mkh. 2, 95 n. 
’■Umati gulf, Mkh. 82, 13 n. 
Uijnatural Intercourse, Mkh. 8, 10; 

38, 4, 5 5 Sd, 9, I, 4, 5. 
Ursa Major, Mkh. 49, ^5. 
Urumlyah lake, Mkh. 2, 95 n. 

Vaj/akSn, title, Mkh. 67, 25.. 
the bad, demon, Mth. 2, T15 ; 
47, 9. 

—’ the good, angel, Mkh. 3, T15? 
’ Sd. &7, 3 n. 

Valkereta, town, Mkh. 27, 44 n. 
See Inward prayer. 

Vahr^m, ingel> Mkh. 2, 1T5; 38, 
p; 63, 5; platLCt, Mkh. 49, 
I j B. 

— f Var^vand, king, Sd. 63, j n. 
Van and, star, Mkh. 49, 12 ; $g, 4, 

= ?! M- 
Vardast, dastCr, Int. 37, 
Varkash sea, Mkh. 44, 15; 02, ad. 

66, 3. 
— sin, Sd. 41, 4; 48, 2 ; 6Q, 5 ; 

66, 00, 3^ 08, E'5; 74, 5; 
82, e; 100, i. 

Taparistln, Mkh. 27, 4411. 
Tehmiiras Dinshawji, priest, Int. iS. 
Three-legged ass, ivJkh. 63,d, 26,27. 
Three-nights^ punishment, Mkh. 21, 

10+ 
Thrita, hero, Mkh. 27, 47 
Time, personified, Mkh. 27, loj 

Sg. 16, 51, 79, So ; unlimited, 
Mkh. 8, 8, p, 15 ; Sg. 6, C. 

TJr, planet, Mkh. 49, 5 n* 
'ri/tar, Mkh. 49, 5, 6, lon-ian; 

62, 4J, 4a; Sg. 4, 3% 36, S2. 
Tijtar-y^r, priest, Int. 44 j Sd.0, S. 
Tobit, Mkh. 2, rr; n. 
Treasurers for the soul, Sg, 4, 53- 

96. 
Tree of knowledge, Sg. 13, 19, aa, 

33, TJ^j lad, 132, 138, 13?, 
M3p 14&- 

Tree opposed to harm, Mkh. 62, 
37. 4T. 

Trinity, Sg. IS, 
'rfig, prince, Mkh. 37, 4 3. 

Jt 

4S. 
Viiijt fire, Sg. 4, 53+ 
Vega, stir, Mth. 82,13 n. 
V^an, priest, Int. rg. 
Venus, planet, Mkh. 82, r j n 3 Sg. 

4, 30, 33, 4“- 
VIdadafsh, region, Mkli. 16, eo, 
Vikaji, priest, Int. 2 j. 
VTrdd religion, Sg. 4, r. 
Visparli^, Sd. 6, i n* 
VijtiEsp, king, Mkh. 13, 14 ; 27, 2, 

dS; 57, 30, 31; StL 62, J n. 
See Kaf-Vijta$pt 

Vtvangha, man, Mkh. 27, 24. 
Vizaresh, demon, Mkhu 2, 161, 164, 

166, 
Vohu-fryan fire, Mkh. 10, 39 n. 
Voh0man, angel, Sg. 6, 128, 109 ^ 

Sd. 14, 8n; month, Tnt. 33. 
See Bahman* 

VSrClbarjt, region, Mkh. 16, to, 
V&rf^rjt; region, Mkh, 10, 10+ 

Wednesday, Sg, 13, 101+ 
Westergaard, Prof,, Int. iS. 
AVikon, Prof. H. H,, Int. 19. 
WindtSchminn, hikh. 37, 15 n,, 

b 2 
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Wisdom, acquired, Mth. 1, 49 u. 

— innate, Mth. 1,. 4^11; S, 155; 
57,5^ 

Yajt.Sd.ia, St es, I, 

YathiSi-giifl-vairyfi forniula^ Sd. 7, 1; 
5> ^ j 9 J ^ I' 

SO, 5; ee, 4 ; 84, I, 

Ya^ad-yar, priestj IntK ai, 4Jj 44^ 
451 Sd, 0, 6, 

Yaad, town, lot. 33. 
Yim^ kingj Mfch, S, z'j \ 07j 33 ri 5 

B7, 2 [; Sd. 53, r n t his «tu:lo- 
sure, Mkh. 27^ 27, 39; 01^ 911; 
62, 3, 15; Sd. 10, 7. 

Yimak^it m., Mkh. S3, 150. 
Yimsh^^p Icing, Mkh. 27, 24. Sm 

Jannsh^. 

ZSd'-sparam, lot. 37. 
Zand, Sd. SI, 9- 
Znndik, Int 27 ; Mkh. SS, tSo, 
ZarafjSn river, Mkh. 44, 17 n. 
Zarah lake, Mkh. 27, 44 n. 
ZaratQj^t, apostle, Mkh. 2, 95 n; 57, 

2-Oj. 24, s61 Sg. XO, 63h » IT, 
256n; Sd. 1, a, 3; 4, 3, 4; &, 
5; 10, 52, rn; 6l, a; 
05, 9, 10 j 87, St 1*: 
SB, 2 J 98* 3: 09, a; the Spit- 
ainSn, MkLH, Xo; IS, 15; Sd, 
0, i3t 10, la j 16, 3 j 25, 6 j 
70, s; snpretne, Sg. 1, iS. 

— prlestj, Tnt, 32 n. 
“ \. AtOr-frObagaii, Int. 27 ; Sg. 10, 

Sjo. 
Zaitgar, prince, Sg, 10, 
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LEXICOIJS, aSAMMAH-S, &o. 

(SA6 Also ClArfriidDii PrdEB Sstios, pp. 14^ 19, 21, 24, 2S.) 

Anglo-Saxon,—An Att^h-Saxort Diciienaryt based on tlie 
MS. Collections of thfi Intf Joseph BeSu-arthH DrD., Profhesor of Anglo-Saxon, 
Oxford. Eilited and enlarged by Prof. T. N. Toltcx, M.A. (To be completed 
in four parEs-J Paris I and JJ. A—HWISTLIAN (pp,vi, 57^. 1603. ^lo. 

Chinese,—Handbook of ike Chinese Language. Parts I 
and II, Grammar and ChresEonlatliy. By jAines Sammerf. Bvq. 
half bound, l/. Gr* 

English*'—A New EtigUsh Dictionary^ on Historical Prin- 
cipip: founded mainly on the Tnateried;$ collect^ by the Philological Society, 
^ited l>y James A, H, Muntty, LL.D., Pre&klent of the PhiLolo^oal Society ^ 
with the assistance of many Si^olors and inca of Science* Fart I* A'—ANT 
(pp. xvi, 353). Imperial 4tD, i^r. i^d. 

-- An Miymohgical Dictionary of the MngUsk Longnagc. 
By W. W. SJceftt, M-A. Si^md EditiB^, 1884* 410* a/, 4J. 

-Suppleraent to tlie First Editioti of the above. 1884. 
4to. 35* dd. 

- A Co?icise Etymological Dictionary of the English Lan- 
£nf^. By W* Wh S^cat, M.A. Strand ajid ^Revised EdiiiBA. 3 S3j* Crown 
3v0. £.5. ^d. 

Greek.—A Greek-E-ngUsh Lexicon, by Henry George * 
Liddell, D.D., and Robert Scott, D.D* Seventh ^ition, Revised and Aug¬ 
mented throughout. 1SS5. 4to. ifr idlr* 

--- A Greek-EnglisA Lexicon^ abridged from Liddell and 
Scott's 4to. edition, elm fly for the use of Schools. Twenty.first Edition. 
1SS4* Square lamo. yr. oif, 

l9] . B 
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-Greek.—A copious Greek-ETtglish Voc<ibiilaryi compiled from 
the best flutbjDifittts. iSjo. ^4tbOv. 

“—- A Practkal Jnirodui^twn tQ Grsck hy H. 
W. Charidier^ MrA. Second Editioa. iSSi. Bvo. lOJ. 

Hebrew,—T/ie Bwh of Hebr^ by Abu *l-WaHd 
tbn JsdAl^ otherwise called Eetlibi Vfindh. litst edited, hreth an 

Appendix, Nenbnuer. ^to, tl. 7J. 6d. 

-■ A Trsatiss on the me of the Tenser in Hebrew. By 
S.. R. Driver, DD, Second Editioa, Ee-viaed and Enkr^cd. iSGl. Extra 
fcap, Si-o, Jf, Srf, 

- Hebrew Aeemiuation of Psahns^ Proverbs, and fob. 
ly ’Williain WickeSj D.D, i8Bi. Demy Svo, stiff covert^ gr. 

ICELAnDlC.—An helandio-English Dictionary, biised on the 
MS, collflctions of Itie kte Richara Cteasby. Enlaril^d and completed by 
C, Vi|;fi.''i*s&d, M.A. With on introduction, and Ufe of Richard Cleajby, by 
G. Webbo Daseat, D.C.L. 1874, 4I0. ;j, 

-A List of English Words tl^ Etymology of which is 
ilhairatid ^ e^ipariiot viiih Jctlandic. PTepaicd in the form of an 
Aptendik to the above, By W. W^Skeat, M.A. stitebedj aj. 

“— An Icelandic Prose Reader, with Notes, Grammar and 
Glossary, hy Dr, GLidbrand V^fusson and F. York PowcO, MlA, 
Extra fcap, Svo, lo*. Gd-. 

Latin.—Latin Dictionary^ founded on Andrews* edition 
of Ericaod's Latin Dictionary, revised, enlarged, and in great part rewritten 
by Charltgn T- Lewis, Ph.D-, uid Charles Short, LL.D. 1879- 4tci, if. 

Sanskrit,—A Practical Grammar of the Sanskrit Language, 
aTTUaged with rercrcocc to tbc Classical Languages of Earope, for the uSc of 
English Students, by Monier Wiliiaias^ M.A. Eoarth Edition, iByy. 8vd. t^j. 

—— A Samhrit-^English Dictionary, Etymologically and 
FhUoIo^caliy amtiged, with special r^tence to Greek. Latin, German, Anglo- 
Saxon, English, and other cognate In do'Europe an Languages, By Moaier 
WilliBins, M.A, 1S72, 410- i.^s.6d. 

—— Nalopdkhyinam. Story of Nala, an Episode of the 
hfahd-Bhdifiito.; the Sanskrit text, ’.vjth a copious Votnbnlciry, And an improved 
version of Dean MiLcnan^s Traiisktcon, by Mojiier WilEiantSj M.A. Second 
Edition, Revised and ImptovAd. tSj^. S'vo. 

- Sakuniaia. A Sanskrit Drama> in Seven Acts. Edited 
by Monier Williams, M.A+ Second Edition, 1S7C, 8vd. 3if, 

Syriac.—Thesaurus Syriacus: collegenmt Quatremire, Bern- 
£lein. Dorabach, Amoldi, Agrell, Field, Roediger; odidlt K. Payne Smith, 
S.TJ?. Ease. I-VI, iSfiG-Gj, sm. fnl. each. iL Ir. VoL I, containing 
Ease. T-V, sm. fol. gj, 

--The Book of KaUtah andDimnah. Ti^nslated from Arabic 
info Syriac, Edited by W. Wright, LL.D, 1G84. Gvo. JU, 
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GRBEK CLASSlca, &0. 

Arisiephatiss: A Complete Concordance to the Comedies 
and Fragnieats. By Hairy Duotnr, M.D. 4ti}. iL ir^ 

Aristaile: Tke PQlitics^ translated into English, with Intro- 
dactiot), MArgtnal AnaJysis^ Notds, and ladic^ by Bl Jowfitt, M,A. Medium 
Svo. NeiO'ly reoify. 

Hsr&diti Pph&di Rsli^iaCt Recensuit T, ByTryatef, M,A„ 
Appcndicis Iwq addiioe sunt Diogenia Laertil Vita HeractiiE, Farticuiac Hip 
pckiiaEici De Djaeta Libri Primt, Epiitolae Heraditea«. 1^7^. Gvo- 

Homer: A Complete Concordance to the Odyssey and 
Hymria 4>f Homer: to- whtdi is added a Concordance to itic ParaiLel Foasa^ 
in the Iliad. OdyEsey* and Hymua. By Henry Dunbar^ M.D, jSSo. 4IQ. iK u. 

- Graeea in Hiadefn. Edited by Professor W, 
iDindorr^ after a new collation of the Venetian MSS. by D. B. Monrp^ M.A-^ 
Fellow of Oriel College. 

Vols. L II. TG75. Etc. jjj. 
V0I5. III. IV. 1E77, ?df. 
Vots, V. VI, /}i the 

-Scholia Craeca in Odysseam. Edidit Gnil, Eindorfius 
Tomi II. r$j5. 15J. dif. 

Plato: Apology, with a revised Text and English Notes, and 
a Digest of Flatonic Idioms, by James Riddell, M. A. 3S7E. Gvo, 6j. id, 

-' PhiUhus^ with a revised Text and English Notes, by 
Edward Poste, MrA, i6(to. Evo. yj. <5if. 

- Si}pliist€c njid Poliliejt.^, with a revised T ext aiid English 
NolcSi by L, Campbeli^ M-A, Gvo^ iEj. 

—— Phsaetetzts^ with a revised Text and English Notes, 
by X-CampbelL -M.A. SocojidEdiLioiir 

- The J^ialogues, translated into English, with Analyses 
and Introductions, by B. Jowelt, M,A. A new Editico ie 5 valumes, wcdLcia 
Gvo. 1675. 3/. laf. 

- Tits Republic^ translated into English, with an Analysis 
and Intnoductioti, by B. Jowett, M.A. Medium Gvo. ;L3;r. 

—— Index to. Compiled for the Second Edition of Professor 
JowelFs Truti&lfttion of the Dialogfleir By Ei-elyu Abbott, M.A. 1E75. 
Gvo. |>aper covers, Zr. ^d. 

Thuqydidss ^ Translated into English, with Introduction, 
Marginal Analysis, Notes, and Indices;. By E. Jowett, M.A. a vols. iGBt, 
Medium Gvo. it. iw. 
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THE HOLT SGKIPTimES, &o- 

English*—jyj# H^ly Bibh in the earliest English Versims^ 
■ lldA<]« Trom the Latin Vulf^ate John WydiEFe and bis rollowcifi : edited by 
'the Rev. J. Foisholl and P. SlnddfiiH 4vot9. ^bo. 3^. 

[Alao raprliLted from ijTifl above^ with IntnoduolLo^a auii (JloaBory 
by W. W. Skftat^ M.A. 

-- The Books of Job^ Psalms^ Proverbs, Eoolestastes^ and the 
StiT^ ^ Sp/^mofi: according to the WyclifSte Versicai made by Nicholas 

Hereford H aboat A_D. JjG-i, iiqdRevis^ by John Parvey, nbont A.d, ijBS. 
txtia ftap- 8v^>, jj. 

-- The Neve Testament in English, according to the Version 
by John WydilTe, about A.iJ. 1380, and Revised by John PnrvcyH ab&at a.d. 
158S. Extra leap, Syo- dj,] 

-■'■ '' The Holy Bihk: an exact reprintj page for page, of the 
AuthorisedVeir5iionpnbUshedlntheyeari6rT. Demy 410. halfboiiDd, 1/, if. 

-- The Psalter, or Psalms of Davids and certain CantioUs, 
■Vfiih a Translation aad E^pctsilion in English* by Richard Rolle of Hampoic. 
Edited by H. R. l^mley, M.A., FeUow of S. M. Magdalen College, Oxfoid. 
With an fntrodoetion and Gloasary* Demy 8vo. l/. Ir. 

Gothic*—The Gospel of Si. Mark in Gothic, according to 
the translation nmdo by WnlJiln in the Fourth Centary* Edited with a 
Gtaiuttiatical Introduction and Glossartal Index by W. W* Sheat; M.A. 
Extra fcap. Svo. 4r. 

Greek.— Veins Tesiamenhim ex Versione Septuaglnta Inter- 
pretum secundum cxe^Ur VatiatnuHi Romae editum. AcoediE poltor varletas 
Codicis Alerandiini, Tomt III. Edilio Altera. iSmo, tSj. 

-- Origenis Hexaphrzmi quae supersuntj sivc, Vetemm 
Inteipnctnin Gmeconam in totuKi Vttn& Testam entunj FisLginenEa. Edidit 
FiidericLLs Field, A.M. 3 vols. 1S73. yUt. 5/, nj. 

—“ The Book of Wisdom: the Greek Text, the Latin 
Vulgate^ and the Anchorised English Version J with 4n Intradnotionj, Critical 
Apparatus, and a Cominentaiy. % William J. Deane, M.A. Small410. laj. 

- ■ ■ ■ Novum Tesiotmentum Graece, Antiquissimorum Codicum 
Tcjtua in ordineparnHelo dtSpOSitL AoCtdit coliatioCodids SlEiaitlci. Edidit 
£. H. Hans«ll, S.TnB. Tomlin. 18G4* 8vo. halfiporocco, 

——- Novum Testeanentum GraecCy Accedunt parallcla S. 
Setipturae lota, utennn tetua capitulOTUm notatm ct caaoncs Eosebii. Edidit 
'CuoldS Lloyd^ S.T.P. R, iSnso. 

Tho eama on writing paper^ with largo tiiaj]gin, lOJ. 
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Greek.—T^stsmentum (jriftr^^juxta Exemplar Millia- 
tmm. nSnio. w. 6^. 

name on writing EAEar, witE large maigin, ^s, 

- EvaTtgelia Saent. Graece^ Fcap. Svo- limpj is. ^d. 

- T/te Greek Testmnent^ with the Readings adopted by 
the Rcviscrt of the AnChiOTiscJ Version;— 

(i) fioA type, ^tli Eererchccs. Demy Svo, 

t?) Long J^rimer type. Fcap. Avo. 4^. 5cf. 
>(3) The same, qji writing papo:^ with wSde mnigitl, tgr, 

■ - ■ TAe Parallel New Testament, Greek and English \ being 
the Anthorised VetEioD, l5ll ^ the Eevteed Version^ iGSl; and the Grew 
Text followed in the Ecvlted VcisioD. &vo. 13s. 6d. 

TAi Jfr’JtKd VfrsiM is SAcJffistI Sff iht. Uttiversities ifj Os:J«Td aadCcar^rid^. 

--- Canost Muratarimms: the earliest Catalogue of the 
Bootes of the New Testam«tr Edited with Notes and a Facsimile of the 
MS. in the Aiubrosiui Dbraty At Milan, by S. P. Tiegellee, I.LrD. 
4 to. l Or. 

--■ ■ ■ Outlines of Textual Criticism applied to the Ne^sf Testa- 
jfteni. By C- E. Ilnmmond^ M.A. Fourth Edition. EkIiu foa^ Svo. fjti. 

Hebrew, etc.—The Psalim in Hebrew without points. 1879. 
Crown $vOr jj. 

- - - A Cosnaientary on the Book of Proverbs* Attributed 
to Abmhani Jhn E^ro. Edited from a MS. in the Bodleian Library by 
Sr E. Driver, M.A. Crown flvo. paper coTiers, 31, (Jif. 

The Booh of Tobit. A Chaldee Text, from a unique 
MS. in the Bodleian Librnry : with other Rabbinical Texts, English Traasla- 
lUiDBt and the Itath. Edited by Ad. Nenbauer, MrA. iS J®. Crown 8vo. 6s, 

-- Horae Hehraicae et Tahnudicae, a J. Llghtfoot. A new 
Edition, by K. Gandell, M.A, 4 voE. 1859. Sto. iL jj. 

Latin.—Lihri Psahnomm Versio antiqua Latina, cum Pam- 
phrasi Anglo-Sajcouica. Edidit B. Thorpe, FA.S. 1835. Svo. lor. Af. 

- Old-Latin Biblical Texts t No. I, The Gospel accord tug; 
to St. Matthew from the Sc, Germain MS. (g,). Edited with Introdnccion 
and Appexulioes by Johii Wordsworth, M|,A. Small ^te., stiff covers, C-r. 

Old-French.—Libri Psalmojnsni Versio antiqua Gallica e 
Cod. MS. in Bibl. EodlciatiA adservato, una cum Versione Metrica dtiis^iue 
Monnmentis perretastifi. Nuno primum descTipsitct edidit Francisona Michel, 
Phil. DoCr t3da, 8vd, ror. 6d. 
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FiTHBRS OP THE CHURCH, «P£3. 

SL Atkan&sms: Bisi&ricitl Writings, according to the Bene- 
UictiM ^cib. Wltll cm lntr(?diictE(iti by WiLinm Bright, D.D. lB8l. Crown 
6vo. 

- Orations against thi AfianSy With an Accauat of his 
IJfo by WilBam Urigllt, D.D. I&73n Crown Svo. 

St.Apgustim: Sikct Anti-Ptlagian Trsati$&Sf and the Acts 
D^tHe Second Council DCOiBDg«r 'With cm lotroduction by WUliam Bright, 
D. D, Crovm 8vo. 9^* 

Oanaiis of ths First Fmr Gonsml CmnciU of Nlcaea, Cou- 
etintinople, ^pbc^osp and Clmloedon, iSyj. 

——■ Notes an the Cantons of the First Fonr General Coimeiis* 
By Wiiluun Bright, D^D. rSBa. Crown Svo. 64. 

Cyriili Archiepiscopi AUxandrini in XII Prophetas. Edidit 
F. El Puscy, A.M, Tomi'll. t86B. 8vo. olaEh, a/, u. 

—:— in D. foojinis Evangdium. Accedunt Fragmeiita varia 
secnon TracCatu^ ad Tiborium Duioonum dilO, £did.LC poist Aubcitmn P. 
E. Pusty, A.M. TomillL 187a. Sya i/. ^Jl 

.- CoTn?neniarii in Lueae Evangelntm quae supefsunt 
SyrUce, % MSS. apyd Mns, Eritiii}i, edidit It. Pa}'ne Smith, A.M. 185B. 
4to, j/. 

- Translated by R. Payne Smith, M.A» ^ vols, 1859, 
8va. i4.r, 

Ephratmi Syri, Rabnlae Episcopi Edesseni, Balaei, aliomm- Sue Opera Mtecta. E Codd- Syriacit MSS. in Mnseo BritaiuiLCD ot ELhliotheca 
odleiatiA a^ervatis pnmiis edidit J. J. Ororbech. i86j, Si-q. lA is. 

EusehUts^ Frceksiastical History, according fo the text of 
Burton, with au IiLtroduetion by Wiiliam Briglitj D^. i8$r> Crown 8va. 
&t. 6rf. 

Irenaettsi The Third Book ofSt.Irenaeus, Bishop of Lyons, 
agaiuBt HereBies. With thort Note and x Glossary by H. Deancj B.D, 
1874, Crown 3 VO, 64, 

Pafmm ApostoUeorum^ S. Ckmentis Romani, S. Ignatii, 
S, Fo!yc.-irni, qdac sapcrsnnt, Edidit Gl^. jneohion, S.T,P.E.. Tomi 11, 

^ . Eoarth EdiUon, 1063. Svo. lA l-t. 

Socrates*' Ecclesiastical History, according to the Text of 
Huse^, with BD IntroiloCtion bj WilliaEi Bright, D,D. 1878. Crown Svo. 
Jr. 64. 
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ecclesiastical HISTOBT* BIOGKAPHY, &g. 

Ancient Liturgy af t/ie Church of England^ according to the 
USES S^niTD, Vortc, Htrclord^ add and IhA Rotnae LituT]gy arrangEd 

in pamUel Ciolimns, wtt^ prsJace and ddEiE£. By WillLam Maskcll^ 

Third iSSa^ 

Bacdae Historia Ecchsiasiicct^ Edited^ with English Not<;3j 
by G, Hr Moberlyj ifiSi, Crown five. lar. 

Bright ( W.y Chapters of Early English Church Jdis/orf* 
x3^3. 3vo. i^nT. 

Burners /history of the Reformation of ike Church of England^ 
A nEWEdiliOD. Carefnlly r^visad, and tbc Records oolLatcd vitli tbe originaU, 
by N. Pocockj M.A. ^ Tols. Juries rzduud t<f iL icr. 

Councils and Ecclesiastical Doenments relating to Great Britain 
and Irciand. Edited, ftftiCr Spelinan and Wiifeins, by A, W, Haddnn, E.D., 
and W. Stubbs^ M.A. Vols. 1. aad JlL iSiStj-jit Medina) Sro. -sicb iL j-/. 

Vcd. II. Part Ir iE?3. biediuni fivo. lOj. t>d, 

Vol,lI. Fart II. 187S. Cbnrcli of Ireland; Momorittls of St. Patrick, 
Sciil Covers, &3r. 

Hainiiion {fohn^ Archbishop of St Andrews). The Catechism 
pf. JEdibedj Tvitb Introduction and Glossary, by Thomas Graves Lniv. With 
a Prefaoo by the Right Plan. W. E. Gladstotii& 3vo. 13j. tyd. 

//am?notid (^C, Ef Liturgies, Eastern and Western. Edited, 
wilh Introduction, Notes, and LEtwrgica] Glas£ary> iS^S. Crown Bvo. iQj.Cd. 

An Appemlix to tHe nboVO. iSjp. Crown 3vo- paper copiers. If. 

foltn. Bishop of Ephestis. The Third Bart of JtE Eccle- 
skuikal HistPry. [In Syriatl Now first edited by William Cnicton, M.A. 

4^0- laf. 

I-Translated by R, Payne Smith, M.A, i860. 8vo. 10 

Leofric Missal, Thct ss used in the Cathedral of Exeter 
duiiog the Episcopate of its fir^t Bishop, a J>. Io£o-l c^7 2; together with some 
Account of the Red Book of Derby, tbe Missal of Robert of Jnmi^ges, and a 
few other early MS. Service Booto of the English Chomh, Edited, -with En- 
trednetion and Notes, by F. Wwretl. EL, 410, half morgCoo, 55J, 

Monuments Ritualia Ecclesiae AngUcanao. The occasional 
Ofhees of the Church of England according to the old Use of Salisbury, the 
Fiymer in English, and other prayers and forms, with dissertations and notes. 
By William Maskeli, M.A. oecoudt JEdition. 1882, j vols. Svo. sf. loj, 

f^ecords of the Reformation. The Divorce, I 5^7^i533‘ Mostly 
now for the hr$C time printed from MSS. in the BriEish Muacum and oEherlibm- 
liea. Collected and arranged by N, I'ocotk, MA, 187a. a vola. Svo. i4 iBr. 
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Shirley (W~ W,), Acemmt &f ike Chare/t in the Apostdk 
A^. Second ^itwrv, 1874, fop. 8vp, 31, 6rf. - ^ ^ . 

Stuhhs ( W.), Re^isirnrn Ssernm An attempt 
tc exhibit the CQLlt^ cf ^piscOpsl Succn^iiOD m England. 1S3S. Siohll^toL 
8/, 6d. 

Wnrrtn {F* Ely Liitf^rgy and Ritual of the Celtic Church. 
^831. 8vo. 14jr. 

ENGIilSH THE 01*0 &T. 

Butlers Worhc^ with an Index to the Ana log j?. i voJs, 1SJ4. 

Also seuaMteily, 

SermonSy 5^- Analogy of Rdigian^ Sd* 

GrcsweEs Hartiwmet Evangelfca. Fifth Edition* 3vo. 1855* 
9fr 6ti. 

Hcnrtkfs Har'inonia Sy^nbolica: Creeds of the Western 
Church. 1858. Svo, 5j, 

ffejntlies appointed to he read in Churches. Edited by 
jf* CHihiLs, M.A. 8vo. Jj. €ft- 

HeokeAs Works, with his life by Walton, arranged by John 
Keblc, M.A* Sixth Edition, ^874, 3 voh. $vo. if. ns. ini. 

—— the text as arranged by John Keble, M.A* 3 vola, 
1875. fivo. IIJ. 

yeivefs Works. Edited by R. W. Jelf, D.D. S vole. 1848* 
GvO. ti. ioJl 

Fearsof^s Exposition of the Creed. Revised and corrected by 
E. Eurtohj D.D. Sixth EditLon, 1877. Svo. roj. 6d. 

Waterland^s Review of the Doctrine of the Enohoerist, with 
a Preface by the late Bishop of London. Crown G^o. 6s. 6(t. 

-• Works, with Life, by Ep. Van Mildert. A new Edition, 
with copiowa Indexes, d vols. TSjjS, Gvo, si. tis. 

Whcailf s ]Uitstraiio}i of the Book of Cotnsmn Prayer. A neiv 
EdilLOn, 184^. 870. £J. 

WycHf- A Catahgne of ihe Original Works of fohn Wyelif, 
by W, W, Shirley, D.D. 

—Select EsigHsh Works. By T. Arnold, M.A. 3 vols. 
18^9-1871 r 8vc?- rtA«£fit Iff 1 1 r. 

- Prialogus. With the Supplement now first edited. 
Hy Gotthwd Lcchler. jsh^. Svnj, Pries rsdvssd ts 7/. 
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HISTORICAL AND DOCUMENTARY WORKS* 

British Bui^owSy a Record of the Examination of Sepulchral 
Momiads m varicDE parta ofEngtjmd. Ey Willtam Gr«iiwill*M.A., ES.A. 
Togslter witli Description of Jigtires of SJcalCs* General Remarks on Prt- 
histonc Crania, and an Appendix by George RoUesCon, M.D., F.RE, 1877. 
Mediam 8to. 35^. 

Britton. A Treatise tipon the Cemmon La^ of Englatul^ 
GomposMi by order of Kulg Edward I. The French Teai corefnlly revised, 
with an English Tnutstatian, Introdnctionj and Notes, by Fn Ml NitdioU, MA* 
3 TOls. I@£^. Royal £va. i/l ibr* 

Clarendon’s History of the KeheUion. and Civil Wars in 
EtlglandL 7 vols, 18^9. iSmOr l/r 

Clarendon's History of the RebeUion and Civil Wars in 
i^gland^ Also hls JUIc, vrntt«D by hinatelf, in 'which it iticlad«d a Con¬ 
tinuation of hit History of tbc Grand RcbcIUoa. With COpinuf XodexesL 
la ojre volume, royaJ £vd. 184a. i/. ^j* 

Clinton's Epitome of the Fasti Hellenici. i B5 t , Svo. 6j. 6d^ 

-Epitome of the Fasti Romarii. 1^54. Svo, 7J* ' 

Corpvs Poetkvm BoreaU. The Poetiy of the Old Northern 
Tongne, from the Earliest Times lo ihe Thirteotith C«btary. Edited, eJns- 
sifted, nnd translated, with Introdtiotion, Excursus^ and Notes* by Gudbrand 
VigfdKonij M.A.^ and F. York Powell, M.A. 3 vois. 1883. Sto. 43^, 

Freeman (F. A.). History of ihe Norman Conquest of FnX‘ 
land; its Cnnses and Results, , In Si^ Volumes, Sin, €d. 

Freeman (F* A.). The Rei^n of William Ru/i^s a7id the 
Accession of Henry the First, s vois. ^vo. \l. l&j. 

Gascoi^ie's Tfteological Dieiionary Liber Veritatum^^): 
Selected Pa$su£e&, illustrating tbc condition of Church and State, l403-I4<iS. 
With an Introduction by Janies E, Thorold Rogers, M-P. Small 4to. i&r. drf. 

Magna Carta, a careful Reprinit, Edited by W. Stubbs, M,A* 
iSytj. 4to* stitched, sj* 

Passio et Miraaela Beati Olani Edited from a Twelftli- 
Centuiy MS. in the Library of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, with an liv 
tioduction and Notes, by Frederick Metcalfe, M.A. SuiaiC 4t0* Stiff covers, 

Protests of ihe Lords^ including those which have been ex¬ 
punged, from 1634 to 1874; with Historicul InlroductlonSr Edited by JamoE 
E, Thorold Rogers, M.A iSyj- ^vols. 8vd. a/, aj. 

Rogers F. T), History of Agruuiture and Prices in 
England, a-]£>. 1359-1793, 

Vols, 1 and II fr33Q-t4coY iSfid. Sva. if. aj. 
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Saxon Chronkks (Two of thi) paralkt^ with Supplementary 
Extiacts fr£>in tbc Olhcrt. wlLh JntroductioD, nad A Ctos- 
sjiriAL Index, liy JI M.A. iSSf. 3v0n i6j;, 

SUtrlnnga Saga^ including the Islendinga Saga of Lawman 
StiirJA TtaoidiSOO a:id other worts. Edited by Dr. Gudbjmnd Vi£^lis5flLl^ 
Ia ^ vol&. S^o. 'i/. 

York Fis^s, The Plays performed by the Crafts or Mysteries 
of York OT^ the day of Corpu* Chjistt bi tbe i4tbj. isUi, aad iflth cent^iriea, 
Nowfintprlnled froca tb* unwjue iniumiscript iti the Libitryof Lord Athburn- 
ham. Edited with Introdactioo aad G^ossajy by LticyToabniD Eioilb. 3yo. 
911. Just Publishid. 

St^tnios mads for ihs JJni’vorsitj of Oxford^ and for the CoUegos 
and Halls tbercin, by th.e Univew'ty oCOxCokI Commissioinert. lESa. Svo. 
i3;r. M, 

Statuta Universitaiis Oxoniemis, iii34. Svo. 5^. 

The Students Handbook to the XJm^ersiiy and Callages of 
Oxford- Sevenlb Edition. lES^. Extra &iip. Svo+ 9J. 

The Oxford Univorstiy Calendar for the year 1885, Crown 
SvD. i|f. iS(/, 

The iJreseot Edition includes all Cfass Lists and other University dLatinctions for 
Ibic five years endirg with 1SB4. 

Also, oapplomeaitary tOntbo Abore, prico Sa, CpI^' 

The Honours Register of the University of Oxford. A complete 
Secotd of UnivcisiCj Honours^ Cifieers^ LisliFictLons^ aod Ciiiss Lists,' of the 
Heads of CoJJeges^ &c.. ftom the Thiiteenib Century to iSS,j. 

mathematics, physical SGIBHCE, &c. 

A eland (H. W.^ M,D» F*R.S.).. Syne^fsis of the Pathological 
Strict in the OxfirdAfuseum. iSby. Svo. 9j. Crf. 

Astronomical Obser'oations made at the University Observ- 
atoiy, Oxford, under the dircctioci of Ch Pritchard, M.A. No. i. iS^S. 
Pqyal Svo. paper covera, ^r. €d, 

De Bary (Dr. AJ) Comparative Anatomy of the Vegetative 
Organt f the JP/mairc^tfit Smt Ftms. Translated and Annotated by E. 0. 
Bower, M.A,. F-L,S., arid D. H. Scott. M.A„ Ph.D.. F.LS. With two 
hundiicd and foity-one WMdcnte and an Index. Rjoyal 3vo., half morocco 
14 3J, 

Muller (y.). On certain Variations in the Voeal Organs of 
the Passerts that hiive Aithertu nt/tiee. Translated F. J. Bell, E.A., 
and editrai, with an Appendix, by A. H. GatTod, M.A., F.R£, With Plates. 
1^75, ^to. paper covers, ?*. 6d. 
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Phillips {John, M.A., FRS,). Geology of Oxford and the 
Voiley of the Thames. 1871 ^ 3v*r a Tt, 

- Vesuvius. 1S59* Crown Svo, loj. ^d. 

Price (Bartholomew, Trealise on /nfintlestmai 
C^teutur. 

VoL I, Differential Calculus, Second Edilion. SvQi I+f. Cd. 
VqI, II. Intfi^l CaloaluS, CaIcuIus Variations, and Diffcretilial DquationSr 

Sceond DditioD, 1865. 8vo. 
VdL III. Staticfin ineludinp Attractions; Dynamics of a Mstevial Particle. 

Second Edition, 3vo. idr. 
Vol, IV. Dynamics of Material Systems; together witti a chapter on Theo- 

retical Dynamics, by W. F. Donkin, M.A., F.R.jS, i8£]. Svo- 1^. 

Rigaud's Correspondence of Soientife Mett- of the syth Century, 
with Table of Contents by A. de Morgan, and Index bj the Ilev. J, Rigaud, 
M.A. a volSh 1341-1: SC 2. 8vO. iSf. 6d-. 

Rolksion {George, M,D,, F.RSf Scientific Papers and Ad- 
drtJits. Arranged And Edited by WiUiam Turner, M-N.^ F,R-S.^ With a 
BLograpbiod sJccCch by EdVfAtd Tylor, F-R.^, With Foitrait, Platcsj and 
Woodcuts, s volsv S-N’o. it. 4J. 

Sachs^ Text-Book of Botany, Morphological and PhysiologieaL 
A Ntsis Sdiiion. ‘Translated by S, H. Vines, M.A. iBEa. Royal Svo., half 
]norocuo'> il. tiJ. dF. 

IVestwood {J, O.j M.A., P.R.S.^, Thesatims Rntotnologtcus 
Ifopeianut, or A Description of the rarest Inseots in the Cdlcction given to 
the University by the Rev. William Hope. With 4o Elates^ 1^74- Small 
Iblio, half morocco, ’^t. ICJ. 

®&£ ^acrsli iSoofes Df tD^ IHast. 

TaAriSLATED BT VAKItJUS OJHCMTAL SCHOLARS, AMD EDITED Blf 

F, MAX MDlLGR. 

[Dciny Svo. clotb.] 

Vol. L The Upani$hads. Translated by F. Masc MtilJer* 
Part I. The ASindogya-upanisbad, Tlie TalavakSiia-^nitbad, The Aitarcya- 
£rtLwyaka, The Kousllitakt'brfihniajia-iipanishad, and The Va^atieyi-sambLld- 
npanishAd^ lor. 

Voh IL The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught Iti the 
Schools of Apastnmbtt. Gautama, Vasisb^An, and BaudbAyona. Translated by 
Prof. Georg Bithler, Part I. Apastamba and GautanfiA. ioj. 6d. 
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VoL III. The Sacred Boobs of China» The Teiits of Con- 
fttdniism. Translate by Janm Lcgge. Parti. The Sh'Q King, The Rell- 
gioiM portjona df the Sh5h Kidg', ainJ The HaSlo King. laj. 

VoL IV* The Zend-AvestaK Translated by James Darme- 
stctcr. Fart L The VeedEd^. lOi. 

VoL V, The Pablavi TexfSn Translated by E. W. West* 
Fcirt I. The BuadAhi;^ Bahimui Yul, aii6 SMyoit ]£^shdy4&r. 6^. 

Vols. VI and IX. The Qur’dji. Parts 1 and 11. Translated 
by £. H. FolEiier. 3 ij'. 

Vol* VITh The Institutes of Viah^ru* Translated by Julius 
Joily. lar. iSfif. 

Vol. VIII. The Bhagavadglt^j with The Sanatsu/^tiya, and 
The AjitigEtA. T[onilnLcxi by K^bin^tb Tiimbiib Telang* lOs. 

Voh X. The Dhammapada, translated from Pali by F. Max 
Milller; and The ^ttn-Nip^ta, translated from PSli by V, FauEhSU; being 
CBtunnical BqoIi& of the BuddhieCs. lor. 6if. 

Vol. XL Buddhist Suttas* Translated from PSli by T* W. 
Rbys Davids. I. The Mab^onDibbAnn SuLEnnla ; 3. The Dbamnia-^hldi- 
ppayattBAa 5uUa; The Tev^^a SutEantB.; 4. Tliq Akamkhc^'a Sutta; 
5. TheAcCokhihi Suttni C, The h-fahS-EudosEana SlUtantiL; TbeSabb^Vft 
Sutta. Iv. 6d^ 

Vol. XIL The 5atapatha-Br5rhma;ra, according to the Text 
of the M&dbyandina SdioOl. TranElaEcd by KggelLDg. Part I. 
Banks I and if. i if, Gd, 

VoL XIIL Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pdli by 
T. Ehy5 Davids 44ld Heitnuui Oldeabtrg. Pan 3, The Fitim^kkha. 
The Mah&vagga^ I-lV. icj. Gd. 

Vol. XIV. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught in the 
Schoola of Apastainha, Gautama^ VisiBEi/Kljl and BaQdhijTina, 'JTranglatad 
by Georg Biihlcr* Part 11. Ta^sll/^a and Baudhiyan-a. los, bi/. 

Vol, XV* The Upanishads* Translated by F. Max Muller. 
Partll. The Ka/^a'tipacii&had, The Miiudkka-upaniabdd, The Taittirtyaka- 
uputishad, The BnihadAranyAkaL-upaiiishaid, The .SVetJUvatara-upanishad, The 
FrfUAO'UpaaiGhndp and The Mailia.yaHa-RrihmaMa*Ti|tB.n ikhml- lof. 

Vol. XVI. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of Con- 
faeiaaiSim. Traaslatcd by James L?gge, Pan II. The YI King, 

Vol* XVII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the P4li by 
T. W* Khys Dflrvidt and Herraaiin OldcDherK* Part II. The Mahavatcca. 
V-X. The AUUiVftgga.l-m. 
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Vol. XVIII. Pahlavi Texts. Translated hy E. W. West, 
Part Hk The DSifistici-I and The Epistles of MSindjiilhar. 12t. &/. 

VoL XIXh The Fo-sho-hing-tsan-kiDg. A Life of Buddha 
hy A/vaghoshu Bodhisattva^ tianslabcid from Sanskrit into Chmest hy C^hai^'' 
marakshaj 430, and from Chicioso iaCo English hy Samnel BoaL l OJ. 

Vol. XX. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the PdH by T. W. 
HhjB Davide aud Hennuui Oldtnber^. Fart III. The Aullavagga., IV-XII. 
5va, cloth^ IOj. 

Vol. XXIv The Saddhartna-pufjdJarika.; or;^ the Lotus of the 
Tme Law. Tnutalated hy H, Kem, Svo. cUrthj lir. SJ. 

Voh XXII. (jaina-SCltras. Translated from Prakrit by Her¬ 
mann Jn^obi. Fart I. The A^^SirS^l^a-Silrra. The I^blpA'SileA, £vOr clgth^ 

Vol. XXni. The Zend-Avesta. Translated by James Dar- 
mestetcr. Part II. Tha StrOsfths, Yasis^ and Nydyij. 8™. cloth, lOt. Ctf. 

Vol, XXIV. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West. 
PiVt llT- Xhirad, ^IkALd'gAufifintk, and Sad-Dar. Svo. 
clothe lotf. 

Second Series, 

The following VoluiueE we in the presa:— 

Vol. XXV. Manu. Translated by Georg Buhler. 

Vol. XXVI, The .Satapatha-BrAhmawa. Translated by 
Jniius Eegcling. Part IL. 

Vols. XXVII and XXVllI. The Sacred Books of China. 
The TeEta of Confucianism. Translated by James Le^jge. Parts III and IV. 
ThfiU Ft, or CoUcctlnn of Treatises on ihfi Rules of FroprijMy, or CcTCinnnial 
Usages. 

V0I5. XXIX and XXX. The Grihya-sfitra$j Rules of Vedic 
Domestic Ceremonies. Translated hy Hermann Oldenbsrg,. Fart* I and 11. 

Vol XXXr. The Zend-Avesta, Part HI, Tlie Yazna, 
Vispaiad, AlHgAn, and G£hs. Translated by the Rev. L. H. VtUia 

Vol, XXXII. Vedic Hymns. Translated by F, Max Muller, 
Part I, 

^ TAt Sccifftfs^ Sprier iviU MUliSt fl/ Veluniss iu aif. 
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I. ENai.t3H. 

A First Readme By Marie Eichens of Berlin j and 
edited b; Aaoe J. Clough. Extra Tcap. Svo. Etiff ooTon^ 4^. 

Oxford Reading Booki Part 1. For Little Children* Extra 
fCAp. Evd. stiff covcrE^ 

Oxford Reading Book, Part II* For Jaiuor Classes. Extra 
fcap. Sva. stiff 6j.. 

An Kle^nentary English Grammar and Exercise Book. By 
O, W. Tanqoctt, M.A. Secoad Edition. JSxtra fcap. Svo. ir. 6^. 

An English Grammar and Reading Book, for Lower Forms 
in CJasaical fJchooli. By O, w. Tnincock^ M.A. Eourth Edition. Extra 
leip. Svo. jj. (Srf. 

Typical Selections front iho he si English Writers, with Intro- 
dhotoiy Notices, ^oond Edition. In Two Volumes. Extra fcap. 3vo. 
3^. 6^. eadh. 

Vul. J. Latinur to Berlcefey* Vol. TI, Pope to IrraCaiday. 

Shairp (f. C; ZL.D,),. Aspects of Pastry; being Lectures 
delivered at Oxford. Crown Svo. loj- W. 

A Book far the Beginner in Anglo-Saxon^ Ey John Earle, 
M.A. - Third Edition. Extra fcap. Gvo* 3s, GJ. 

An Afigla-Saxan Reader. Irt Prose and Verse. With Gram¬ 
matical Introduction. Notes, and Gtossaiy. £y Henry Sweet, M.A. Foarih 
Edition, Eevised and Kniar^cd. Extra fcap. Gvo. Sj. Ci^. 

An Anglo-Saxon Primer^ mith Grammarj Nates, and Glossary. 
3y the same Author. Second Edition. Extra fcap. Svo. aj, 

Pirsi Middle English Primer, -with Granitnar and Glossary. 
By the aamc Author. Extra ftap. Gvo. 3j. 

The Philology of the ETiglish Tongue. By J* Earle, M.A. 
Hiird Edition. Extra fcap. 5vo. yj. 6ii. 

A Handbook of Phonetics, including a Popular Exposition ol 
the Friuciples of SpeUiti^ Refona. By Hemy Sweet, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo 
4/. Gd. 

The Ormuiunt; with the Notes and Glossary of Dr. R* M. 
White. Edited by R. Holt, M.A. iG^S. 3 vols. Extra fcap. hvo. ajj. 
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English Plant Names' from the Tentli to the Fifteenth 
Ccniary^ By Eftrle^ M.A. Small ftap. Svok 

Sp^cUnens of Earl^ English* A New and Revised Edition, 
Witfa Intn^uctioa, aad GIOBsarial Lidcx. By R. Marria, Llx-D., anti 
W. W. Skfrat, M,A. 

pAirt Ir BrOm Old Es^lisli Homilies to King ilom (JLIi, jo to A.Or 1500)+ 
Extra fcap, Svo. 

Part II, Erom Robert of Gloormter to Gowor (ArQ. 13^ to A.I>-1^59^)+ 
Second Edition. Extra fcap, 'JS. 

SpSi^Tttsns of English Litcrahir&, from the ^ Ploughmans 
Crede* to the ' Sbcnheaides Calender’ (A.n, 1394 to a.D, I,S79). 'With Intro- 
ductioA, No^M^ and Gloasarial Index, By W, W. Skeat, M A, Extra, fcap, 
8vo. 7J, Sf^. 

Tits Visian of William concernhjg Piers the Plowman,, by 
William Langland, Edited, with NotcA^ by W. \V. Skeitj M.A. Third 
Kditicn- HKtra ftap, 8vo. Ot. 

Chaucer. I. The Prologne to the Cotnterhury Tales,- the 
Knigtltes Tale; The tJonne Pre&tcis Tale. Edited by R. llorrisj Editor of 
SpeeinteoA of Early English, Stc., Sic, Rifty.firEt Thousirnd. Extra leap. $vo, 
2r. 6if. 

- II* The Prioresses Tale; Sir Thopas; The Monkes 
Talet The Clfirkes Talc; The SquieiieiTale, Sc. Edited by W* W, Skeat, 
hi.A. Second Edition. Extra foap. 3vo. 4/. 

'—— III. The Tale of the Man sf Lowe; The Pardoneres 
Tale; The Second Noiinea TaJe; The ChailOUTi! Yemannes Taie. By the 
same Editor. Second Edition. Extra foap. Svo. 4I. 

Gamsfyn, The Tale of. Edited with Notes^ Glossary, by 
W, W. Skeat, M.A. Extra fcap. 6v*. BliEf cover^ u- bif, 

SpensePs Faery Qmene. Books I and II. Designed chiefly 
for the use of Schools. With lotioducrtoti, Wotes, and Glossary, By G. 'W. 
Kitchin, D.H- 

Book 1. Tenth Edition. Extra fCap. 8^'d. 2t. 8^. 

Book IL Sixth Edition. Extra fcAp. Svo. drf. 

Hooker. Ecdesiastical Polity, Book I* Edited by R. W* 
Church, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcftp. Svo, tt. 

Marlowe and Greene* Marlowe*s Tragleal History of Dr. 
Fiiushts, and Grttrtlt HisliFy &f Friar Baton timi Friar Bun^y. 
Edited by A. W. Ward, M.A, iSjS, Extra fcap. 8vO. jr. def. 

PParloive. Edward II. With Introductionj NoteSj, &c. By 
O. W. Tancock^ M.A, Extra fcap. Svo. jr. 
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Shakispears* Select Playsn Edited by W. G, Clatk, M.A.j 
and W. Aldifi Wri^ht^ M.A. Extra fcip. Svfl. BtifTetsifeirs. 

The Merchant of Venice^ jj. Macbeth, 
Richard the Second. I/, (fd. Hamlet, a/. 

Edited by W. Aldis Wright^ M.A. 

The Tempest, u. 6^^. 
As You Like It. jj’. ^d. 
Julius Cxsar. u. 
Richard the Third, s/. 6J'. 
King Lear. u. Sd, 

A Midsummer I^ight^s t>neatn 
IJ. ^d. 

Coriolanus. sj. 6d, 
Henry the Fifth, a^. 
Twelfth Night, if. Jvit Pub'- 

Ihhtd^ 

Shakespeare as a Dramatic Arihi; a popular Illustration of 
the Vmiciplts of ScifliJtHic Ciiticiam. Ey RichiLiKi &, Moulton^ M.A. Ciovil 
Svo, Jtisi Piiblitbtdr 

Bacifn. I, Advameffimt af Learnhig* Edited by W. AJdis 
^Vright, M.Ai Seepnd Editiun. ExUa fsap. Svo. 47. ti^. 

■— IL 77^ With Introduction and Notes* In 
PrtparaiiOTi. 

Milton. L Areapagitica, With Introduction and Notca* By 
J. W. Halts, M.A. Thud Edition. Extra ftap, Bvo. it. 

-- IT, Poems. Edited by R. C. Browne, M.A. s vols. 
Fifth Edition. Extra fcap. Sno. df. €d. Solde^paraCcly^Yot I. ^a. \ Vol. TJ. y. 

In paper eovors l— 

Lycidas^ L’Allegro^ id. li PenserosO, ^d. Cduiug, 6d. 

Samson Agonbtes, &d. 

- Ill, Sa^nson Agonisfes. Edited with Introduction and 
Notes by John Chorton Colllus. Extra foap. .5vo. stiE covers, ii. 

Buttyatt. I. The PilgrinPs Progress, Grace Abounding, Rcia- 
iiQi\ of iAa Imfristnosetti of Afr john BuNyan. Editedj willi Ihggmpliitfll 
InCrodueticm and Xotes, by £. Vcnnblcs, M.A, iSyp. Exiia fcAp. 

- II. Holy War, dre. Edited by E. Venables, M.A. 
In the Press. 

Dryden- SeUct Poems. Stanzas on the Death of Oliver 
CromwoU; Astnaa Red ax ^ Aimus Mirabiii&; AhsalDin qjtd Achjtophclj 
Eeligio Laid f The Hiad and the Panthier. Edited by W. b. Christie, M..A. 
ScCMd Edititm. Extra fcap. Stp. gj. 6J. 

LoeWs Conduct of the Understanding. Edited, with Intro¬ 
duction, Notes, &c., by T. Fowler, M. A- Second Edltina. Extra fetp. Svo. aj. 
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Addison* Selections from Papers in the Spectator. With 
Natfitfi. £^T, Arnold, ^.A. Extra fbjp, Sro. 4^n €tL 

Steele* Selections from. 'Ey Auafin Dobson. Nearly ready. 

Pope. With Introduction and Notes, Ey Mark Pattison, B,D. 

- L Essay on Man* Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 
ij. ^d. 

——- II. Setilres and Epistles. Second Edition* Extra fcap. 
Bto. if. 

PartteiL The Hermit* Paper ooverSj 2.d. 

yoknson. I* Rasseias; Lives of Pope and Drydm* Edited 
by Allred Mila«, RA, (London)* Extra ftap, |to. 4J. 6d. 

--—- II. Vani^ of Human WisAes. With NoteSj by E. J. 
Payne, MA. Paper covers, 4d. 

Gray. Selected Poems* Edited by Edmund Goase, Clark 
Lectorcr in lingliah Liter^tnre At the Univeraity of C^mbildgc, Extra Teiip. 
Svo- Stiff coveri, u. bdf. In vhite Pardtiaent, ^i. 

—— Elegy and Ode on Etm College. Paper covers^ %d* 

Goldsmith* The Deserted Village. Paper co^'ers, 2d* 

Cowper* Editedj with Life, Introductions, and Notes, by 
H. T* Grilfith, B.A. 

- I. The Didactic Poetns of with Selections from tiie 
M max Pieces, A.D* 177;^] Extra fcap. £vo. 3^. 

'-■ II. The Task, voUh Tirocinium, and Selections from the 
MiDpir Poema, A-U, J 7S4—1799. Second Edition. Extra, leap, ^vo, 3r* 

Burke. Select Works* Edited, vvith Introduction and Notes, 
by E. Jf. Payae, M.A. 

- L Thoig^hts on the Present Discontents; the two Sp/eeches 
m jltocrka. Eecond Edition. Extra fexp. £vo. 6d. 

■'-' IT. Reflections on the French Revolution* Second Edition* 
Extra feep* $vo, 5J, 

- III. Pour Letters on the Proposal for Peace with the 
Regicide Directory of France. Senwod Edition. Extra fcap. Svo, SJ. 

KeaE. HyperioHi Book I, With Notes by W* T* Arnold, B.A. 
Paper covers, ^d. 

Scott* Lay of the Last Minstrel. Introduction and Canto I, 
with Prc&ce and Note? by W, Minto, M.A Paper coverE, Gd. 

[9] C 
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ir, HATIlf. 

Rudifnsnta Lathia. Comprising Accidence, and E>:erci-ses of 
a TCry ^[enOfinCary ChavAitcr^ for tie use of Begintiffri. By j&hu Barrow 
AlleOj MIA r EiLra fcap. is. 

An Ekmmtayy Latin Grammar, By the same Author. 
Third Editiptij Revised find Collected. Eitra fcap, Svo. is, (wf. 

A Mr it Latin Ex^cis€ Booh, By the same Author, Fourth 
Edition. Extra fcip. Svo. 3J. fiof. 

A Sic&nd Latin Exercise Book, By the same Author, Extra 
foip^ Svo, jj. 6^. 

Ri^ddenda Mimra, or Easy Passages,, Latin and Greeks for 
Unseen TiAnslalion. For the use of Lower FonnA. Composed and selected 
by C. 5. Jcrranij, M.A. Extra fcxp. I.r. 

Anglice Rsddenda of Easy Extracts, Latin and Greek, for 
Unseen Translation, By C. S. Jemumj M.A. Third Edition^ Revised and 
Enlxr^ged, Extra fcap. Svo. jj. Crf. 

Passi^^s far TramlaftGn into Latin, For the tise of Passmen 
and ocbars. Selected by J, Y. Sargent, M.A, Fifth Edition. Extra fcap. 
S™. sj. 6/. 

Exercises in Latin Prase CampasiEmt; with Introduction^ 
^Otes nad PsiSsages of graduated DifficoUy for Translation into Latin. By 
C. G. Ramsay, M.A., LL.D. Second lattion. Extra leap. 8vo. drf. 

Eirst Latin Reader. By T. J. Kunns, M,A. Third Edition. 
Extra fcap. 87a. 

Caesar. The Commentaries (for Schools). With Notes and 
Maps. Dy Charles E. Moberly, M.A. 

P^rt J. Gaiiie War. Second Edition. Extra feap, 3vo. 41. 6^. 

Pari II. 7^ CiW pyisr. Extra fcap. 8va. jj. 6d. 

TAe Civi/ fVar. Book I. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. xj. 

Cicero. SeketiOJt of interesting and descriptive passages, Witli 
Notes. By Henry Walford, M.A. In three Paita. Extra fcap. 4s, 

Each Fart scparabcly, limp. Is, Sd. 

Fart Ir Anecdotes frotn Grecian and Roman History. Third Edition. 

Fart II. Oroeni and Dreams; Beautiei of Natnre. Third Editioo, 

Part HI. Roue’i Role of her Frovinces. Third Edition. 

Cicero. Seketed Letters (for Schools). With Notes. By the 
late C. E. Prichard, M.A., and E. R. Bernard, M,A. Second Ediiioji, 
Extra fcap. Svo. 
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Ckero. Sekct Orations (for Schools). In Verrem I. De 
Iiiipcrio Gii. Pompeii- Pt* Ajchia. Ptilippica IX. "Witli Intrcuiuction anij 
Notes by J. R, KJDp^ M.A. Secoild IklUjOJ). Extra ftap. 8v*. !J. Srf'. 

Comdiits Nspos. With Notes. By Oscar Browning, M Ah 
Second Edition. Eiitia fcap. Svc. >j. 

Livy. Ssketions (for Schools). With Notes and iMiaps. By 
H. Lee-Wamer, MA, EjftrA fcap. Evo. In Fart&.limp, each Ifn Sat 

Fart 1. The Caudinc DisastcTt 

Part II. Hannibars Campaign Li Italy. 

Pan III. TiiC Macedonian ^VaT. 

Livy* Books V—VII. With Introduction and Notes, By 
A. R. Clccr^ B.A. Extrit. fcap. Evo. 

Ovid. Selections for the use of Schools. With Introductions 
and Notes, wid »n Appendix on the Romui By W, Ramsay^ M.A. 
Edited by G. G. Raoij^Oryj M.A. Second Edhion. ExttA leap. Evo, sj. 

Pliny. Sdscied Letters (for Schools), With Notes. By the 
late C. E. Fiichard, M.A., and £. R. Bernard, M.A. Second Edhion. ExUa 
fcap. EvOr 3f. 

Tacitus* T/ie Annals. Books I-IV. Edited, with, Introduc- 
iLon and Notes for the nae of Sdiooia and Junior Students, by Id. Fnmcaax. 
M.Ar Extra leap. 8vo. 51. 

Catnlli Veronensis Liber. Iterum recogiiovit, apparatum cri- 
lieuTD prolCgoAcLia appendices addidit, Rohiniinn Ellis. ArM. JBjS. ^fiioy 
Eve. Ibi. 

--' A Comfnmtary on C&tnllus. By Robinson Ellis, M.A* 
l8j6. Uemy Svo. idj. 

■- Verone^isis Cnrmina Scicciai secundum rccognitionem 
Robinacn A-M, Extra fenp. 8vd. ^ ^ 

Cicero de Oratore. With Introduction and Notes. By A, S, 
’Wilkins, M.A. 

Bookl. 8vd. Bookll, iSSl. Gvo. 

— — Philippic Qrniions. With Notes By J, R* King, M.A. 
Second Edition. iSjy. Evo, 

■■■— ■ Select Letters. With English IntixiductionSj Notes, and 
Appendices. By Albert Watsen, M.A. Third Edition. iBEr. DemySve. lE*. 

—■— Select Letters. Text. By the same Editor. Second 
EditiDn. Extra leap. Svq. |.r. 
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Cuero pm Ougftiie* With Introduction and Notes. By W. 
Rainsiy, M A. Edit«d by G. G. Rai(nMy>M-A, Second Extra ic&p. 
Svch. 3^. 

Boraci* With a Commentary, Volume I. The Odes, Carmen 
SeColaneH and Epodes, By Edward C. WEcktam, M.A_ Scoond Edition. 
iSjy^ Demy Svo. i jj. 

-A reprint of the above, in a size suitable for the use 
pr Schools. Eitm fcap. 8va, jj. 6j^r 

Lhiy^ Book I. With Introduction, Historical Examination, 
nod Notes. By J. H. SeeTey» M.A. Second Ef^tion. iSBi. $vo. &f, 

Ovid. 'P~ Ovidii Nasonis Ibis. Ex Novis Codicibus edidit, 
Scholia Vetem Cominfiieirinai cam ErOlcgoUieniS Appendace Indict addldlt, 

Ellis, AlM. Demy Svo. lor, €d. 

‘Persim^r TM SaUres. With a Translation and Commentary* 
By John Conin^on, M’.A. Edited by IdcDiy Nettlciilup, M^A. Secoud 
EdJcicn. 1874. Svo. JJ, 

Planiiis. Ths Trimt^nmus, With Notes and Introductions. 
Intended for the Hi^^her Eormfi of Public Sfitools. By C. E. Pwemnn, M,A., 
ti.nd A. Slomiin, M.A. Extin fcap. 6v0. Jj. 

Sallust, With Introduction and Notes. By W. W. Capes, 
M.A. Extra Ic^p. Svio. 4^. i>d. 

Tacihis. The Antiah. Books 1-VL Edited, with Intro- 
ducCwn amd 'Notei, by H. Pumeaux, M.A. dvo. i8r. 

Virgil. With Introduction and Notes, By T. L. PapUlon, 
M A, Two voh. crown 8vo. loj, 6d. 

NeUkskip {H., M.A,), Lectur&s and Essays on Subjects con- 
. necled with Ijitin Scfaoloiship and Literature. Crown Svo. dd. 

-Ths R&man, Satura: its original form in connection with 
its literary doYelopmcFiC. Svo, se:wed, u. 

-- Amimi Lives af V^gil. With an Essay on the Poems 
of Verigil, io conncctlori with hisrLife and Times. By fif. Neitl«liip, M-A. 
Svo. sewed, ir. 

Papilli^n{T^ Z., M,A,). A Manual of Comparative Philology. 
Third Edidon, Revised and Corrected, iSfla. Crown Bvo. 61. 

Finder (North., M,A.). SekcHons from the less known Latin 
P«U. Dtmy 0¥o. i^f. 

Sellar {W, M.A.}, Roman Poets of the Augustan Age, 
ViiyJiL. By WilliaTTi Young Senjir, M.A., Professor of Humnnity in the 
University gf Eklinbiirgt. New Edition. 13S3. Crown Svo. 9J, 
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Sdlar {W*Yr,M.AX Remoit Pceis of the Republic, New 
Editioa, find ZnlsirgcdL iSSlt ;e4j. 

Wordsworth (^.j M*Af. Frogmenis &izd Sp^cimsns of Early 
Latin. WitL Introduction^ Notc^, ^^74^ l3j. 

HI* GREEK* 

A Greek Rrwter, for the use of bcgiimers in that Language. 
Ey the Right Rev. Queries Wordsworth, D^C.Ll Scvcitth Editidlh Exlra fCAp. 
8va, Ij, Sj/l 

Graeeae Gra^fnaiieae Ruditnenia in usum Scholarum. Auc- 
tore Carclo Wordswculh, D.GrL. Niiieicerith Hdilion, iimo 4t. 

A Greek-English Lexicon, abridged from Liddell and Scott’s 
4l0r edition, ch.ie% for the use of Schools. Twenty-first Editioa. 1B84. 
SquAre latno. 

Greek Verbs, Irregular and Defecti-ve; their forms, meaning, 
and quantily; emhracicig all the Tenses used by Greek writers, with tefercncee 
to the passages in wbi^ they are found. By W. Veitchr Fourth Editioii* 
Crown BTO. Iftr* 6(/. 

The Ekinenis of Greek Aceenittation (for Schools): abridged 
from his larger work by H. W. Chandler, M. A. Extra fOAp. Sto. Ar. 

A Series of Graduated Greek Readers:— 

First Greek Reader. By W, G* Rushbrooke, M.L, Second 
Edition* Extra fcap. 8vo. ^d. 

Seeond Greek Reader* By A* M* Bell, M.A* Extra fcap* 
Svo. JJ. Cd* 

Fourth Greek Reader ,■ bektg Specimefts of Greek Dialects* 
With IntroduotloDS And S^otesv By W. W, Mcny, M.A. Extra fcap. Sve. 
4J. 6d, 

Fifth Greek Reader* Part I. Selections from Greek Epic 
and Dramatic Poctiy, with Lit rod uct 3 on a and Notes. Ry Evelyti Abbott, 
M.A- Extra foap. BvO. 4nr. (id. 

The Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek Poetry: being a Col¬ 
lection of the finest passages lA the Greek Classic Poeta^witb Intnoductoiy 
Notioeaand Notes, iiy R !?. Wright, MA. Extra leap.. Svo. £j. 6d. 

A Golden Treasury of Greek Prose, being a Collection of the 
finest passages in the principal Greek Prose Writers, with Inboductory Notices 
and Notes, By R. S, Wright, M.A„ and J. E. L, Bho-dwcU, M.A, Extra ftap. 
3vo. 4J. $1/. 
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Aesehyt^S' B&und (for Schools^. With Introduc- 
tioa and Notcs^ by A, Or PritAiid^ M,a. Second Editiocir Extra fcap^ 6vo, jj. 

- A^amcm?wn, With Introduction and Notes, by Arthur 
Sidgwrick, M.A. Second Edition, Extra fcap, S™, ^s. 

-- Cho^phoroi. With Introduction and Notes by the same 
Editor. EiftrA fcap- five. 

Arisf(?pAa»^s. In Single Plays. Edited, with English Notes, 
^Introductions, &c.> by W. W. Merry, M A. Eictra leap. Svo. 

I. The Clouds, Becond Edition, sj, 

’ II, The Aebamians, aj. III- The Frogs, sj, 

Tahtil&. With Introduction and Notes, By C, S. 
Jerram, M.A. Extra fcapr 3vo. js. ^ 

Puripidis. Alcesth (for Schools). By C* S, Jerram, M.A. 
Eslra fcap. fipo- u. 

—— Hclma. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and Critical 
Appendix, for Upper ond Middle Forms. By C. S. Jciram, M.A. Extra 
t^p. 3to. SJ-- 

—“ Iphigenia in TmsriSy Edited, with Introduction, Notes, 
Buid CritKil Appeodix, for Upper aod Middle Fojms. By C. S. jenam, M.A, 
Extra fcftp. Svft. clotll, Jf. Juti PuhlUhed. 

■'NeradoiuSj S^icciterts from. Edited, with Introduction, Notes, 
and a Map, by W. W. Merry, M.A. Extra fcap. Svo. aj. fid. 

Homer. Odysseyt Books I-XII (for Schools). By W. W. 
Merry, M. A. Tweaty«venth Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4r. 

Book II, fiCpaniCicly, Is^ 6dt 

I- Odyssey, Books XIII—XXIV (for Schools), By the 
suae loiter. SKcndiEdition. Exlra fcap. Svic. gr. 

—— Ilieidy Book t (for Schools)* By D* E. Monro, M.A* 
Second EditLOn. Extra fcap. Svo- 

' Iliad, Books I^XII (for Schools)* With an Introduction, 
a brief Ht>jn«ic Grurninar, and Notes. By D. B. Mctirn, M.A. Extra fmp. 
Svo. fir. 

-7!teid, 'Books VI and XXI. With Introduction and 
NciteSs By Herbert Hathtone, M.A. Extra fcap. Bvo. jr. 6J. each. 

L/ucian* Vera Hisioria (for Schools). By C. S. Jerram, 
M.A. Second Editlcn. Extra fcap. Svo. it. 6d. ^ 

Plato, Sekeiians from iiie Dialogues [ioeluding the whole of 
the Apology atid Cril^. With InlrodvCtina arid Notes by John Pnrvtt^ M.A. 
and a .Preface by the Rov. B. Jowttt, M.A, Extra fcap. Svo. hs.tid.' ' 
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SQpkecI^s, Iti Sfrigle Plays, with English Notes, &c, By 
Canipbell. M.A., Abbott, ^Ktra fcap. €vo. bmpL 

Oedipus Tyiajiniis, PhiloctctesH New and Revised Ediliotl, if. e^ch. 

Oedipus CoLoneus^ Anligonc, Ifn each. 

Ajux^ Elcctra, Traicbiniac^ If, each. 

- Oedipus Rex: DmdorTs Text, with Notes by the 
present Bishop of St. David^s. Ext. fcap. Svo. Uidp, if. 

Theccritus (for School^. With Notes, By H* Kynaston, 
D.D. (late Sri(JW)+ Third Edition. Extra fcap. Bvo. ^f. 

Xenophon. Easy Selections, (for Junior Classes)* With a 
Vocibiilaiy. Notea, and Map- IJy J. S- Pkillpotts, B.C.L„ and C. S. Jeiramj 
M,Ar Thud EditioEi. Extra ftap. 5tc. 3J. m. 

. ■ ■ SeUetiom (for Schools). With Notes and Maps. By 
J* S. RhiUpotts, B-C.L. Fcnrth Edition. Extra fcflrp. Svo, jj. 

-Anabasis^ Book II. With Notes and Map* By C* S. 
Jerrain, M.A. ExCta fcftp. Svo. Jj. 

——' Cyrepciedia^ Books IV and V. With Introduction and 
Notes by C. Bigg, D.D. Extra fop. &to. is. &d. 

A rzstoiiPs Polities. By W* L, Newman, M.A, [In preparation.'] 

Aristotelian Studies. I* On the Stnicture of the Seventh 
Book of the Nicomatheaii Ethics. By J.C. Wilson, M.A. iBjp. Medium Svo. 
slifF, 5J. 

Demosthenes and Aeschines. The Orations of Demosthenes 
and -flischines o» the Crown. With Inlroducfoty and Notes, By 
G. A. SimcQx, M.A., and W. H. Simcox, M.A. 1871. SvO. T3f. 

Geldart (.£* M.^ B.Ai). The Modem Greek Lan^age in its 
rcladoa to AndcEt Greek. Extra fcap. Bvo. 4^. 

Hkks (E. L., M.A.}. A Manual of Greek I/istorkal Piserip- 
tions. Demy SvO. lOf. 

Homer. Odyssey, Books I-XII, Edited with English Notes, 
AppendIcea, etc- By W* W. Merry, M.A., and the late James Riddell, M.A, 
1.S76. Eemy Evo. iw. 

__A Grammar of the Homeric Diaket. By D. B. Monroj 
M.A. Demy Etc. I cm. 6i^. 
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Sophocks. The Plays and Frailments. With English Notes 
Etnd Introductions, by Lewi? CnmpbcJl, M.A. 2 volt, 

Vol. T. 0«dSpns TyiajinutL OfidipflE Coloncut. Antigone. Second 
Editioa. iSfg, 0VO. idJ. 

VoL II. Ajeut. EJflctrir. TracHtniae, Phiioctetes. Fra^fmtnEs. iSSr. 
SVOr 

Sopft^d^s. The Text of the Seven Plays. By the same 
Editor, Estna ftap, Bvo. 4J, tiL 

IV* FRENCH AND ITALIAN* 

Bfacks^s Etym^hgkal Dictionary of the Frmch La^iguagc. 
with B Prefat* cm the Principles of Ercndi Etyrnology. Tranfilatcc! into 
English hy G- W. Kitchin, D-D. Third Edition, Crown 9vo. 7j. ^d. 

. - Historical Graimnar of the Frsjick Language. Trans¬ 
lated into Ej^gliEh bj G. W. Kitchln, D.D. Eourtb Ediciotn, E»;Lra fcap. 
SVOr jf, 

’iSTorks br OEORQE BAIUTSSTTBY, M.A, 

Primer of French Literature. Extra fcap, Svo, zs.- i. 

Short History of French Literature. Crown Svo. loj. 6d. 

Specimens of Frmch Literature^ from Villon to Hugo. Crown 
Svo. j>J. 

Corneill/s Horace. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by 
George SBiutBbltry, M,A EKtxa fcap. £vo. ir. 6d, 

Afoiih'e*s La' Fr^'euses R idicules. Ed ited* witli Introduction 
and Ifotes, by Andrew XHang, M.A, Exlii fcap. -Gv*. u. 6d. 

Voltair^s M^o^. Edited, wdth Introduction and Notes, by 
George SniirC^hriiy, Fxtis /cap. Sro. cloth, ax. ptji JPu^ishtd, 

Beaumarchais’ LeBarhier de Stvills. Edited, with Introdnotion 
and Notes, by Austin DobfoQ. Ej^tra feap, 3va. ex. 6d. 

Musset’s On ne hadmepas a^ec I*Amoj^y and Fantasia. Edited, 
with Pwlegomefli, Notes, etc,, by Walter Herrii^ Pollock. Etlra fcup. 
Sto, Uh 

Qtiinet’s Lettres d sa Mkre. Selected and edited by George 
SaiatEhmy, Extra fcap, Svo. cloth, 3x, J\»d PubUshtd. 

Sainte-Bcu'Oe. Sehdions from the Causeries du Lundi. Edited 
by George Samtshniy, In iht- Awf. 
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UEloquence la Chaire et de is THbune Fran^&isgs* Edited 
by PAtll BEouHt, £.Al (Univ. GaUic.), Vol. t. F^vitcb SitCFcd OrutQTy. 
£xtra fcap. £¥Dl as. 6ii. 

Edited b7 OtnaTAVX^ B.A. 

Cam^ids Cifina, and Moli^re's Les Femfttes Savsftfes. With 
Idtroduction and NatcSn Extra fcap, £¥o, is, 

L^zs XIV and his C<ntUniporari£s ; as described in Extracts 
from tht best tJemojra of the Seventeenth Centwry. With Eng^liah £4'oteE, 
Goiealogtcal Tables, Sec. Extra fcap. Svo, aj, <Stf. 

Msisirg, Xavier ds. Voyage aziiour de ma Chambre. Ourikaj 
by AffSiia.me dt Duras; La Dot dc Suzette^ by Lee Jorneaux dc 
VHfitel Corneille. ^ MdfTtimd A&imt; MdsaTfiatiirCs d'un £<^lier^ by Jiedp!^he 
TspF^r. Second Mition, Extra feap. Svo. zr, drf. 

Molilrde Lcs Fonrheries ds Sce^in. With Voltaire's Life of 
Moliire. E^ctra fcap. SxOr stiff coveiBj u, 6d. 

Molikrds Les Foi^beries de Scapin, and Raei?ie's Aihalie. 
W'itb VoltaLre^fi Life of Molifens, Extra fcapr Svo, aJr drfr 

Rachie's Andromaque^ and Comsilles Le Menieur. With 
Loaia Racine's Life of bit Father. Extra fc*p- Svo. is. 

Regnards Le yoneur, and Bmeys and Fslaprai's Le Grondeur. 
Extra fcap, dvo. nt. dtf. 

Sivigne^ Madame de, and her chief CanUmporaries, Selections 
from ikt CptTtsp^nd^fiss of. Intended more especially for Girls' Schools. 
Extra foap. 8vo. 

Dante, Selections from the Inferno* With Introduction and 
Notes. By H. B. Cotterill, BA. Extra fcap. 3VO. 6d. 

passe. La Cerusaiemme Liberata. Cantos i* 11* With In- 
troducti'Sii and Notes. By the same Editor, Extra fcap. Svo. is, 6it. 

V. GEJRIOJN’. 

GERMAN COURSE. By HERMANN LANGH. 

The Germans at Heme; a Practical Introduction to German 
Conversation, with an Appeadhc cooiaining tbe Essenlials of German Go+mnuar. 
Second Edition, Svo. is. Gd, 

The German Manual; a German Grammar, Reading Book, 
and a Handbook of German Couveraatioo. Evo, GA, 
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Grammar of the German LanguagSv Evo. 6d, 
This 'GniinTnar' is srepnnL of [he GmmmarconEain^ in "ThcG^nilAn 

and, in this scpaiatia form, is intended for the use of Students \^ho wish Id iruikd 
themselves acquunted with Geminn Gtauicnsr chieAy for the purpose of bcin^^ 
ahlit to i^end GetniAn books. 

German Composiiim; A Theoretical and Practical Guide to 
the Art of TrmsSalmg English Prote into (Jerra sn. SrOf Gd. 

Lessings Laokoon, With Introduction, English NoteSj etc. 
By A Phil, Doc., M.A. Extra fcap, $vq. Gd. 

Sc/n'iler's Wilkebn Tell. Translated into English Verse by 
E. Massidp M.A. Estra fcap. £vo. 

Also, Ediiyed by 0. A. BTfCH&SIhfi IPhil. I>qc. 

Gffef/ie^s With a Life of Goethe, &c. Third Edition. 
Extnt feap. Svo. 

—— Ipkigenis anj Tauris. A Drama, With a Critical In¬ 
troduction and Notes. Scennd EdilioOfl. Extra tcap. Svo. 

Heim^s Prosa, being Selections from hia Prose Works. With 
English Notes, etc. Extra fcap. Svo. 41. Gd. 

LessinPs Minna Barfz/ielm. A Comedy. With a Life 
of Ltssiog, Critical Analysis, Complete Commentaryp &Cr Pouith Edition. 
Extra fcAp. Svo. 6d. 

—— Nathan dsr iVetse* With Introduction, Notes, etc. 
Extra fcap. 8vo. 4^. Cd. 

SekiRer^s Histerisehe Skizsen; Egmm^s Lebm und TW, and 
BtU^riin^ -uan A7fiwtrpe7\y Second EdUiod. Extra fCap. Svo. 

—^ Wilhitm TeU. With a Life of Schiller i an his- 
loncal and criticnl rnCroditctiou, Arguments, and n. ccunplcit CommcntaTyp 
and Map. Sixth Edition, Extra fcap. -evOn jj. 

——' Wilhelm Tell School Edition. W'ith Map. Extra fcap. 
8V0r Vr 

Halm’s Griseldis. In Preparation, 

Modern German Reader. A Graduated Collection of Prose 
Extracts from Modern Gemun writers ;— 

Part I. With Hngliih Notas, a GrammatiBil Appendix, and a complete 
Vocalmlary. Eourth Edition. Eirctra fcap. Svo. 3r. Gd. 

Parts H and III la Prepamtion* 
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VI. MATHEMATICS, EH^STSICAL aciBlifCE, 

By LEWIS HEWflUSV, M A, 

Figi^ss madE Easy : a first Arithmetic Book. (Introductory 
to Scholir's AnlhineEic,’) CtownSve. td. 

Answers ta the Essamples in Figures made Easy^ together 
'K'itli two thoiiian^ Fjfbmple tonned from the in tho £»'cc\% 
with Answeri, Croiiu 8t^o. if. 

The ScitolaFs Arithmetic: with Answers to the Examples. 
Crown S'VQ. 4f. 

The Scholars Algebra. An Introductory work on Algebra. 
Crown Svo. 4J. Cc^. 

Baynes {R* M.Ai). Lessons im Tker^nedynamics, 1S7®' 
Crown Svo. Jf. f'd. 

Chambers {G. F.^ F.R.A.Si). A Ha^idbeok of Descriptive 
Astronomy^ Third EditlOHr iSjJ. Dtmy Svo. aSf. 

Clarke {Col A. R.^C.B.^R.Ei). Geodesy. t88o. Svo. laj. 6(/. 

Donkin (W. F.^ M.A.t F.R.S.). Acaustics, 1870, Crown Svo. 
7f. td. 

Gaiion {Douglas, CE,j F.R.S.), The Comtruction of Healthy 
. DwsUin^ j nniuoly HoufiC^. IlospltAlf^ Barmchs. A5^luiii&, Sfo. Demy Syd. 

lOf. 

Hmnilton {R* G. dl). and Balt. Book-kecphig. N ew and 
enlarged uition. Extra foap. SvO. limp cloth, If. 

Harcourt (A. Veman, M,A,), and H G. Madan, M.A. 
Extreisa fit Anwi/iW Chtmisity. Vot-1. Etementsuy ExergisK. Tli-iid 
Edition. Crown Svo. jf. 

Maclaren (A rchihsld). A System of Physical Education : 
Theoretical nod PmcLinal. Extra fcap. Svo. ^s. 6d. 

Madan (i/. G., M.Af Tables of Qtudi/ative Analysis. 
Large 4(0. paper. 4f. Gd. 

Maxwell {ff* Clerk, MA., F.RSf A Treatise on Electricity 
and Magnetism. Secoctd Edition, a vols. Demy 3v0- lA Tu, 

—— An Elementary Treatise an Eleetriaty. Edited by 
WiltiniD Garnett^ M.A. Deaiy Svo. Jn 6d. 
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Mimhin {G, M., A Treaiise <?#t Third 
Edition, Corrtctied ftnd Enlatfied, Vol. L £:giiiJi^j^tnn ef Forces. 
Svo. 9J, Just Fui^isked. Vol. Hr In ike Frttt. 

——- Unipl&ncsr Kimmittks of Solids arid Fluids. Crown Svo. 
•Jf. Sd. 

RoResfoTi [G.y M.D.f F.R.S.). Farms of Animal Life. IJlus- 
trat«d by DescnptioT^a and Drawinga of Dissections. A New E^tioh ib the 
Pjks. 

Smyth. A Cycle of Cdesiial Objects, Observed, Reduced^ 
and Disciisjcd by Admiral W. K. Smyth, R.N. Revi^d, Condeneed, and greatly 
enlarged by G-Fr CbiTnhers, F.ErA,S. ifiSl. 8vOr Fricc reduced io 12s. 

Stewart {Balfour^ LL.D., F.K.SX A Treatise oit Heaif v/lth 
nmnerotis Woodcuts and Dtagpiips. Eonrth Editioo. i38i. Extra fcap. Svo. 

6d. 

Sioty-Mashelync (M, N. N., M.A.). Crystallography, In the 
Fr«s. 

Verjioji-Harcaurt {L. F.^ M.A.). A Treatise an Rivers and 
Cdtiods, relating to the Control and ImpraTcmcnt of Elvccs^ and the 
Cotistniction, acid Development of Canals, a T0I5, (Vd, I, Text. Vol. II, 
Platts.) Bvo. iif. 

-Harbours and Docks; their Physical Features, History, 
Constmctloa, EquipKDtbt, and Maintenabct; with ^tatistioG ois to their Com-, 
meloial DevelopincnL a vols, Svo, 2^. 

Watsoft (H. W., M.A.). A Treatise on the Kineik Theory 
^ Caas. 13^6, Svo. ^s.Cid. 

Watson {H. W.. M.A\ and S. H, Burkury, M.A. A Trea- 
iat on thi Applkadm of GtneraHMii Coordimtis to ific dintHot Mattrial 
Jy.naft. iE7p. Evo. fir. 

Williamson {A. W., Phil Doc.., F,R.S.\ Chemistry for 
A ne^ Editiob, with Solutiona. 1S 73- fcap. Svd. Er, tid, 

VTI. HISTORY. 

Finlay [George, LL.D.). A History of Greece from its Con- 
queEL by the RaHiauE to the prefebt time, B.C. [4^ to A.D. 18^4. A 
Edition, revised thronghnut, and in part le-written, with Considerable ad¬ 
ditions, by the Author^ and edited by H. E. Toier, M.A. 1877. 7 vols. Evo. 
Jf. lOf. 

Freeman (FA.^ D.C.L.), A Short History of the Normmi. 
Cenquitt of Second EdStior. ExUa fcap, Evo. 2s. Cd. 

H» A History of Greece. In preparation. 

George (H. B,, M.A.). Genealogical Tables illustrative of Modern 
' Hidtcry. S^Dobil EuitLodj Revised and Enlarged, SrQnll4to. i^j. 
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Hodgkin (?"-)- Italy and her Invaders^ A.Dh 376^76, IJius- 
trat^sd With Plat)0 ntnJ Map*, 3 vioJ*, Sv*. \L 13t. 

Vol. III. TAt Invasion, wid 

Vol. IV. The IiHftriai Ristorationj in the Prest 

Kitchin {G. D.D.y A History of Pr&fice. With numerous 
Maps^ Plans^ aad Tables. Id Three Volumesi Crown Sro. each 
lOf. fid. 

Vol, I, Second TditioD. Down to the Vear 

Vol. a. From i4^^-ida4. Vol. }. From i634-t7£)3, 

Payne {E. y*, JL.A.). A History of the United States 0/ ^ 
Amtyica. In the Pma. 

Ranke {L. von). A History of England, principally in the 
Seventeenth Century. Translated by Resident MembeiS of the Univeraily of 
Oitford, nndtr the superintendence m G» W, Kitchin^ D ,D,j and C. W.- Eoase, 
M.A. 1S75. 6 vols. Svo. 5/. 3Jr 

Rawlinson (George, MrA.)^ A Marmal of Ancient History. 
Seeond Edition, Decny 3vo. 

Seieet Charters and other Ilhistraiions of English Constituiimial 
IlistoTy, from the Earliest Times to the Re[^ of Edward I. Arranged and 
edited by Stubbs, D,D, Fifth Edition. 1883,. Crown Bvq. fij, 

Stubhs D.D,)^ The Constitutional History of England^ 
in its Origin and Development, labrury Edition. 3 toIs, demy 8vo. j7. &j. 

Also in 3 vols. Crown Bvo. price itJ. each. 

WelUsl^. A Selection from the Despatches, Treaties, and 
other Papers of the Marquess Wellesley, K.G., during his Government 
of India. Edited by St J, Owen, M.A* 1877. 8vo. 1/. 

Wellingto^i. A Selection frotn the Despatches, Treaties, and 
other Papers relating to India of Field-Marshal the Dube of Wellington,, E-C. 
Edited by S. J. Owen, M.A. jSSd. 3vo. * 

A History of British hidia. By S. J- Owetij M.A., Reader 
in Indian History in the University of 0:<ford. In preparation. 

VIII. LAW* 

Alherid Gentilis, I.C, Professoris Belli 
Libri Trea- Edidtt Thomas ErSilctEie Holland, T.C.D. t$77' Small 4(0. 
half mOrOCCO, aiJ, 

A^tson (Sir William R., Bar if D.C.L.). Principles of the 
ef extract, and of Agency in itt EeiolUn to ConircLCt. Second 

Editicn, Demy Svo, loj. Ctf. 

Bentkam (ferenty)* An Introduction to the Principles of 
Morels and legistaiion. Crown Evo. fij. ftrf. 

Dighy (Kenelm E., M.AX An IntrodncHon to the History of 
ihe Lcew of Real Properly. Third EdiLloa. Demy Svo, xoj. 5J'. 
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Gsii InstituiioTmm Jurh Chfilis QuaUu$r; or, 
El«iaents of Roman Law by Gaiiis. With a Tmaelatioa and ComEtientacy 
by Edward PoeIc, M.A. 5«coad EdiUon. 1^2f>‘ iS^l 

Hall ( W. P.y M.A.). Intsrnational Law. Second Edition, 
Demy Svo. 2is. 

Holland {T, D,CE^. The Elemettf^ of yurisprudonce. 
Second EditioDr Demy Svo. toj. M. 

- The Europeem Concert in ike Eastern QnesEon^ a Col¬ 
lection of Treaties and olLer Public Acta, Edited, with lattoducliona imd 
Notes, by Thomas Erakinc Hcllaad, D.C-D Svo, laj, di/. Jmt Fukiishtd. 

Imperaioris lusiini&ni Institutionum Libri Qnatiuar; with 
inCroductioPS, Commcataiy, KxccipsilE and TmnElalion. By J. It. Mgyle, B.C. L., 
M.A. 3 voll. Demy Svo. au. 

fitstinian. The Eisiifities of edited as a recension of the 
Inatitutee oi Gaim. by Thonutt Erskine Hollaudi D.CX. Second Edition, 
tS3i , Extra fcap. SvO, 

ymtiniati^ Seket Tiiks from the Digest of By T. E, Holland, 
D.C-D, and C. L. Sbadwcll, B.C.L. Sro. 

Also Bold tn Ports I lu joaper cover9, ^ follows 1— 

Part I. ihtroductoiy Titles- a#. Part II, Family DaIf, 

Fart HI. Froperty Law. if. tSsf. Part IV, Law of ObJigations (No-1), 3^. 

Pari IV, Law of Obligations (No. a). 4*. tKf. 

Marhhy ( W*. M^AX Elements of Law considered with refer- 
eace w Princtplctof Ceaaral Jurisprudence. Third Edition. Demy Si'o, lajjtw/. 

Tmrj (Sir TrmjerSy D.C L,). The Law of Nations considered 
as Ijidepeadcnt Political Commiinitict. 

Part L On the Ei^bts aod Duties of Nations in time of Peace. Anew Edition, 
RcrvLEcd and Enlsigcd. TSS4. Demy Svo. 

Part II- On the Rights and Dntics of NaliOAE in Time of War. Second Edition 
Revised. 1G75. Demy &vo, ait, 

IX. MEWTAIj ATO MOBAL bhilosopht, &c. 

Bacon's Hovum Organ^m- Edited, with English Notes, by 
G. W. KitchiDj D.D. iB^gr Svo. JJ. 

■-- Translated by G- W. Kitchin, D+D* 1855* ®vo. 9-^. 6d. 

BerkeUy. The Works of George Berkeley^ formerly 
Bishop of Ctoyccj: icelndiag cnany of his writings hitherto tinpcblishcd. 
With PrefaceSj ADnoEatinns, and an Account of hit Life and Philosophy, 
by Alexander Campbell Frasci, M,A. 4 vols. iSyi. Svo. uf. iS^, 

Tfu Lift, LiUtri, dec. I vol. tfij. 
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Berkeky, Sekstions fyom. With an Iiitroduttion and Motes- 
FOr iho of in the UnivEJ^itie3, AJ^Uli^er CAm^pbeU FraSer, 
LL,D. Second Edition, Crown $vo. ?j. tStf. 

Fowkr { J'h , M.A.). The Eie^nen is sf Dsd^uctl'V^ designed 
nt&inly for the use of Junior Students in the UniversitiCSr Eighth EdLtiOtl» 
TvitJi a Coliection of Ejtlra fcap, Svo 6rf, 

—-—- The Ele^nents Inducti^ L&giCt designed mainly for 
the cLse of Students in the Universities. Foiirth Edition. Estra fenp. Svo. 6i. 

Edited by T, EOWLEE, M.A. 

Ba^QH* Nevum Organum. With Introductioaj Notes j S:c. 
1870. Evo. 

Lockis Conduct of tks UndorsUtnding. Second Edition* 
Extra fcap. Eva, Sr. 

Grem {T. I/,, M.Af Prokgoijsoria to Et/iks, Edited by 
A. C. Bradley^ M.A, Demy 3vo. i ir. 

Hsgd, The Logic of Hogsl; translated from the Encyclo- 
paedin of the Philosophical ScionceSr With Prolegometia by William 
Wallace, M.A. 1874. Svo. 14J- 

Lot^ds Logio^ in Three Books; of Thought^ of Investigation, 
and of Knowledge. English Trnnsladon; Edited by R Eesauj^uot. M.A.* 
Fellow of UnivcTSity College, Oxford. &vo, tUiK 

——- Mctaphysic^ in Three Books; Ontology, Cosmology, 
and Psychoiogy. English Translation; Edited by E, Beson^aet^ M.A., 
Fellow of UnivcTBity College^ Oxford. EvO. clcth, VZs.^d. 

Mar (mean (fajneSi DMf Typos of Ethical Theory, 2 voJs. 
Svo. 2nt, 

Rogers {f. E. Thorotd, MAX A Manual of Political Economy, 
for the use of Schools. Third ^itiob. Eilra fcap. Evo. 4^. fid. 

Smith’s Wealth cf Nations^ A new Editioii, with Notes, by 
J. E. Thorold Eogers. M.A. a toJs. ft™. iSSo. ajj, 

X. ART, &c. 

JIuUak {John). The C^dtivation of the Speaking Voice^ 
Second Edition. Extra fcap. Evo. ts.fid. 

Oussky {Sir F, A. Gore^ Bartl), A Treatise mi. Harmony. 
Third Edition. 4C0. los, 

- A Treatise on Counterpoint, Canon, and EugnOf based 
upon that of Chembini. Second Edition. 4tO. ]6r. 

-- A T'reatise on Mmioal Form a?id General Compositioru 
4to. icr. 
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Robinson [J. C.^ RS.A.). A Criikat Account of iko Drawings 
i>y Miohtl Atigtio JiW Ragaello in ikt JJttiiftFsiiy GailtriHf Oxjprd. iSjQh 
Crown Bvo. 4J. 

Ruskin M.A.). A Course of Lecitfres on Art^ delivered 
before ibe Univeraitj of Oxfond in, Hilmy Tenqj iSjoh 8vo. ftr, 

Tronibsck and R, F. Dale^ M^A ► A Music Prhmr 
fforSdiMlaJr Second EdiUffo^ Crown S/o. jj, fi;/. 

DyrwMttiR, St. Af*AX A Handbook of Pictorial Art. 
"With coloured lUuitrntioas, PhDtogmpliBj, and a chapter on Fei^peotivo hy 

Macdonald. Second Edition, €vd. half morocco^ i3r. 

Vaujr (IV. S. W., M.Af. R S.}. Catshguo of i/ic C&stdlani 
CpIltUion cf Aviiqniiies in iht University G^iUritS^ Oxjprd. Crown Svo. 
aSff Cover, ]/r 

The Oxford Bible for Teachercontaining supplemen¬ 
tary Helps to the Study or the Bible, induding Suminaries 

^of tbft several Boolis, with copious Explanatory Notes and Tables 
iKusirative of Scripture History and the characteristics of Bible 
Lands j niEhacompEete Index of Subjects, a Concordance, & Diction¬ 
ary of Proper Names, and a series of Maps. Prices in various siEiS 
and bindings from jf. to s/. 5J. 

Helps to the Study of ike Bibles taken from the 
OStFORD BifiLE FOB. TEaCHERS, Coinpriamg Summaries of the 
several Boohs, with copious E;^Ianatory Notes and Tables Ulus* 
trative of Scripture History and the CharaoterisEics of Bible Lands ; 
with a complete Index of Subjects, a Concordance, a Diciionary 
of Proper Names, and a series of Maps. Cre?™ fivo. doth, Jj. bd. \ 

t6mo. dotX iJ- 
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